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* * *
1

con.duc:ting the examination, if he wants to give them· the

2

book to look at and run the risk of them looking at the

3

book and no.t listening to the question, so -MR. KATTENBURG:

4

.

5

Yes, sir.

I believe Ms.

Johnston has one other matter that she wanted to -MS. JOHNSTON:

6

Your Honor, I just wanted to

7

briefly re-visit the issue of lack of informed consent

8

regarding disclosure of risks, based on Cholhan's

9

testimony.

10

If you have that transcript in front of you

if you look at pages 19 and 20 of his transcript.

•

11

THE. COURT:

Nineteen and twenty?

12

MS. JOHNSTON:

Correct. 'At the end of 19

13

starting line 15 and·· going through 20

14

discussing there what the standard of care requires

15

regarding informed consent.

16

that:

1

specifically he's
1

2 0, line 4 he says

Pag~

17

nso she can make an informed consent based

18

on the ability to

19

advantages and disadvantages are of each

20

treatment."

21
22

23

dete~ine

what the

So, he clearly tells us the standard of care
requires that disadvantages are -THE COURT:

With him having said that, Mr.

-376-
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1

Godard, why doesn't that get them past the motion to

2

strike, if there was testimony that risks were not

3

discussed, that there was no evidence that risks were

4

discussed?
MS . JOHNSTON:

5

Yes, and Your Honor, that •s on

6

page 71, line 20 where he says it's his opinion that he

7

saw no evidence the patient was counseled as to the

a

disadvantages, risk factors and the like.
So the totality of his testimony clearly sets

9
10

forth that the standard of care requires disclosure of ·

11

risks and

12

Dr. Tashman had done that, so it should be a jury issue

13

and allow them to decide whether or not whatever was said

14

to her meets this burden.

15

dis~dvantages

MR. GODARD:

and he didn't see evidence that

Very simple.

What he •s talking

16

about on page 20, line 5 is obviously the alternative

17

treatments.

1~

talks about whit the

19

each treatment, alternative treatments and how they

20

compare to each other. .That part is in the case, the

21

Court allowed that to stay in.

22

subsequent questions that flow immediately from that it

~

becomes clear, as we went through on Thursday, that

He doesn't say anything about risks .
advan~ages

-377-
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1

that•s all he•s talking about, as explains on line 2l

2

with -- excuse me, page 2l, line a, Dr. Tashman and Mrs.

3

Gibbs with respect to different treatment options, non-

4

surgical and even. different treatment approaches, et

5

cetera, et cetera.

6

never once defined or opined as to what risks needed to

7

be disclosed to this patient, and that was the basis,

8

c~~tainly

9

excluded that aspect of informed consent.

There's nothing about risks.

He

as I moved and as I Understood, that the Court

10

MS. JOHNSTON:

11

THE COURT:

Your Honor, clearly

I don•t need anything further, Ms.

12

Johnston, I'm going to reconsider my decision and allow

13

that to stay in the case because he talked about

14

disadvantages and he talked later on about no discussion

15

of risks on 20 and 7l, then it

16

past it.

17

s~ays

in the case, it gets

I had real concerns about doing that in the

18

first place, but I think they've given enough of a basis

19

to get past the motion to strike and therefore I

20

reconsider it and put it back in the case.

21

MS. JOHNSTON:

22

THE COURT:

23

Thank you, Your Honor.

I said and I gave you all warning

that if someone pointed out to me in that transcript that

-378-
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I'd be willing to reconsider it.

2

All right, are we ready to proceed?

3

MR. GODARD :

4

My exception' s noted.

ready.

5

THE COURT:

6

(Thereupon, the jury returned to the

7

\

10 ·

THE COURT:
pleasant weekend.

Welcome back, I hope you all had a

We're ready to resume.

Mr. Godard,

your first witness?
MR. GODARD:

11

12

Certainly.

courtroom. )

8

9

Yes, we are

Yes, thank you, the defense calls

Dr. Hunter Tashman.

13

(Thereupon, the witness was sworn.)

14

TEE COURT:

Have a seat on the witness stand,

15

please, watch your step.

16

Thereupon,

·.

17

lmN'l'D SCO'rT 'l'ASBMAN, M.D.,

18

defendant, was called for examination, by counsel for.the

19

defendant, and, having been duly sworn, was examined and

20

testified as follows:

22
23

BY MR. GODARD :
Q

You'll find, if you haven't already noticed,

-379-
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1

that the microphone swivels and adjusts a little bit, so

2

make it comfortable f?r.yourself, and when you're ready,

3

start us off by giving us your name and your professional

4

address, please.

5

6

A

My name is Hunter Scott Tashman.

I practice at

3700.. Joseph Siewick Drive, Suite 201, Fairfax, Virginia.
Dr. Tashman, what part of the world did you

7

Q

8

grow up in?

9

A

United States, New York City, Queens.

10

Q

Were you educated there?

11

Did you obtain your

basic education in New· York?

12

A

13

Island.

14

Q

15

to college?

16

A

17

Stonybrook.

18

Q

19

··-·

665

Well, pretty much geographically within Long

And let's talk about college, where did you go

·.

I went to the State University of New York in

I. think I mistakenly made reference to NYU;. I

was wrong, wasn't I?

20

A

That's a state school.

21

Q

Us non-New Yorkers.

What's the difference

22

between State University of New York and New York

23

University?

-38Q-
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1

A

Tuition.

2

Q

Oh, okay, so you went to the State University

3

of New York, all right, and you obtained your

4

undergraduate

~egree

in?

5

A

Bachelor of Science in biology.·

6

Q

And then did you go on to medical school?

7

A

Yes, I did.

8

Q

Where was that?

9

A

State University·of New York, Health Sciences

10

Center at Brooklyn, also known as the Down State Medical

11

Center.

. 12

Q

13

A

Yes, it is.

14

Q

You obtained your M.D. and what year was that?

15

A

1980.

16

Q

Okay, and then what next did you do by way of

17

18

· And that •s a four-year medical school program?

·.

professional training?
A

!.started a categorical residency-- OB/GYN at

19

the George Washington University Medical Center at

20

Washington.

21

Q

~

23

All right.

So, you came down -- is that the

first time you come down to this neck of the_woods?
A

Yes, it'was.

Categorical implies that we did

-381-
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·1

several months of internal medicine as well as OB/GY.N to

2

round ourselves out.

3
4

Q

How long was that entire residency specialty

training program?

5

A

It was four years.

e

Q

Give us an idea what•s involved in a four-

7

year -- you just mentioned that, that just the first year

8

that you do internal medicine?

9

A

Yes.

Yeah, we do -- we do one-third of the

10

first year in internal medicine, primarily the first year

11

is spent at -- as a matter of fact, it•s spent

12

exclusively at George Washington university Medical

13

Center, pretty much· the -- other than the internal

14

medicine evenly divided between OB and GYN, the

15

subsequent years, as you move up . through the ranks, we

18

rotated through Holy Cross. Hospital
~n .silver Spring and
..

17

Fairfax Hospital, again, time evenly divided OB and GYN.

18

Q

OB

19

A

Obstetrics.

20

Q

And GYN meaning?

21

A

Gynecology.

22

Q

All right.

23

m~aning?

Obstetrics is that limited just to

pregnancy and childbirth?

-382-
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

And gynecology,
I
.

3

gue~s,

is everything else

pertaining to female problems?

4

A

Women's health and surgery.

5

Q

Coming back to the residency program itself for

6

this, what, three, .three-and-a-half years that you're

7

devoting exclusively to OB/GYN -·Even a little bit more than that, yeah.

8

A

9

Q

Tell us --

10

A

At least two-thirds.

11

Q

Well, first of all, how much of that is

12

textbook or, what's the word, didactic versus clinical

13

practice?

14

A

It's all clinical.

Any reading is, you know,

15

related to lectures and on your

16

on -- you're on. the wards.

17

Q

o~

time, but you're

During the course of that three-and-half,
f~cus

18

three-and-three-quarter years of

on OG/GYN

19

training, then, are you.- actually participating in hands-

20

on evaluation and treatment of patients?

21

A

From day one.

22

Q

How about surgeries, to what extent do you

~

participate·in surgeries?

-383-
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.~

1

A

The policy was pretty much that the first month

2

or so that you would do a clinical diagnostic work-up, if

3

you were called to the emergency room to see a patient,

4

your chief

5

pelvic exam until he was available so the patient didn't

6

get -- the emergency room doctor, the pelvic, your

7

pelvic, relatively inexperience at that point and his

8

pelvic, then you would go down with the chief and do the

9

pelvic.

res~dent

allowed you to do everything but the

..

Pretty much once that he felt that you had a

10

level of comfort with the

11

di.agnosed after that you took to the operating room.

12
13

Q

pelv~c

exam, the first patient

All right, and so, early on you began scrubbing

in and actually participating, assisting in --

14

A

15

Q

16

A

Yeah, yeah.
GYN surgical

proced~res?

At the very beginning second assisting, meaning

17

the attending, possibly a chief or third-year resident,

18

and you were there as

19

Q

t~e

second assistant.

Now, give us an idea, if you will, the kinds

20

of -- well, before we get to GY.N surgery, on the

21

obstetrical part

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

-- did you reach the point that you're actually

-384-
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delivering babies while you're --

2

A

~hat's

very early on.

3

Q

And in the course of delivering babies do you

4

perform_the necessary pelvic exams during the course of

5

the woman's labor?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

Maybe this is a foolish question, but did you

a

become familiar with the female pelvic anatomy in the

9

course of your residency training?

10

A

11

Q

Yes .
. More about that in a moment.

Flipping ove.r to

12

the gynecologic side, tell us, give us some examples of

13

the kinds of gynecologic surgeries that you participated

14

in, assisted in and indeed ultimately, as I gather,

15

performed in the course of your

~esidency

training.

16

A

That I, myself, performed?

17

Q

Yes.

.18

A

It ran the full range of hysterectomies_, simply

19

ovarian surgeries, tubal ligations, D&C's, vaginal

20

Q

What's a D&C?

I don't think we've heard that.

21

A

Dilation and curettage, if a woman has

22

irregular bleeding patterns, sometimes for the sake of

~

diagnostic purposes, sampling the lining of the uterus to

-385-
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...
1

see if it's abnormal or pre-cancerous, you scrape it.

2

also ends up in many cases also being

3

the bleeding.

the~apeutic,

It

curing

4

Q

Okay, go ahead, I'm sorry, I interrupted you.

5

A

There were various types of vaginal

6

reconstructive surgeries and urogynecology associated as

7

well.

8
9

10
11

Q

Now, when one speaks of urogynecology, I think

that term has been used before, what's one speaking of?
What does that term mean?
A

There, I guess for lack of a better word,

12

they're the field of urology, the field of gynecology,

13

but, of course, when···a woman has pel vic urologic

14

problems, knowledge of the female anatomy comes

1S

so we find ourselves sometimes in.. urologic surgery.

18

surgery would be the tyPe of repairing urinary stress

17

incontinence and the like, but usually not, say, like re-

18
19

i~

·.implanting kidneys or things of that sort.
Q

Now, during the course those years 'in your

20

residency training at GW, you practiced in part at

21

Fairfax Hospital, is that one of the hospitals you

22

rotated through?

23

handy,

A

Yeah.

-386-
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1

Q

And Holy Cross?

2

A

And Holy Cross.

3

Q

Were those the two primarily?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

You successfully completed that training

6

program?

7

A

Yes, I did.

8

Q

By that time it was 19, what?

9

A

10

Q

What did you do then?

11

A

I considered going

1

84

0

i~to

practice.

I had some

12

offers to join established groups, ultimately decided to

13

go on my own .
. Did you establish an office?

14

Q

15

A

Yes, I did.

16

Q

Where?

17

A

Initially, I was almost in the western most

·.

18

part of Fairfax County.

There were no

19

there at the time, there were no

20

office spaces.

21

Shopping Center through a store front.

ho~pitals

out

certainly no medical

I established my office in the Greenbrier

~

Q

And then as it turned out a hospital got built?

23

A

I was very fortunate.
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1

location that ultimately was three-quarters of a mile and

2

was to become Fair Oaks Hospital.

3
4

5

Q

So, did you begin.practicing at Fair Oaks ·from

literally the day that it opened?
A

Yeah, second day.

I had a patient in labor at

Fairfax, and the night before we finished up at Fairfax
7
8
9

and rarely went back.
Q

So, since 1984, have you maintained privileges

at both Fairfax and Fair Oaks?

10

A

I've reduced my privileges at Fairfax.

11

Q

So, your

12

A

I'd say exclusively.

13

Q

-- is Fair Oaks?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

And

16

~rimary

~ndeed,

hospital almost exclusively

what positipns do you currently

hold at Fair Oaks?

17

A

18

Gynecology.

19

Q

Of the entire department?

20

A

The entire department.

21

Q

How long have you held" that position?

22

A

I was vice chair from '96 -- excuse me, '97 and

23

CUrrently, I'm chairman of Obstetrics and

'98, was elected in '99, 2000 and the ballot just went
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out with me being the only candidate for my third year,

2

so I will be chairman for 2001.
Q

3
4

Along the way, have you sat for board

certification exams?

5

A

I am board certified.

6

Q

What's involved in obtaining -- what's

7

involved, first of all, in becoming eligible to be board

a

certified in obstetrics and gynecology?
A

9

Completing a recognized, generally, that means

10

domestic, United States, approved program of Obstetrics

11

and

12

eligible for a more comprehensive oral exam.

13

exam itself relates to case lists upon which we're pretty

14

much grilled, anything with case lists is fair

15

the examiners to ask you question$.

16

attesting to your exposure in both microscopic, pathology

17

and clinical gynecology and obstetrics.

18
19

Gyne~ology,

Q

passing a written exam in order to be

The

cas~

gam~

gynecology -A

Yes.

21

Q

-- including gynecological surgery?
Are you a member of· the American College?

22

A

Yes, the term is Fellows of the American
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Col.lege of Obstetrics and Gynecology..
does that term mean, fellow?

2

Q

Wha~

3

A

Well, there are two different distinctions.

A

is usually an extension into a subspecialty

4

Fel~owship

s

area generally taking an additional year or two

6

training.

7

Obstetrics and Gynecology, it simply is a shorter way of

8

saying that you're board certified.

9

10

Q

With regard to the

Americ~ Co~lege

o;
of

It's not a gender, fellow doesn't mean one of

the guys?

11

A

.No.

12

Q

It applies equally to male ·and female

13

physicians?
A

Yes, yes.

Q

All right.

What other .-- well, have you held

16

or do you currently hold any positions at Fair Oaks

17

regarding Quality Assurance?

18

A

Several.

1~

Q

Such as?

20

A

I am the second most senior.member of the

21

hospital's credentialing committee, which has to do with

~

screening physicians for applicability to join the

~

medical staff, reviewing their past history of exposure
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1

to surgeries and inclusive of complications in surgeries.

2

I sit on the Quality Management Council in my role as

3

Chairman of Obstetrics and Gynecology.

4

on a

5

Quality Improvement Offices where any cases that

6

significant abnormalities based on diagnosis and outcome,

7

return trips to the operating room get kicked out.

a

then have to review them and see if it's appropriate to

9

discuss and confront, if necessary, the surgeon, the

10
11

three~member

I voluntarily sit

triumvirate in my own department of
~ve

any

We

gynecologist about these issues.
I am frequently appointed to ad hoc committees for

12

so-called sentinel events 'in the hospital.

13

event is when something goes .wrong to the point of

14

possibly being a threat to life or limb, and our role is

15

not to make judgments on whether $omething wrong has been

18

done, but to make.

17

doesn't happen again. So, for example, recently we had an

· 18

~esthesia

~ure

A sentinel

t}?.at the problem is repaired so it

CC?mplication and we found that the crash cart,

19

the cart for resuscitating patients was not readily

20

identified and available to a new wing to the hospital

21

that just opened up, and among our recommendations were

~

an additional crash cart in that area plus the signs

~

posted as to where all the crash carts on the floor were,
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1

making sure that the anesthesiologist,. there was a little

2

bi~

3

developing a protocol for anesthesia after cesarean

4

section as far as monitoring.·

5

of sloppy documentation, that that was changed and

Q

Let's talk a little bit about the type of

6

practice that you have in your private practice of

7

obstetrics and gynecology.

8

describe it, is it a general OB/GYN practice?

9

A

First of all, how would you

It's general OB/GYN, and actually to a certain

10

extent, but I function as many of my patients primary

11

care giver.

12

Q

What 'is that, primary care giver?

13

A

The likes of internal medicine, cardiopulmonary

14

problems, in some cases some minor endocrine problems, do

15

a little bit of infertility and -·:-

16

Q

Infertility meaning helping

17

A

Helping couples that are trying to conceive and

'18
19

have had considerable problems,. get the work-up underway
at least.·

20

Q

So, you deliver babies as well?

21

A

Yes, I do.

22

Q·

How many babies a year do you have?

23

A

When I was pretty much one of two of the only
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1

OB/GYN's in the western part of the county, probably 200

2

to 250 a year.

3

the beltway with the suburban movement, and I now have 63

4

competitors, probably doing about half that many,

5

probably about 120.

As

people started leaping from outside

..

Q

6

So what percentage of all nowadays is your

7

practice divided between obstetrics, delivering babies

8

~d

9

gynecology matters?
·A

Maybe 60 percent obstetrics, 40 percent

10

gynecology with regard to actually physically in the

11

hospital.

12

as I have, you know, the gynecologic problem treating it

13

medically.

14

Q

Office practice tends to be about 50/SO. as far

Let's talk about sacrospinous ligamentous
invo~ved

15

suspensions and the anatomy

16

respect, ·the first question I'm going to ask you, tell us

17.

what kinds of procedures and what kinds of gynecologic

18

and/or obstetrical experience you have had that

19

your familiarity with the anatomy and the structures that

20

one would be encountering when one does a sacrospinous

21

ligament suspension.

22

23

MR. KATTENBURG:

as such, and in that

en~ompass

Your Honor, I think that

question ought to be couched in terms of his knowledge
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1

and experience up to 1996.

2

ge%lllane it would be •

3

MR. GODARD:

4

BY MR.. GODARD:

5

e
7

Q

Afterward, I don•t know how

Sure, I 1 11 accept that.

Assume that my questions focus on 1996.

Just

tell us the stat.e of everything as of then.
A

In doing a pelvic exam, the identification of

8

the so-called sacrospinous, and in nearly every intake

9

exam for a new obstetrical patient, you•ll frequently

10

chart out the dimensions of the pelvis.

11

question estimating the distance between the ischial

12

spines on either side of the pelvis because that•s

13

essentially the area where the head is going to clear,

14

and it•s just a general

15

compromise, sometimes you '11 say ..this is unquestionably

16

an adequate pelvis, and you won •t note the exact

17

distanc.e.

18

of least 11 centimeters •

assessment~

If there•s any

If there•s a

We like to see a distance between those spines

19

Q

Can I ask you to just use our friend here --

20

A

These are the ischial spines.

As

the head

21

crowns, as it comes forward to deliver, let•s make this

~

the neck of the baby over here, that head enters the

23

pelvis and then if it has adequate room, it will rise up
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1

and so-call crown as it delivers.

2

too close, the baby

3

There are· other elements as well.

4

called a gynecoid pelvis, a pelvis that has, like this

5

one does, a very nice hollow sacrum to accommodate the

6

head.

7

sacrum comes a little bit sharper, and when you're

a

looking at it from this angle, you might almost get an

9

impression of the back part of the pelvis, of actually

~ill ~ot

If these spines are

in line to the pelvis.
We describe what's

There. may be a pelvis, the male pelvis where the

10

the whole pelvis being heart shaped, very narrow down

11

here, and that can also restrict the head.

12

Q

Okay, but in terms of the ischial spine, in

13

terms of your examination and evaluation of, first of

14

all, in the prenatal period of pregnancy are you looking

15

for ischial spines?

·.

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

During the course of a woman being in labor,

18

actually abo1,1t to deliver the.baby, what role does a

19

location of the ischial spines or the ischial spines play

20

in managing that labor?

21

A

As labor progresses, the most important single

~

factor as to whether a patient's -- or a woman, patient

~

is going to deliver vaginally or not is whether, and it's
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1

a simple concept, whether the widest part of the head can

2

fit through the narrowest part of the pelvis.

If that

3

can't happen, you're going to do a c-section.

In the

4

course of labor, we identify what we call stations.

5

is approximately the widest part of the head and the

6

ischial spine is the narrowest part of the pelvis.

7

when we talk of stations, we use a system where anything

8

where the widest part ·of the ·head is outside of the

9

narrowest of the pelvis is a negative station.

This

And

Once we

10

hit a zero station, we've identified with some degree of

11

certainty that the head would come -- that the widest

12

part of the head indeed has negotiated or exactly at the

13

ischial spines.
From there, as we deliver, we identify positive

14
15

stations.

16

identifies it in terms of centimeters and it goes up to

17

five.

18

true. pelvis into .approximately thirds, .so plus-three

19

would imply that the head is crowning.

20

There are two

systems~.

one that roughly

·.

One that arbitrarily divides the lower pelvis, the

Q

So, the focus specifically then,. when you're

21

performing a pelvic examination on a woman in labor, is

22

it important that you be able to palpate, that is feel

23

the ischial spines?
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A

In fact, most obstetrical labor charts keep

2

what's called a flow sheet.

3

especially in a prolonged labor, to make entries in that

4

flow sheet, as many as seven to ten times, with regard to

5

station, where the head is with regard to·these ischial

a

spines.

7

Q

It•s not uncommon,

Now, reference was made in previous testimony

a

about not actually being able to feel the ischial spines

9

during the course of a woman • s labor; is that true?

10

A

No, it's not.

11

Q.

You delivered

t~o

babies for Marge Gibbs, and

12

we•re going to get to that in a few moments, but did you

13

have the opportunity to locate, palpate her ischial

14

spines

15

A

Yes,

16

Q

-- in the course·of those deliveries?

17

A

Yes.

·18

Q.

·More about that when we get to

th~.s proc~dure.

19

What other kinds of gynecologic and/or obstetrical

20

procedures and exams have you done that adds to your or

21

gives you experience about the anatomy in this region of

~

the pelvis?

23

A

With specific regard to obstetrics, about the
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1

time I came out of residency, there was a large desire

2

for patients to undergo
..
.what we call natural or educated

3

childbirth meaning the patients would use breathing

4

techniques such as, you might have heard Lamaze, to get

5

through some of the, I call it pain, somebody might call

6

it discomfort, but getting through the pain of labor,

7

meaning not using any anesthetic agents.

8

situations I found that there are

9

fine, but when it came to the point of pushing,

In many

patie~ts

who did just

10

experience a great deal of discomfort on the perineum and

11.

because of their
. feelings about

12

situation they're in, I must offer them alternatives.

13

would say from 1984, maybe up until -- maybe for about

14

ten years patients who were in that situation, because

15

there was certainly more

16

would offer them pudendal blocks.

ane~thesia

patient~

.

but the
I

going natural then, I

17

Q

What is a pudendal block?

18

A

Pudendal block, approaching the patient .from

19-

here, with the knowledge of the pudendal nerve lies

20

somewhat behind this ischial spine, pudendal block takes

21

a local· anesthetic agent such as Xylocaine, which

~

dentist may use to numb a nerve ending, is injected with

~

your right finger directly on the ischial spine,
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1

me, your middle finger on the ischial spine, your index

2

finger balancing what's called a trumpet.

3

an instrument that directs a very long needle, it's

4

actually a modified spinal needle, to the area, advancing

5

the·neeale beyond the ischial spine through the

e

sacrospinous ligament, so you're actually feeling the

7

resistance of the ligament, and then maybe another

a

centimeter beyond that and dispensing approximately ten

9

cc •s, ten cubic centimeters, about ·a half a tablespoon,

10

A trumpet is

of anesthetic agent right at the pudendal nerve.
So, you need to know where the pudendal nerve

11

Q

12

is located?

13

A

And on both sides actually because, I mean, you

14

come into the pelvis usi:ug your right hand to hold the

15

trumpet for the right pudendal

16

with your left hand j.ust because of the advantage of the

17

angle ·to do it on· that side.

18.

Q .

bl~ck,

and you•re working

So, how many times, how many

occi:u~ions

over the ·

19

years up to 1996 have you had occasion to give patients

20

in labor these pudendal blocks?

21

A

Somewhere between two and three hundred

~

patients which would translate to 400 to 600 nerve

23

blocks ..
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1

Q

Let•s talk for just a minute about gynecologic

2

surgeries. ·What types of gynecologic surgeries had you

3

performed as of October of 1996 that involved this same

4

area of the pelvis and the general anatomy that we•re

5

talking about here?

6

A

What types?

Vaginal hysterectomies primarily

7

would I say would be the most significant, I

8

as with specific regard to sacrospinous ligament

9

suspension or?

~ave

done,

10

Q

Well, okay, let•s go ahead and talk about that.

11

A

Okay.

12

Q

When did you first learn about sacrospinous

13
14

ligament suspension?
A

It was first being popularized, I believe, a

15

little bit before I started my

18

talk of a Dr. David Nichols, who at first was at State

17

Univers.ity or in Buffalo Medical Center and then

18

subsequently became chairm~ over at Women•s. ~d Infants

19

in Providence, Rhode Island, who had revived a

~0

modification of an old procedure for suspension of the

21

vagina.

22

23

Q

r~sidency

at GW, there was

So, did you indeed begin to learn about it

initially in medical school?
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A

In residency.

There were a number of doctors

2

that were starting to do them.

Since it was a vaginal

3

surgery, the Eli Lilly Company had developed a procedure

4

that was particularly good for vaginal surgeries, they

5

were promoting the procedure by giving residents at that

6

time the choice of two videotapes, one of vaginal

7

hysterectomies, one of sacrospinous ligament suspension.

8

At the time I would scrub in usually as second assistant

9

to some of the doctors, not very many of them.

10

Q

How many times do you estimate that occurred?

11

A

I would say probably second assisting, six to

12
13
14

ten times.
Q

Now, as you, and this is while you were in your

residency?

15

A

This was during residency.

16

Q

Now, as you finished your residency and went

17

into private practice, by October of 1996, what

18

additional

19

sacrospinous ligament suspension?

20

A

experi~nce,

if any, .had you_ had with

Academically, I had taken a four-day American

21

College of OB/GYN sponsored course where two of the four

~

faculty members were Dr. David Nichols and Donald

23

Ostergard, that was in New Orleans.
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Q

And they were talking about how to do the

procedure?
A

Among other urogynecologic and reconstructive

4

surgeries, that was the title of the four-day lecture

5

with a little bit of lab.

6

Q

And did you have the opportunity to actually

7

observe, once you were in private practice, live

a

sac~ospinous

9

A

ligament suspensions?

Yes, I was particularly interested in

10

broadening my own methods and whenever I would see posted

11

on the schedule a sacrospinous ligament

12

because mind you, in a community hospital they are not

13

done terribly, terribly often, but they are done, I would

14

make sure that I arranged my schedule so I could go down

15

and at least put gloves on and check the positioning,

1~

feel the spines, watch the procedure through a fairly

17

restricted opening, but I wasn't even scrubbed most of

18

the cases . ·

19

Q

20

suspensi~n

So, how many times had you done that by

October, 1996?

21

A

About five or six.

22

Q

Were there any actual procedures before October

~

of 1996 where you participated in the procedure?
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A

1

Yes, in 1995 a patient came to me who was to

2

have a .total vaginal hysterectomy anterior/posterior

3

~aginal

4

Fairfax Hospital.

5

undertook to do all those procedures but found

6

bleeding and she was discharged simply with the vaginal

7

hysterectomy and the anterior and posterior vaginal

8

repair, but because of blood loss, they decided to

9

terminate the procedure and not do her sacrospinous

10

repair and a sacrospinous ligament suspension at
She apparently underwent -- they
ex~essive

ligament suspension.

11

Her doctor had retired, she subsequently came

12

to me, and I examined her and she indeed still did need

13

to have the.prolapse repaired, and so

14

procedure with.her but at that point told her I had not

15

done any significant part of the procedure in any cases

16

and invi ted Dr. Hans Krebs to

17

Dr. Hans Krebs who works over at Fairfax, and Dr. Krebs

18
19

· and ·I

I

discussed the

or invited her ·to visit

agreed . to do the procedure together at Fair paks·

Hospital .

20

Q

All right, and that was in 1995?

21

A

That was in 1995.

22

Q

And the procedure then was done with Dr. Krebs

23

as the lead, and did you. assist him?
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A

. Yes, Dr. Hans I<rebs is a GYN oncologist at

2

Fairfax Hospital.

3

for· certain types of pelvic surgery because they

4

basically have been in the pelvis where there have been

5

extensive cancers, and their knowledge of the

6

just impeccable.

7

8
9

Q

GY.N oncologists are particularly
good
.
.

All right.

ana~omy

is

To what degree ·was your

participation in that 1995 surgery?
A

I obviously prepped the patient in the nature

10

that she was an appropriate candidate before I sent her

11

on to Dr. Krebs,

12

went over the procedure with Dr. Krebs as he exposed the

13

area, placed the first stitch and having watched.that

14

under his watchful eye, I placed the second stitch of the

15

procedure and additionally did some further vaginal .

16

repair of the patient.

17
18
19

Q

~~d

in the operating room, step by step·

Then what, if any, further occasions did you

have before October of 1996 to participate?
A

In early 1996, I was approached by a patient

20

who had such profound prolapse that she simply could not

21

keep even the lowest part of her uterus from protruding

22

between her. legs .

~

examined her, we talked about ·the options for various

She had profound prolapse.
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procedures and ultimately, again, since I had learned a
J

2

good deal from Dr ... ~ebs, I didn't feel it. was adequate

II

3

to take her to the operating myself.

l

4

senior colleague of mine who had been in practice for,

5

oh, approximately 30, 35 years, as he was familiar with

6

the sacrospinous ligament suspension, and I felt that she

7

was a good candidate, and we went to the operating room

I consulted with a

,

a
9

·with that doctor.

Can I answer by name, or is it

inappropriate?

10

Q

Yeah.

11

A

Dr. Robert Bettina, he practices at Fairfax,

12

and so Dr. Bettina and I took this patient to the

13

operating room.

14

15
16 ·

17
18

19

20

Q
~urgery?

A

All right, and then who did what in that
And this was what month in 1996?
The patient

cam~

.to

su~gery

about late March or

April of '96.
Q

Okay~

Who was the lead surgeon in that

surgery?
A

Initially at my deposition I stated that Dr.

21

Bettina was the lead surgeon.

~

Operative Note, I didn't check things, in fact, Dr.

23

Bettina was trying to teach me a· modification of the
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1

Nichols, Dr. David Nichols procedure where he used a

2

different instrument called a Meia hook or Meia ligature

3

passer and as the surgery went on, Dr. Bettina•s purpose

4

was to show me how to use the Meia hook in place of the

5

ligature passer we mentioned before, the Deschamps

e

ligature passer, but essentially, I did the entire

7

surgery.

8

9

Did you locate the ischial spines, the

Q

sacrospinous ligament?

10

A

Yes, I did.

11

Q

Did you locate the spot for implanting the

12

ligature?

13

A

We exposed it.

14

.Q

Did you place those ligatures yourself?

15

A

Yes, I did.

16

Q

But Dr. Bettina was there as sort of your

17
18

proctor during that procedure?
He. also showed me how to-approach.the

A

19

sacrospinous ligament with. this other instrument.

It

20

accomplishes exactly the same thing as the Deschamps

21

l~gature

~-

mechanism.

~

a modification of a biopsy punch where you pull the

passer but does it in a totally different
Dr. Cholhan refers to an instrument that was
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1

trigger and --

2

Q

Right.

3

A

-- it throws the needle, that•s what the Meia

Q

Incidently, did you bring with you today, did

4

5

is.

6

the security people let you get past with surgical

7

instruments?

8

A

9
10

11
12

After about a half an hour.

the specific set that Fair Oaks Hospital uses for all
sacrospinous ligament suspensions.
Q

'

And are.they the ones that you used in the

procedure for Marge Gibbs?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

All right.

we•ll get to that in just a moment.

Was that procedure there in March, 1996

15
16

There is a ·tray of

successful for that patient?

17

A

Very much so.

18

Q

Now, what did you

cons~der

as of

O~tober

of

19

1996, when you•re consulting with Ms. Gibbs, and we•re

20

going. to launch into all of that about her in just a

21

second, what did you consider your level of competence in

22

the area of performing this procedure?

23

A

I was very comfortable_with it.
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.Q

1

As
as~

long as we're talking about the anatomy, let
you,

tel~.

2

me just

us about nerves.

First of all, is

3

the area of the sacrospinous ligament, are there nerves

4

in the area?

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

Can the surgeon see the nerves?

7

A

Not from the vaginal side.

·a

Q

And why is that?

9

A

Most of these nerves originate from the

10

abdominal -- there are plexuses that arise from this

11

side, the front, and they run they're way down to the

12

pelvis, the pelvis has what's called a pelvic diaphragm,

13

it•s a -- or urogenital diaphragm, it•s a combination of

14

several muscle groups that keep the pelvic organs

15

suspended because humans need a physically strong pelvic

16

diaphragm, they stand. upright, so this is a·combination

17

of muscles and fibrous· tissues that essentially blanket

18

·~he

19

pelvic floor.
Q

A11 right. Well, then, generally speaking, how

20

can a surgeon avoid impacting involving nerves if these

21

nerves are in the area?

22
~

23

A

Somewhat, I guess the converse to doing a

pudendal block, not seeing the nerve, you know how to
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1

numb it, and so you know that that's the most likely

2

.Place where the nerve is, if you get a good pudendal

3

block, and I was fairly consistently good at getting

4

anesthesia good enough to apply forceps to a patient who

5

had otherwise und~rgone natural childbirth.

6

where it is also tells you how to stay away from it, and

7

so you generally use landmarks.

8

9

Q

Okay.

Know~ng

Is there any test, study that a surgeon

can perform on the patient

preoperativ~ly

or even

intra~

10

operatively during the operation that will tell him where

11

the nerves are in a particular patient?

12

A

You really don't want to enter that space

13

because in entering it, you may inadvertently do damage

14

to a nerve because there's a predictable area where they

15

are, but there is some

16

Q

Okay.

var~ance

Well, by

n

as well.

test 11 I· mean MRI, CAT scans,

17

EMG studies, any of those if you did them preoperatively,

18

would they .enlighten
you
. .
.. as to precisely where the nerves

19

in a particular.patient are?

20

A

I don't believe it would with nerves of those

21

calibers, the caliber of the pudendal nerve and its

~

distribution.

23

Q

Okay.

Well, let's talk about ·Ms; Gibbs.
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1

of all, in the course of your evaluation and visits with

2

Ms. Gibbs did you compile an office record?

3

·A

4

Q

Yes, I did.
Let me place before you a notebook containing a

5

number of documents and .direct your attention to what

e·

we've numbered here as pages one, two -- one through five

7

actually, are those pages one through five copies of your

8

office notes pertaining to your evaluations and sessions

9

with Ms. Gibbs between June of '96 and the last time you

10
11

saw her?
A

May of '96 was where. it starts, yes.
MR.. GODARD:

12

Okay.

Those are labeled as

13

Defendant's Exhibit 6 and labeled in this book as

14

Exhibit~

15
16

1 through 5.
THE COORT:

Any objection to Defendant 's

Exhibit 6, pages one. through six -- one through five?

17

MR. GODARD:

One through five at this point.

18

MR .. KATTENBORG:

19

THE COORT:

We have· no objection.·

Then 6 will be admitted.

20

(Thereupon, the document heretofore

21

identified as Defendant's Exhibit

22

No. 6 was admitted into evidence.)

23

MR. GODARD:

Then pages six, seven, eight,
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1

nine, ten, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, including 16-A and B,

2

as well as 17, 18

3

23, 24,

4

have been identified and I 1 ll break them down as we

19,

and I•m sorry, also 20, 21, 22,

so we•re now looking at pages 6 through 24, which

BY MR. GODARD:

5

e

L~d

Q

First, we•ve identified as Defendant•s Exhibit

7

a, that which is page six through page nine. Look at

8

those first.

9

Defendant•s Exhibit 8.

10

A

Tell us what pages six and seven are on

Page six appears to be the history and physical

11

for a June, •96

12

Gibbs, with continuation on seven.

13

with specific regard to the bladder suspension, the

14

Marshall-Marchet t i .

admi~sion

for Marjory Gibbs, Margie

15

Q

So, is that your note? ·.

16

A

It•s my dictation

17

transcribed.

18

Q

19

Okay,

~d

tha~

It looks like it was

the hospital

pages eight and nine o£ Defendant •s.

eight are what?

20.

A

It looks like the Operative Note itself.

21

Q

All right.

22

23

For the Marshall-Marchetti

procedure?
A

Yes.
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i

t
I
!

.-

I

MR.. GODARD:

1

And I ll stop there momentarily
1

2

and move for admission of Defendant's 8, pages six

3

through nine.
MR. KATTENBURG:

4

No objection.

We just

5

received this book this morning, that's why I 1 m taking a

6

moment to look at it.
THE COURT: Defendant's 8 will be admitted.·

7
8

(Thereupon, the document heretofore

9

identified as Defendant's Exhibit

10

No. -8 was admitted into evidence.)
BY

11
12

MR._- GODARD:

~

Q

Next, focusing beginning --

~ocusing

on what

13

has been marked as Defendant's Exhibit 7, pages 10, 11,

14

it goes all the way through page 24, so pages 10 through

15

24 which have been marked as Defendant's Exhibit 7, can

16

you look through those, and first of all, page number

17.

of Defendant's 7, what is that?

18

_A

Page number 10 is what the hospital system

19

calls Acknowledgment of Informed Consent process.

20

generally is given to the patient sometime --

21

Q

Which patient does this pertain to?

22

A

Margie.

23

Q

And which procedure does it pertain to?
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A

It pertains to the

proced~e

that she

2

ultimately had_on October 7, which was the total vaginal

3

hysterectomy, posterior vaginal repair, uterosacral

4

suspension and ultimately the sacrospinous ligament

s

suspension.

e

Q

Does it contain Ms. Gibbs' signature?

7

A

Yes, it does.

8

Q

Pages 11 and 12 of Exhibit 7, what is that?

9

A

That's my preoperative history and physical for

10

that procedure.

11

Q

Pages 13, 14, 15 and 16, what are those pages?

12

A

That appears to be my Operative Note again for

13

the surgery on October 7th on Margie .

14

Q

The sacrospinous ligament suspension?

15

A

Along with the other procedures mentioned.

16

Q

Pages 16-A and 16-B, what are those pages?

17

A

16-A is the surgical· anesthesia records, a

18

running record·of medications, vital signs, any

19

noteworthy events during the course of the patient being

20

under anesthesia.

21

Q

16B?

22

A

16B, I believe, is the record that get

~

initiated in the recovery room regarding the patient's
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vital signs and any noteworthy events.

2

Q

While in the recovery room?

3

A

While fn the recovery

4

Q

All right, and page 17 of Exhibit 7 is what?

5

A

It's my first so-called Progress Note after the

~oom.

6

surgery, what we call an operative summary.

7

more complete note.

We dictate a

8

Q

And pages 18 and 19 of'Defendant's 7?

9

A

Eighteen and 19 relate to the October

10

removal of the sacrospinous ligament

11
12

13

10~

suspens~on.

Q

And page 20, 21 and 22 of Defendant's Exhibit

A

This would be a discharge summary for my

7?

.14

hospitalization from October

15

Margie Gibbs .

7~

to October

14~,

1996 on

..

16

Q

o;ctated by you?

17

A

Dictated by me.

18

Q

P~ges

19

A

Surgical pathology report on the specimen or

20

23

and 24 of Exhibit 7?

specimens obtaine~ during that surgery of October 7~.
MR. GODARD:

21

Your Honor, please, I would move

~

for admission of Defendant's Exhibit No. 7 consisting of

23

pages --
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1

THE

2

MR. GODARD:

3

MR.

4

10 through 24

Yes, 10 through 24
Am

KATTENBURG:

I permitted to do any voir

dire on one or.two of these documents at this point?
THE

5

6

COURT:

relevance?

COURT:

You mean as to foundation

Ask the question as to foundation relevance .

MR.:

.7

Sure.

KATTENBURG:

Well, I just wanted a

a

clarification.

9

p_age of this, that's the hospital• s consent form, not

10

Defendant's Exhibit 7, page 10, the first

your own?

11

THE WITNESS:

12

MR. KATTENBORG:

13

Right, it 1 s what they call a
It • s part of the hospital

record?

14

THE WITNESS:

15

MR.

Yes.
And I ·.guess subject to the

KATTE.""mORG:

16

proper foundation being laid, but is there something

17

germane in the anesthesia records that would relate in

18

any way?

19

conduct throughout the surgery, and I don•t know how

20

these pages are germane.

21

not object.

~

or germane, the two pages which would be in consecutive

~

order, 16-A and 16-B.

You have no theory as to the anesthesiologist 1 s

I probably with a proffer would

If he plans to bring why these are pertinent
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..1

MR. GODARD:

They contain times and statistics

occ~red

2

concerning what

3

period of time of the surgery and while she was in the

4

recovery room.

5

with the patient during the

MR.. KATTENBURG:

Well

I

there I s

a lot of extra

a

language, Judge, appearing, handwritten notations by

7

evidently the anesthesiologist that lacks any

8

authenticity or foundation.

9

relate.to the anesthesia records.

I don't know how this would
Again, I'm referring

10

to 16-A and 16-B.

11

these have·any pertinence or are relevant in our case.

12

MR..

I'd like to hear a proffer as to why

GODARD:

Well, I'm not even certain what

13

counsel is objecting to at this point.

14

go through the surgeries, this contains times when the

15

anesthesia began --

16

THE

17

MR. GODARD:

.18.

TEE

COURT:

COURT:

I just said as we

·.
I understand what your proffer --- loss of blood, blood pressures.
I understand your proffer as it

19

what contains is relevant, but he's saying there's also

20

additional information that is not relevant.

21

MR.

22

lot of hearsay on here.

23

MR..

KATTENBURG:

GODARD:

That's hearsay, there's also a

That' s wP,y I 'm saying is there a
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I
'

portion he is objecting to?

1

!.

MR. KA'I''l'ENBURG:

2

I 'm objecting to any of the

3

writing on the comments, in fact, that's how it's

4

labeled, "Comments", ·and I'm objecting to --

5

THE COURT:

The comments on page lEi -A?

6

MR. KAT'I'ENBURG:

On lEi-A, I'm objecting to the

7

focus plan.

'I'his is not by Dr. Tashman, it has not

a

relationship to any aspect of our case.

9

relevant. ·It contains hearsay which I can't cross
examine.

10

THE COURT:

1.1

Well, is there any objection to

striking the ."Comments" section and the focus plan?

12
13

MR.. KAT'l'ENBURG:

14

THE COURT:

15

MR. GODARD:

20
21
22

23 '

Hold on, hold on.
If counsel-.is objecting to that,

MR.. KATTENBURG:

17

19

If we --

then, no, strike it.

16

18

It's simply not

·

All right, subject to that, I

have no objection if we take those out, all these
numbers, I don't -MR. GODARD:

Unfortunately, we'll have to go

through and redact all of those.
MR. KA'I'TENBORG:

All right .

'I'hen, my next

question would be I guess counsel can offer the
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1

postoperative Progress Notes·, there's only one page of

2

many pages, I gather that I can use 'that for cross exam

3

so I'm not going.to object to 17 except thit it's

4

incomplete.

5

MR.. GODARD :

6

MR. KATTENBURG:

7

.a

the date of_operation.

What do you mean it 1 s incomplete?
Well, it's just one page on

Where are all the other pages,

Mr. Godard?

MR. GODARD:

9

It's the page that --

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. KATTENBURG: . I'm sorry..

12

Counsel, don't be doing that.
I apologize to the

Court.

13

THE COURT:

That's not the way it works.

14

MR. KATTENBURG:

Yes, sir.

I apologize, it's

15

my mistake.

16

the second surgery is omitted, so I gather that there's

17

no operative report for that.

18
19

Page -- I have no obgection to 18 or 19, and

TEE· COURT:

That's my only objection.

Up through page· 22 is

whe~e

you're

at, Mr. Godard?

20

MR. KATTEN13URG:

21

MR. GODARD:

24.

I'm sorry, 23.

The op note for the second surgery

~

is pages 18 and 19, if you're referring to October 10~ as

23

the second surgery.
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MR. KATTENBORG.: · Okay, I'm sorry, because I

1

2

only -- you're absolutely correct, I apologize, that is

3

here, and

I

4

morning.

On

5

the surgery, it also contains hearsay, and there•.s,

6

again, if there's a

7

probative value for the issues in our

8

have no

9
10

just haven't seen this book until this

THE

23 --

this is a pathology report following

pro~fer

COURT:

that this is -- has some
p~rticular

case, I

What's the relevance of the

pathology report?
MR. GODARD:

11·

I~uendo

that the removal of

12

Gibbs' uterus, i.e., the performance of a hysterectomy

13

may not have been necessary or appropriate just because

14

she -MR. KATTENBURG:

15

Your Honor

1

I '11 go on record

18

saying Ms. Gibbs consented to a hysterectomy 1 it wa·s

17

medically necessary and in her best interest, that's

18

.certainly not --.. it has
MR. GODARD:

19
20

~ot.hing

to d<;> with --

This is only the pathology of the

uterus.

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. GODARD:

23

THE COURT:

Then

23

and 24 will come out.

You can bring those .pages out.
So, Defendant' s 7
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.....
1

now 10 through 22 will be admitted with the striking of

2

t~ose

GODARD:

MR..

4

TEE COURT:

5

pages 16-A and 16-B.

I

Anesthesia note.
anesthesia note which are on

6

(Thereupon, the document heretofore

7

identified as Defendant's Exhibit··

8

No. 7 was admitted into evidence.)
MR.· GODARD:

9

10
11

this book,

n~mely

Then as to the remaining pages in

pages 25 through 29, let ··s see, 25

MR. KATTENBURG:

Your Honor, to save time, I •ve

12

looked at all of them and we have no objection to the

13

remaining pages.

14
15

THE COURT:

All right.

That • s Defendant

Exhibit 17, and it will be admitted.

16

(Thereupon, ·the document heretofore

17

identified as Defendant's Exhibit

18

No. 17 was admitted.into.eyidence.)

19

MR. GODARD:

And we have incorporated ·each of

20

these exhibits now admitted into what we've labeled as a

21

Jury Notebook, we have a copy for each of the jurors, and

22

unfortunately, if the court would allow us a brief

23

recess, we'll redact the necessary portions.
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THE COURT:

1

for

2

t~n

We' 11 do that, take a short recess

minutes. -

3

(Thereupon, at

4

recessed to reconvene at
THE

5

COURT:

~0:25a.m.,

~Q:48

the proceedings

a.m.)

Sorry to be late cotidng

bac~.

Are

we ready to resume?

6

MR. GODARD:

7

Ready.

I.don't think we bothered

to redact the Court's copy.

8
9

THE

COURT:

No, that ~ s all right •

10

MR.

GODARD: Here's separate copies of the

MR..

I<ATTENBURG:

exhibits.

11
12

Are we going to, . Your Honor,

13

use separate copies?

14

individual books, are we not being redundant?

15

one set of

~f

their
I think

·.
THE

16

If the jury has each

COURT: · _At tb.e· conclusion of the evidence,

those books are -- in fact, at the conclusion of Mr.

17

Godard's examination, unless you wish.them to retain the

18
•

0

•••

•

•

•

••

•

•

19

book, I'm going to take the books away, and they won't

20

have them during the deliberation either.

21
~

23

MR..

KATTENBURG:

Thank you.

(Thereupon, the jury returned to the
courtroom. )
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THE COURT:

1

You will ·be handed notebooks which

2

Mr. Godard has asked to be distributed, these are all

3

documents which have been admitted into evidence.

4

won•t get to keep these afterwards, so don't make notes

5

in there.

a

(DIRECT EXAMINATION

resumed)

BY MR. GODARD:

7

Q

8
9

You

We know from the testimony, Dr. Tashman, that

you began your doctor/patient relationship with Ms. Gibbs

10

back in 1991, and we •r·e. not going to go through all ·the

11

different things that o9curred up through 1995, but just

12

the highlight, you became her OB/GYN in 1991, did you

13

not?

14

A

Yes, I did.

15

Q

You had several visits with her in '92 and '93?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

She then, as we have heard from het testimony,·

18

became pregnant in 1993, you managed that

pregn~cy?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

Delivered her first baby --

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

-- in 1994, and that was a vaginal delivery?

23

A

Yes, actually it was an assisted vaginal
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delivery of sorts.
Q

What is meant by that?

What is an assisted

vaginal delivery?
A

We were having some what I would gauge as mild

5

to moderate complications.

6

meconium, there was stool in the amniotic fluid.

7

labor had somewhat plateaued and we assisted Margie with

8

a vacuum extraction, putting a suction mechanism on the

9

top of the baby·• s head to ease it down a little bit more

10
11

The baby was passing
The

and speed the process.
Q

Okay.

Then, following that first delivery in

12

April of 1994, did there come a time -- and incidently,

13

you, too, have a copy of the jury notebook in front of .

14

you, feel free to refer to the appropriate pages.

15

there come a.time following that

16

Ms. Gibbs indeed began to experience urinary problems?

17

A

.~irst

Did

childbirth that

Yes, I believe she was talking about what we

18

phrase urinary stress incontinence.

19

under certain situations where she'd cough or suddenly

20

lift or push or anything that involved holding your

21

breath .and bearing down, she would lose urine.

~

23

Q

In.other words,

All right, and actually, I guess we started the

jury notebook with --
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1

A

Yeah.

2

Q

June of '96, we don't have your note about

3

that, but did you have discussions with Ms. Gibbs there

4

in 1995 about that problem, that situation?

5

A

Yes, I did.

6

Q

Tell us the essence of what you conveyed to her

A

Well, since it's normally considered an

7
8

9

then.

aftermath in some women, of natural -- of current

10

childbirth, it's a natural consequence, I should say.

11

The first question to Margie was are you planning on

12

having more, because if you aren' t, · we can repair this

13

sooner than later.

14

not have a repair until you're totally convinced you're

15

not going to have anymore

16
17

Q

If you are, I would suggest that you

childr~n.

All right, and she was receptive to that

approach?

18

A

Sure.

19

Q

All right, then we know from the testimony and

20

the evidence that she became pregnant again, I guess

21

December of '95, and again, you managed that second

22

pregnancy --

~

A

Yes, I did.
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Q

1

2

prenatally and delivered her daughter there

in April of '96?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

Then you saw her on a postpartum check, what

5

does postpartum mean?

6

A

After delivery.

7

Q

And how soon after delivery did you then see to

8

re-evaluate her?
A

9

Our typical postpartum for a normal vaginal

10

delivery is six weeks, so without the record in front of

11

me, I expect that's what it was.
Q

12

All right.

This time you do have the record .in

13

front of you, so look at page one of the page, and the

14

jury's probably already noticed that we tried to number

15

the pages consequently at the tOP. right-hand corner, the

16

· ...page

numpers we'll be referring to, with one or two

17

exceptions because of·something about the page we _may

18

have placed the page number at the bottom

19

corner, but most of them at the top right-hand corner.

20

THE COURT:

right-~d

Is there any objection to our

21

numbering the. court's exhibits the same way?

~

taking notes, I don't want to refer to numbers --

23

MR. KATTENBURG:
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.•4····

1

whatever.
THE COURT:

2

3

We'll conform then to what's in the.

book.

4

MR.. GODARD :

5

BY MR. GODARD:
Q

6

7

So, referring to page one, tell us about your

visit with Ms. Gibbs there on June
A

8
9

Very well .

6~,

1996?

I apologize, I said it would have been a six-

week check, we actually did a two-week check.

Anytime a

10

delivery involves an incision of any sort I like to see

11

my patients at two weeks to see if the incision is

12

healing.

13

had decided this would be their last birth child.Q

14

We did do a tubal ligation.

Okay.

Yes, I had forgotten to mention that.

15

So, you had done the tubal

16

t~e

17

Margie and Dennis

ligati~n

immediately following

delivery of her second child?
A

Yes, and that was a normal, spontaneous vaginal
let~ers

18

delivery which is what the

"NSVD 11 indicate.

19

"PPTL 11 , postpartum tubal ligation.

20

come back, apparently she had had a Foley catheter placed

21

while in the hospital after that delivery because of what

~

we refer to as urinary retention, meaning she was unable

23

to pass urine after that delivery ..

We had had Margie
\._
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Q

Now, did you recommend any particular treatment

or further steps to be done on that first'visit?
A

No, with specific regard to this we were just

4

doing an incision check, finding out how she was doing as

5

we generally do with a surgical incision. ·

a
7

Q

So, then, she comes back about a month later;

correct, June

6~?
6~.

8

A

June

9

Q

Did you have discussions with her abqut her

10

urinary problems at that time?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

Tell us about those.

13

A

Well, the second line of the note, "continuing,

14

C/0, complaint of USI, urinary stress incontinence."

15

Margie was getting to the point n9w having had a tubal

16

ligation where she was looking forward to dealing with

17

this bladder problem. · We did a full postpartum

18

examination making sure the uterus. was its normal size,

19

and at the end we did what we call a Q-tip test, that's

20

the last line in the "0 11 section, the objective section.

21

Should I describe that or --

~

~

Q

Well, as a matter of fact, let's make sure

we're all clear on that

bec~use
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.1

that office note of 6/6 as an example.

2

with "S dash" and what does the "S" stand for?
A

3

nsn

It starts out

is generally what Is considere.d to be

4

subjective, what the patient tells you is going on or

5

things that don't relate to an objective criteria.
Q

8

All right.

Then as we move down sort of in

7

column fashion, we see an "0" about four lines down,

8

three or four lines down, what does the
A

9

10

note.

non

stand for?

That's the second component of a so-called SOAP
It indicates the objective findings.

11

Q

Upon examination?

12

A

upon examination and upon weighing things that

13

the doctor either witnesses directly or can be documented

14

by blood pressure, scales, things qf that sort.

15
16

17

Q

And then finally in

tha~

column down at the

bottom you see "A/Pn, what does that mean?
A

That's the assessment and plan, which are

18

frequently just merged together because it's one

19

discussion.

20

Q

Okay.

So, go ahead., tell us what the essence

21

of your discussion with Ms. Gibbs on this occasion was

22

about her urinary bladder problem.

23

A

The problem as we pretty much predicted had
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1

persisted, maybe gotten a little bit worse than it was

2

after Robert•s delivery.

3

Q-tip test which is a crude test of seeing how weak the

4

bladder attachment has become to the underside of the

5

pubic bone, which is the natural essence of getting urine

6

to stop when you cough, we did this test and she was

7

certainly well within the range of somebody who had true

8

anatomic urinary stress incontinence, in other words, it

9

was something that could be surgically corrected.
Q

10
11

14

All right, and the name of the procedure that

was to be utilized to surgically correct it?

12

13

We, having done this so-called

A

Yes, Marshall-Marchetti-Krantz procedure, or

Q

Some of these copies may be a little faint, but

MM. K.

15

read us what it says under 11 Asses!51ment Plan" for that

16

visit.

17

A

18

11

P.atient anxious for repair of anatomic USI.

MMK a reasonable procedure. 11

19

Q

And "USI 11 stands for?

20

A

Urinary stress incontinence.

21

Q

All right.

Indeed, did Ms. Gibbs indicate to

~

you at that time whether or not she wanted to go forward

23

with having that procedure?
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1

A

Yes, and somewhat soon.

2

Q

Was it scheduled then?

3

A

Yeah.

4

Q

Now, as you look at -- that was done then on

s

12~?

what, June

12~.

8

A

June

7

Q

Let me next direct your attention, if I may, to

8

page six and seven of the book here.

9

pages from?

What are those

Prior to admission to the hospital or even

10

A

11

prior to an

12

history and physical.

13

assess the patient's well-being, and it's part and parcel

14

to the medical chart .

15

Q

o~t-patient

All right.

procedure, it's customary to .do a
It helps the anesthesiologist

Focusing on . page seven, the

16

paragraph labeled 11 Assessment 11 , can you read and I •11 ask

17

you some questions about what your assessment was at that

18

time.

19

MR..

KATTENBURG:

Your Honor, I maybe can save

20

the court some time.

We have never said there •s anything

21

whatever inappropriate, wrong or done poorly, etcetera,

~

with regard, I said this in my opening statement and I

23

stand by it.

The surgery, the MMK procedure was done
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1

appropriately, was medically necessary, Dr. Tashman did a

2

fine job.

3

can read everything that's in these papers, but where are

4

we going with this and how is it relevant to the issues

5

of what happened on October 7, 1996 in the operating

e

room?

7

unless he's going to kind of taper it off and we move on

a

to the next area.

It just has no bearing/ and we're -- I'd object

THE COURT:

9

MR. GODARD:

10
11

We're dwelling -- I have no problem, the jury

Mr.

First of all, do I understand all

al.legations of --

12

MR. KATTENBORG:

13

MR. GODARD:

14

MR. KATTENBURG:

. 15

Godard?

Yes, let me
urinary problems
Let me explain.

All

allegations of urinary problems tPat exist in Mrs. Gibbs

16

today; we will stipulate have nothing to do with her

17

pudendal nerve injury or sciatic nerve injury with one

18

sole·exception, she is having urinary retention proplems

19

due to the number of medications she's taking at the

20

moment.

21

and the other doctors that have testified, have a side

~

effect of not allowing her to initiate urine flow

23

normally.

.

.

Those· medications, according to Dr. Zuckerman

Other than that, if there is some other
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1

bladder problem with her, it has nothing to do with what

2

we maintain was done wrong by Dr. Tashman on October

3

1996.
MR. GODARD:

4

7~,

Will you likewise stipulate that

5

Dr. Tashman's manner and descriptions and information

6

given to Ms. Gibbs, the so-called Informed Consent is not·

7

an issue?

8
9

MR .. KATTENBURG:
to that.

No, not -- we will not agree

Informed Consent with regard to the surgical
7~,

10

procedures done on October

11

case, but as to looking at the operative history here, I

12.

have no problem if the jury reads this. ·I just don't

13

know where we're going, why it's relevant to the issues

14

six months

15

through -- or June

16

basis that I don't know where you're going with it.

17

think it's -- basically," it has nothing to do with our

. 18
19

1996 are at issue in our

well, roughly six months from June 6~
12~

to

Octobe~ 6~,

and it's on that
I

case.
MR..

GODARD:

Need I respond to that?

Let me

20

just say, I don't know that. I have an obligation to make

21

sure that Mr. Kattenburg understands evexy aspect of our

~

case, but secondly, informed consent, whatever body of

23

information is in Ms. Gibbs' mind as of the time she has
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the
TEE COURT:

2

Go ahead, ·you can ask the question.

3

We'll take them one objection at a time, if there are

4

obj actions .
Well, is there an. objection?

5

MR. GODARD:

6

MR. KATTENBURG:

7

I'm just curious where you're going with it •
. .. . ·.
THE COuRT: . "That' s· not an objection.

·8

MR. KATTENBURG:

9
10

Not pending at the moment.

There's no objection, go

ahead.

11

·

Dr. Tashman, as we look at what is recorded

Q

12

BY MR. GODARD:

13

there, let me just direct your attention, and we

14

certainly want to save as much time as we possibly can,

15

down to about the middle of the paragraph beginning with

16

the word neptionsn
A

17

-- read us what

18

20

11

A

19

you'~e

recorded.. there, please.

0ptions including a Pereyra, Marshall-

Marchetti, Burch·..;._,,
MR..

21
~

this.

23

for June

KATTENBURG:

Your Honor,

I

will object on

Again, we will stipulate that as of this surgery
6~,

1996, again, to save the court time, there
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Mr~.

1

were options given, the risks were told to

2

but that's not the subject of our lawsuit that takes

3

place six months later, the injury.

4

object as to the relevance, and I'll stipulate that as of

5

the surgery for the bladder, the Marshall-Marchetti-

6

Krantz procedure, Dr. Tashman in every way performed up

7

to the standard of care, not just in how he actually did

8

the surgery, he did it right, but also, in what he told

9

Mrs. Gibbs with regard to what the risks were, what the

10
11

c~mplications

Gibbs,

So, I'm going to

were.

THE COURT:

Okay, Mr. Godard, the objection

12

will be sustained in this regard that don't elicit

13

information imparted to Mrs. Gibbs that is not relevant

14

to a later procedure as to which an allegation exists of

15

lack of informed consent.

16
17

the information provided in prior procedures and it's
.
relevance to a later procedure, you can elicit the

18

information, but otherwise, I don't .see what relevance it

19

would have.

20

MR. GODARD:

In

ot~r

words, to the extent

Well, of course, that calls upon

21

me to make judgments that may or may not be the same as

22

judgments other people might make about what is relevant

23

as to both procedures, but I will make my best attempt to
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do so.

2

THE COURT:

3

BY MR. GODARD:

4

Q

Okay.

Dr. Tashman, in terms of discussions with Mrs.

5

Gibbs prior to this Marshall-Marchetti procedure, did you

6

have a discussion with her about -- well, you referred to

7

it as informed consent?

8

A

Right.

9

Q

What do you mean when you use the term

10
11

"informed consent"?
A

To me it imparts a legalistic term, I prefer to

12

think about it as educating the patient.

13

that informed consent for a procedure is the same for one

14

patient as another in the sense that it's an open forum

15

in my office.

16

the procedure at all and.give the

17

alternatives,

18

alte~atives

19

that's informed consent.

20

Q

I can't say

We will entertain . any questions regarding

discus~

p~tient

options,

·complications, and one of the

being doing· nothing at all, and in my mind,

Well, heeding the judge's requirement, can you

21

tell us in terms of the discussions and information that

22

you imparted to Mrs. Gibbs before this procedure of June

~

12=, was there a discussion about general surgical risks?
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..1

A

Yes, there was.

2

MR. KATTENBURG:

3

BY MR.. GODARD:

4
5

Q

We so stipulate.

Was there a discussion about potential injuries

to organs and nerves?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

Was there a discussion about bleedingJ

8
9

MR.. KATTENBURG:

Again, Your Honor, we're

repeating the -- we are stipulating that everything with

10

regard to informed consent in terms of risks,

11

complications, he can go down the litany, we

12

We're not talking about this surgery.

13

about the surgery of. October 7, 1996, and on that basis I

14

will renew my objection.

15

MR. GODARD:

~gree.

We're talking

Well, I hereby move for Summary ·

16

Judgment on the issue tAen.because the law is clear that

17

if a patient is aware as a result of a surgical procedure

18

that she is.going to experience bleeding, exposure to

19

nerve damage, complications

20

a difference.

21

patient of the same thing over and over again.

22

him to stipulate that it's all

23

given regarding this procedure on June

~f

that sort, it doesn't make

You don't have to keep informing the
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claimant was not given as respects -THE COURT:

2

Motion for Summary Judgment will be

3

denied.

There are material issues to fact as to whether

4

there was informed consent as to the second procedure,

5

and that will be for the jury to determine.

6

objection is overruled, Mr. Kattenburg
KATTENBORG:

7

MR.

8

THE COURT:

9

BY

10
11
12

Q

MR.

But the

Yes, sir.
this is relevant information.

GODARD:

How long did your informed consent discussion

with Mrs. Gibbs last regarding this June 12 procedure?
A

I can't say that it was one single discussion.

13

I had spoken to Margie in the office, we had also, if you

14

recall, anticipated doing this two years earlier with

15

regard to the aftermath of the fi.rst delivery.

16

sent Margie out, I believe.it says here that I made two

17

additional phone calls to her home to ask her if she had

18

any further questions, that 1 s the nature. of my

19

Q

All right.

After I

practice~.

Now, we know you did the procedure,

20

I believe it's been agreed and stipulated that it went

21

well, you saw Mrs. Gibbs in follow-up following her

22

discharge from the ho.spital, what day was that?

~

A

I have a note of June 20= for the status post,
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after the Marshall-Marchetti Krantz procedure.

2

Q

How was she doing on that day?

3

A

Well, she was having some urinary retention.

4

Q

That's on page two of the notebook.

5

A

I have it on page -- I'm still on page one,

6

7

actually.

All right.

8
9

Oh, I'm sorry, June 20Q is on page one.

Q

What does the second line· mean?

ncomplaint of __ n nc;o, complaint of urinary

A

10

retention, (removed Foley, replaced for three or four

11

more days until she had a greater than 200 cc•s of --

12

probably talking about maybe a half a cup of post-void

13

residual . "

14

Q

Can I translate that?

Well, I don't know that it's all important, I

15

don't want to take unnecessary

16

common postoperative problem, was she?

17

·A

18

Q

19

ti~e,

but she was having a

Yes.
All right. . You see her on -- a week later,

June 27t.h, any problems at that time?

20

A

No, a week has passed and finally she can void.

21

Q

All right.

~

23

So, now her urination function is

working as it should work?
A

Yes.
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Q

1

All right.

Now, did you have discussions with

2

her during that time about physical activities and so

3

forth?

4

A

Yes, I did.

5

Q

What did you tell her?

6

A

Margie was particularly anxious to get back to

7

work, as the note indicates.

I had some indications of

8

what Margie's work was about, and I made it clear to her

9

that I really wanted her to be careful . . This was a

10

stitch that to a certain degree was suspending her

11

bladder, it

12

bit, and undue pressure from above, lifting, straining,

13

you know, extremes of exertion could cause it to break

14

down.

functions

a~so

suspen~ing

h~F

15

Q

Okay.

16

A·

Uh-huh.

17

Q

Is that a phone call that you had or somebody

18
19

You talked to

the vagina a little

on July l s:?

else in your office had?
A

It says

no, I always call my patients, but

20

just to be brief, up to this point I never hired anybody

21

in the front office who had medical knowledge, so I took

~

full responsibility for conveying medical information to

23

my patients.
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2

All right.

Q

1

So you talked to her personally on

July 1•c, was she doing okay?

3

A

4

Dennis.

5

spouse," so I ended up speaking to Dennis; that she was

a

doing okay and she went to work.

7

8

Actually, I spoke to -- I ended up speaking to
It says, "July 1,

Okay.

Q

further contact with her is August l?
A

Yes.

10

Q

All right.

Did she come into your office on

August 1?

12

A

Yes, she did.

13

Q

All right.

14

96, phone to patient's

Then the next time that you have any

9

11

1

Tell us about that, what brought

her into your office?
A

15

Margie had told me that she had noticed that

18

the Marshall-Marchetti or hadn't been working with the

17

sense that she was beginning to lose some urine again and

18

that

19

I 'm trying to recall my own memory, she felt some

m

pressure deep in her vagina and just things just felt

21

terribly strange and uncomfortable.

s~e

.just all of a sudden felt a lot of pressure, and

22

Q

All right.

23

A

Yes, I did.

Did you examine her pelvic area?
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.1

Q

And what did you find?

2

A

I found that she had at least a second degree

3

prolapse of the uterus meaning that -- and the vagina,

4

meaning the vagina was now at the brink of going outside

5

the body, it still had not yet done that.·
Q

Was she also having urinary problems at that

8

A

She said she had been losing some urine.

9

Q

Now, what was your assessment of the situation

6

7

time?

10

then upon completion of your physical examination of Mrs.

11

Gibbs?

12

A

Well, some of it speaks also to the subjective

13

that Margie told me that the whole· time she was

14

recovering from the Marshall-Marchetti that nobody mowed

15

the lawn, and she found herself

16

six-week growth of lawn, and that she noticed that after

17

she did that, that this thing projected itself and sure

18.

enough the physical exam basically bore it out.

19

20
21
~

23

Q

All right.

~aced

with a very thick

Now, what was your concern or

assessment as to the status of her M.M.K. at that point?
A

I

assumed for the vagina and uterus to drop

this low that we had lost the M.M.K. as well.
Q

By lost it, what do you mean?
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A

1

That the sutures ripped through, the vagina

2

separated from the sutures because you do use part of the

3

vaginal cuff to support the bladder neck.

4

surgery had been for naught, that it was a waste.
Q

5

e

11

All right.

Basically, the

Read us what you•ve·recorded for

Assessment Plan 11 on that list.
A

11

Extensive review of reasons for failure of

·bladder suspension plus delayed onset of

8

uterine prolapse,

9

that's "SX"

11

I

symptoms, just

10

an abbreviation:

11

for a Pereyra,

12

urinary suspension, "given her lifestyle plus

13

possible total vaginal hysterectomy,

14

sacrospinous ligament suspension.

15

of safety of delaying

16

discussions regarding this

17

the proposed surgery, n'and a psych referral

18-

for anxiety/depression.

19

and told that she could follow up as needed or

20

that she felt the need to come.n

•

21

Q

Okay.

11

11

Patient told a

which is

lik~ly

anot~er t~e

~urgery

need

of

Patient told

to winter.

surgery,~

Other

meaning

Patient was referred

Tell us about the discussions that

~

you had with Mrs. Gibbs on this day, August l, first of

23

all, when you say,

11

Patient told of likely need for
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Pereyra"

2

A

Pereyra.

3

Q

Pereyra, what is that?

4

A

Since the Marshall-Marchetti, at least at this

5

point in time in my mind, had failed, a Pereyra is a

6

somewhat more aggressive suturing of the bladder where

7

you put a graft or a synthetic product underneath the

8

9
10

11
12

.bladder neck from the vagina and ·pull it out through the
abdomen, and that way you have a substantial sling
underneath the bladder neck.
Q

Okay, and what's a

well, you say,

11

Plus

possible TVH, n . what Is TVH?

13

A

Total vaginal hysterectomy.

14

Q

Okay, and then sacrospinous ligament

15

suspension?

16

A

Suspension.

17

Q

Did you have" discussions with Mrs. Gibbs about

18
19
20

21
22

23

·.

sacrospinous ligament suspension there on August
A

As I

l

?·

had with the Marshall-Marchetti, this was

the beginning of educating my.patient, and, yes, we did.
Q

Tell us what discussions you had with her about

that on August l.
A

I

can't remember very, verj specifically, but I
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1

know that typically I don't throw these names out without

2

telling the patient what they mean, and that it involved

3

slinging the bladder onto -- doing a hysterectomy but

4

leaving the ovaries in total -- does not imply that the

5

ovaries go, and Margie was at this time roughly 32, about

a

31 or 32, and doing -- in some ways similar, actually

7

similar to the Marshall-Marchetti, taking an organ that

8

had collapsed and moved somewhat out of position and

9

attaching it to a ligamentous support which is, even

10

though it's a different system, a different part of the

11

body, it•s a similar concept.
Q

12

Now, were you actually, at this point in time,

13

August 1, recommending right then that she have a

14

sacrospinous ligament suspension?
Just as I had with the . previous visit.

A

15

This is

16

a condition where it's totally up to the patient.

17

degree of comfort in social situations, any misgivings

18

.about

19

life-threatening.

going
right
to surgery, this was not in any way
.
.
.

20
21

22
~

Her

Q

.

What did you mean when you say, "Patient told

of safety of delaying surgery until winter"?
A

Basically, that it was her call as to if and

when she ever wanted to do any of these things, and
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1

that's the follow-up P.R.N., the last comment is, you

2

know, contact me if you need me, if you want me to do

3

this, if you have any problems.
Q

4

All right.

So, as of the end of the visit on

5

August l, had any decision been made or did she indicate

6

any decision as to any of the surgeries that were

7

~iscussed?

A

8

9

My impression

l

back to that time was

thi~ing

that she did indeed want to get it ·done,· but she, I

10

guess, needed a mental health break or needed to see a

11

psychologist because there were ·some other things that

12

had come up.

13

Q

All right, and you made a referral to her for

15

A

Yes, I did.

16

Q

Now, following

14

17

18
19
20

that?
·.
the-~u~st·l

meeting, what was

the next contact you had with her?
A

I have a staple going through-the date

there~

but I would assume this was August 30Q.
Q

Yeah, I apologize for that which is in the

21

juror's notebooks, they had the same problem, but I think

~

that the evidence has established that that is indeed

~

8/30, the 30 has been punched out, so it's re-written
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·.1

here.

So, assuming it•s August
MR. KATTENBURG:

2

3

GODARD:

MR.

5

THE COURT:

We •11 so stipulate it • s August

Thank

you, counsel.

Okay, it will be stipulated and

accepted by the jury the fact it's August

30~.

Go

ahead."

BY MR.. GODARD:

7
Q

8

9

--

30~.

4

6

30~

All right.

Now, not to malign your

handwriting, Dr. Tashman, but parts of it are a bit

10

difficult to read,.would you read us your note for August

11

30~,

12

and then I'll ask you questions about the visit.
A

"A discussion of bladder suspension; (modify

13

Raz --•• that • s on the top line, "slash, Stamey-

14

Pereyra, with total vaginal hysterectomy

15

colporraphy, •• meaning a.. vaginal repair, nand

16

possible,'••· and I think that •s underlined,

17

"sacrospinous ligament suspension.

18

spouse present

19

of' suspension versus a stepwise total vaginal

20

hysterectomy and vaginal repair, the

21

colporraphy, and cardinal/uterosacral supports

22

(Telinde 1 s•• referring to Telinde • s Operative

23

fo~

Patient and

pros and cons of inclusion

Gvnecology, "and other paper," referring to
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another journal article, "cited."

1

go on to

I

'say, "Risk/benefits/complications including

2

3

prolonged catheterization, bowel and

4

gastrointestinal damage, blood loss, nerve

5

damage said to be increased with the

6

sacrospinous ligament suspension" or

7

"sacrospinous suspension" it reads, "patient to

8

consider.

9

referring to Simon Chung, "regarding the Raz-

Plus, I .will contact Dr. Chung,"

10

Stamey," which is similar to the Pereyra, "and

11

offer to reassess patient preoperatively for

12

advisability for sacrospinous suspension.

13

Anesthesia questions raised."

14

says, I think it said before the hole was

15

punched here, "greater. than 45

16

fact, I was giving that time mark with regard

17

to billing.·

And then it

~inutes, n

.in .

18

Q

You're referring over here in the margin?

19

A

Yeah, I don't have that whoie section there,

20

but I see 45.
Q

21

Well, it's blocked-out on this copy

I

have as

~

well.

Let's go back then and just explain to us when you

~

indicate that discussion of bladder suspension and
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--·
1

modified Raz-Pereyra with TVH, colporraphy and possibly

2

sacrospinous ligament suspension.

3

what discussions-you had, and first of all, was Mr. Gibbs

4

present?

I want you to tell us

5

A

Yes, Dennis was there.

6

Q

Tell us what you told Mr. and.Mrs. Gibbs.

7

A

I recall we brought Dennis up to speed because

8

Margie and I had had some discussion already.

We had

9

Telinde's Ooerative Gynecology open and available, and we

10

were pointing at the procedure and also some things, some

11

other items.

12

Q

Is that a medical textbook?

13

A

Yes, it is, and it•s·been shown before by Dr.

•.·.

14

Cholhan, I think.

15

Q

So, you had that out

16

A

Open to those pages, and we were not just

d~splaying

it to them?

17

staring at one page, we were flipping through the whole

18

discussion, and there was another journal article

19

available that we also had cited and were going through

20

scanning it and with people leaning into the desk.

21

believe it was an article by Nichol's, unfortunately,

22

David Nichols himself, I don't recall precisely which one

23

it is.

I

And then we had an open discussion, this is what
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1

the procedure does.

I pride myself on, especially people

2

like Margie and Dennis, who are capable of reading

3

schematics, do computer

4

comfortable that we could take this discussion anywhere

s

they went even up to the point of them having the

6

knowledge equivalent to an OB/GYN resident, and that's

7

where we went.

program~ng,

I was very

It was --

a

Q

Were questions asked?

9

A

I think Margie had stated with regard to the

10

Marshall-Marchetti that she even knew how the Q-tip test

11

worked, how the bladder is slung up.

12

this, there was a, in my mind, a very good understanding.

13

14

Q

Similarly with

Did you discuss, did you tell her anything

about alternative procedures?

15

A

Yes, I did.

16

Q

What did you tell them?

17

A

One thing we talked about was, as we had talked

18.

about before, expectant management, .. doing· nothing..

19

was no life-threatening problem here.

20

pessaries .

21
22

23

Q

What was your feeling about

There

We did mention

p~ssaries

with

Margie?
A

Well, my feeling about pessaries in general,
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1

pessaries were developed in ancient times.

2

had prolapse, they

3

idea was to wedge a piece of fruit up there to offer

4

enough resistance in an already prolapsed vagina to keep

5

what was above from coming down.

6

exert at least as much pressure as the downward forces to

7

keep it from collapsing.

8

evolved·into what Dr.

9

Smith-Hodge pessary which is a very hard rubber ring

~?~ld

If a woman

take a piece of fruit, and the

So, it would have to

OVer the years, pessaries

~olhan

was. describing, it was

10

that's placed in the vagina putting pressure on the outer

11

·walls of·the vagina to serve as a bridge from one side of

12

the vagina to the other.

13

that in recent years better pessaries have been made,

14

they consist of items that are hollow balls that can be

15

inflated with a pump to put pres~ure on the side walls of

· 16

He also alluded to the fact

the vagiria, a multi-faceted cube that can be pushed up

17

int;:o the vagina, and in my mind', and also in the history

18

of pessaries, these we;te .generally

19

who for health reasons were not the greatest candidates

20

for general

21

patient, because that's who we were seeing prolapse in

~

mostly, and someone who was particularly active, sexually

~

active as well, with this obstruction in her vagina and

~esthesia,

r~se:z:ved

for patients

maybe a cardiac -- an elderly
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1

the maintenance of a pessary which can cause erosion of

2

the vagina from the pressure, that we did not -- I didn't

3

think that it was totally appropriate, but that it does

4

exist.

5

All

Q

r~ght.

Would the use of a pessary do

e

anything toward actual repair or restoration of the

7

condition?

8

A

No.

9

Q

All right.

What else, ·if anything, did you

10

discuss with Mrs. Gibbs and her husband about

11

alternatives to sacrospinous

12

We had retreated a little bit to the discussion

A

13

that I had with Margie previously that I thought the

14

uterosacral ligaments are very strong in young women, and

15

uterosacral ligaments attach to

16

organ now

17

is a very tough ligamentous structure that supports the

18

uterus.

19

weren't doing their job, but we can cheat up on the

20

uterosacrals and grab them higher up and make up for some

21

of that, and assuming she wasn't going to have anymore

~

children, the uterosacrals might have been something that

~

would give her a good lifetime, you know, a long-lasting

~itting

~he

uterus which is an

here, and the base of the. sacrum here

Obviously, she had prolapse, the uterosacrals
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.1

benefit.

So, that was suggested as something that could

2

be done with the vaginal repair and vaginal hysterectomy.
We also talked about the possibility that

3
4

simply doing one of these Raz-Stamey-Pereyra procedures,

5

since it does go through the vaginal mucosa on

6

anterior side, the side toward the bladder, would in

7

addition and rudiment to the vagina, give some support to

8

the anterior vagina .. so~ the Raz with uterosacral

9

suspension would certainly be adequate, but that the

th~

10

sacrospinous ligament suspension, while it was considered

11
12

.certainly the Cadillac of suspensions, did add
another layer, another level, if you· will, of risk ·and

13

complications.

14

~d

'

Q

'

Did you have any discussions with Mrs. Gibbs

15

and her husband about any other approaches to performing

16

a suspension?

17

A

I did briefly mention, or at least it crossed

18

my mind to mention, and four years later I can't attest.

19

to this absolutely, but that there is an abdominal

20

approach.

21

.

Q

Well, tell us about the abdominal approach, how

22

does that differ from the vaginal approach and the

23

sacrospinous?
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A

As

the sacrospinous ligament suspension was

2

starting to gain popularity, there was a little bit less

3

use of the abdominal approach.

4

as Dr. Cholhan mentioned, involves taking a material and

5

back then most people were doing it with what was.called

6

fascia lata, taking a strap and attaching the top of the ·

7

vagina and then sewing it into the sacrum about over here

8

and suspending it upward.

9

things were starting to change then is that the fascia

10

lata is the sinue, it's the very fibrous tissue around

11

the big muscle group.

12

order ·to obtain it from a patient, you have to make an

13

incision in their leg, run a stripping device down their

14

leg that skims _it off and gets a piece about that long,

15

and then they have a leg

16

.they 1 ve got abdominal incision to recover from.

17

since started using meshing, but that also has its own

18

set of complications..

19
20
. 21
22

23

~.

The abdominal approach,

The reason why I say that

It's extremely strong, but in

incisio~

to recover from, plus
They'· ve

The mesh is

KATTENBORG:

Your Honor, we 1 re way off,

we're talking about modern procedure now.
MR..

GODARD:

Don 1 t talk about anything that 1 s

come on since 1996.
TEE WITNESS:

It hadn't come along, but Dr.
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1

Cholhan alluded to the fact that the abdominal approach

2

was on the upswing, and he didn't say why, and I think I

3

need to

5

No, you need to address what

THE COURT:

4

existed in 1996.

,,·,

'

!,

6

THE WITNESS:

7

TEE COURT:

It did exist.

r!

Well, then you can· testify to it,

8

but just limit yourself to that, not anything newer than

9

that. •
THE WITNESS:

10

Academic centers were using

It looks exactly ~ike screeni~g material.

11

Prolene mesh.

12

The idea being you didn't have to cut the patient's leg,

13

and you didn't -- and mesh also had a certain amount of

14

give where a strap could cut other surfaces like the

15

bowel.

16•

screening, there are.those little teeth at:the end, and

17

there was concern that the mesh over

18

into the bowel especially somebody who had bowel

19

conditions.

20

this from the very visit through every single history and

21

physi.cal you see for the prior procedures, had also

22

colitis.

The mesh, however, when rou cut a piece of

ti~e

might erode

Margie in her medical history, we carried

23
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.BY MR.. GODARD:

1
2

Q

What is colitis?

3

A

Co~itis

is inflammation of the bowel and the

4

ulcerative part that can cause ulcers through the bowel

5

wall.

6

bowel disease, the types of complications that this ··type·

7

of suspension, I had to exercise some medical discretion,

8

I just didn't think it was -Q

9

10

The combination of Margie being active, having a

In your opinion was it a procedure that would.

have been appropriate for Marge Gibbs?
A

11

Not

enti~ely

appropriate.

I mean, anything can

12

be done, but I didn't think that if I'm going to give her

13

a selection of three or four of the best, that this was

14

down the line.
Q

15
16

What risks, if any, are attached to the

·.

abdominal approach?
A

17

Typical risks of surgery, infection, blood ·
P.~us

you're attaching to.the sacrum, there are~

18

loss.

19

there are huge plexuses of blood vessels and nerves at

20

the sacrum itself, that's where all of these nerves that

21

we're talking about originate.

22

chance that it might obstruct or over time wear through

23

the valve, plus it's an abdominal surgery, and that takes
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.-·
1

2

a longer recovery generally than vaginal surgery.
Q

How do the risks that are inherent with the

3

abdominal approach compare with the risk inherent in the

4

vaginal or sacrospinous ligament suspension?

5

A

Well, two separate items:

e

approach, we were obligated

7

surgery at any_rate.

8

sorry, yeah, huge . rectocele to be repaired,
huge
.

9

rectocele meaning the rectum bulging from behind the

~o

do some major vaginal

Margie had a huge cystocele
,

.. -.

The vaginal

I'm

.

10

vagina, the whole vagina coming down and prolapsing, we

11

still had

12

want to get graphic, but every time she would go to the

13

bathroom and bend down, you'd still see a bulge into the

14

vagina, it wouldn't relieve that, so it would have had to

15

have been part and parcel to the .. vaginal surgery anyway.

16
17
18

Q

~o

reduce the rectocele, otherwise, I don't

So, the abdominal approach, you're saying,

would not have avoided vaginal surgery?
A

It would supplant everything but the

19

sacrospinous ligament suspension, but not the vaginal

20

repair.

21

Q

All right.

Now, coming back to my original

22

question, given the two procedures, well, actually the

23

abdominal approach with the vaginal repair. versus the
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strictly vaginal approach of the sacrospinous ligament
suspension, how do the two, in your opinion as a
gynecologic surgeon, compare overall in terms of quantity
and seriousness of risk?
A

Roughly comparable in very short-term risks

such as nerve damage, bleeding, infection.

I think the

sacrospinous ligament had an advantage of long-term risk
because what you get initially is probably all there is·
going to be, there's not going to be a surprise time
. bomb.
Q

And the long-term risk associated with the

abdominal approach is what?
A

Is this mesh or strap thing or which material

to use, obstructing or lacerating the bowel.
Q

All right.

Did you

ligament procedure-with

Mrs~.

di~cuss

the sacrospinous

Gibbs and her husband?

A

Yes, I did ..

Q

Tell us wha_t you told them.

A

I-told them, as I stated in my subjective part

here, that it was -- there was no examination done at
this point, but that it added an additional level of risk
and specifically, I think -Q

Yes, I believe that's the third part paragraph
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1
2

of your August 3 a= note.
A

Right.

.Specifically,. that blood -- I'm sorry,

3

that nerve damage was said to be increased with the

4

sacrospinous ligament suspension, and that the patient

5

was to consider that element.

6

Q

All right.

Did you have -- well, you mentioned

7

a few moments ago that you used the Telinde Operative

8

textbook and also one other medical article?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Did that have pictures?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

Did you talk about nerves present in the area?

13

A

We did specifically, in our discussions with

14

Pereyra point out the location of the pudendal nerve.

15

Margie exhibited some degree of

16

blocks even though we hadn '· t ·used them, she ·understood

17

the pudendal nerve distributes to the groin area --

18

MR. KATTENBURG:

~amiliarity

with pudendal

I 'ni going to object to what he

19

thought my client knew, Judge, I think that's

20

speculating.

21

THE WITNESS:

22

THE COURT:

23

She expressed that.
That ··s a different issue.

response of the doctor prior is stricken.
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.1

testify without a question pending, and prior testimony

2

regarding what point. of view is also stricken as beyond

3

his knowledge at this point without further examination.

4

Go ahead, Mr. Godard.
BY MR. GODARD:

5

a
7

a
9

Q

Tell us what Mrs. Gibbs expressed to you, if

anything, about this.
A

In summary, she expressed that she understood

that it was an additional level of risk.

10

Q

That what was?

11

A

Adding

12

Q

Now, what was Mrs. Gibbs' general attitude

~he

sacrospinous ligament suspension.

13

about the procedure as of the end of all of those

14

discussions?

15

A

Margie had on several occasions talked about

16

this merger of BGE and PEPCO, Baltimore Gas.and·Electric,

17

and expressed a concern that with regard to the Marshall·

18

_Marchetti, with regard to any subsequent surgeries, that

19

she would like things done in one stop, as soon as

20.

possible.

21

weeks after she delivered, which is the earliest, its

22

earliest possible time to do another surgery in the hopes

23

that that would be it.

We did the Marshall-Marchetti at ·roughly six

We were talking about moving
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1

along with these things, and that she did not want

2

another surgery at a later date.
Q

3

Well, let me go back up to the second paragraph

4

of your office note.

5

pros and cons of inclusion of suspension versus

e

1

stepwise 1 " in quotes,

11

:E'atient and spouse present, both

11

total vaginal hysterectomy and

7

colporraphy. 11

8

talking about there, inclusion. of suspension versus

9

stepwise?

10

A

Tell us what that means, what they 1 re

We were talking about using whatever urinary

11

repair or if the Marshall-Marchetti was found to be

12

intact, that that might give some support to at least the

13

anterior, the front part of the vagina, and try to grasp

14

the uterosacral ligaments, as I had talked about, the

15

ligaments that generally support

16

pretty much taking a beating during childbirth, and

17

plicating them, shorten and gather them together and

18

attaching that to the vaginal cuff on the posterior side

19

and seeing how Margie was fairing two oi three months

20

down the road.

.~he

uterus·, but that

21

Q

And what was her reaction to that?

22

A

Again, she made it clear, and she, I think,

~

even used the phrase "one stop 11 , she wanted a one-stop
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trip to the operating room.
Q

You mentioned just a few moments ago about

3

attaching the vagina to the uterosacral ligaments, is

4

that something that.is going to be part of the

5

sacrospinous or precede the sacrospinous ligament

6

suspension?

7

A

Precede it, it would prec.ede it if you -- and

8

you didn't have to; it was· not.necessary to do them

9

together, if that's what you're asking.

10
11

I'm not sure

what your question is.
Q

Well, I just want to make sure we're clear.

12

If, in fact, a total vaginal hysterectomy is done without

13

doing a sacrospinous ligament suspension, is there

14

anything that can be to aid the vaginal prolapse without

15

doing a sacrospinous ligament suspension?

16

A

Unless we're going back to the earlier mentions

17

of pessaries, conservative therapy, searching for other

18

ligaments within the abdominal cavity.

19
~

21
~

23

Q

Well, the uterosacral ligaments, do they come

into play any at all in this?
A

Well, that's what we were supposing, was using

the uterosacrals.
Q

As

opposed to?
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opposed to the sacrospinous ligament.

1

A

As

2

Q

So, was that discussed on August 3=?

3

A

Yes. ·

4

Q

All right.

5
6

7

Did Mr. Gibbs ask questions during

that session?
A

Dennis tended to be somewhat pensive, but, yes,

he did ask questions ultimately.

8

Q

And Mrs. Gibbs, did she ask questions?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Your reference to contacting Dr. Chung, why did

11
12

you want to contact with Dr. Chung?
A

I had never·done any variation of the Raz-

13

Stamey-Pereyra procedure, plus in my mind the first

14

bladder suspension, the Marshall-Marchetti had failed, I

15

wanted a full urodynamic work-up,. and I wanted Simon

16

Chung·· to be

17

Q

o~

Eloard to do .the new suspension procedure.

All right.

Having mentioned that, did you have

18

·any discussions with Mrs. Gibbs and her husband on this

19

occasion, August the 30=, about your experience with

20

sacrospinous ligament suspension?

21

A

Yes, I did.

22

Q

Tell us what discussion you had.

23

A

I spoke in fairly specific terms about the two
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1

cases that I had done within the last year to· year-and-a-

2

half, one of them, I guess it was late March, would have

3

been just four or five months earlier, this was September

4

already, and told her that was the one most similar to

5

the problem she was having, it involved the full yaginal

e

prolapse, total vaginal

7

repair and a sacrospinous ligament suspension.

8

her in that one that I did have a mentor in the room, and

9

that while I did substantial parts of the case, that the

hysterecto~y,

anterior/posterior
I told

10

mentor was there to teach me techniques and the like.

11

told her that there was a previous procedure that I

12

believe was done June of '95 that was a pure sacrospinous

13

ligament suspension where I had worked with a GY.N

14

oncologist, Dr. Hans Krebs, a very gifted surgeon, in

15

certain ways one of

16

I didn't have much of.an overlap of my residency with his

17

training, and that at that procedure I went with Dr.

18

Krebs.

19

the two sutures.

20

conduct in that procedure on a live patient.

21

Q

my

I

professors. and mentors even though

We checked landmarks and I got to place one of
That was the volume of my direct

And did you express to her any suggestions

22

about this surgery in terms of who would -- could or

23

would participate?
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A

1

I offered essentially three options for, you

2

know, how the operation can take place, that I had

3

mentioned Dr. Krebs by name, possibly mentioned Dr.

4

Bettini with the second procedure by name, and offered to

5

refer her to them for a second opinion, for them to do

i.

I

6

the surgery, for me to do the surgery with them in the

7

room or simply for me to solo for the first time.

8

Q

And what was Mrs. Gibbs• response?

9

A

Margie seemed to be uncomfortable with somebody

10

else in the room, expressed that she was very comfortable

11

if I was comfortable, .and I was, and that

12

me.

13

room that she hasn't met yet.

14
15

She'd just as

Q

so~n

is.ok~y

with

not have another·surgeon in the

Now, did you make arrangements to have a

surgical assistant?

·.

16

A

Yes, I did.

17

Q

Who was that?

18

A

Well, I wanted to be true to my pledge to

19

Margie, so I selected a surgical assistant who in his own

20

country is an M.D. but in the United States functions

21

only as a surgical assistant, Dr. Raphael Canadas.

22

figured we're walking a fine line here, but I wanted

23

he is routinely used as an assistant in gynecology
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1

surgery -- gynecologic surgeries at Fair Oaks Hospital,

2

and I think it•s fair. to say would
be the assistant of
.

3

choice in any gynecologic procedure.

4

Q

Had he, in fact, assisted any of these other

s

sacrospinous ligament suspensions that you had been in

e

attendance at?

7

a

A

Yes, and I believe he had assisted in the

second one, the more recent one.

9

Q

The one just in March of

10

A

The one where I did 90 percent of the case.

11

Q

So, at the conclusion of the meeting with Mrs.

1

96?

12

Gibbs and her husband there on August 30th, how were

13

things left at that point?

14

·15

A

My understanding was that they were going to

chew things over with regard to

~he

sacrospinous.

1e

Everything else was a foregone conclusion that they were

17

comfortable with.

18

19
20

21
22
~

Q

And you were going to have -- or she was

go~.g

to be seeing Dr. Chung, the urologist?
A

She still needed to have the urinary aspect of

the surgery evaluated.
Q

All right.

Following August 3oth, when was the

next contact you had with Mrs. Gibbs?
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A

September 6th.

2

Q

Was that an office visit or telephone call,

3
4

what was that?
A

That was -- I suggested that we just in a
.~o

the operating room we

re~confirmed

5

setting prior

6

there would be problems locating the sacral spine,

7

nothing that would delay the surgery, so I invited Margie

8

to come in for a no-charge examination to reassess the

9

degree of prolapse, re-identify the sacral spine, to make

10

sure that

11

l think, for the final .elements from Dr. Chung, the

12

urinary component .

13·
14

Q

that

and also that we were still waiting to hear,

So, when she came in on September 6th, did you

literally do a pelvic exam?

15

A

Yes, I did.

·.

16

Q.

And your purpose ···for doing that was what?

17

A

To re-confirm the anatomy as far as the
wou~d

18

·prolapse, location of the spine_that it

19

identify, having her bear down.

20

that time an enterocele.

21

a weakness in the posterior back wall of the lower

~

abdomen that allows the small bowel to bulge into the

23

upper vagina because I needed to know that that was going
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1

to be part of the repair as well, even though it's not a

2

separate procedure, it was something that I suggested she

3

should know about.

4

Q

All right.

Your note indicates,

I

guess on

5

about the sixth line or so, "Right sacrospinous ligament

6

palpable.n

7

A

Right.

8

Q

How did you do that?

9

A

Piaced my hand in the vagina and remembering

What does that mean?

10

now the vagina is inside out, then allowing my hand to

11

fall against the pelvic side wall, coming down against

12

the sacral spine and following this against the pelvic

13

wall and just feeling the cushion of the coccygeus

14

muscle, sacrospinous ligament complex.

15

actually -- there's a muscle

16

you're feeling the ligaments through the muscle.

17
18

Q

ove~lying

There are
the ligament, so

So you wanted to assure yourself that her

anatomy was easily identified?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

And what was your opinion about that after you

21

had performed that exam?

22

A

No problem.

23

Q

All right.

So, as of that visit was there any
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final determination made about doing the procedure?
A

2
3

Margie and I once again spoke,

~d

I think the

note says 9/9/96.
Q

4

Yes, I think we can stipulate that also was

5

almost blocked out, but the next note should be September

6

9.

7
8

What does that note refer to?
A

It refers to Margie and Dennis• decision as to

what nature of suspension they wanted.

9

Q

Or maybe you better read us what it says.

10

A

npatient desires as thorough a support as

11

possible, i.e, that is sacrospinous suspension.

12

I have spoken to other staff members who

13

suggest patient be evaluated at the time of

14

surgery for additional need for additional

15

suspension.

16

consider blood banking.a

17

Q

All right.

18

re~erence

19

suspension?

20

A

Patient tQ be notified and will

Now, what is meant there by the

to evaluating at time of surgery for additional ·

The colleague that I had spoken to felt

21

somewhat similarly to the way I did, that it might be

22

appropriate to use the uterosacrals and evaluate at a

23

later date, but barring that, if the patient wanted

.......
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1

something a little bit stronger, a little bit more

2

aggressive, then for the patient's sake, get a feel for

3

how, you know, the uterosacrals are going to function and

4

tell the patient you can make the decision intra-

5

o~eratively.

6

Q

1

All right.

Did you ·have a discussion with Mrs.·

Gibbs specifically about that?

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

so, as of the time that the surgery is -

10

scheduled, and as of the time Mrs .. Gibbs signs the

11

consent form, we'll get to it in a moment, what was the

12

understanding, as you knew it, as to whether or not a

13

sacrospinous ligament suspension, first of all, would be

14

done or note done?
A

15

My feeling was that wi~h regard to Margie's

16

wanting the one-stop, that .we were leaning toward it, but

17

it was not an absolute,.that we might not do it.

18

a~

19

obligated to tell Margie who Raphael Canadas was, who my

20

assistant was going to be because again, we had spoken

21

about this concern about other doctors in the room.

~

just wanted to reassure her that I have a very capable

23

assistant.

I also

some time between this part of the surgery, felt
..
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1

Q

And did you have such a discussion with her?

2

A

Yes, I did.

3

Q

Now, in reference to your note concerning

4

5

0

Will

consider blood bank,•• what does that mean?
A

Fair Oaks and the entire INOVA hospital system

e

operates blood banks for each of their member hospitals.·

7

You can, if you•re

8

from a total stranger, you can

9

meaning a friend or family who has the same blood type of

~ving

surgery, have a -- use blood
~se

a designated donor,

10

you who's willing to leave a unit of blood, with enough

11

preparation time,

12

bank, or the best choice of all is what•s called an

13

autologous donation, you leave two units of your own

14

blood, allowing enough preparatory time for you not to be

15

depleted when you get to the ope+ating room, and those

16

can be used for blood in volume replacement if it's

17

dictated.

~ime

All. right .

is also important, in the blood

So, Mrs. Gibbs was informed about

18

Q

19

that option?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And ultimately did she in fact give her own

22

blood?

23

A

I gave her all the paperwork for the autologous
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donation, she took it to the blood bank.
Q

All right.

Did you ultimately have a

consultation with Dr. Chung --

4

A

Yes, I did.

5

Q

-- before October

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

And in essence, what's the gist of whatever

8
9

7th?

significance of Dr. Chung's evaluation?
A

I spoke with Simon over a period of days to

10

where he was with the evaluation and work-up, and

11

finally, sometime between September

12

few days prior to the planned surgery, Simon assured me

13

that -- let me see, apparently, the prior Marshall-

14

Marchetti Krantz on that note, procedure that was done by

15

me, it did quite well to improve ._her urinary stress

16

incontinence, but that there was found to be a~ overlying

17

detrusor instability which he felt could be treated

18

medically, and that in essence, she didn't need another

19

urologic surgery.

20
21
22

23

Q

27th

and just a·

And also, in essence, then that this presence

at the surgery -A

Simon also talked about not knowing anything

about gynecologic surgery, so there was no point for him
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1
2

to be there if there wasn't a urinary aspect.
Q

All right.

Referring to page ten of the

3

booklet, that's dated October 1, 1996, do you have any.

4

knowledge as to why this is dated October 1, 1996?

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

What is that?

7

A

I suspect that in planning for the surgery,

8

maybe at one of the opportunities to give an autologous

9

unit of blood, the hospital

ha~

contacted her and told

10

her it might be more convenient for her to pre-register

11

to streamline the process.

12

patient is directed to our·central testing facility where

13

any necessary blood orders are reviewed, the

14

anesthesiologist either directly or by phone or through

15

an agent of the hospital gets knQwledge of any

16

respiratory or cardiac problems the patient might have,

17

and it's not unusual for them to reassert that the doctor

18

did sit down and go over the procedures with them.

19

That' s what this is .

20

Q

Okay.

At the pre-registration the

So, then, we come to October 7=, were

21

there any further discussions that we've not yet

22

addressed between you and Mrs. Gibbs about the surgery

23

before it was actually done on October
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A

1

Again, I don't know exactly what point in time,

2

I mentioned that Raphael Canadas would not be at the

3

surgery, but that was mentioned and not charted.
Q

4

All right.

Now, I want to find the right and

5

proper diagram if I can, and did you bring with you

6

today, as I guess you alluded to earlier, some of the

7

instruments that were actually used in this procedure?

8

A

9

Q

10

·All right, Dr. Tashman, if I might ask you to

step down here with the court's permission.
THE COURT:

11
12

Yes.

Counsel would you like to move

around?

13

MR. KATTENBURG:

14

(Thereupon, the witness left the stand and

15

Yes, sir.

stood before the jury.)

·.

BY MR.. GODARD :

16

Q

17

And let's bring your box of instruments over

18

here.

19

allow us to sit it right here if we don't knock over your

20

water.

21
22

23

If the court reporter won't mind, perhaps she will

A

Let me

t~e

the lid off that so we don't have

to -- hold that for a second.
Q

All right.

Now, obviously, this is a long
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-1

operative report, and it's a multiple procedure

2

operation.

3·

pages 13, 14, 15, and 16, the first two pages, do those

4

deal with the performance of the vaginal hysterectomy?
And I believe the lower part of·the second

A

5

a

The first, as the jury is looking at their

page, the uterosacral aspect of the suspension.
Okay.

Q

7

Well, let's talk about that, let's
.

.

8

9

-

direct the· jury's attention to page 14·, down the page to
where it begins "The patient at this point was placed

10

into Trendelenburg position."

Now, just to sort of tell

11

us where we are at this point, has the vaginal

12

hysterectomy now been done?

13

A

The vaginal hysterectomy has been done.

14

Q

And the patient is put in Trendelenburg, what

15
18

does that mean?
A

·-

The patient is already in a position that's

17

called dorsal lithotomy, it's similar to the birthing

18.

position except in the case where you're doing vaginal

19

surgery, you need an assistant in there, it's a much more

20

exaggerated dorsal lithotomy using very steep stirrups so

21

that the patient is bearing'most of her weight on her

22

back and her buttocks.

~

component to it where you're tipping the table a little

Trendelenburg adds an extra
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1

bit back toward the anesthesiologist toward her head,

2

this was at the point where I was closing the top of the

3

vagina and trying to keep the bowel out of the operative

4

field.

5

pulled the bowel away, so I could close the top of the

6

vagina without inhaling the bowel.
Q

7

So, we tip the patient away and let gravity

So, does that at all -- well, first of all, as

8

to the dorsal lithotomy position, what is the position of

9

the patient's buttocks relative to the operative table?
A

10

She's down at the end of the

op~rative

table

11

with the edge of the table near her buttocks so that

12

have free access to the vaginal area.

13

vaginal surgery, you frequently have to hang retractors,

14

you hang a weighted retractor over the edge of the table,

15

so she has to clear the end of
Q

16
17

th~

When you're doing

table.

Is weight placed upon her outtocks as a result

of this position?

18

A

Yes, it is.

19

Q

Now, when you change her from the dorsal

20

lithotomy to the Trendelenburg, is that --

21
22.
23

~e

A

We're adding Trendelenburg, we're not changing

Q

Okay.

her.
In other words, you're changing the way
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1

it's tilted?

2

A

Yeah.

3

Q

Okay, and then you begin to describe there in

4

the Op. Note about the uterosacral ligaments.

s

you describe for us --

6

Just can

A · It's not obvious in the diagram, let me go back

7

to -- at the very base of the spine where the lumbar

a

spine, the main spine if you think of it having separate

9

segments, joins the sacrum, there are two ligaments that

10

arise from here, anyway, there are two diagrams -- two .

11

ligaments that arise from here and attach to the

·12

~ervical

portion where the cervix joins the bowel into the uterus

13

and they supply some support.

14

if they get separated to allow bowel, especially small

15

bowel to get into the upper part of the vagina, but they

16

basically

17

18
19

Q

s~pport

They also tend sometimes

the uterus.

All right.

So, what are you doing here?

What

are you doing with these uterosacral ligaments?
A

Uterosacral ligaments when -- probably when

20

Margie had not borne any children for maybe about a

21

two -- let's do it like this, see, this is a part of my

~

finger beyond the joint, two ligaments that attach to a

23

cervix, about that long, as childbirth and the weight of
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1

her uterus lengthen them, they're allowed now to go this

2

far down into the vagina, which that was one of the

3

things that

4

is when we•ve done this, it directly of course cuts the

5

uterus off so having this much uterosacral ligament to

6

work with on either side, we plicate it, meaning_bring it

7

to the middle and not allowing the bowel to get into the

8

enterocele that I was talking about, and we cheat up a

9

little bit, we attach the vagina as far north, as far

allo~ed

her uterus to

p~olapse.

What we do

10

toward the head as we can do under direct visualization,

11

so we shorten it.

12

Q

Okay.

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

.15

there?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

Was any significant bleeding encountered in

18

Were you successful in

accomplishing what you were trying to do

·.

doing that p9rtion of the

pro~edure?

no.

19

A

No,

20

Q

Once you had accomplished that, that is,

21

placement of the uterosacral ligaments and tightening

~-

them, what then was your assessment as to whether

~

something further needed to be done to accomplish the
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objective overall with Mrs. Gibbs?
A

I was_ haPPY. with the uterosacral suspension,

3

but in my mind Margie was not the average patient.

4

was a young woman who had a relatively strenuous job who

5

enjoyed doing things that were strenuous and I leaned

8

toward doing uterosacral ligaments for other reasons to

7

make sure that I fulfill her requests and done as ·

8

thorough a job as

I

She

could.

9

Q

To give it that strong extra support?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

All right.

Now, so as we progress in your Op.

12

Note from page

13

"basically dissecting sharp and blunt dissection with

14

knife and scissors was further usedn, starting about five

15

or six lines down on page

16

layman •s terms as you can, what's being done.

17

A

~4

_on to page_

~5,

~5,

and you described

jus~

tell us in as much

We needed to reduce the diameter of the vagina

18

because of ·all the bulging of the rectum and the

19

enterocele and the fact that just anybody -- well, it's

20

kind of a crude example, but anybody who's ever sat on a

21

toilet where the seat is up and fallen in knows the

~

difference that a little bit of distance can make in

23

supporting the pelvic floor.
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1

and even though the uterus was out and there wasn't a

2

uterus to deal with, you still projected a very poor

3

support for the pelvis. so, now we're going to do a

4

po~terior

5

of the vagina from the outside up to the apex, up to the

e

top, peel the mucosa back, it's mucosa just like inside

7

of your mouth, it•s a layer that's soft and, you know,

8

.the ·lining· of ihe vagina.

9

back as far laterally as you need to and it does get a

vaginal repair where we run the entire length

You undermine it, ·you peel it

10

little bit bloody because there are blood vessels there.

11

You

12

extra stuff that you're not going to close in the

13

surgery.

14

it's not just mucous membranes, just like in your mouth

15

it's got a muscle that back up

16

layer is then imbricated, which means if you were to take

17

a piece of fabric and it was this size and you wanted to

.18

th~n

reduce the redundancy of the vaginal

~issue,

the

There is a muscle sleeve around the vagina,

th~

mucous.

make the jacket shorter without cutting

The muscle

~~hin~

away,

19

you would sew this to this and then tuck it under.

So,

20

you then imbricate the muscularis of the vagina, the

21

muscle layer around it.

~

mucosa and then in this case you don't yet close the

~

vagina because you still ,have more -stuff to do to get to

Yo~ reduce the redundant vaginal
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the sacral spine and the ischial spine.
Q

All right.

Now, was bleeding encountered in

doing that portion that you just described?
A

There is always bleeding encountered in that

5

portion, but that, I don't believe, is the bleeding that

e

was referred to with regard to the sacrospinous ligament

7

suspension.

8

Q

s
10

.

All right.

At what point did you encounter

significant bleeding?
A

The next step, and similar to the Marshall-

11.

Marchetti, it's very easy to conceptualize going in and

12

taking the gallbladder and going in taking the uterus.

13

The Marshall-Marchetti and the sacrospinous ligament

14

suspension deal with.potential spaces, like the crawl

15

space in your house.

16

then s_ay, look

17

yeah, there's a six-inch pipe behind.there, but that's

18

the space you're ·.going to get into.

19

below the vagina and you've opened up the vagina, but if

20

you need to get into this pillar between the rectum and

21

the vagina to get up to that space and invisibly suspend

22

the vagina.

23

rectovaginal space, and you're doing it bluntly with your

~hat

You don't

~ook

at your kitchen and

you have in your kitchen, you say,

You have the. rectum

So, now you're going into what's called the
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1

fingers but also bluntly with instruments. Sharp

2

dissection involves closing scissors.

3

involves opening scissors or a similar instrument where

4

you're just putting it into a space and spreading it and

5

spreading it until you get to where you want to get.

Blunt dissection

a

I then follow, this is where the bleeding came

7

in, this is -- these are connective tissues that suspend

a

blood vessels as well, and I'm spreading it over che

9

sacrospinous ligament or over the ischial spine, I hit a

10

bleeder, and I called it a :vein,· and maybe a little bit

11

too big to be a vein,_but for all intents and purposes,

12

let's call it a vein anyway.

13

obstetrical background allows me to look at a fair amount

14

of volume of blood without panicking.

15

j·ust stopped.

16

cool.

17

sponge stick first, a sponge stick is just a long

18

instrument with a folded up surgical sponge·on it, and

19

put direct pressure on it and waited for a little while,

20

I don't know if it was a full five minutes, but

21

everything seems like an eternity when you're dealing

~

with a bleeder, pulled the sponge stick away and it was

~

bleeding. ·Raphael is coming in from the side with the

And fortunately, my

I didn't panic, we

I sat there and said, okay, not lose our

I'm not throwing any stitches in here.
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1

suction instrument trying to clear the field, and it's

2

going on and on and on.

3

that's bleeding ultimately and just grab it, and then

4

with my fingers try to pull the knot down to it without

5

jostling 1 the instrument that it's attached to because I

~

may then rip the vessel off
and . get into an even larger
.

7

tributary of that vessel.

8

case was slowing down a little bit or just by

9

coincidence, someone asked another surgical assistant to

10

make herself available, and at that point Libby McDonald

11

comes to the room.

My goal is to see the ·vessel

Someone, either noting the

12

Q

Who is she?

13

A

Libby is a·· registered nurse who functions as

14

a -- regularly on a daily basis as a surgical assistant.

15

As a matter of fact, the first

16

Krebs, Libby was the assistant on, so

ca~e

I did with Hans

17

Q

So, how did she assist then?

18

A

Another pair of hands.

I.' m trying to get the

19

field sucked out, get things sponged and get a long

20

instrument on that blood vessel so I can then start· the

21

motion of tying down my ligature.

22

needle.

23

with a long Kelly, the reason why I use long instruments

I am not using a

Basically, once I saw the vessel I clamped it
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1

is because the vagina is very restrictive and the

2

handles, when you open, are almost in the vagina, so you

3

now use long instruments so you can at least open and

.4

close them.

I hand the Kelly up to Libby to hold because

5

I need both hands to pull the suture down without

6

jostling anything, and we get the blood vessel tied off.

7
8

Q

All right.

are you literally

So, when you finally tie it off,
are you using a needle?

9

A

No.

10

Q

Are you just free tying?

11

A

Just free tying is what it would be called.

12

Q

Are you able to know if you caught any nerves

13

14

or anything during that?
A

It's not very likely because you're drawing the

15

tissue somewhat toward you,

16

plain where the bleeding stopped or the bleeding started.

17

18

Q

you'r~

not violating this

Reference has been made to the total blood loss

in the entire procedure something in excess of 900 cc' s .·

19

A

Right.

20

Q

Was dealing with this bleeder that you •·ve just

21
~
~

been describing -A

I'd say so, this plus the posterior repair

where we were getting undermining the mucosa probably.
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1

Q

Accounted for most of the bleeding?

2

A

Yes, I 1 d say 60 percent.

3

Q

Okay.

Now, once that has been accomplished,

4

that is, you•ve satisfied and controlled that bleed, are

5

you then ready to approach the sacrospinous ligament for

8

this procedure?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

All right .. Describe for us, and this may not

9

be the greatest picture in the world, I have some more of

10

these, describe for the members of the jury exactly how

11

you did this procedure starting with how you identified

12

the area.

13

A

During the case for most of the vaginal part we

14

were using a weighted speculum, and as we started working

15

towards specific space in the

18

Brethstein Alvatural retractors.

17

assistant would have to.pull almost straight up and

18

wouldn't be of any help because the head would be above

19

the surgical field.

20

allows the assistant to put these retractors in various

21

positions.

22

and away from our field.

23

meaning laterally and toward the front because we don•t

pe~vis

we started using

The uterus, normally an

So, the, so Brethstein Alvatural

Generally, medially we push the bowel down
We push the bladder outward,
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1

want the bladder in our field, and ultimately, what we

2

get is an opening

3

of the ischial spine.

4

sacral spine, the sacral tuberosity, i.f you want to call

5

it, .and a piece of a ligament.

6

have a large opening.

7

finger of my left hand against the sacral

a

not to scale, it's probably about one-half to three-

9

quarters but, putting it on the spine here and making

10

abo~t

.

this big in which to view a piece

Usually not so far over is the

At this point we don't

I'm putting my finger, my medial
spi~e ..

This is

sure we feel the spine.

11

MR. KATTENB'IJRG:

12

THE WITNESS:

Your Honor, I can' t see .

I'~

sorry, putting it on the

13

spine using that as my lateral border, and putting the

14

fingers together.

15

this is what I actually ended up <icing second.

16

me show you the iqstrument they're showing there.

17

is

18

clockwise direction.

19

the bleeding I had some misgivings, I identified the

20

bleeding coming from the medial side.

21

misgivings about going much further medially as far as

22

opening up space to let the retractors in to expand

~

field.

~he

What they are demonstrating there and
But let
This

Deschamps ligatUre passer to be passed in a
We're measuring the .area, and after

I had some

my

So, as a result, I do what's called a relaxation
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1

incision where we cut on the other side, but that allows

2

us ultimately to move our instruments anyway.

3

the hole bigger and you can kind of cheat the hole over

4

because I don't want to get back into that bleeding

5

again.

6

prior to Margie's was to use the Meia hook instead of the

7

Deschamps ligature passer.

8

hook is what they're showing here, this is actually as

9

the Deschamps is now in my palm, it's behind my fingers,

It opens

The technique that I used in the surgery just

The feeling about the Meia

10

and it requires a lot of swinging motion.

11

the other hand, you can pick your spot usually.going

12

about the middle of your finger because you don't have

13

this lateral excursion with the Meia that you have with

14

Deschamps and just catching the muscle and getting more

15

muscle, trying a little bit to

-16

comes back up and there's a suture in this and your

17

assistant reaching over your shoulder then retrieves the

18

suture and you have these tangling pieces here.

nerve, but then it

BY MR.. GODARD :

19
20

th~

Deschamps, on

Q

All right.

As

you're approaching the

21

sacrospinous ligament, how do you know you're on the

~

sacrospinous ligament?

23

A

I'm feeling it and I'm seeing it.
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Q

All right.

Are you able to feel the ischial

spine itself?
A

You can feel it through the ligament itself, or

4

it's actually coccygeus muscle which is what -- the

5

coccygeus muscle occupies roughly the middle and the

6

posterior third toward your back of the complex.

7

should use something.

8

9
10

Q

All right.

Maybe I

Well, where .is your finger·resting

on top of your middle finger?
A

I'm pushing outward and downward.

.

I'm pushing

11

into the complex -- muscle ligament complex an4 a little

12

bit outward.

13

catch the muscle complex.

14

hook, at least due to this exposure I have, is that I get

15

a stitch through, but I feel like·. I •ve got mostly muscle,

16

so the guidelines

17

the suture and give it a good tug, and if you feel like

18

the muscle is giving. or the patient is not moving, you

19

then pick up a ligament, so I pull that stitch out.

20

Q

Then I'm taking the Meia and trying to

Okay.

What I'm finding with the Meia

~ccording

to Dr. Nichols is you take

Before you go further, let me just ask

21

in terms of where you place the first -- the attempted

~

ligature, the first attempted ligature, the one you just

23

described, where were you in terms of distance from the
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ischial spine?
A

2

About a finger-and-a-half, but that was a

3

straight down finger-and-a-half.

4

instrument.

5

Q

e

I wasn •·t using a curved

Is this technique a technique that you are

taught?

1

A

Yes.

8

Q·

so, it's the standard textbook technique?·

9

A

That's the favorite technique of David Nichols.
Your Honor,

MR.. KATTENBURG :

10

~

want to

n~te

an

11

objection at this point because it goes to the standard

12

of care and this witness has not been identified

13

standard of care witness.

14

slirgical technique .
MR. GODARD:

15

a~

This question in terms of

It's

alrea~y

been established in

16

the plaintiff's evidence that this is the surgical

17

technique.

19

I'm not sure what we're debating here.

. THE COURT:

18

a

The doctor can testify to factually

what he did.
I don·' t have a problem with

MR.. KATTENBURG:

20

21

that, but I just, if he's going to go into the next step,

~

I

23

note an objection at this point, Your Honor.
MR.. GODARD :

I

don •t think there ' s any issue
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about any of that.
BY MR.. GODARD:

2

3

Q

Dr. Tashman, I have here a handy dandy

4

centimeter, tell us what the dimension, the width of·your

5

middle finger is.

6

7
8

9

10
11
12

A

The width of my middle finger at the upper two-

thirds of the nail is about two centimeters.
Q

All right.

When you placed the first suture,

what's the position of your middle finger relative to the
ischial spine?
A

The ischial spine is now lateral ·to my middle

finger.
would be medial, this way?

13

Q

And how far --

14

A

That would be medial.

15

Q

And that's lateral?

16

A

That's lateral, toward the outside.

17

Q

How far medially from your finger was the first

18
19

ligature
A

~his

p~aced?

Because I was using the Meia hook, I wasn't

20

that concerned about any lateral translation of the

21

motion.

~

my index finger, straight toward it.

23

Q

I probably went about over my middle finger, or

Which would place it how many centimeters from
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the ischial spine?

2

A

Approximately three.

3

Q

Once you placed that one, you then tested it,

4

found it wasn't strong enough, and why was that in your

5

opinion?
A

6

I think the swipe that the Meia hook tends to

7

take is only superficial, and I was only in part of the

8

coccygeus muscle and not very deep into that.
Q

9

10

And the objective is to get through the

ligament itself that lies within?
A

11

To get the best support.

Realis~ically,

you

12

could probably get a good piece of the coccygeus muscle,

13

but you want the ligament.
Q

Once again, can you see any nerves anywhere in

16

A

No.

17

Q

The technique that you're 'employing, what does

14
15

here?

18

that tell you?

19

you're employing?

20

A

Why are.you using the technique that

It makes use of landmarks that are cited in

21

most of the literature that I learned from and the

22

instruction I learned from.

23

Q

After placing the.first ligature, what did you
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do to place the second ligature?
A

As

I said, I wasn't all too pleased with the

3

exposure now that I was considering going to the

4

Deschamps ligature passer, so

5

this way so I could have a little bit -- this particular

8

instrument gets used by swinging it not only the tip,

7

you•v~

8

clockwise motion of the tip actually penetrating the

9

nerve.

I

cut a relaxation, cut

got two clockwise motions, you've got the

But to affect that without drifting away

10

laterally, you've got to come up your finger, this finger

11

is pretty much the bottom of the complex as it shows

12

here, and you've got to rotate it.

13

catch the ligament just past the tip of your finger, and

14

then you've

15

that you're coming primarily toward the head, but there

18

is a little bit of a drift toward the ·lateral

17

though this ultimately comes back.

18

stitch I'm going to move medially from where I. was before

19

one centimeter just for an extra cushion, and then I go

20

ahead and use the Deschamps ligature passer.

21
22

23

Q

g~t

You've got to then

to rotate it in a fairly wide angle so

~ide

even

So I decided with.the

Relative to the first suture which you

estimated was three centimeters from the ischial spine?
A

Yes.
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··1

Q

You moved which direction?

2

A

I'm moving medially.

3

Q

And then you place the second suture?

4

A

Yes, and this time I'm using Deschamps passer.

5

Q

Where is your middle finger at the time_you are

6

7

using the Deschamps passer?
A

My middle finger, again, is in the same

8

position.

9

because the experience I had with the Meia hook was that

I'v~.

added an Allis clamp in this point

10

I was bearing down on the muscle so hard to keep the

11

muscle in place, it o_ccurred to me I might have pushed

12

the whole complex away and that's why the Meia took a

13

superficial swipe.

14

but I placed an Allis clamp on the muscle part, so if I

15

needed it, my assistant could push, could tug on the

16

Allis clamp while I was doing this.

17

Q

I don't have -- I don't have it here,

Describe for us then, first of all, how far

18

medially from the ischial spine was_ the placement of the

19

second ligature?

20

A

Could have been as low as 3.2 or as much again

21

because it does curve inward, as little as 3.2, as much

22

as 4.2 centimeters.

23

Q

All right.

Were you successful in getting a
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1

good, firm penetration of the ligament with that second

2

suture?

3
4

A

Yes, even without having my assistant tug ori

the Allis clamp .

s

Q

Then what did you do?

6

A

Now that I had a suture in there and the Allis

7

clamp on the ligament, ·I had then tugged the stitch, this

8

time going back to the Meia.

9

Meia initially and was able to get a second stitch

I didn't want to use the

10

literally within millimeters.

11

stitch,

12

from the· other one.

13

traction on that, and it felt very good.

14

15

Q

t~is

I

shouldn't say second

was my third attempt anyway, millimeters
I

think

I

was going medially with

You actually tested to see if it's strong

enough?

·.

16

A

Yeah.

17

Q

At any time during the course of your making

18

any ligatur-e passage att_empts did you get within three

19

centimeters of the distance from the ischial

~

where you're penetrating?

21
22

23

A

~pine

Probably no, not with the fingers here.

to

If I

even came within two centimeters -TEE COURT:

Doctor, once again, I caution you
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the jurors are behind you.
TEE WITNESS:

2

I

had to come within two

3

centimeters of the spine, my goal is to stay over my

4

index finger.
BY MR.. GODARD:

5

6
7
8
9

10

Q

What is the closest you can confidently state

you came to the ischial spine in placing any ligature?
A

Even allowing for rotation of any instrument,

three-and-a-half centimeters.
Q

All right.

Now, having accomplished whqt

11

you've just described, that is the successful placement

12

of these two suspending ligatures, once you have tied

13

those do you next attach them to the vagina?
..

14

A

You take the underside of the vaginal mucosa

15

that's exposed and with a free

16

attached to anything, you thread one of them at a.time

17

into the back and then almost like a pulley, you kind of

18

wait until it goes up, and you see· the top of the vagina

19

deviate a little bit off to the right, show that it's now

20

in contact with the ligament or -the muscle.

21

Q

ne~dle,

a needle riot

Did you at any time during the course of this

22

entire sacrospinous portion of the procedure ever run

23

your hook back in the back or probe behind the ligament,
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get anywhere in there with any of your instruments?

1
2

A

No.

3

Q

As of the time then that you completed that

4

portion of the procedure, was she ready to be closed up

5

and the overall operation concluded?
A

6

mucosa.

7
8

Q

Did you accomplish that?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Any difficulties encountered with that?

11

A

No.

12

Q

I think you can resume the stand.

13

(Thereupon, the witness returned to the stand.)

14

BY MR. GODARD:

Q

15
16

0

No, we still had to close the posterior vaginal

0

Once the procedure was completely concluded,

Dr. Tasbman, the

pat~ent

goes from the operating room to

17

where?

18

A

To the post-anesthesia recov:ery room.

19

Q

And once you have finished

20
21

yo~

0

work in the

operating room, where do you next go, where did you go?
A

I usually either sit somewhere on a stool and

~

write a brief summary that I can use for

23

dictation, or if the case is more than a couple hours,
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1

I'll sometimes go out and talk to the spouse.
.In this case

d~d

you write a longhand_Op. Note?

2

Q

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

And is that contained on page 17 in your

5

notebook?

6

A

Yes, it is.

7

Q

As

8
9

10
11
12

of the time that you're writing this note,

·where is the patient?
A

The patient is in transit to the post-

anesthesia recovery room.
Q

As of the time you're writing this note,. is

there any indicated problems at all with the patient?

13

A

Not to my knowledge.

14

Q

Once you write this note, what do you next do?

15

A

As I said, I imagine,

~d

I can't speak exactly

16

the sequence, but 1

17

waiting relative.that•s in the waiting room.

18..
19

Q.

usu~lly

go out and talk to any

Well, at some point in time did you talk.to Mr.

Gibbs?

20

A

Yes, I did.

·21

Q

·And at some point in time how is dictation of

22

the Operative Note, the note contained on pages 14, 15

23

and 16 -- 13, 14, 15 and 16, when is that dictated?
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That's dictated while the patient is

1

A

2

recovering.

3

Q

And where do you accomplish that dictation?

4

A

There's an alcove at the far end -- or actually

5

it's the near end of the recovery room, there's a

6

doctor's -- couple doctor's cubicles for dictating.

8

9
10

11
12

And at what point in time did you dictate this

Q

1

Op.

Note?
A

Probably shortly after Margie reached the

recovery room.
Q

While you're in the dictation area, did_you

have occasion to visit Mrs. Gibbs in the recovery room?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

At what point in time?

15

A

There were a couple of points in time.

The

16

first one was as I was reviewing the chart briefly to

17

dictate

18

that said nsulfa allergenn, and I had just finished

19

putting a vaginal packing in the operating room with a

20

sulfa-saturated vaginal packing into Margie's vagina.

21

It's commonly the course of things, it's basically a

~

triple antibiotic, what we call sulfa cream, and so I got

23

up from

my

my

note, there was a bright red sticker on there

dictation and I walked over to the stretcher
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side and I told the nurses that I was going to need a

2

little bit of help just parting Margie's legs so I could

3

use my fingers to withdraw the packing.

4

5

Q

All right, and did you receive any information

about Mrs. Gibbs' situation while you were there?

6

A

They said she was very uncomfortable.

7

Q

All right.

Did you have an impression as to

8

the source or the cause of her uncomfortableness at that

9

point in time?

10

A

Well, we had done quite a bit of surgery and
disco~ort

11

Margie was indicating

in her leg, left leg --

12

excuse me, her right leg, radiating down the side.

13

Q

Did you go back then to finish your dictation?

14

A

Yes, and back to the bed probably at least once

15
16

17

more, but, yes, I did.
Q

Did you

~e

·.
reference in your. dictation then

to these problems in the recovery room?

18

A

I believe I did, yes.

19

Q

Now, before I come back and ask you some more

20

questions about your dictatipn, at what point in time --

21

well, how many .times did you visit Mrs. Gibbs while she

22

was in the recovery room?

23

A

As

few as two, possibly as many as four or
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five.
Q

2
3

Did there come a time when you had to leave the

hospital that afternoon?.

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

Where did you go?

8

A

To my office.

7

Q

Why is that?

8

A

I

9

1

o'clock.
Q

10
11

had office hours starting shortly after

Did you return to the hospital after seeing

your patients. in the office?
A
Q

13

And did you see Mrs. Gibbs?

A
15

Q

At what time of day?

18

A

By about four or 4:30 she was in room 213.

17

Q

And did you go and generally evaluate her

18

there?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

And did you write ·a note in the chart at that

22

A

Yes, I did.

23

Q

That is the same -- on the same page as the

21

·.

time?
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1

note that you had written immediately after surgery that

2

is page 17 of the notebook?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

All right.

5

6

Read us what your note written

there at 4:30 in the afternoon on the
A

7~

of October says.

This was a compilation note of what I had

7

dictated in the P.A.R.R., post-anesthesia recovery room,

8

beca~se

9

visit, and it says, nsubjective: Patient complained of

10

pain in right hip area and tingling in right

11

leg.

12

resistance testing.

13

a measurement of anemia, blood count,

14

"Hematocrit post-transfusion 28 plus," and some

15

decimal fraction plus •.. "Blood pressure

16

approximately 8S over SO," and in parentheses I

17

have written

18

pressure on narcotics generally to ·be less than

19

98 over SO."

20

The reason for that comment, I suspect, is that '

I

was running late for the office and the 4:30

Objective: Normal sensory

11

~otor

to

Hematocrit,n meaning·it's

The patient· claims her blood

21

most nurses, physicians would consider a blood pressure

22

of as over SO ·indicating some sort of profound anemia

23

because your blood pressure drops.
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within the normal range.
Q

All right.

Go ahead and read us the last

paragraph.
A

"Vaginal exam scanned, scant

ble~ding,

pack out

5

due to allergies.

Assessment/plan: Concern

a

expressed regarding inflammation and trauma in ·

7

vicinity of sciatic.or pudendal nerve, however,

8

ligature relatively lateral and _·superficial in

9

coccygeus/sacrospinous complex."

10

Q

What did you mean by that?

11

A

My remembrance is that the pelvic anatomy

12

dictated that having been in the body of the coccygeus

13

muscle and sacrospinous ligament complex, that only if

14

were over way medially to the sacral plexus would

15

able to get two of them with one

16

sutures, and I figured that I was somewhat more

17

laterally.

18

Q

.~f

I

I

be

those suspension

In· .other words, in order for her to. -- · were· you

19

aware as of the time you saw her at 4:30 that she was

20

apparently experiencing problems with both the pudendal

21 .

and the sciatic nerves?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

And based upon your knowledge of the anatomy,
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1

where by your understanding would one have to be to

2

likely get into both nerves?

3
4

A

closer medially toward the sacral plexus where

5

Q

6

about?

7

In the vast majority of patients, you would be

Can you point down here. where you're

ta~king

Where is the sacral plexus?

A

Not a great diagram for that.

Sacral plexus,

8

as t~e name implies, originates from these little

9

openings in the nerve root.

These are actually the nerve

10

root openings.

11

you kind of think of it as a highway with on ramps and

12

off ramps.

13

lumbar spine and the sacral spine, it encompasses the

14

fourth and fifth lumbar vertebra and then -- or lumbar

15

nerves, and then goes down and

16

and fourth -- second, third and fourth of the sacral

17

nerves, nerve roots.

18

any contribution from the lumbar sp.ine· and starts at the

19

second, third and fourth with some incidental fibers from

20

the fifth sacral.

21

the coccyx which is just a bony thing that doesn't have

22

significant nerve contribution.

23

are on ramps and the nerve roots are the on ramps, and so

As

the nerve roots come out laterally,

Contribution of the sciatic nerve is in the

pi~ks

up the second, third

The pudendal nerve does not have

What's missing here, by the way, is
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1

you get a little bit out here but still on the sacrum,

2

and you•ve got a mix of the nerve roots coming from L-5,

3

L-4, L-5, S-2, S-3 and S-4, but then as they start lining

4

out over here, _then they start distributing to what we

5

call the nerve bundles, the sciatic nerve·bundle which

6

further goes down to the leg and becomes the peroneal --

7

peroneal and the tibial nerves and you get a distribution

8

of the pudendal nerve.
Q

9

All right.

So, when you say in your note

10

"however, ligature relatively lateral and superficial in

11

coccygeus sacral spinal complex," what are you saying

12

about the likelihood of either of these ligatures

13

impinging upon these nerves?
A

14

Saying that my knowledge of the sciatic nerve

15

is that after it gets all these C!Jntributions '· it stays

16

with

17

falling away toward this part of the spine, what • s called

18

the ischium, and it comes to lie on the back part of the

19

ischium right over here, and exists from what they call

20

the greater foramen which is. the large opening here.

21

With the sacrospinous ligament in place, the pudendal

22

nerve comes off and peaks around this spine and ends up

23

exiting the pelvis from what they call lesser foramen,

.

pud~~dal

nerves for awhile, but then it starts

.
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1

and so they are displaced from one another at that point.

2

However, medially,

3

pick up at least components of ·each of them closer.

4

Q

t~ey•re

a little bit closer, you can

So, as of the time that you saw Mrs. Gibbs at

5

roughly 4:30 the day of surgery, what was ·your impression

6

as to whether or not these sutures or either one of these

7

suspension sutures was causing a problem with her

8

repairs?

9

A

Well, it didn't make any sense that one stitch

10

could do that.

11

I'll find in a minute if I can go there, the

12

anesthesiologist had approached me at the very beginning

13

of the case and it was a very unusual statement he made,

14

he said
MR. KATTENBORG:

15

16

There was a thought in my mind, I guess

it • s total hearsay.

1.7

THE COURT:

18

MR. KATTENBORG:

19

BY MR. GODARD:

20

Well, +'m going to object,

Q

Sustained.
Thank you, Your Honor.

In terms of where you placed the suspension

21

ligatures and your performance in the sacrospinous

~

ligament suspension, what was your impression as to any

23

likelihood that one of your suspension sutures had
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obtained or had entrapped these nerves?
A

It didn't seem possible especially with regard

to the sciatic nerve.
Q

All right.

Now, you followed up further with

Mrs. Gibbs the next day?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

Did you finish dictating your Op. Note before

8

leaving the hospital after the surgery?

9

A

Yes, I did.

10

Q

And in your dictation, ultimately once it's

11
12

13
14

15

dictated, who does the transcription?
A

A transcriptionist at medical records, it

doesn't leave the building as far as I know ..
Q

All right.

According to what's typed on the

note itself, when was it transcriped?

16

A

Three days later on the 10th.

17

Q

All right, and we see in looking at the copy
tha~

18

tha.t ·we all have of

19

ink changes in a couple places, maybe three places, so

20

whose -- who made those pen-and-ink changes?

21
22.

23

A

note that there's. some pen-and- .

Those are my initialed changes, at least two

and three I initialed.
Q

And why did you make those changes, namely from
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Wiley to Meia?
A

2

It jumped out of the page at me, these were the

3

instruments I used.

This was the Meia hook.

4

such thing as a Wiley hook.

There is no

5

Q

Okay, and then did you change pass to passer?

e

A

Right, I was reading·the Wiley ligature

8

it didn't make any sense so on the same line.
.
.
Let me focus your attention down to the
Q

9

sentenc~

7

10

where it begins,

11

pa~s,

At this point a Deschamps

ligature passern.

11

A

Uh-huh.

12

Q

Well, it goes on to say, awas used to pass a

13

zero vortex approximately one centimeter medially to the

14

protuberance of the spine through the superficial

15

portion," etcetera.

Is that an accurate statement?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

Tell us does that statement -- well, what does

18

·it mean.the way it•s dictated and worded?
A

19

I had spoken earlier about moving laterally to

20

expand my space, not laterally -- in an absolute lateral

21

position, I moved laterally, I was moving back medially

22

now.

23

Q

Does that statement as it literally appears on
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the page mean that -MR.. KATTENBURG:

2

I 1 m going to object, he ' s

·3

leading the 'witness, and also, Your Honor, I .object to

4

the form of the question.
THE COURT:

5

6

9
10
11
12

13

Well; what was the form

of the question?

7

8

Sustained.

BY MR. GODARD:
Q

Where did you place the ligature relative to

the ischial spine?
A

Probably,. it says one centimeter from where my

previous one had been, one centimeter medially ..
Q

And does this Op. Note indicate anything in the

contrary as far as you're concerned?

14

A

It's not my best Op. Note, but, no.

15

Q

Now, as you came back

i~

to see Mrs. Gibbs on

16

the following day, did she continue to have problems and

17

complaints of pain with her leg?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

You obtained a consult?

20

A

I spoke to Margie about the possibilities of

21

what we were dealing with.

~

while they're on the table, pressure on their sciatic

~

nerve and particularly in this kind of procedure, so one
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.ther~

1

of the things going through my mind was that

2

possibly a sciatic nerVe compression, and I told Margie

3

that was a consideration.

4

considerations about nerve entrapment, blood compressing

5

and that there may have been inflammation in the very

8

short postoperative period where things just kind of

7

·expand with some swelling and compress either a nerve or

·a

a blood vessel in the vicinity of -- I told her I wanted

9

was

There were other

a neurologist to do an assessment before we considered

10

taking her to the operating room to remove the stitches.

11

Margie did understand that if we removed the· stitches, we

12

take the sacrospinous ligament suspension down and wasn't

13

all too pleased with it.
She still -- we were still talking about the

14

~would

15

BGE/PEPCO merger and that, well,

you promise me

18

that if you do decide ultimately to take it down, I

17

remember you telling me something about on the other

18

side, there being the left sided ligament,

19

promise me that I'll wake up with one on the left side so

20

I can still go home with the-complete procedure during

21

this hospitalization.

coul~

you

22

Q

How did you respond to that?

23

A

I told her I was very uncomfortable with it,
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1

but here we have a patient who i.s clearly uncomfortable.

2

I was profusely concerned about what had been going on,

3

and I didn•t think it was appropriate to put a stitch in

4

on the other side and further confuse the issue of what

5

was going on now.

6

Now, did you have a discussion, don•t tell us

Q

7

about it, but did you have a discussion with Dr. Richard

8

after he did his consultation?

9

After he did a consultation, yeah.

A

had not

10

called Dr. Richard immediately.

11

his group •s office requesting a spec.ific neurologist and

12

the office said, nwell,

13

I'll make sure that somebody gets out to the hospital

14

right away,n and the day went on and nobody had rounded

15

or consul ted on Margie .

·I

Initially,

I
I

had called

don•t know who•s available, but

16

Q

Arid the next morning Dr.

17

A

Well, I made another call like 4:30 that day,

18

this was

this was now on -- excuse me, I think it was

19

on the 9th.

I made a second call at

20

my consultant?

21

somebody will be there soon.

~
~

Q

4 : 30

and said who • s

When is somebody coming?

And they said

All right, and ultimately Dr. Richard did

consult, you spoke with him?
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

And the decision was made to go back, take Mrs.

3

Gibbs back to surgery and remove those sutures?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

Did you have a discussion with Mrs. Gibbs about

6

doing that and who would do it and what was involved in

7

that?

8

9

A

· I had mentioned to Margie that I thought it was

best to take the sutures out, but that I would respect

10

her desire to at least talk to someone about whether it

11

was even advisable about the other suturing.

12

vaguely recalled from the informed consent that we had

13

mentioned that there were people that I had scrubbed with

14

before, mentors of mine,

15

remembered Dr. Krebs by name, but .. she alluded to it, and

16

I said, Hans Krebs is a great surgeon and plus he has

17

experience of oncology, if anybody is to attempt to put

18

one on the other side, I •11 certain call.

19

to call Hans Krebs.

20

Q

~d

Margie

I don•t know if she

I did pro.mise

Incidently, putting a suture on the left side

21

of the pelvis, does that involve different considerations

~

than putting it on the right side of the pelvis?

23

A

Yes.
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1

Q

Why is that?

2

A

When you're standing up, the Deschamps ligature

3

passer, and that was Hans Krebs• instrument of choice,

4

too, you are standing over the patient and for a right-

5

handed surgeon, supination of the hands, the way you use

6

most of your instruments, meaning turning the palm

7

ev~ntually

8

have to use your ieft hand and make an awkward counter-

9

clockwise turn which I was not about to do.

10
11

Q

upward, to do. this on the left side, you'd

So, you wouldn 1 t attempt to do it on the left

side.because you're right handed?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

So, did you make any statement to Mrs. Gibbs

14

about your not wanting to participate in any further

15

surgery?

..

16

A

Not at all.

17

Q

'
Did you indicate to her by anything
that you

19

said that you . didn't
intend yourself to be present?
. .
Not at all. I live five minutes from the
A

20

hospital.

21

obstetrical cases.

~

surgeries when it's not even my case.

23

no situation under which I would not have been there.

18

I'm used to living in the hospital for
I go doW.O and observe other people's.
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All right.

it turned out you went back in

1

Q

2

on December

3

assisted you with the second surgery?

10~

As

-- or excuse me, October

10~,

who

4

A

No one.

5

Q

W¥ that a complicated surgery?

6

A

No, no, not at all.

7

Q

Did you do anything other than go J.n, take out

8
9

.

the two sutures and close?
A

I needed to identify the area of cut-over, and

10

so I palpated the spine, opened up the mucosa just medial

11

to where my finger was and found the two Gortex sutures

12

there.

13

Q

When you went back in then on October the lOu,

14

did you -- were you able to confirm where

15

the sutures?

·16

17
.18

19
20

A

yo~

had placed

·.

Yes, they were three or four centimeters medial

to the spine .
.Q

Were you able to confirm that they were placed

where you intended to place them?
A

To the extent that I could feel a

~raction,

to

21

the extent that I had felt it while I placed them, all

~

the things that I used going in, yes, they appeared to be

23

in the right place.
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Did you observe anything unt.oward or that

1

2

seemed inappropriate about the ligatures when you went

3

back in?

4

A

No.

5

Q

Did you observe any hematomas or tissue

e

swelling or anything of that nature back that may have

7

been impinging against a nerve?

8

A

No,

9

Q

Would you be able to visualize or become aware

I

was not in that deep space.

10

of on the second operation a hematoma or some problem

11

with the nerve back behind the sacrospinous ligament?
MR.. KATTENBURG:

12

13

It • s been asked and answered,

he ' s already said no •
Objection overruled.

14

THE COURT:

15

THE

16·

BY MR. GODARD:

WITNESS:

No.

Go

ahead.

..

17

Q

And why is it, why can•t you?

. 18

A

The same reason why you don•t·see them when

19

you•re doing the procedure, you have to fully invade that

20

space and go into an even tinier or more hazard-prone

21

space where the nerves and the nerve roots are.

22
~

Q

All right .

After you performed that second

procedure and removed those two sutures, was there
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improvement in Mrs. Gibbs from your evaluation?

2

A

Yes, there was.

3

Q

OVer the course of t_he next several days until

4

she was discharged, which I believe was, what, the

5

did she continue to improve?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

As

8

was it

9

else?

10

A

of the time she was discharged on the

14~,

14~,

who discharged her, was that you or somebody

By that time I was regularly rounding, but as

11

far as pain management, Dr. Richard had been writing some

12

number of orders on· the chart.

13

Q

All right .

14

A

I did.

15

Q

Did you offer to provide pain medication for

16

Who wrote the discharge order?

her on discharge?
Yes, I did.

17
18

Q

And what was the response?

19

A

Margie declined.

20

Q

So, she was not using pain medication as of the

21
22
23

time of discharge?
A

To my knowledge, she was on Tegretol and

Neurontin, and she had told me a couple days prior that
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1

she wished to no longer have the PCA, the patient-

2

controlled anesthesia.

3

Dilaudid, but by this point she was going to leave.

4

additional pain medication was in the hands of Dr.

5

Richard.

a
7

Q

Any

Now, you saw Mrs. Gibbs at least one more time

in your office following her discharge on the 14=?

a·

·A

9

Q

10

I briefly switched her over to

At least.
Do you have an office note for the next time

you saw her after her discharge?

11

A

Yes, I did.

12

Q

Now, how was her -- did you do a pelvic exam

13

when you saw her on October

21•~?

14

A

Yes, I did.

15

Q

And how was her vaginal·. prolapse repair holding

17

A

It seemed to be satisfactory at that early

18

.point.

19

Q

16

20

up?

Apart from that visit, did you have any further

formal visits with Mrs. Gibbs?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q_

When?

23

A

We scheduled a two-week follow-up, and
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1

actually, I stand corrected, I don't see any formal

2

visits.

3

Margie's blood and of course, she was physically there

4

and so was I.

5

see Margie, but we didn't do any further pelvic exams.

e

Q

We had informal visits where I was asked to draw

We had brief discussions, so I did get to

All right.

Ultimately, you became aware

7

because you were provided with copies of the reports from

8

first Dr. Richard, the neurologist that followed her, did

9

you get copies of reports from him?

10

A

Yes, I did.

11

Q

And you became aware of Dr. Cintron's second

12

opinion consultation there in November?

13

A

Yes, I did.

14

Q

And you got a copy of his report?

15

A

Yes.

18

Q

But apart from receiving those reports, did you

·.

17

participate any further after November in her care other

18

than, well, I see there's a note 2/14/97, she came by for·

19

blood to be drawn?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Any other contacts with her beyond that?

22

A

There may have been, I remember drawing blood

23

for the neurologist on more than one occasion, so -- but
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...1

there's no entry made for those.
Q

2

All right.

Is there any doubt whatsoever.

3

in your mind even as today as to where you put the

4

sutures

s

A

No.

e

Q

-- suspension sutures, or as to whether you put

7

them in the appropriate place?
A

8

MR. GODARD: . Thank you, doctor, that's all I

9

10

No.

have.
THE COURT:

11

With that, we will recess for

12

lunch.

13

course, at the lunch break leave those notebooks in here

14

if you could, and leave your notepads in the jury room.

17
18

And of

The court will stand in. recess until five of

15
16

We'll come back at five minutes to two.

two.
(Thereupon, the proceedings recessed at 12:50
p.m. to reconvene at 1:59 p.m.)·

19

20
21
22

23
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AFTERNOON SESSION

1
2

THE COURT:

3

MR.

4

THE COURT:

5

10

Okay, would you bring the jury

courtroom.)
THE COURT:

Welcome back.

retain the notebooks?

do you want us to collect them?
MR.

KATTENBORG:

12

THE

COURT:

13

MR.

KATTENBURG:

It's up to you.

No, they can retain the books.

Okay, go ahead.
No J?roblem, we'll probably be

covering some of the same matter.

15

CROSS EXAMINATION

16
17

Do you want them to

Are you going to read from that or

11

14

Yes, we are, Your Honor:

{Thereupon, the jury returned to the

8
9

KATTENBURG:

back?

a
7

Are you ready to resume?

BY MR.

Q

KATTENBURG:

Good afternoon, Dr. Tashman.

Dr. Tashman, you

18

testified with regard to your experience that you•re

19

board certified, and my question to you is after you

20

completed your residency did you do a Fellowship?

21

A

No, I did not.

~

Q

Now, doctor, as I understand it, you began your

23

Northern Virginia Obstetrics and Gynecological practice
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in 1984?

2

A

That's correct.

3

Q

And that was here in northern Virginia?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

And you established a storefront

e

effie~

in the

Greenbrier Shopping Center; is that correct?

7

A

That's correct.

8

Q

And at that time you had no nurse and you had

9

no receptionist?

10
11

A

I had a single person acting as receptionist/

_greete:r;:/assistant and myself. ·
Q

Later on, you've never gotten a nurse, or have

14

A

No,

15

Q

Now, doctor, let me ask you, since 1984 up

12

13

you?
I

haven't.

18

until Marge Gibbs' surgery in

17

hundreds of children, babies?

199~r

you delivered what,

18

A·

Yes •.

19

Q

And since 1984 you performed hundreds of

20

hysterectomies; right?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

Or is that too high?

23

A

That may be a little bit too high.
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1

Q

How many hysterectomies?

2

A

Maybe

3

Q

All right.

~n

the range of

2oo.

Now, you said that in 1996, and I

.

4

believe you referred to in March of that year, this is

5

before Mrs. Gibbs• bladder surgery, you went and assisted

6

Dr. Bettini, I think is the name, a Dr. Bettini in a

7

sacrospinous ligament suspension?

8

A

He assisted me.

9

Q

You testified before this jury, did you not

10

that you did about

90

percent of that surgery?

11

A

Yes,

12

Q

So, he assisted you; is that correct?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Doctor, do you recall receiving Interrogatories

I

did.

15

or questions that lawyers sent tq your lawyer for you to

16

answer under oath?

17

A

Yes, I do.

18.

Q

Do you remember a .question

nu~er

two:

19

"Provide a detailed description of your

20

experience performing sacrospinous ligament

21

suspensions prior to October 7, 1996, stating

22

a)

23

surgery {lead surgeon, assisting surgeon,

th~

date of surgeries, b) your role in the
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1

observing surgeon), c) if you assisted or

2

participated in the surgery, state precisely

3

what procedures you performed, d) everything

4

you told the plaintiff .about your previous

5

experiences with respect to the·plaintiff's

8

condition and surgery.n

7

Now, I'm not right now asking anything other

8

than a, b and c, and would you please to the ladies and

9

gentlemen of the jury your answer?

10

A

Sure.

nsurgical assistant on March 26, 1996, a

11

total vaginal hysterectomy, sacrospinous ligament

12

suspension, anterior and posterior repair and repair of

13

perineum.

14

this surgery, I do recall placing one suspension suture."

15

Q

•

While I could not recall everything I did in

And it says nassisted"L does it not?

18

A

Yes.

17

Q

And so that's 90 percent of the surgery,

·18

placing one suture?

19

A

No.

20

Q

Now, doctor, let me ask you this -- let me have

21

that back, please.

22

A

Sure.

23

Q

Do you recall, and you have your deposition, I
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1

put it right there on the podium, my asking you -- that I

2

asked you certain questions regarding the same subject

3

matter.

4

A

Yes.

s

Q

If you turn to page 6, line 22. ·

e

A

Uh-huh.

7

Q

Question: nHow many said surgeries did you

8

perform in your career before October 7, 1996, doctor?n

9

Please read your answer.

10

A

"Completely as a solo surgeon, zero."

11

Q

Question:

12

11

This was the first time you had done

the sacrospinous ligament fixation?"
Yes. 11

13

A

11

14

Q

And

o~

course, we were talking about the

15

October 7 surgery.

.18

another physician how many such surgeries have you been

17

involved in before October 7, 1996? 11 and then I said,

18.

"either as an assistant or in some way in the operating

19

room? 11

20

A

21
22

23

Question:

11

Wo~king

with or under

Would you please read your answer on line 11?
"Total amount of those could be as high as six

or seven, but that within your definition."
Q

"Would you be just observing, for example, and

if so, how many had you observed prior to October 7,
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1

1996? 11

2

A

l1Y answer?

3

Q

Your answer, sir, was?

4

A

"Two of those surgeries I was directly involved

s
6

in, and the observations would be the balance."
Q

Now, I believe you said that between, if I'm

1

not mistaken, your testimony was you would scrub --:well,

8

this is between July of

9

your residency, and you said you were second assisting in

10

•eo

and '84 when you were doing

six to ten times?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

Do you still maintain that even though you

13

answered under oath in your -- excuse me, in the

14

deposition that your total was about -- was as high as

15

six or seven?

I

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

All right.

·.

Doctor, in fact, between 1984 and

18

until 1976, you didn't see a whole lot of sacrospinous

19

ligament suspensions; is that true?

20

A

No.

21

Q

That's not true?

22

A

That's not true.

23

Q

Well, doctor, you did say, did you not that
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1

these are generally not done at community hospitals, and

2

I_think you're referring to Fair Oaks, were you?

3

A

~

don't believe I said that.

4

Q

I

thought you said on direct they are riot done

5
6

7
8

9
10

a lot at community hospitals.
A

The word "a lot" was omitted from your

question, sir.
Q

All right.· Now, then you said something about

a lot of these that you observed you did not even scrub,
that is true?

11

A

That is true.

12

Q

Before Marge Gibbs' surgery did you consider

13

yourself to be an experienced surgeon?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

But you had never attempted a ·sacrospinous

16

ligament suspension by yourself?

17

A

No.

18

Q

In fact, you

~aid

that

t~ere

weren't many done

19

at Fair Oaks, I believe, and I'm repeating myself;

20

correct?

21

A

Can I qualify that?

22

Q

No.

~

Let me just ask you this, when you

testified a few minutes ago or earlier this morning with
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1

regard to your prior experience with Dr. Bettini in this ·

2

incident or this assisting him in April of '96, am I not

3

mistaken that you said you didn't feel you were adequate

4

to take on your patient in the O.R. by yourself and Dr.·

5

Bettini was teaching you how to use the Meia hook?
don't recall saying that.

6

A

I

7

Q

You don't recall that?

8

A

Not the way you have phrased it.

9

Q

Well, we'll let the jury recall it.

With

10

regard to your testimony on direct, that was the first

11

time you ever worked with a Meia ligature passer or

12

needle holder; correct?

13

A

Which was?

14

Q

The time you worked with Dr. Bettini?

15

A

That's correct.

16

Q

And between that April, '96·date and until my

17

client's surgery, you had never picked up this Meia hook

18

and used it _with anyone. else?

19

20
21

I

A

No.

Q

You've not done a sacrospinous ligament

suspension since that time?

22

.A

No,

23

Q

Mrs. Gibbs was your first solo attempt, doctor?

I

haven't .
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1

A

Yes, r•ve said that.

2

Q

All right.

Let•s talk a little bit about

3

informed consent.

We •ve established that Marge Gibbs met

4

with you on at least three or four occasions before her

5

surgery, something of that order; correct?

6

A

Correct.

7

Q

You discussed these matters at these meetings,

8

various matters that you felt were important in order to

9

secure Mrs. Gibbs• consent for surgery?

10

A

And to educate her.

11

Q

And to educate her.

During these preoperative

12

meetings, as you discussed matters pertinent to obtaining

13

Mrs. Gibbs• consent, it was your custom, was it not,

14

doctor, to write down what was said by you and what was

15

said by Mrs. Gibbs in response?

16

A

Not . in summary form.

17

Q

Well, isn•t that how they treat you and

18

train -- excuse me, how they train you ·in medical school

19

to write down what you tell the patient and what the

20

patient•s questions are or concerns?

21

A

Not verbatim, no.

22

Q

Not necessarily verbatim, but you make a point

23

of making, and we have your office visits, all the pre-
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surgery office visits, do we not?

2

A

I believe so.

3

Q

And in there there's a considerable amount of

4

material with regard to. what was discussed and what

5

wasn't discussed?

6

A

7

·Q

Yes.
So, if we look at Mrs. Gibbs• office chart, we

8

would find such entries in her chart

9

information you imparted to her and that would be given

r~lating

to

10

to a patient by a reasonably prudent doctor like

11

yourself?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

Doctor, is there any entry, I ask you this

14

question, any entry in Mrs. Gibbs' medical chart before

15

her surgery that the two of you

16

experience in performing. a. sacrospinous ligament

17

suspension?

18

A

19

Q

~iscussed

your lack of

· I don' t believe there is .

And on the same note, can you point to anywhere

20

in Mrs. Gibbs• office chart before her surgery that says

21

that you offered to have another doctor present to assist

~

in performing a sacrospinous ligament suspension?

23

A

No.
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Doctor, can you point to any entry in Mrs.

1

2

Gibbs• office chart before the surgery.that says Mrs.

3

Gibbs declined your. offer?

4

A

No.
In other words, you might not write down that

5

e

you offered to have Hans Krebs or some other seasoned

7

surgeon with you, but that Mrs. Gibbs insists only you

e

should handle ·the surgery, · that • s not written down

9

anywhere?

10

.

A

.

No.
Now, somewhere on the same note, can you point

11
12

to anywhere in Mrs. Gibbs' office notes that you've given

13

to the jury and that we have in front of us, that says

14

you offered her other surgical alternatives besides the

15

sacrospinous ligament suspension?

16

A

Yes.
Where, for instance, doctor, does it say

17
18

anything about an abdominal approach in your office

19

notes?

20

A

It does not.

21

Q

And that's because, as you testified on direct

~

earlier today, you said it crossed my mind I think -- it

23

crossed my mind, I think I briefly mentioned it, that's
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what I wrote down.

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

You're not really sure if you mentioned it, but

4

it might have crossed your mind, the abdominal approach?

5

A

I think that •s fair.

6

Q

And you also said, ni exercised my medical

7
·8

discretion, I didn't think she should be able to select
this, n that's what I wrote down, did I write it down

9

right?

10

A

I don't believe you did.

11

Q

You said, "I didn't think she should be able

12

to --" I think you said, "have a list," did I say that

13

wrong?

14

A

I don't believe I said that.

15

Q

I'll leave it in the

16

~ds

of the jury as to

what you said.

17

A

Fine.

18

Q

Did you write down anywhe:;-e
no~

~n

Mrs. Gibbs'

19

chart, and I'm

expecting you to write everything, but

20

did you write down any words that refer to abdominal

21

approach?

~

A

No.

23

Q

Did you write anything down about any words
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1

about patient concerned about leg incision or something

2

about the fact that when you do the abdominal approach,

3

it involves the leg, there's an incision in the leg?

4

A

No.

5

Q

Did you mention anywhere in your office notes

6

other than -- well, is there any mention of pessaries?

7

A

I believe there was.

8

Q

Where in your office notes is there a mention

9
10

·of pessaries?
A

I don't think it's in these two pages.

I

11

suspect that it was in pages after the

12

I'm not certain, but I recall in reviewing the chart that

13

pessary was mentioned.

14

Q

I ask you to

revi~w

f~rst

delivery,

your chart now on this

15

important issue and tell me wher!! it says that there is

16

the· word "pessaries" were discussed on no.t accepted?

17
18

A

Sir, what I'm telling you is I don't have the

complete chart here.

19

Q

Do your lawyers have your complete chart?

20

A

I expect they do.

21

MR.. KATTENBURG:

Mr.

Godard, if you have his

~

complete chart, I'd like him to look at his chart and

23

tell me where the word "pessary" appears, if it does.
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MR. GODARD:

1

May I just say that it • s

2

established that we only put in the chart from June

3

forward.

4

front of the doctor.

I place the entire chart back from 1991 in

s

(Pause.)

6

THE

7

BY MR.

8

9
10

Q

WITNESS:

I concede that I can't find it. ·

KATTENBURG:

There's a lot of things that weren't charted,

to use your own language; is that right? .Is that what
you want us to believe?

11

A

I can • t chart everything, sir.

12

Q

Let me ask you something else, let's talk about

13

this report of.operation.

We've got page three of the

14

four pages that is opened here in large print.

15

dictated -- this, by the

16

note, this is a report of operation; is it not?

way~ is~•t

You

just an operation

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

And it '.s an important document, it's done. right

19

immediately after surgery?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And that's what you said, I think you dictated

~

it in one of the cubicles in the hospital immediately

~

after Mrs. Gibbs had her surgery?
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1

A

Yes, I did.

2

Q

And hospital rules require that a doctor report

3

accurately in ·writing what _he did or what he or she did

4

during an operation; is that a fair statement?

5

A

Yes.

e

Q

And so, this is not an unimportant document, it

7

'·

is an important document?

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

The future health of the patient, the future

10

health of the patient may depend upon how accurate the

11

record is, other doctors might look at it and need the

12

information;.correct?

13

A

Yes, I think.

14

Q

And, therefore, after dictating an operative

15

report, you, the. doctor,

16

read it and you correct it, if necessary; correct,

17

doctor?

18-

A

Within limits.

19

Q

Excuse me?

A

Within liMits.

~fter i~'s

been typed up, you

10~,

21

Well, you read this report on the

~

days later after you knew Marge Gibbs was having some

23

unusual symptoms, you signed it, it was transcribed on
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the

10~,

A

and you signed it on the

10~?

I can•t swear that I signed it on the
I

10~.

......

3

Q

You signed it later on?

4

A

I signed it when I was called to

~edical

5

Records that they completed the dictation and it was

6
7

entered in the chart •
..,
But the point is when the time you signed it,
Q

a

you knew Mrs. Gibbs was having

9

didn't appear to b; what you had expected from her

..

10

n~urological

symptoms that

surgery; correct,· doctor?

11

A

I think that•s fair.

12

Q

All right.

Now, you took the

li~erty

to

13

correct it, you scratched out the. term 11 Wiley suture 11 ,

14

you added "er" to the word ••passern and you again did

15

you scratched out "Wiley" and

16

locations you put "Meia"; correct?

i~

its place in both

17

A

Correct.

18

Q

But you never changed the words "approximately

19

one centimeter medial to the protuberance of the spine

20

through the superficial portion of the sacrospinous

21

ligament, 11 referring to the first Deschamps stitch that

22

you put in?

23

MR. GODARD:

Objection, counsel misread the
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sentence, he said 11 medialn, it doesn't say "medial 11 •
.BY MR.. KATTENBORG:

2
3

Approximately one centimeter medially to the

Q

4

protuberance -- excuse me, I guess in my exuberance on

5

doing my cross I'm misreading it, but is there any

e

differe~ce

or signifying difference, doctor?

7

A

Yes, there's significant difference.

8

Q

All right.

9

Well, with regard to putting that

down, you could have written one -- you could have

10

written two to ·five centimeters or further toward the

11

inside of the body when you prepared your report, but you

12

didn't and you didn't change it?

13

A

No, I didn't.

14

Q

You knew at that point her sciatic and pudendal

15

nerves were injured, right, when.you signed this report?

16

A

When I signed the report, yes.

17

Q

All right.

Now, let·• s go through what you

18

actually did insofar as the placement of these sutures.

19

All right, as I understand it, after you took care of

20

isolating the particular vessel that was bleeding, you

21

ligated or tied that vessel off and stopped blood loss,

22

you referred to that vessel as a vein; correct?

23

A

I did.
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All right, and then after you finished that,

Q

1

2

you started in with dissection, with.blunt dissection, as

3

you•ve

4

correct?

describe~

it, it•s all there on page three;

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

It took you a little time to isolate -- it ·

7

should be noted that a significant amount of -- forget

a

that part, but it took time to isolate and

9

particular
A

10
11

v~ssel;

l~gate

this

correct?·

I did say that, I just can•t find where you•re

reading from.

12

Q

Right in the middle, dead center of the page.

13

A

11

14

Q

Okay, we can start right there.

15

A

Okay.

16

Q

Attempts were made to __ n

·.

-Now, you start your dissection, and I-_guess I•m

17

back up a little bit higher, through -- it reads,

18

11

19

through blunt dissection the sacrospinous ligament was

identified on the right 11 ?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

11

Attempts were made to free the overlying

22

tissue bluntly with the Kelly clamp, 11 all that went on

23

and then you had this bleeder, took care of that, and
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1

then you write, "An attempt was made to grasp the

2

sacrospinous ligament using the Meia suture ligature

3

passer."

4

using was zero Gortex?

You had the thread or the stitches. you were

5

A

Right.

6

Q

Have I said that correctly so far?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

All right, and of course, when you have -- this

9

is a fixation suture, the zero Gortex; right?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

The three zero vicryl suture was

is a

12

different -- it generally gets absorbed in the body

13

unlike the Gortex?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

And so, you now are us;ng your Meia hook and

16

when you went in to plant this first suture, you had to

17

take it out right away after planting it because it

18

wasn't planted correctly; is that correct?
A

In part.

21

Q

You gave it a tug, you pulled on it?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

And pulling on it, it appeared it wasn't

19
20

I tested it first and then removed

it.
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planted properly?

2

A

Correct.

3

Q

And in your

if I can jump around just for a

4

moment, in your Progress Notes of the patient, the day

5

after -- the day of the surgery -- I 1 m sorry, it 1 s the

6

day after.

7

A

Could you give me a date, please?

8

Q

Yeah, let me do that.

9

10

No, it isn 1 t, it's the

very same -- it 1 s t'he afternoon, it says, this is 10/7
and it's at 4:30 p.m.

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

And under your -- you have "Subjective" with

13

the "S n, "Objective, 0" and then "Assessment Plan 11 or

14

11

· 15

A/P 11 , and you write, "Concern expressed re: inflammation

and trauma in the vicinity of

th~

sciatic and pudendal

16

nerve." ·Then you write, "However, ligature relatively

17

lateral and superficial in coccygeus."

18

A

Yes..

19

Q

"sacrospinous complex. "

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Now, tell me, doctor, were you referring in

~

this entry here to this suture that didn't work, or are

~

you referring to the two others that in fact were left
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1

implanted in the patient?
A

2
3

were

They were in the same -- all three of them
attempts were in the same relative area.
This says, "Relatively lateral", relatively

Q

4
5

lateral to, I assume the ·ischial spine meaning closer to

e

it than away from it medially towards the center of the ·

7

body; am I misinterpreting that?

8

MR.. GODARD:

9

THE COURT:

10

t object to what counsel assumes.

Yeah.· Ask the question, Mr.

Kat tenburg.
BY MR. KAT'!'ENBORG:

11

When you wrote that this suture was relatively

Q

12
13

lateral, were you referring to the placement of the

14

suture, vis-a-vis the ischial spine?

A

15
16

because

17

it.

I was -- may I answer
I

~hat

with a yes or a no

can't answer the question the way you phrased

18

Q

You can answer the question.

19

A

Okay, if we allow the full length of the
~uscle

20

sacrospinous ligament and coccygeus

21

further divide that into a midpoint, I think it's fair to

22

say that it was lateral to that midpoint.

23

Q

All right.

suspension and

In fact, in your deposition, I
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1

believe -- in your deposition you also made the same

2

comment, didn't you, doctor, you referred to it as being

3

laterally placed, and we're not sure if we're talking

4

about all three of these sutures?
A

5

They were within millimeters, maybe a

centimeter of each other.

6

Q

7

Well, it's important, is it not, for a doctor

8

'to be a,ccurate when

9

this; right, doctor?

we

1

re.coming·to measurements like

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

The literature requires, does it.not, I think

12 ·

we did this on direct, at least two to five centimeters

13

away from the ischial spine toward the center of the

14

body?

15

A

That's correct.

16

Q

All right.

Now, let me ask you this, you gave

this suture, this first one, a tug, it didn't seem to be

17
18

·.

.

sufficiently planted, we know.your -- the next two that

19

followed were put closer to the sacrum or toward the

20

center of the body; right?

21

A

I believe so.

22

Q

All right.

~

So, the first one then, you give. it

a tug, it's loose, it doesn't seem to be where it should
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1

be., and ,You've said that you were at this point

2

visualizing the operative field, were you actually

3

looking at the sacrospinous or the coccygeus muscle?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

You were looking at the muscle?

6

A

Between --

7

Q

And yet using the Meia you didn't .put it in the

8

right place because it was obviously loose; right?
A

9

10

That's a big question as far as right place.

I

was not satisfied with the depth.
Q

11

But it appeared because it was loose it didn't

12

actually get the ligament which is embedded in this

13

muscle, it just apparently got muscle?

14

A

That's true.

15

Q

But you're telling us that you

w~re

aqtually

...

.:

16

visual'izing the field or were you doing this by touch or

17

by feel at this point?

18

A

Both.

19

Q

Well, it's one or the other, isn't it?

You can

20

do -- or you can actually see where the Meia hook was

21

entering into the muscle?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

And you're telling us that at this point then

.
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it wasn't placed deep enough; correct?

2

A

That's correct.

3

Q

So, you take the suture out, you discard the

4

Meia

by the way, where are your tools?
MR. KATTENBORG:

5

e

please.
BY MR. KATTENBORG:

7

Q

8

9

Could we have ·those over here,

the

Okay;

Hold up the Meia hook, it's the one with

almost like scissors at the

~nd,

right.

So,

10

this -- is this -- would you hold the other, Deschamps

11

ligature carrier, both of these are

12

needles that carry the thread or the Gortex suture;

13

right?

14

A

Correct.

15

Q

Are they different in

16'

A

Functionally, this is -- I'll have to talk in

.17
18

ess~ntially

~ength,

like

doctor?

medical terms, functionally, yes, I mean, as far as-well, I

.~ean,

if by

le~gth

you mean from the beginning

19

Q

Right.

20

A

-- the base to the actual needle, the answer is

21
22
~

yes, by a· little bit.
Q

And not only that, but the ends, the way the

hooks are actually configured are substantially
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different, are they not?

2

A

Yeah.

3

Q

So, to make a long story short, you discarded

4

the Meia, you had only used that placing -- did you

5

actually use the Meia with Dr. Bettini in·the April, '96

6

surgery?

7

A

Yes, I did.

8

Q

You didn't use a Deschamps?

9

A

I have used that with Dr. Krebs, but, no, this

10
11

was a difference of technique, not a different surgery.
Q

You tried then with the Meia, it didn'.t work,

12

so you switched over to the Deschamps needle holder for

13

your second try?

14

A

That's true.

15

Q

And I 1 d like to direct .. your attention to the

16

. wording

contained in your Operative Report, you placed

17

this next suspension suture, again, you've written one

18

"Approxi~tely

19

protuberance of the ischial spine, " again meaning --

20

we'll just go with the words that appear there and live·

21

with it •

~

Deschamps ligature passer was used to pass the Gortex one

23

centimeter medlally to the protuberance of the spine, 11

one centimeter medially to the

The second one then,
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1

again, the,protuberance is the same thing as the ischial

2

spine; correct?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

"And then through the superficial portion of

5

the sacrospinous ligament 11 , have I read that correctly?

6

And this was held?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

Now, a£er doing that, why did you switch·back

9

again to the Meia hook for your next suspension suture,

10

these are the last two that actually were left in the

11

patient?

12

A

Why did I switch back to a Meia?

13

Q

Right.

14

A

I

now had a comfortably placed suture, and the

15

Meia involves less, two to -- we+l, actually three

16

dimensional rotation, much easier to control in that

17

realm, in a situation where you want just one bite.

18

Q

Okay, and after planting this final suspension

19

suture, this time with the Meia, this is the second one

20

you left in the patient, you describe your operative

21

report, this suture, quote "was a substantially stronger

22

stitch"; right?

23

A

Yes.
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Q

And it was placed, this final suture was placed

more deeply, wasn't it, doctor?

3

A

4

Q

Yes.
-And this being a substantially stronger stitch

5

was because you could actually at this point give it a

a

tug and move the patient on the table, you did that?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

And during the placement of the first suture

9

that you removed and the two suspension sutures you left

10

in the patient, you said in your deposition you.were

11

targ~ting

12

you used the term vtargeting 11 , were· you worried about

13

where you were?

the coccygeus muscle and sacrospinous ligament,

14

A

No, not at all.

15

Q

Why did you say targeting, doctor?

1~

.A

17

18 .

19

It was before I had thrown the suture, my

choice of words .
Q

You were not really sure, doctor; where you

place these, were you?

20

A

Those are not my words.

21

Q

We know today Mrs • Gibbs ' sciatic and pudendal

~

nerves were impaled, bound or tied off by one or two or

~

by these two sutures, these fixation sutures, we know
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that now.

2

A

You do?

3

Q

Yes, we do, ·doctor, do you disagree?

4

A

I do disagree.

I don•t know that these sutures

5

were responsible for the sciatic damage.

6

speculate that they•re responsible for the pudendal

7

damage, but to know for certainty, no, I don•t.

8
9

Q

All right.

I could

You•ve listened to the other

doctors say that there was a relationship here, you•ve

10

heard that?

That the cause of her sciatic and

11

nerve injuries were these two fixation

p~dendal

~utures;

right?

12

A

I haven•t heard that consistently, no.

13

Q

You heard Dr. Katz say it and Dr. Richard say

14

it, did you not?

15

MR. GODARD:

16

MR.

KAT~URG:

17

THE

COURT:

18.

BY MR. KATTENBURG:

19

Q

Well, I opject to -I•ll drop it and move on.

Sustained.

Well, in any event, when the two sutures were

20

taken out, she experienced substantial improvement, she

21

could move her leg, I think that•s what you said when Mr.

~

Godard asked you that question?

~

A

Yes.
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Might I suggest, doctor, you were off target

Q

2

and you misidentified what you thought was Mrs. Gibbs'

3

coccygeus muscle and sacrospinous ligament; you agree?

4

A

No.

5

Q

So, you would say it's a mere coincidence that

6

Mrs. Gibbs experienced substantial improvement after

7

these two sutures were taken out?

8

A

No, I didn't say that either.

9

Q

Doctor, let me ask you this, when Marge Gibbs

10

awoke in the recovery room from surgery she was

11

experiencing severe pain, fair statement?

12

A

Yes, fair statement.

13

Q

When she was experiencing this severe pain

14

immediately after her surgery, she was unable to extend

15·

or straighten her right leg;

16
17

18

A

co~ect?

To a degree, she was more comfortable with the

leg flat.
Q

When she was in this severe pain and unable to

19

straighten her leg, you told her you were unclear as to

20

the cause?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

But you told Marge Gibbs that her pain could be

~

due to trauma to her pelvic nerves?
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

And you told her that she should not be having

3

this kind of pain; isn't that what you said?

4

A

I don't know that I said that.

5

Q

And you told Marge Gibbs before Dr. Richard

e

examined her that possibly her sciatic nerve was

7

compromised?

8

A·

Yes, I did.

9

Q

And after Dr. Richard, the neurologist who

10

handled the neurological consult, confirmed Mrs. Gibbs'

11

sciatic nerve was compromised or entrapped by your

12

sutures or stitches, you then told Marge Gibbs what Dr.

13

Richard had told you?

14'

A

Yes.

15

Q

And that, in fact, was .. in Dr. Richard's

16

consultative note; .was it not?

Is that a fair summary of

17

Dr. Richard's consultative note that he wrote in your

18

chart if you have it in front of you?

19

A

I don't believe I have it in front of me.

20

Q

Look at October
~hat

'96, 7:30 p.m.

21

you, we can hold

~

what did Dr. Richard write in your report?

23

A

11

up.

9~,

Let me help

If you look at 9 -- l0/9/96,

There is clinical evidence that significant
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..1

injury as evidenced by decreased sensation, absent ankle

2

jerk and

3

Q

"Weakness."

4

A

Thank you, sir.

5
6
7

"-- weakness of sciatic

enervated muscles. 11
Q

That's what Dr. Richard wrote in his report to

you; correct?

8

A

At 7:30 he wrote that, yes.

9

Q

He confirmed your worse fears, did he not,

10
11
12

doctor?
A

Your use of the word "worse fears", I was

certainly concerned about it, yes.

13

MR. KATTENBURG: · With the court' s indulgence.

14

BY MR. KATTENBORG:

15

Q

Did I understand that

~hen

you testified on

16

direct to Mr. Godard's question you used the term "I was

17

trying to catch the muscle" when you were using the Meia,

18

· referring to_ the first effort which was taken out as well

19

as the last effort which was left in, you used the word

20

"trying to catch the muscle"; is that a fair, correct

21

statement as to what you testified to on direct?

22

A

23

suture.

I don't know that I said that about the last
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Q

Did you also say,

11

I feel like I got the

2

muscle 11 when you were explaining this to the ladies and

3

gentlemen of the jury?

4

A

With regard to which stitch?

5

Q

To the last two stitches.

e

A

I don't believe I said that.

7

Q

The two that were eventually taken out?

a

A

If I did -- I don•t believe I --

9

Q

Mr. Godard asked you the question whether or

10

not when you went back to the Meia on your third attempt,

11

YOU USed the term

12

what you called them?

13

attempt come close to the ischial spine?"

14

your answer?

15

A

Okay, I'll accept

16

Q

Do you recall that ·Mr·. Godard asked you, "Can

11

attempt 11 for these; COrrect, that IS
And he asked you, "Did your
Do you recall

Do you recall stating, "Probably not."
that~

17

you confidently state you were at least three-and-a-half

18

centimeters, allowing for the rotation of the hook," he•s

19

referring, is he not, to the Meia hook, the rotation of

20

the hook?

21
~

23

A

No, no, the rotation is more a concern with the

Deschamps ligature passer.
Q

Well, in either case, as you explained there•s
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a certain surgical technique that's required; right?
A

Yes.
The doctor places the passer carrying the

3

4

Gortex suture into the patient, into the area where it

5

should be placed and in turning, the wrist moves ·and so

e

this, in making an effort to be far away from this

7

ischial spine where all this plexus of nerves.are, you

8

have to be very careful in your technique; right, doctor?

9

A

The so-called plexus is considered to be more

10

medial.

11

tends to be.more lateral.

If you're referring to the pudendal nerve, it

12

Well, we have clinical evidence from the other

13

doctors that these two nerves were involved, and I think

14

there was some suggestion that this could have only

15

happened through one stitch.

16

still be all right as far as my point of view, but in

11·

fact, this could have happened from both stitches; right,

18

doctor?

·Ev~n

if it did, it would

19

A

Could have as in?

20

Q

Well, is it your opinion that.it did not happen

21
22
~

from both stitches?
A

No, in fact, in normal circumstances it should

not have happened, not -- a human body is not like a
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1

printed circuit where every human being has everything

2

exactly in place.

3

that in following these landmarks, we're not going to get

4

these nerves.

5

We work with statistical likelihoods

But this was your first attempt at placing

Q

a

these sutures by yourself without anyone else in the

7

operating room that had done this procedure previously by

s

himself; right, doctor?

9

A

With the exclusion of Dr. Canadas who --

10

Q

Well, he had never done one by himself, had he?

11

A

He had in his native country, yes.

12

Q

Or so he told you?

13

A

Probably.

14

Q

You were profoundly concerned about my client's

·15

condition; is that a fair

statem~nt?

16

A

Absolutely.

17

Q

You said on direct that the two sutures when

18

asked by Mr. Godard, .he asked you if you felt confidently

19

about it, you said, "They appeared to be in the right

20

place,

21

the right place, Dr. Tashman?

11

is that what you said?

22

A

Okay.

23

Q

You did?
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1

A

It's very likely.
MR. KATTENBURG:

2
3

all I've got.

4

THE

5

MR. GODARD:

6

MR.. KATTENBURG:

COURT:

Thank you very much, that Is

Any redirect?
Yes, thank you.
Well, excuse me, I may have

7

I'm sorry, my associate, if you forgive me, Mr. Godard,

a·

that's my mistake.

9

should cover with you, doctor.

~

Thank you, Ms. Johnston.

BY MR. KATTENBURG:

10.
11

I left out one ·topic area that

Q

In the

preop~rative

days, the days prior to the

12

operation, you did two pelvics on Mrs. Gibbs, one was

13

on-- I'm just going by my ow.n·memory here, one was on

14

August l -- October 1, excuse me -- no, August 1•t, and

15

the second was September 6Q, wou+d you check your notes

16

on that?

17

A

18

Q_

Could you please repeat the dates?
.Sure.

The twc:> pelvic

surgeries-~-

the two

19

pelvic exams that you performed, the first was on August

20

111 e, '96 and the second was September 6ch,. ' 96?

21

A

Okay,· yes.

22

Q

If my memory serves me correctly, and you

23

palpated -- it might have been uncomfortable for the
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-·1

patient, but you felt her sacrospinous ligament and

2

coccygeus muscle in which this ligament is embedded, or

3

did you not do that?

4

A

No, that's what·the purpose of the

5

Q

Right, and as far as you recall; everything

6

appeared

7

MR. GODARD:

8

to finish his answer?
MR.. KATTENBURG: Yes 1 he should be 1 and that ' s

9

10

my mistake.

12

September

13

purpose.

Q

15

18

ahead, doctor.

6~

Especially with regard.to the

visit which was specifically to -- for that

BY MR.. KATTENBURG:

14

17

Go

TEE WITNESS:

11

16

Well, can the doctor be permitted

. to

~e

And as you did this

pe~vic,

everything appeared

normal, where it should be; correct, doctor?

A

With the exception of her uterus that was

protruding through the vagina.

19

Q

Of course, you confirmed her prolapse.

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And that is obvious, but I guess what I'm

22

asking you is, you wanted to make sure the ischial spine

23

and ischial tuberosity and sacrospinous ligament and
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.1

coccygeal muscle complex were palpable and they were

2

where they should be, and from what you could tell

3

· everything was normal?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

From what you could tell everything was in its

6

proper place?

7

A

With regard to those structures.

8

Q

And as far as you know, there is no medical

9

documentation or chart entry by you or any of her

10

treating doctors since or before that would show that she

11

has any anomaly or any -- or is any way .unusual with

12

regard to where her nerves are and the way her nerves lie

13

in her pelvis; ·correct, doctor?

14

A

To do that would take an anatomic dissection.

15

Q

All right.

But since her surgery, there's

16

never been any suggestion that she has nerves in the

17

wrong place; correct?

18

A

·No.

I<ATTENBURG:

19

MR..

20

THE COURT:

21

MR. GODARD:

Thank you.

Redirect?
Thank you.

22
23
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BEDIRECT EDMDIATION

1

BY MR.. GODARD:

2
Q

3

Doctor, I first asked you about this business

4

of the previous surgery, particularly the one most

5

previous to Mrs. Gibbs' surgery, the one you did in March

6

of 1996?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

On the answer to the Interrogatory; did you go

9
10

and look in charts to see dates and times that you had
performed these procedures?

11

A

Not at all.

12

Q

Did there come a time when you actually went to

13

the patient's chart that you had performed this March,

14

1996?

Yes.

.· ·.

15

A

16

Q

17

A

Yes, I did, right.

18

Q

.Don't tell us who the· patient is, obviou-sly,.

19

. And did you actually read the Op. Note?

she has a right to privacy.

20

A

No.

21

Q

But you were able to identify the patient?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

You read the Op. Note exactly what was done?
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1 .

A

Yes.

2

Q

And from that are you able to tell whether you

3

were the actual lead surgeon or the assisting surgeon

4

from that?
A

5

e

le_ad surgeon.

7

Q

8

·A

9
10

All right.

But that was a proctor?

It was part.

It was mentor /proctor, but as I

said if I could estimate. how much of the surgery, I would
s~y

about 90 percent though.
Q

11
12

I don't think there's much doubt that I was the

All

ri~ht,

and in that surgery, the March,

1

one, you placed the sutures?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Both of them?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

And what instrumentation did you use at that

A

The preterred technique for this

11·

18
19

96

·.

time?
particul~

position was the Meia hook.

~

Q

All right.

So you used the Meia for that one?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

And the previous ones had you used a Deschamps?

23

A

Yes.
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.Q

1

2

So; by the time you did Mrs. Gibbs• surgery,

had you us.ed both of them?

3

A

Yes.

4"

Q

All right.

5

Do some surgeons prefer one and

some surgeons prefer the other?
A

6

Because of the awkwardness of using the

7

Deschamps ligature passer, the Meia hook was evolved, so

8

I

9

with it or whether their own technique evolved.

10

can't tell what some people used, whether they stayed

some use each, I'm sorry.
Q

Okay.

13

A

That's the Meia.

14

Q

This one that has the

11
12

15

So, yes,

With the Deschamps -- or excuse me, the

Meia

like a scissor-like

·.

thing on the end?

16

A

Yeah.

17

Q

Demonstrate to the jury what happens when you

18

pull together, now ~an·you describe what's happening when

19

you're squeezing the hands of that scissor trigger?
A

20

The -- this is not as pointed as the hook, by

21

~he

22

the same plane and then starts curving inward.

23

way, but the tip pulls out.

Q

It stays fairly much in

All right, and what is the idea --
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1
2

3
4

A

Inward meaning toward the surgeon, that's not a

good choice of words.
Q

Well, as you placed the point of the hook there

on the ligament or on this sacrospinous

5

A

Complex.

8

Q

-- coccygeal complex

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

-- and you squeeze the trigger, what is the

9

10

idea, what happens?
A

The idea is that it's going to penetrate almost

11

in the same plane that we placed it, that it's not going

12

to go further back.
Now, as opposed to· the

13

Q

All right.

14

A

Deschamps.

15

Q

-- maneuver, if you will, with the Deschamps,

16

now there's no trigger· on the Deschamps, is there?

17

A

18

Q

19

20

No.
·so, what do you do to get it to penetrate the

muscle?
A

The Deschamps, you slide over your index

21

finger, you then turn the handle to your palm, again,

22

some -- in real life a lot of this stuff would be

23

supported by the patient's vagina, so there would be a
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1

little bit more support there.

2

way, and

t~en

All

3

Q

4

your wrist?

5

A

You then turn it up that

you rotate it, this axis towards you.
right~

So, it's a twisting motion with

It's at first a rota.tional motion, the .whole

6

axis of the instrument, and then a twisting motion on

7

that axis.
Q

All right.

10

A

Yeah.

11

Q

12

up through?

13

A

Yeah.

14

Q

Okay.

8
9

15
16
17

But by revel ving your wrist and

arm

in that twisting motion, you bring the hook

Now, and incidently, lest I forget, Mr.

Kattenburg asked you had_you done a sacrospinous ligament
.suspension by yourself prior to Marge Gibbs and you said
no, and then you

s~id,

"Can I qualify that"

18

A

Right.

19

Q

How did you want to qualify that?

20

A

Unmentored, unproctored, no.

21

Q

All right.

Now, coming back to your experience

22

as of the day that you performed the procedure for Marge

23

Gibbs, were you appropriately authorized, that is by the
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....1

hospital to be doing this procedure?

2

A

Yes, I was.

3

Q

Did you have proper training by your assessment

4

s
8

7
8

of your skills?
A

As far as my being an officer of the hospital

and credentials' officer, this would have qualified.
Q

All right.

Did you have any doubts about your

competence to do this procedure?·

9

A

No.

10

Q

Now, coming back to the placing of these

11
12
13

sutures
A

That's not to say I credentialed myself.

We

can never credential ourselves for procedures.

14

Q

You had to get approved?

15

A

Right.

18

Q

Okay.

·.
Now, coming back to the.use of these
~he

17

instruments and

placement of these ligatures, I want

18

to put up our display here.

19

Kattenburg referenced it several times, to going deeper.

20

First of all, let's clarify, now

Much has been said, and Mr.

21

A

May I refer

22

Q

Go

23

A

May I refer to a line in my Operative Note?

...

ahead.
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1

Q

Yes, in response to?

2

A

That question.

3

Q

Okay, what are you referring to?

4

A

I talk about placing the second attempt but

5

first permanent suture with the Deschamps, and I say -Q

Now, what page are you on, so we can all find

A

This is page three in t·he b~ttom· qitar'!:er of the

10

Q

All right.

11

A

Right.

12

Q

-- so that!s the page numbered

13

A

15, EJcl?.ibit 7.

14

Q

6
7

it?

8
9

15

page.
Page three of the Op. Note

15 in the book.

All right, now, where on

the page are you referring to?

16

A

The bottom quarter of the page.

17

Q

Beginning with?

18

A

"The spine" . . "Through the

~uperfici~l

portion .

19

of the sacrospinous ligament," that stitch, I felt, was a

20

good

21

fair

22

23

s~itch,

Q

but I didn't feel that I had a fair share, a

Okay.

That's what I want to clarify, doctor.

Can you step down here, please?
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{Thereupon, the witness left the stand and

1
2

stood before the jury.)
BY MR. GODARD:

3
4

5

a
7
8
9

Q

Now, does this exhibit, which is on page 25 of

the book, display this sacrospinous ligament?
A

It does in cross-section on this diagram and in

dotted lines on this pqrtion of the diagram.
Q

All right.

Now, does the

sacros~inous

ligament, the muscle, if you will, vary in width as it

10

traverses from one side of the ischial spine to the

11

other?

12

A

Yes, it does.

13

Q

Now, when.you speak of, first of all, location

14

in reference to the ischial spine, we're speaking of what

15

direction?

·.

16

A

Medial.

17

Q

Coming in this direction?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

When you talk about placing a suture -- let's·

20

assume you place a suture at three centimeters from the

~

ischial spine --

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

-- where did you place the first suture?
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1

A

The first suture with the Meia hook?

2

Q

Right, the first one you described in your Op.

A

The first one, my finger, my middle finger

3
4

Note.

5

here, my index finger here were using the Meia hook and

6

the stroke with the Meia hook.

7

middle of my index finger.

8
9

Q

I was somewhere about the

Or, as you described it earlier, approximately

three centimeters?

10

A

I think that's fair to say.

11

Q

Now, but where in this broad spanse, first .of

12

all, can we tell in this.diagram -No.

13

A

14

Q

15

this muscle?

18

A

in this view where the ligament is within

·.

No, and the surgeon's view is this, the

17

surgeon•s view is about at the dotted line indicating the

18

ligament .

19
20

Q

All right.

Now, somewhere in this muscle

complex lies the ligament; correct?

21

A

As indicated in the cross-section here.

22

Q

And is it the ligament you want to get the

23

suture through?
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......

1

A

Yes.

2

Q

Wliat happens if the suture is placed at the

3

right distance from the spine, but it•s not in the

4

ligament itself?

s-

A

It's possible over time depending how active a

6

patient is, depending how good the integrity of the

7

muscles are, that the suture may tear the muscle.

8
9

10

Q

Now, the fact that your first placement of the

first ligature using the Meia, did you get ligament with
that placement?

11

A

I didn't feel as if I had gotten ligament.

12

Q

Is that why you wanted to place another?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Is that why you removed that?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Now, the fact that you placed it somewhere

17

three centimeters, but you didn't get the ligament, does

18

that afford any risk to the nerve, the fact that you were

19

in muscle rather than ligament at that moment?

20

A

No.

21

Q

All right.

Then you placed -- let•s do this,

22

would you just put a small "x" approximately where on

23

this diagram you feel the first ligature placement or
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1

attempt was.

2

A

3

centimeters.

4

Q

Let's say from here to here, about three

Okay, and if the first attempt is here, then --

5

and do you know if you were above or below the ligament

6

itself?

7

A

Using the Meia in the conventional position,

a

it's a downward stroke, so I was coming this way on the

9

muscle, and so, I suspect that I had gotten this portion

10
11
12

13
14

of the muscle here.
Q

All right. What you

~ant

the ligament as shown in subset
A

B

to do is come through
on page 25?

That arrow indicates with a Deschamps ligature

passer how you would go through the ligament, yes.

15

Q

All right •

..

16

A

Reverse the motion for the Meia.

17

Q

Now, the second

13

A

Right.

19

Q

-- you switched to the Deschamps?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Why did you switch to the Deschamps at that

22

point?

23

A

atte~t

you make then --

I realized that the motion of the Meia did not
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1

establish the slightly deeper plane without anything to

2

pull the ligament forward that I needed.

3
4

Q

In other words, you came down through the

muscle but it didn•t get deep enough --

5

A

Right.

6

Q

-- to_get the ligament?

7

A

Right.

8

.0·

All right. ·so,.. secondly, you tried it wit·h the

9

Deschamps?

10

A

Deschamps •

11

Q

And we•ve marked the approximate spot of the

12

first attempt?

13

A

Right.

14

Q

Where was the second one then?

15

A

The second attempt was .. about here.

16

Q

Okay.

17

As you describe a center medially on the

first attempt?

18

A

Shortly ·there.

19

Q

And that time. you used the Deschamps and you

20
~

~

23

were able to get the ligament?
A

I felt a little bit of a bite as I putting the

Deschamps in and then when I completed it as well.
Q

Then where did you place the third such suture?
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A

1

I

had now a little bit of something to pull the

2

ligament toward me,

3

broader portion of the lateral side of the ligament, and

4

I

s

could then exercise the Meia hook and just place it

a

similarly to the way that I placed the Deschamps ligature

7

passer only in the reverse.

e
9

10

~

had an Allis clamp here on the

then decided to bring this forward a little bit,

Q

I

So, demonstrate that to us, you then put a

clamp on it to pull the ligament towards you?
A

I had an Allis here, and I had the suture, the

11

Deschamps suture, let•s call it, here, and

12

have one of my assistants hold the Allis

13

the other one and that gave me a free hand to use the

14

Meia hook.

up

I

was able to
while

I

had

15

Q

So, doing it with that ..--

16

A

With that type of· motion ..

17

Q

-- you successfully penetrated the ligament

18

with ·the Meia?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

And on that third attempt how far are you from

21

the ischial spine?

~

A

Probably about four centimeters.

23

Q

Thank you, you can return to the stand to go
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.1

over some other matters.
(Thereupon~

2

THE COURT:

3
4

the witness returned to the stand.)
Mr. Godard, we •re going to take a

five-minute break.

5

(Thereupon, the jury recessed.)·

6

(Thereupon, at 2:58 p.m. the proceedings

7

recessed to reconvene at 3:08p.m.)

8

THE COURT:

9

MR.. GODARD:

Yes.

(Thereupon, the jury returned to the

10
11

Ready Mr. Godard?

courtroom.}

12

MR.. GODARD:

13

THE

May I proceed?

COURT·:- Yes., go ahead.
REDIRECT EXAMXNATION - resumed

14

·.

15

BY MR.. GODARD :

16

Dr. Tashman, Mr. Kat t-enburg asked you about a

17

portion of your Op. Note, again, the portion that makes

18

refere~ce

19

centimeter medially, you indicated that there was a

20

significant difference between medially and medial?

.

to passing zero Gortex approximately

~ne

21.

A

Right.

22

Q

Explain that.

23.

A

If I would take a given point and say that I
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1

was one centimeter medial to it, I would be here.

2

were at a three-centimeter point and I would say I moved

3

medially, I would be four centimeters out.

4

talking about medial being a specific location, medially

5

being a series of, if you will, planes that, like a CAT

6

scan, this slice, this slice, this slice and this slice,

7

and you're going medially.

8

identify where along that slice your reference point is,

9

and I chose to use the ischial spine as my reference

10

point.

11

medially.

12

Q

If I

We are

You at some point have to

With reference .to the ischial spine, I was moving

If you had hypothetically placed the suture,

13

this second suture indeed one centimeter medial to, that

14

is, one centimeter from the ischial spine, what would

15

have happened the way --

16
17
18

A

·.

My first attempt would. have been .through bone,

and my second attempt would have been through my finger.
Q

And why would that second attempt·, the one ·

19

you're describing here one centimeter medially, why, if

20

it was one centimeter medial to the spine would it have

21

been through.your finger?

22

A

Because my finger is two centimeters wide.

23

Q

Dr. Tashman, in terms of the location of the
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1

sutures, when you completed your sacrospinous procedure

2

and hooked these ligatures to the vagina --

3

A

4

Q

-- would you examine the vagina?

.5

A

I packed the vagina, so, yes, I·did.

6

Q

Did you examine it for, shall we say relative

7

. Right.

position in the pelvis?

8

.A

9

Q

Yes.
Do you describe that in your Op. Note?

Direct

10

your attention to about four lines up from the bottom of

11

the page, read to us what you have described.

12

A

"And upon being adequately ligated, the vaginal

13

apex became directed slightly to the right and in

14

approximately anatomic normal direction consistent with

15

sacrospinous ligament suspension

16
17
18

Q

~epair."

Explain that in laymen's terms what you just

found in terms of this placement.
A

These suspensions are made to return the

dept~

19·

of the vagina to prevent prolapse, however, it's not a

20

perfect suspension, it does veer off a little bit to the

21

right.

22

further over, there would be a sharper angle out

23

laterally than there would if I was just in what I

Given the length of a surgical vagina, if I were
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learned to be the appropriate placement position.
Q

In short, if, hypothetically, you placed these

3

_suspending ligatures only one centimeter from the ischial

4

spine and then attached them to the vagina and tightened

5

them up as you did, would the vagina be found to be just

e

slightly to the right?

7

A

8

right.

9

Q

No, it would veer off fairly sharply to the

All right.

Mr. Kattenburg asked you about your

10

being concerned about the possibility of sciatic

11

involvement there· on the night of the

12

of the time -- and you indicated yes, you had concern, as

13

of that time, could sciatic involvement actually be

14

identified?

15

only come from sciatic nerve?

7ch

into the

ach, .· as

In other words, manifestations that could

·.

18·

A

Yes.

17

Q

And in terms of what you wrote in your note the
t~e 7ch

about being lat_eral,

~elative_ly.

18

veey evening of

19

lateral, just to make sure we're clear on that, you're

20

speaking of lateral to what?

21

A

I'm sorry, what page was that?

22

Q

That's page 17 in the book.

23

Where you say,

nHowever, ligature relatively lateral and superficial in
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,1

coccygeus/sacrospinal complex."

2

A

What do I mean by

3

Q

Yes.·

4

A

I mean that I felt that I was not -- and again,

t~at?

5

talked about dividing the full length of the sacrospinous

6

ligament coccygeal

7

was in that defining laterally and medially,· the medial

8

part being closer to the sacrum, and I didn't feel that I

9

was in that portion.
Q

10

co~lex

at the midpoint, and that it

In normal anatomy in order to impact the

11

sciatic nerve, where in this whole complex_from ischial

12

spine over to sacrum would the sciatic nerve be expected

13

to be
MR.. KATTENBURG:

14

Your Honor, I 'm going to

15

object to the question because - -.. and I haven't objected

16

up to now in terms of these questions that really are

17

neurological questions.

18

qualified- as a· neurologist.

19

he should be mindful of these nerves, but he's clearly

20

said he's never seen the nerves, and it goes beyond the

21

scope anyway of my cross examination.

.

THE COURT:

22

23

This witness hasn't been
Yes, he did

~ur~ery.

Ye_s,

Objection is overruled on both

grounds ..
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1

MR. KATTENBURG:

2

THE COURT:

3

All right, thank

.YOU.

He 1 s only testifying to the

anatomy, not to any neurological issues.
BY MR.. GODARD :

4
5

Q

Do you remember the question, Dr. Tashman?

6

A

No.

7

Q

In terms of normal, quote, end quote,

8

nanatomyn, where would the sciatic nerve be expected to

9

lie ·in this complex?

10

A

There are two opportunities as I said, the

11

sciatic nerve is

12

the sacral plexus.

13

veers forward, sciatic nerve veers backwards toward

14

what•s called the greater foramen and it lies on the back

15

of the ischium which is that part.. of the pelvis that the

16

ischial spine is attached to, but in the back meaning the

11

back surface of the bone as viewed from behind.

18

Q

..

rela~ively

medial just after it leaves

As it continues, the pudendal nerve

So, in your note when you expressed that

19

however ligature relatively lateral and superficial in

20

coccygeus sacrospinal complex, what are you describing?

21

A

Speaking in two dimensions and using the

~

sacrospinous ligament as the third dimension, I felt that

~

it was neither too far.lateral or deep enough to be
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1

behind the ligament sufficiently to have gotten the

2

sacral

3

Q

So, you were puzzled about that?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

Now, you indicated in response to one of Mr.

I mean, sciatic nerve.

e

Kattenburg's questions right toward the end that we,

7

meaning you surgeons, work with statistical likelihoods,

8

·and if we follow the landmarks, we should not get these

9

nerves, explain what you mean by that.

10

A

There are in many parts of the body extra

11

kidneys, confluent kidneys, nerves that don't -- blood

12

vessels that don't course the same from one end as they

13

do for another, but in anatomy we learn this is the most

14

likely p;lace and this is where you do your surgery.

15

course, even in doing a hysterectomy, sometimes we run

18

into a kidney that's not where it '.s supposed ·to .be, but

17

we have the ability to use our eyes for that kind of a

18

surgery.

19

Q

Of

Mr. Kattenburg asked you if there was any

20

evidence in the chart or in your surgical notes or in the

21

medical records that Mrs. Gibbs actually had a variably

~

located sciatic nerve, and you said no?

23

A

I think that ' s correct.
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Q

Is there any way to determine that short o·f an

autopsy or going in and dissecting out -A

We don't have to kill the patient, you can do

4

it while the patient' s awake, you can do an anatomical

5

survey of the patient, but it would be for·that sole

6

purpose, it doesn't make sense.

7
8·

Q

So, has any test or anything been done to rule

out any nerve anomaly locations

9

A

10

Q

11

A

No.

in Mrs. Gibbs?
It hasn't.
Thank you, that's all I have.

12

MR. GODARD:

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. GODARD:

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. GODARD:

17

MR. KATTENBURG:

18

THE

COURT:

20

call Dr. Fred Mecklenburg.

Are you sta.p.ding Mr. Kattenburg?
Oh, I'm sorry.
Well~

I might have one

All right, go ahead.

RECROSS EDMINATJ:ON

21

~

I

question, if I might.

19

22

You may step down, doctor.

BY MR.
Q

KATTENBORG:

Do you recall being in my office where I asked

you questions about this case back on May
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ago, '99, do you remember attending your deposition?

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

And I'm referring to page 34, and I asked you a

4

question on page 34, turn, if you would, to page 34 at

5

the top, and we were talking in the preceding questions,

6

were we not, doctor, about this very first suture, this

7

is the one you took out, it didn't -- it's not one that

a

was left in the patient for·the three days until you-took

9

those two out?

10

A

Sure.

11

Q

And I said, "The_ first suture was further

12

laterally then; is that correct?"

13

your answer to the ladies and gentlemen of·the jury?

14

A

And would you read

"I felt the first suture was ·superficial and

15

was in the range of accepted practice but not deep

16

enough, and, yes, it was more laterally. 11

17
18
19

Q

toward the ischial spine; right, doctor?
A

Yes.
MR..

. 20

KATTENBURG:

That' s all I have .

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMDlATJ:ON'

21

BY MR.. GODARD:

22
23

It was more laterally, meaning again closer

Q

More laterally than the second one you placed?
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A

.Correct.

2

MR. GODARD:

3

Call Dr. Fred Mecklenburg.

4

THE COURT:

·s

Thank you.

You may step down, doctor.

clean up the witness stand first.
MR. GODARD:

6

Oh.

7

(Thereupon, the witness stepped down.)

8

THE, COURT:

9

Sir, take t·he witness stand, please

watch your step.
(Thereupon, the witness was sworn.)

10
11

Let's

Thereupon,

12

FRED MECKLENBURG, M.D.,

13

a witness, was called for examination, by counsel for the

14

defendant, and, having been duly sworn, was examined and

15

testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION:

16

BY MR. GODARD:

17
18

·.

Q

Good afternoon, sir, try to make yourself

19

comfortable, I thin -- oh, that chair does move and the

20

microphone moves also.

21

your name and your professional address, please.

When you're comfortable, give us

22

A

My name is Fred Mecklenburg.

23

Q

Where do you work?
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,-

2

I work at INOVA Fairfax Hospital, Falls Church,

A

1

Virginia.

3.

Q

What do you do there?

4

A

I'm the chairman of the OB/GYN department.

5

Q

Are you an obstetrician/gynecologist?

6

A

I do have an active practice in gynecology as

7
8

9

10

I carry out my practice at the hospital.

well."
Q

Tell us, where did you obtain your collegiate

and subsequent medical school education?
A

I attended the University of Minnesota in

11

Minneapolis, Minnesota, both for my pre-med .. education

12

and my medical school education.

13

Q

Were you raised in Minnesota?

14

A

Born in South St. Paul.

15

Q

You've got a twinge of . a Minnesota accent .

16
17

·What year did you obtain your M.D. degree from the
University of Minnesota?
gradua~ed·from me~ical .schoo~

in 1960.

18

A

I

19

Q

What did you

20

A

I spent the next year interning at the

~o

after that?

u.s.

21

Public Health Service Hospital in Seattle, Washington.

22

then returned to the University of Minnesota and entered

23

an OB/GYN

~esidency

training program.
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1

interrupted by the experience of being drafted, so after

2

my first year and a few months I went into the United

3

States Army where I practiced OB/GY.N at the Aberdeen

4

Proving Grounds for two years, and I then returned to

5

Minneapolis and finished my training.
Q

6

All right.

So, by the time you were able to

7

finish your training with that interruption, what year

8

was that?

9

A

1966.

10

Q

All right, sir.

A

In 1966 I entered a private practice.

11
12

Then, from there where did you

go?
I worked

13

at the St. Louis Park Medical Center, which is a large

14

multi-specialty group practice, until 1981.

15

Q

All right, and while

y~u

were there in

16

Minnesota did you become a clinical associate professor

17

with the University of Minnesota Department of --

18

MR. KATTENBURG:

Your Honor, he's leading the·

19

witness, and I 1 d just ask if you 1 d ask what his

20

background is.
COURT :

21

THE

22

MR. GODARD:

23

THE COURT:

Go ahead, Mr. Goliard.
I.t 1 s an area of his C. V.
I understand that and I ll allow
1
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you some latitude.
THE WITNESS:

2

Yes, I did. I had -- I started

3

off when I went into practice as a clinical instructor,

4

and over the years my clinical rank increased until

5

clinical associate professor.
BY MR. GODARD:

6

All right.

Now, you remained in Minnesota

7

Q

8

until 1991?

9

A

1

81, '81.

10

Q

1

81, excuse me, and then where did you next

11
12

'

travel to?
A

In 1981 I moved to washington, D.C. area.

I

13

was employed by Kaiser Permanente as the chairman of the

14

OB/GYN Department for the Mid-Atlantic states and worked

15

in that capacity with Kaiser

16

present position six years ago.

17
18

Q

Pe~anente

until I took my

And your present·position is at !NOVA Fairfax

·Hospital?

19

A

Yes, INOVA Fairfax Hospital.

20

Q

And you are the chairman of the department of

21
22

23

Obstetrics and Gynecology?
A

Right, I'm also the director of the OB/GYN

residency training program, and in that capacity hold an
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1

academic rank of a full professor, clinical professor at·

2

George Washington University.

3

All right, and are you involved in the

Q

4

oversight, management and teaching of OB/GYN residents

5

from The George Washington Medical University that

6

practices at Fairfax?

7

A

Yes, I am.

8

Q

Along the way, have you also obtained board

9

certification in your practice .specialty?

10

A

Yes, I've been board certified since 1968.

11

Q

And then continued the practic·e of obstetrics

12

and gynecology at one location or another ever since the

13

completion of your training?

14

A

Yes, I have.

15

Q

Now, in the course of your practice as an
w~'

16

obstetri.cian and gynecologist, and obviously

17

to. focus on your gynecology training, are you familiar

18

with the surgical procedure known as sacrospinous

19

ligament suspension?

re going

20

A

Yes,

21

Q

Have you had experience in performing that

22

23

I

am.

procedure?
A

I have.
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Could you estimate for us approximately how

Q

many such procedures you have performed?
A

I would have to guess, but I would guess that

it's in excess of a hundred.
Do you have experience, Dr. Mecklenburg, in

Q

8

evaluating and treating female patients for complaints of

7

urinary incontinence?

8

A

Yes, I do.

9

Q

For complaints of vaginal and/or uterine and/

10

or -- well, prolapse,

I

1

ll stop right there?

11

A

This is a large part of my practice.

12

Q

And are you familiar with the alternatives and

13

options available to patients presenting with such

14

problems, particularly as they existed in the year 1996'?
am.

..

15

A

I

16

Q

Dr. Mecklenburg, are you familiar with the

17

standards of care as to the evaluation and treatment of

18

these maladies in a female patient as existed in the

19

Commonwealth of Virginia in 1996?

20

A

21

Q

I
.

am.

And more specifically, do you feel, Dr.

~

Mecklenburg, that you're familiar with the standard of

23

care as it would apply and did apply to the ordinary and
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1

reasonable OB/GY.N in October, 1996 for the specific

2

techniques, methods and

3

ligament suspension procedure?

perf~rmance

of a

sa~rospinous

am.

4

A

I

5

Q

Do you feel that you're familiar with

6

appropriate standards for informed consent, that is,

7

counseling patients concerning appropriate treatments and

8

treatment options and risks and benefits of same for all

9

of the maladies that we've been discussing?

10

A

am.
Your Honor, pleasE7, I proffer Dr.

MR. GODARD:

11
12

I

Mecklenburg as an expert in those areas.

13

MR.

KATTENBURG:

14

THE·

COURT:

15

BY MR..

16

Q

Dr~

No objection, Your Honor.

He'll be so received.

GODARD:

Mecklenburg, did there

~ome.a

time that you

17

were asked by my office if you'd ·be willing to review

18

records pertaining to the gynecologic care .and

19

care provided for one Marge Gibbs by Dr. Hunter Tashman?

surg~~al

20

.A

Yes.

21

Q

You must have agreed to do so or you wouldn' t

~
~

be here.
A

Did you in fact receive and review materials?
I did.
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Q

Have you reviewed the surgical Op. Note

2

dictated by Dr. Tashman as to the procedure performed by

3

him on October 7=, l996?
did.

4

A

I

5

Q

Did you review the Op. Note pertaining to the

6

Marshall-Marchetti procedure as it was dictated in June

7

of l996?
did.

8

A

I

9

Q

And the subsequent re-operation surg.ery by Dr.

10

Tashman some three days after the initial vaginal

11

suspension surgery on October lO, l996?
did.

12

A

I

13

Q

Have you reviewed Dr. Tasbman's _deposition?

14

A

I

15

Q

Have you reviewed Mrs •.. Gibbs' deposition?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

Finally, pertinent items, have you reviewed the

18

have.

deposition testimony of Dr. Hilary Cholhan?

19

A

Yes, I have

20

Q

Based upon everything you've reviewed and your

~

basic education, training, experience as a gynecologic

22

surgeon, have you been able to form an opinion that you

23

can base upon reasonable medical·certainty, please let me
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1

just pause here long enough to say all of the opinions I

2

ask of you today, please tell us only those which you can

3

hold and base to a reasonable medical certainty, and on

4

that score, have you been able to form such an opinion as

5

to whether or not the overall evaluation, care and

6

treatment, including the surgery of October

7

Dr. Tashman for Mrs. Marge Gibbs, did or didn • t comply

8

with appropriate standards of care?

9

A

I have.

10

Q

What is your opinion?

11

A

12
13

7~,

1996, by·

. My opinion is that it did comply with

appropriate standards of care.
Q

Let me ask you some questions about informed

14

consent first, and I should also ask, because I think I

15

failed to, did you receive and

..

'16

17
18 .
. 19

•

r~view

Dr. Tashman•s

office notes pertaining to his office·visits with Mrs.·
Gibbs?
A

I -did.

Q

Did you find in your review of those notes any

20

evidence that an informed consent ses"sion by Dr. Tashman

21

had taken place?

22

A

Yes, I found that to be true.

23

Q

And what evidence did you find?
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A

I found in his Progress Notes a notation that

2

the surgery had been.discussed along with the risks,

3

complications and the expected recovery.

4

Q

We're going to be talking primarily about

5

vaginal sacrospinous ligament suspension,-but let me ask

6

you, are you familiar with the procedure, I'm not sure

7

what the precise name of it is, but an abdominal approach

e

to a vaginal suspension?

9
10

A

a sacral

Yes, there's a similar operation that's called
colp~pexy.

11

Q

Sacral colpopexy?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

Th~

14

you.

And are you familiar with that as

the state of that art existed in October, 1996?
am.

15

A

I

16

Q

Cari you explain to the jury and the court and

·.

17

all of us, Dr. Mecklenburg, what's involved in the

18

abdominal approach? . And then I'm going to ask you to

19

compare it generally to the vaginal approach for that

20

suspension procedure.

21

A

Well, the part of the human anatomy where the

~

suspension is done is actually in back of the abdominal

23

cavity.

Using the abdominal approach, an abdominal
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1

incision is made, whatever adhesions are present from

2

previous surgery are dealt with.

3

through the peritoneum overlying to the sacrum or the

4

lower part of the spine, and after making that incision,

5

attaches a piece of synthetic material actually to the

6

bone of the sacrum.

7

material is attached either to the top of the vagina or

8

to the cervix if a sub-total hysterectomy has been done

9

in order to keep the uterus from prolapsing, then you

10
. 11
12
13

The surgeon then goes

The other end of that synthetic

cover it up again.
Q

Are there any risks and potential complications

associated with that approach to a vaginal suspension?
A

There are, and in particular

conce~

is

14

infection because with the synthetic material that's used

15

to suspend the vagina or the ceryix, if an infection

16

takes place, it can erode the normal vaginal tissue and

17

invariably in that situation, another operation is

18

necessary to remove the synthetic materi~l. ·

19
20
21

Q

In the performance of the abdominal approach,

where is the incision made?
A

The incision is made in the lower abdomen.

22

Sometimes it's a vertical incision between the umbilicus

23

and pubis, sometimes it's a transverse incision.
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Q

In terms of the incision as would be used, or

2

incisions that would be used in the vaginal sacrospinous

3

suspension?

4

A

Yes, with the vaginal approach, there is no

5

abdominal incision at all, all the surgery is done

e

through the vagina.

7

Q

How do the two procedures compare by way of
..

a

morbidity?

9

what does the term "morbidity" mean?

10

A

And I guess, first of all, you better tell us

Morbidity as it applies to surgical patients

11

basically means how many days does it take the patient to

12

get well, what's the risk of infection?

13

of transfusion?

14

prefer not to go wrong but sometimes do go wrong.

15

abdominal approach is a major opeFation.

16

to do, there are more complications, more wound

17

infections·.

18

Q

What•s the risk

What • s the risk of things that we would
The

It takes longer

Well,· you partially answered my next question.

19

How do.the two procedures, that is .the abdominal approach

~

versus the vaginal sacrospinous vaginal suspension

~

compare in terms of their respective risks and potential

~

complications, which has the greater risk in your

23

opinion?
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A

1

Abdominal surgery generally has a greater risk

2

than vaginal surgery does.

3

.that our patients are very interested in is how long it

4

takes them to get well, how much pain there is

5

postoperatively, and as a general rule, patients who have

a

surgery that can be done either way, seem to do better

7

with the vaginal approach.

a

faster, the discomfort is somewhat less.
Q

9

One of the things, of course,

The convalescence is a little

Given all that you have reviewed, the medical

10

records and in the depositions that you have reviewed, do

11

you have an opinion as to whether or not the standards of

12

care applicable to Dr. Hunter Tashman in October -- well,

13

starting back in June, say in the time period of June,

14

'96 through the day of the surgery, October, '96, had an

15

obligation to specifically

· 1817

: with

disc~s

the abdominal approach

Mrs. Gibbs on the circumstances of her entire

presentation?

18

A.

Would you. ask that question again?

19

Q

Did I mess up, make it too long?

Do you have

20

an opinion, Dr. Mecklenburg, as to whether or not under

21

standards of care if Dr. Tashman in his discussions with

~

the patient did not specifically

23

MR.. KATTENBURG:
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the witness?

I would ask that he ask a question.
COURT:

Objection

2

THE

3

BY MR.. GODARD:

4

Q

s~stained.

Let me ask you to assume, Dr. Mecklenburg, that

5

Dr. Hunter Tashman in his discussions with the patient

6

and his review of her overall situation, himself felt

7

that the abdominal approach would not be an appropriate

8

approach for Mrs. Gibbs I and that in his discussions with

9

her, he did not specifically discuss with her the

10

abdominal approach, do you have an opinion, assuming

11

those to be

12

Tashman was in violation of standards of care in so

13

doing?

14

A

Yes, I have an opinion. ·

15

Q

What's your opinion?

16

A

My opinion is that· ·he was not.

17

Q

Why?

18.

A

My- recollection of the anatomic defects that

t~e

facts, as to whether or not Dr. Hunter

..

19

Mrs. Gibbs had, included a prolapsed uterus and a

20

cystocele and a rectocele, these are procedures that can

21

be corrected vaginally.

22

this particular set of circumstances is vaginal.

~

only is the abdominal approach more difficult and more

The most appropriate approach to
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1

complicated, but is less likely to result in correction

2

of all of these problems.

3

have had to be fixed vaginally anyway, and so, it is

4

reasonable to do the whole thing vaginally since part of

5

it had to be done that way.

6

Some of the problems would

Let's talk about the performance of the SSLS,

Q

7

or sacrospinous ligament suspension itself.

a

describe for the jury and for all of us what standards of

9

care in

O~tober,

Can you

1996 required by way of appropriate

10

technique in identify the area of the sacrospinous

11

suspension where the sutures are to be placed and the

12

technique for doing so 1 what was the standard of care in

13

October

14

A

1

1996?
Well, the critical sutures that sustain the

15

uterus are suture material

16·

sacrospinous ligament.

11-

a ligament that's just easily visualized because it's

.18

buried inside a muscle.

19

that's called the coccygeus muscle.

20

sacrospinous ligament and in the coccygeus muscle are

21

attached to an anatomic process that's known as the

~-

ischial spine, and ischial spine is a little point on the

~

inside of the pubic bones that's easily palpated.

that'~

placed through the

The· sacrospinous ligament is not

Itfs buried inside a muscle·
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1

other end of this muscle ligament complex sort of fans

2

out and then is attached to the sacrum.

3

sure the sutures are placed appropriately, you have to

4

first identify the ischial spine and palpate the ligament

5

that can't be seen but can be felt.

e

important that the sutures be placed within the ligament,

7

the technique that most of us use is to palpate the spine

8

with one or more fingers on our left hand, and with our

9

fingers, identify the ligament, then pass the suture

10
11
12

13

In order to be

Because it's

through the ligament medial to the fingers.
Q

And what type of instrument does one use under

appropriate standards of care to pass such ligatures?
A

Well, it•s not just a plain needle like we use

14

in surgery, it's a ligature carrier, and there are

15

several that are used, different pnes by different

16

people.

17

use, the Meia hook. is another, there are others.

18

one called a shut-punch.

19

Q

The. Deschamps ligature carrier. is one that we
There's

And performing the procedure in the way that

20

you have described, that is, using the fingers locating

21

the ischial spine and using the ligature carrier to pass

~

it, if the surgeon performs the procedure in that manner,

23

does that guarantee that there will be no nerve
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complication or injury to the patient?
A

Well, there•s
guarantee
. no way that you can
.

3

that any patient won•t sustain an injury during surgery.

4

It's very unlikely that that would happen if the

5

procedure is done in a way that I 1 ve described.
Q

6

Now, let me ask you to refer to the Op. Note

7

dictated by Dr. Tashman for the procedure that he

8 ·

performed October the 7~~ and specific~lly, to page 15 is

9

numbered in this jury notebook, have you reviewed that

10

Op.

Note?

11

A

Yes, I have.

12

Q

Based upon your review and your interpretation

13

as a gynecologic surgeon of that which it contains, do

14

you have an opinion as to whether or not if this

15

procedure was performed as descriped in that Op. Note, it

16

was or was not performed within appropriate standards of

17

care?

18

A

I do haye an opinion··

19

Q

What is your opinion?

20

A

My opinion is that it was performed according

21
22

23

to standards of care.
Q

Focusing your attention specifically, Dr.

Mecklenburg, on the portion of the Op. Note on, once
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1

again, page 15 of the notebook, beginning with the words,

2

"At this point a Deschamps ligature passer was used,"

3

continuing through all of that sentence including the

4

words "to pass Gortex approximately one centimeter

5

medially to the protuberance of the spine;" to the end of

6

the sentence, have you in terms of standard medical

7

parlance, what does that sentence say in terms of where

8

the second suture was placed?

9

A

Part of
MR..

10

my

opinion is

KATTENBORG:

Your Honor, before he -- I

11

think for the record I ought to note an objection.

12

document speaks for itself, and I believe, though, the

13

court's going to overrule me.

14

objection.

15

THE COURT:

16

THE WITNESS :

The

I'll withdraw my

Okay.
Part of my opinion as to the

17

adequacy or the correctness of the surgery is based on

18

Dr. Tashman's deposition, taken together
with
this
. .
.
.

19

Operative Note, and the reason for that is that in his

20

description of the way he did the surgery and the

21

document we're talking about, it does not mention that he

~

was using his left hand fingers to identify the anatomy,

~

yet, I know that that's the procedure that he does.
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1

know that's the procedure he did because he was deposed

2

in that regard, and because that's the standard way that

3

it's done.
BY MR.. GODARD:

4

5

Q

All right.

So what

6

A

Bearing that in mind, it appears that a first

7

suture was placed and Dr. Tashman did· as he should have,

8

tested the suture to see if it was through the ligament,

9

and the way you do that is just to pull on it because if

10

it's through the muscle, the muscular part overlying the

11

ligament, it gives a little bit.

12

ligament, the surgeon has the feeling that perhaps he

13

sutured it to the operating table because it doesn't move

14

at all.

15

appropriately.

16

17

Q

If it's in the

The first suture seemed not to be fixed

·.

Does that·mean he placed the first suture

negligently or

18

A

No.

19

Q

-- not using proper technique?

20

A

No, with this ligament buried inside the

21

muscle, it means he was a bit superficial and recognized

22

that and decided to remove that and replace it.

23

Q

Then what?
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A

At this point he used· a Deschamps ligature

2

carrier to pass an

3

medially to the site of his other suture.

o-.~rtex

approximately one centimeter

4

Q

What does the word

5

A

It means toward the midline.

0

medially" mean?
It means away

6

from the lateral part of the anatomy, towards the medial

7

part of the·anatomy.

8
9
10

Q

·Was that an appropriate thing to do?

Was that

within standards of care to do?
A

It was, it was, and we tend to place these

11

sutures away from the spine for several reasons.

12

them is that anatomically it's closer to what

13

intended, another is that there's somewhat less risk of

14

injuring nerves and blood vessels.

15
16

Q

All right.

One of

n~ture

You have reyiewed the entire

report?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

And based upon your review of it, is there any

19

aspect of anything Dr. Tashman did in this procedure

20

which in your opinion falls outside standards of care for

~

the performance of it?

22
~

A

Well, he describes the procedure as it

recommended that it be done.
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Q

Now, as an experienced gynecological surgeon,

2

are you familiar, Dr. Mecklenburg, with the way that

3.

nerves can be injured, the causes of such injury?
am.

4

A

I

5

Q

Can

you describe for us -- well,· first of all,

6

just let me ask you this, have you been able, given all

7

that you've reviewed here including that which occurred

a
9

.· following Octobe"i·

·7th,

"the· diagnoses of Mrs •. Gibbs 1

condition,. have you been able to reach

opinion, sir,

an

10

within reasonable medical certainty as to the cause or

11

causes of Mrs. Gibbs 1 nerve injury?

12

A

I have made such an opinion.

13

Q

And tell us what your opinion is, sir.

14

A

My opinion is that the nerve injury that she

15

suffered was the result of one or.. more of the following

16

factors.

17

Q

Tell us what· those are.

A

·It 1 s

.

.

among them is that the nerve could have·

19

been injured by stretching, the stretching ·occurring from

20

the position that the patient was in on the operating

21

table.

~

nerve could have been injured by hypoxia or lack of

23

oxygen, and my personal opinion is that this is more

It 1 s possible that it 1 s also a fact that the
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.1

likely than the stretching.

2

Q

All right.

3

A

Okay.

The lack --

Go ahead, ·give us all of them.

The lack of oxygen would be caused by

4

interference with the blood supply to the nerve, and this

5

can be caused by pressure on the blood vessels, the

6

result of swelling, the result of bleeding into the

7

tissue, so-called hematoma formation, and it's not --

8

it's quite likely that all of these things contributed to

9

the damage that she had.

10

Q

Are you able to rule out in forming your

11

opinion that indeed these nerves became entrapped by one ·

12

of the suspension sutures?

13

A

I have not ruled that out.

14

Q

All right, and why can you not rule that out?

15

A

Well, there's --

unfort~ately,

there's a wide

16

variation in anatomy from patient to patient, and even in

17

the same patient from side to side.

18

necessarily. all put together exactly the same way, and it

19

is certainly possible that a suture that was placed in

20

the appropriate fashion using an appropriate technique

21

might have compressed in some manner the part of the

22

nerve, possibly, I don't think that it could have

23

surrounded or ligated the nerve, but it could certainly
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1

have been in some manner compressed or distorted by the

2

sutures.

3

Q

Let's come back to what you indicated a moment

4

ago about hypoxia causing injury, indeed, did you say

5

that in your mind was one of the more likely causes?

6

A

That's right.

7

Q

Explain that, how would hypoxia to nerve or

8

9

nerves occur?
A

Well, nerve tissue, like all the other tissues

10

in the body, requires oxygen in order to stay healthy,

11

and if you interfere with the blood supply to the nerve,

12

the nutritional part of the blood supply is of less

13

critical nature than the oxygen blood supply, the oxygen

14

part of the blood supply.

.-·

15
. '16
17

Q

Well, what kinds of

thi~gs

could result in an

interference.. with the blood supply?
A

· It can be caused by pressure, by torsion, by

18

swelling. ·It could 'be caused

19

that goes to the nerve specifically, although there is a

20

very rich anastomosis of blood vessels in this area, and

21

it's not likely that tying off a single blood vessel

22

would do this in the average patient.

23

set of circumstances, it could be something like that.
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,.
Q

1
2

In your review of the record, you did review

the Op. Note of October the 10=?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

Dr. Tashman went back in and removed the

5

sutures, first of all, let me ask you, do you have an

8

opinion, was that an appropriate, within standard of care

7

thing for him to do on October the 10=?

8

A

That was precisely the right thing to do.

9

Q

Okay, and why is that?

10

A

Well, that's because it appears just by the

11

sequence of events that there was something about this

12

sacrospinous ligament suspension that was contributing to

13

the problem, and most likely it was one of the two

14

permanent sutures that were placed that was in some way

15

contributing to this problem.
Q

18

All right.

·.

Now,· having said that, based upon

17

your review of the.records, was there improvement in Mrs.

18

Gibbs• situation

19

following removal of the sutures?

.

20

r~garding

her pain and nerVe functi"on

.

A

There appeared to be a rather immediate

21

improvement which is gratifying.

22

injury repair and healing is a very slow and gradual one,

23

but the immediate improvement was very encouraging.
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Q

Then explain to us, Dr. Mecklenburg, having

2

observed that in the records, acknowledging that, how

3

does that blend in with what you•'ve just told us as to

4

the possible causes of the injuries to these nerves, the

5

fact that the sutures are removed and she improves.

6

A

Well, when we were talking about what it was

7

that could be causing hypoxia, it could well have been

a

tension and/or swelling that were related to the position

9

that the sutures were in, and that by loosening the

10

sutures, this would allow the tension to be relieved,

11

would in some way release the pressure that was being

12

applied to that nerve.

13
14

15
16

17

Q

Even if the nerves themselves weren•t caught up

within the sutures?
A

Even if the nerves themselves were totally

outside the suture.
Q

All right.

Let me ask you, Dr. Mecklenburg, if

18

we assume hypothetically that these two or one of the

19

suspending ligatures did in fact entrap the nerve and

20

that when they were removed the improvement manifested·

21

itself, if that hypothetically occurred and was the case,

~

was Dr. Tashman negligent in how he performed this

~

procedure?
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2

A

No, I don•t think that you can assume

negligence in that circumstance.

3

Q

Well, why not?

4

A

Because the sutures, if they were involving the

5

nerve in spite of the fact that they were placed

8

appropriately, ther.e•s no way that he could have known

7

when he placed the sutures that it was going to create a

8

problem.

9

10
11

Q

Can you·see these nerves at all when you•re

performing this surgery?
A

No, you can•t, and that•s part of the reason

12

that we learn to do it by touch.

13

the nerves without injuring the nerves.

14

them without increasing the risk of bleeding or

15

increasing the risk of nerve

18

them because of the limited amount of dissection.

17

it's an operation that's done by feel, and because of

You can't dissect out

inj~,

You can•t expose

and you can't see
So,

18

·that I don•t think it•s possible that any surgeon doing

19

this procedure could see the nerves that we•re talking

20

about without injuring them.

21

il

Q

Dr. Mecklenburg, in your review of the Op. Note

22

and medical records pertaining to this procedure, are you

23

able to tell us if there's any aspect of the records that
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.1

are available pertaining to the procedure and how it was

2

done that in your opinion sheds any light on where the

3

suspending ligatures were actually placed in Mrs. Gibbs•

4

case?

5

6

A

Yes, I think there is some evidence of that in

the Operative Note.

7

Q

Tell us what it is.

8

A

On the next page that•s listed as page 16 in

9

this book.

10

Q

All right.

11

A

I may not be on the

12

Q

No, I think -- well, 16 is the last page.

13

A

Okay.

14

Q

We were on page 15.

15

A

I•m looking for the

16

suspendi~g

17

Q

. 18

b~ttom

19

A

20

Page 16 of the jury notebook.
righ~

no~e

page.

where it tied the

sutures -I think you need to back up one page toward the

of page 15 .
O~ay.

Okay, after the description of the

second suture, the next line, may I read it?

21

Q

Please.

22

A

It says, "The stitches were in turn anchored to

23

the underside of the vaginal mucosa, and upon
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.1

being adequately ligated, the vaginal apex

2

became directly slightly to the right and in

3

approximate anatomical normal direction

4

consistent with a sacrospinous ligament

5

suspension repair.n

.

i

6

Q

What does that say?

7

A

What that says is that when the sutures --

8

because we're not working in the midline, we're working

9

just to the edge of the sacrum, when the sutures are tied

10

down, the top of the vagina will deviate slightly toward

11

the sacrospinous ligament.

12

·

latera~ly

If

t~ese

are placed too far_

in the ligament, the deviation of the top of

13

the vagina is more than slight.

There's a significant

14

pull to the top of_ the vagina toward the point where

15

these sutures are anchored, and

16

slightly to the right suggests to me that the anchor was

17

not close to the ischial spine but was closer to the

18

sacrum.

19

Q

~he

fact that it pulls

Dr. Mecklenburg, are you familiar with the

20

general literature available to the gynecologic surgeons

21

concerning the risk of these procedures?
am.

22

A

I

23

Q

Are you able to tell us what percentage of risk
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1

is known to exist as to nerve damage as a result of this·

2

procedure?

3
4

5
6

7

A

It's an uncommon complication occurring in less

than one percent of cases.
Q

Has it been known to occur even·with the best

l

and most renowned surgeons?
A

Absolutely.

The champion of this surgery, Dr.

8

David Nichols, in his own experience reports that he· .has

9

had patients with sciatic nerve injury, albeit somewhat

10
11

uncommonly, even the guru has had this problem.
Q

Let me ask you about whether or not in your

12

review of Dr. Tashman's

13

deposition concerning his previous experience with this

14

procedure, and asking you to assume, just to clarify,

15

that the evidence is that he had . observed a number of

.16

these procedures while he was in his residency and then

17

later on in his private practice he again had the

18

opportunity to observe some five qr six procedures, that

19

he himself scrubbed in and assisted in at least two of

~

the procedures with experienced surgeons, experienced in

21

this procedure being present both times, and that in the

~

second of those procedures he, in fact, acted himself as

~

essentially the lead surgeon with this more experienced

testimo~y
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1

surgeon present.

Asking you to assume those facts, do

2

you have an opinion,_ .sir, as to whether or not Dr.

3

Tashman is acting within appropriate standards of care if

4

he performs the procedure with Mrs. Gibbs on October the

,I

5

7~,

'I
I

e

proctor of another surgeon.

1996 as the lead surgeon and without ·any further

i

7

A

I do have an opinion.

8

Q··· :

What's your ·opinion, sir?

9

A

My opinion is that for a man of his years·of

10

experience in pelvic surgery, that the learning curve

11

would be sufficiently

12

adequately prepared to do this surgery after having seen

13

it done and assisted in the manner that you've described.

14

Q

s~eep,

that he would have been

In your capacity as chairman of the department
occasio~

15

at Fairfax, have you had

18

proctor experienced surgeons on how to do ·this procedure?

17

A

Frequently.

18 .

Q

How often do

.YOU

to yourself mentor and

require that they be proctored

19

before you feel that they're qualified to perform it .

20

solo, so to speak?

21

I

A

For someone with the amount of experience that

~

Dr. Tashman has had, it was really just a matter of

~

showing him where it's put and how it's put.
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down to the equation of see one, do one, basically.
Q

Do you have an opinion, Dr. Mecklenburg, as to

3

whether or not Dr. Tashman appropriately reacted,

4

evaluated and treated Mrs. Gibbs when the complications·

5

of her nerve injuries occurred?

e

A

Yes, I do.

7

Q

Yes, you have an opinion, what is your opinion?

8

A

·I do have an opinion, and my opinion is· that he

9

.

.

rather quickly asked for a neurological consultation and

10

was very concerned about the fact that she had more

11

discomfort than he had expected and that she had numbness

12

and tingling, and that he was very quick to call for help

13

in that regard and was appropriately concerned.

14

his decision to take her back to surgery and remove the

15

sutures was an appropriate one.

16

Q

I think

·.

Finally, Dr. Mecklenburg, do you have an

17

opinion as to whether or not there was anything that Dr.

18.

Tashman could or should have dqne differently to avoid or

19

mitigate

20

A

t~e

injury in Mrs. Gibbs?

I'm not aware of anything that he should have

21

done that he didn' t do.

22

MR..

GODARD:

23

MR..

KATTENBURG:

Thank you, doctor.
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could I have a five-minute recess?

2

TBE COURT:

3

(Thereupon, at 4:06 p.m. the proceedings

4

We '11 take· a five-minute recess.

recessed to reconvene at 4:15 p.m.)
I

(Thereupon, the jury returned to the.

5
6

l'

courtroom.)
TBE COURT: ·Let me ask you for timing purposes

7
8

because as I indicated I have to be in Arlington, so I

9

can't leave here any later than 5 o '.clock, so we need to

10

recess by five of five.

11

of witnesses, Mr. Godard?
MR. GODARD:

12

Where does that put us in terms

I think we're fine.

We' 11 finish

13

tomorrow morning.

14

witness today because he's got surgery tomorrow.

15
16

We very much need to finish with this

TEE

COURT:

I

TEE

COURT:

My real question was is there a

underst~d

that, and my

question

17
18

possibility of getting another witness on or part of

19

another witness on?
MR. GODARD:

20

We can do whatever the court

21

prefers.

22

wait until tomorrow morning.

23

I can call Mr. Gibbs, if you'd like, or I can

TEE

.I

I
!

COURT:

Well, let's see where we end at
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.this, and then we'll chat from there.

1

CROSS BXAMZN1TION

2

BY MR. KATTENBURG:

3

Q

4

Good afternoon, Dr. Mecklenburg.

I'm Clark

5

Kattenburg, I represent Marge Gibbs, we've met before,

6

have we not, doctor?

I
I

j

7

A

Yes, at a deposition.

8

Q

Right.

You have no doubt today as you look

back on this entire case that Mrs. Gibbs has an injury to

9

her pudendal and sciatic nerve?

10
11

A

I have no doubt.

12

Q

All right.

With that taken care of, let me ask

13

you a couple preliminary questions.

14

professionally?
A

15

Yes.

You know Dr. Tashman

·.
.•

Q . ··You've known him professionally, not just in a

16

few years but for about 20 years, ever since he was in

17
18
19

°

training at Fairfax Hospital? ·
A

Yes, when I arrived in this area and went to

20

work at Fairfax Hospital, Hunter was in his residency

21

program at

22

23

Q

~hat

hospital.

And the two of you today sit on the same

committee meetings together?
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1

A

About twice in the last two years.

2

Q

Dr. Mecklenburg, you•ve been hired in at least

3

what, half dozen cases to testify or to review medical

4

malpractice matters; is that a fair statement?

5

A

I think that is perhaps an exaggeration.

6

Q

So, maybe a few

7

A

Less than that.

8

Q

Okay.

9

A

Possibly four.

10

Q

In each of those four or five cases you've

11

always been

12

testify, you've been hire~ by the defendant doctor?

hir~d

Five?

for and have testified or if you didn't

13

A

That's correct.

14

Q

You've never testified for a plaintiff in a

15

single medical negligent case,

16

·A

17

Q

. Not

i~

And in

h~ve

you?

a negligence case, no.
fact~

for that matter_, not so much
wo~ked

"18

testifying, but you've never really .reviewed or

19

looked at medical records in a medical negligence case

20

for the plaintiff's side, have you?

21

A

That may not quite be accurate.

22

Q

So, that would be inaccurate?

23

A

That would be inaccurate.
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1

Q

You have worked for the plaintiff's side?·

2

A

Well, let me explain what I _have done.

I have

3

been involved in class action suits involving damage to

4

patients with Dalcon shields, for instance.

5

testified concerning injuries in patient cases in the

:

patient's

l'

I have
i

8

7

Q

beh~lf.

Let me change the question a little bit just so

8··

that I can·understand.where we are· today.

In .terms of

9

testifying on behalf of a plaintiff who's been injUred

10

allegedly due to the medical negligence of a doctor,

11

you•ve never

re~iewed

nor handled a case like that?

12

A

I have not.

13

Q

Okay, fair enough.

14

You•ve always worked for

the defendant, as you are in this case?

15

A

18

Q

· That • s correct.
All right, and is that, doctor, partly

be~ause

17

you, yourself have been sued previously in a malpractice

18.

case? .

19
20

21

A

I have been sued, but I don't know that that

necessarily is the reason why I am willing to do this.
Q

Fair answer.

Let me ask you this, you

~

testified you•ve done a hundred or so, thereabout,

23

sacrospinous ligament suspensions?
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..1

A

2

Q

·Yes.
And never once have you ever experienced-any

3

serious complications such as like we have in Mrs. Gibbs'

4

case?

5

A

That's true.

6

Q

You've never had, let's just get specific, had

7

a patient sustain an injury to the pudendal or sciatic

8

nerve, .again 'to the gravity of Mrs. Gibbs' case?

9

A

Not to this degree.

10

Q

In the cases where there's been some sciatica

11

or some pain problems in terms of distribution of the

12

sciatic nerve, those

13

the pain has gone away in a few days or weeks?

cas~s

14

A

That's correct.

15

Q

All

r~ght,

have·generally been transient,

and that is .. something that can be

16

expected ori occasion, it's what we would say is a

17

complication following this surgery that you might tend

18

to experience, that a patient might?

19

A

It's not common in the hundred or so that I

20

have operated on, and I've had transient sciatic nerve

21

discomfort in maybe three.

22

23

Q

Just three.

Now, you reviewed Dr. Tashman' s

office notes of his patient?
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

And you've reviewed Dr. Tasbman's deposition?

3

A

Yes.·

4

Q

And you've reviewed the report of operation?

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

And let me just refer then, there's-other

7

things you've looked at, you've read depositions in this

a

case; correct?

9

A

Yes, I've read a number of them.

10

Q

You have, in fact, looked at the office notes

11

and I believe you testified that not mentioning the

12

abdominal approach did not deviate from the standard of

13

care, in other words, in Mrs. Gibbs' case based upon the

14

records you looked at, there was an absence, was there

15

not, of any reference to

16

with the patient, patient declines or whatever is

17

normally written, ·it•s_not in there?

.

.

discuss~d

abdominal approach

18.

·A

I don't recall having seen that.

19

Q

You don't feel that Dr. Tashman was obligated

20

to discuss abdominal approach or just touch upon it at

21

least to talk about why in her particular case it was not

~

appropriate?

23

A

I don't think that it would have been
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1

necessary, no.
Q

2

Well, doctor, wouldn't you think it would be
.

. .

3

necessary for Dr. Tashman to at least discuss with an

4

intelligent patient such as Mrs. Gibbs why he removed

5

that option, made, as he described in previous

6

this afternoon, at his medical discretion decided not to

7

reveal such options to Mrs. Gibbs?
A

8
9

t~stimony

I think that the operation was not an

appropriate operation for her anatomical defects.
Q

10

I might totally hundred percent agree, but

11

don't you.think a patient has the.right to make that

12

decision being told that this other surgery vaginally

13

might be better, but at least be given that option,

14

doctor?
A

15

I think that patients

~xpect

us as their

"16.

physicians to exercise our medical judgment and recommend

17

what we think is in their best interests.
Q

·18

19

could be done, that's your opinion?

20
21
22

23

Without ever even making the suggestion that it

A

That • s my opinion.

This is an operation

Q

There's no question pending, doctor.

that
I'm sure

Mr. Godard will ask you about this once I'm done.
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Now, I was about to object to a question relating to

2

the operation -- report of operation.

3

version of this, you can look at page three if you're

4

more comfortable with that, and I'll look at this one.

5

What you seem to be telling the ladies and gentlemen of

6

I

ha~e

my own

. the jury who are going to decide this case for the two

7

parties involved is that you read this operative report

8

but coupled"it with Dr. Tashman's deposition where he

9

explained his line that reads:

a Deschamps

10

"At this point

11

used to pass a 0-Gortex approximately one

12

centimeter medially to the protuberance of the

13

spine, 11 I 'm assuming ischial spine,

14

the superficial portion of the sacrospinous

15

ligament

16

an~

this was

ligature passer was

n through

h~ld."

That sentence by itself in a report of operation, if

17

you only had that, would you be telling us that there was.

18

a deviation from the standard of care by Dr. Tashman?

19
20 ·

21

A

I would find it

~omewhat

disturbing that he

didn't describe -- identify the anatomy.
Q

So, here we have a deposition taken place in

22

1999, May where he's talked to his lawyer and comes up

23

with a slightly different version and changes it; right,
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explains it, if you will?
MR. GO.DARD:

2
3

Well, I object to that

characterization, it's

4

THE COURT:

5

MR. I<ATTENBURG:

6

Don 1 t characterize anything.
I 'm sorry, I won' t

characterize it.

7

BY MR. KATTENBORG:

8

Were you troubled by the fact that on May

9

1999 Dr. Tasbman comes up with an explanation for why he

10

wrote where he placed his suture?

11·

what you

pla~nly

It was contrary to

read in English here

12

MR. GODARD:

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. I<ATTENBURG:

15

14~~

Well, I object to counsel's
Sustained.
I'm getting too emotional,

Judge, I apologize.
BY MR. I<ATTENBURG:

16

17

Q

You'd be troubled by it?

18

A

No, I would not be· troubled by it, but the

19

reason I wouldn't be troubled by it is because, sir, when

20

we dictate Operative Notes it's not uncommon that in

21

retrospect we find things we might have put in that we've

~

left out and neglected to dictate.

~

Operative Notes, we don't usually expect that they're
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1

going to be dissected in a court of law and that they're

2

going to be held to the standard of perfection, and our

3

Operative Notes, unfortunately, are frequently far from

4

perfect.

5

Q

Okay.

I think that's an excellent response,

B

doctor, I'll accept that, but you are mindful, are you

7

not, sir, that·Mr. --excuse me, Dr. Tashman read this

a

report and at some point more than three days after the

9

surgery·signed it, and it's dated the

10

10~

on page four,

you see that?

11

A

Uh-huh.

12

Q

I think his testimony was that he couldn't
10~,

13

recall if he signed it on the

but at least he saw

14

this three days after he realized what had -- at least

15

had some inkling from a

16

is taking place, and· -tlien signed the document, and this

17

is a medical report of

18

it not, doctor, that it be accurate?

neurologi.~al

operation~

consult as to what

That's important, is

19

A

It should be accurate.

20

Q

And in fact, when he signed it, he made three

21

corrections on page three, didn't he?

22

A

Some spelling corrections, yes.

23

Q

Well, he changed "Wiley" ligature, meaning the
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.1

holder of the needle, the ligature holder of the stitch

2

passer, there's all these different words, but he changed

3

that to Meia, did he not, in two places?

4

A

Right, whoever did the transcription didn't

5

knQw the word "Meia" and thought it was nwileyn, and he

6

corrected that.

7

Q

Is there such a thing as a Wiley?

8

A

Not that I'm aware of.

9

Q

He did not correct his language, though, .on

10

that sentence that I've read you, did he?

11

A

No, .he .did not..

12

Q

All right.

Now, you would agree that an injury·

13

to the pudendal and sciatic nerves is exceedingly rare

14.

provided the sacrospinous ligament operation is done in

15

the appropriate manner?

)

·.

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

It would be fair to state that it probably

18

happens in less than one percent of the surgeries?

19

A

Agreed.

20

Q

Now, you mentioned on direct that there were a

21

number of possible causes to Mrs. Gibbs' nerve injury,

22

one or more of, and you started out by saying injury by

23

stretching or positioning or based upon the patient's
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positioning on the operating table?

2

A

That·' s correct.

3

Q

This patient was placed in the lithotomy

4

position, and I think the jury's heard what that position

5

is, later she was moved into a Trendelenburg position;

.6

right?

7

A

8

9

Yeah, that simply means that they lowered the

head of the bed.
Q

Okay.

You don't. really think that in this case

10

there was some stretching that is a competent producing.

11

cause of her ~njury to her sciatic and pudendal nerves?

12

13

A

I truly think that that's one of the

possibilities.

14

Q

It's a possibility?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Then the second one

yo~

mentioned was hypoxia,

17

lack of ·oxygen caused by interference of the blood

18

supply?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

Now, you talked, I believe you talked about

21

there's a lot of anastomosis, the areas rich with blood

~

vessels hooked to each other, is that what -- tell us

~

what anastomosis is.
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A

An anastomosis is simply like a -- it's like

2

there are several different detours that the blood can go

3

through, it's a mesh, a network where -- it's also called

4

collateral circulation.

~··

That's a very ·good explanation, ·collateral

5

Q

6

circulation.

7

male is the same way, is replete with blood vessels?

The pelvis of a female, I suppose in the

8

A

That's ·correct.

9

Q

All right, and you wouldn't expect that

10

ligating or tying off a single vessel would result in a

11

loss of nerve or nerve damage as described in

12

operative report, one vessel that he tied off?

~is

13

A

That would-be very unlikely.the cause.

14

Q

And in particular, too, it was a vein as he

15

describes it, of blood going -- n9t oxygen rich, but

16

blood that's going back to the heart and lungs?

17

A

Correct.

18

Q

All.rigl?-t.

19

cause, swelling.

20

swelling?

You mentioned as anothez: possible

In any operation there can be some

21

A

That's right.

22

Q

Edema is the medical term?

23

A

Yes.
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1

Q

Pressure, pressure from the swelling?

2

A

Pressure from the

3

Q

That's against the nerve, again, these would

4

swelling~

be, is this a fair statement, a transient condition?

5

A

Generally, this is short-lived, a few

6

Q.

Would that be true, too, for hematoma

7

8

9
10

~ys.

formation?
Hematoma formation takes a little bit longer to

A

disappear, but it's usually transient.
So, you then came down to -- you said, "I can't

Q

11

rule out entrapment by the suspension sutures," and you

12

talked about a variation in anatomy, that's your -- those

13

are your possible causes

her~?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

And having read ·all the .. medical records of Mrs.

16

Gibbs, you never-saw 'anywhere in her medical records that

17

she has any congenital anomaly or just an anomalous

18

nerves

19

pelvis, there's no record of this, is there?

20

21
22
~

1

particularly SCiatiC Or pudenda:!, running in her

A

No, and there's no way that one would ever be

able to establish that without an autopsy.
Q

Okay, fair enough.

speculate?
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

So, this

i~

not to a reasonable degree of

3

medical certainty that that could exist if we're

4

speculating?
MR.. GODARD:

5
6

question.
BY MR. KATTENBORG:

7

Q

8
9

Object to the form· of the

Do you understand what we mean by reasonable

degree of medical certainty?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

Is something more probable this way than

t~at

12

or not the other way.

Do you think it's probable that

13

there's an anomaly here, an anomalous nerve or location

14

of her sciatic or pudendal nerves?

15

A

Do I think it's

16

a·

More

17

A

Not more probable that there is than there is

18.
19

20

prob~le

probab~e?

that there is than it is not?

not.
MR. KATTENBURG:

Then I ask that that be

struck, YoUr Honor, as a cause.
GODARD:

He can't say.

We've been through all of this.

21

MR..

22

MR. KATTENBURG:

23
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BY MR.. KATTENBURG:

1

Q

2

Were you troubled when you read page three of

3

the operative report that Dr. Tasbman took first the Meia

4

ligature holder, tried to implant a stitch, you referred

5

to it as going in the body of the muscle, but we

6

don't know where it was, we can•t tell where it was

7

plac.ed because he doesn • t say in his operative report,

~eally

j

8

does he?

9

that he immediately took out because.he says it.wasn•t

10

The first non-permanent suture, this is the one

he gave it a tug and it wasn't implanted properly.

11

A

Uh-huh.

12

Q

Were you troubled by the fact, doctor, that he

13

was using the Meia for this?

14

MR. GODARD:

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. KATTENBORG:

17

THE COURT:

18

BY MR. KATTENBORG:
Q

19

Object to the form, troubled by.
Rephrase

th~

question using --

Yeah.

-- more precise words.

Can we tell reading the operative report where

20

the first suture with the Meia hook was placed, can we

21

tell?

22
~

A

We can tell that it was superficial to the

ligament because of the fact that he didn't like the way
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it felt and took it out.

2

Q ·

3

doctor?

Superficial in your medical opinion means what,

4

A

Well

5

Q

Does it mean above, does it mean behind, does

a

it mean below, what does superficial mean?

7

A

Can I refer to this picture?

8

Q

If it helps you.

9

A

It does help me.

10

THE COURT:

11

THE WITNESS:

Can you all see it?
This little tiny bit of anatomy

12

here represents the coccygeus muscle with the

13

sacrospinous ligament buried within it,

14

operative site, if you're the operator and you're working

15

inside the pelvis, the ligament

16

muscle .. When tlie suture was placed the first time, it

17

was superficial to the ligament.

18

line goes right into the ligament?

19

supposed to be, but if we didn't place it quite deep

20

enough and kind of skinuned the surface of it, that's what

21

would be called superficial.

22

BY MR. KATTENBURG:

23

Q

i~

~d

from the

covered over by the

And see this dotted
That's the way· it's

But he doesn't say really where he puts it,
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does he?

2

A

I'm sorry?

3

Q

I mean, he says superficially in the muscle,

4

but we don't know which muscle, could he be talking about

5

the piriformis muscle, the muscle up above, could he be

8

~alking

7

don't, do we?

8

9

A

about the coccygeus muscle, do we know?
We can't tell from this

We

operati~e

report.

He says an attempt was made to grasp the

sacrospinous ligament, so I presume he wasn't in the

10

coccygeus muscle because there is nothing structurally

11

similar to the ligament in the coccygeus -- in the

12

piriformis muscle, I 'm sorry.

13

Q

Okay.

14

A

The only muscle of those two that has a

15

ligament running through it is tht:;! coccygeus.

16

piriformis is up higher and further back and should be

17

out of the operative field.

18
19

Q •

The

And he's using a bigger hook, a longer hook

with the Meia; isn't he, than a Deschamps?

20

A

No, it's not.

21

Q

It's not any longer?

All right, but he doesn't

~

actually say that he's in the coccygeus muscle, does he?

~

He says he made an attempt made to grasp the ligament,
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1

but we•re assuming, and I think you used that word,.

2

assuming?

3

A

Uh-huh.

4

Q

All right, fair enough.

Y~u

would agree that

5

this is a challenging operation; is that a fair

8

statement?

7

·A

Yes.

8

Q

In fact, it isn•t for the inexperienced

9

J

surgeon?

10

A

That's correct.

11

Q

It's relatively difficult, it may not be heart

12

surgery or brain surgery, but it•s also not like giving a

13

hysterectomy?

14

A

That•s correct.

15

Q

When you say that, I

t~ink

you said on direct,

·.

18

you-can take-a doctor who's maybe been proctored a few

17

times and you show him where it•s put and how it•s put,

18

it•s a quote, "see one, do one", do .You really

19

that to be the case?

20

A

mai~tain

That•s true for most experienced surgeons.

21

frequently get called upon to mentor other people in

22

doing this surgery.

23

Q

Have you ever scrubbed up with Dr. Tashman?
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A

·Not since he was a resident, and I don't have a

specific recollection of that.
Q

So, if assuming we've got an experienced

4

surgeon, then you could show him one.time, according to

5·

you, and see one, he looks at it, and then he can do one,

6

that's what

7

and not a simple operation?

a
9

A

-~

but yet, this is a challenging, difficult

The reason that it's challenging if you have

never seen it done is because the approach to the

10

suspension sutures is one that we don't use for other

11

kinds of surgery.

12

and we don •t go through the pillars of the rectum and

13

approach the perirectal space in this fashion with other

14

kinds of surgery.

15

can certainly be shown how to do ._it one time, and once

16 .

they•ve·seen how to do it, the technical part of placing

17

the ligature is not difficult, but it's the idea of being

18

in an area that you're not familiar with.

19
20

It's a relatively unique indicator,

People who are experienced surgeons

MR. KATTENBORG:

thank you very much, doctor.

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. GODARD:

~

I think that's all I have,

Redirect?
Just very briefly, Dr.

Mecklenburg.
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION

1

BY MR. GODARD:

2

3

First of all, earlier on when Mr. Kattenburg

Q

4

was asking you about the abdominal approach, the cause

5

and then you said -- started to say this is an

6

operation --

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

What did you start to say?

9

A

I started to say this is an operation that

10

is -- seems to be growing in popularity, that we see

11

surgeons doing more of these in the year 2000 than we did

12

in the year 1996.

13
14

Q

The situation was different in 1996 as to how

the operation was viewed?
I don't know why these

~hings

wax and wane in

15

A

16

popularity.

17

popular for a long, long time, and someone thinks that

18

they found a

19

particula~

20

later on someone else decides that there's something -- a

21

different way to do it.

·The~e

are some. operations that seem to be

b~tter

way to do

~~mething,

and so that

approach becomes popular for awhile, and then

22

Q

I understand.

23

A

So, the current trend is that we are seeing
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more

2

Q

Well, let's not talk about trends.

3

A

Oh, okay.

4

Q

The Judge has spoken to that.

But let me just

5

ask you this, does that change your opinion in any way as

6

to whether or not in 1996 the abdominal approach, as you

7

testified was not an appropriate procedure for Mrs.

8

Gibbs?

9

A

No, it doesn't.

10

Q

Okay.

Now, regarding the Op. Note,

~owing

as

11

you have testified that Dr.

12

refer to as the standard technique utilizing his fingers

13

in locating and measuring the place for these sutures,

14

and given what he has dictated here, is there any

15

inaccuracy in the way he has desqribed the placement of

16

the sutures?

17

A

I don't see that it's inaccurate.

18

Q.

Reg~ding

T~shman

employed what you

Mr. Kat tenburg' s questions to you

·

19

concerning your inability to state to a reasonable

20

21

medical certainty that a, b or c of the ones that you've
.
testified about did cause this injury, let me just ask

22

you, do you have an opinion, Dr. Mecklenburg, as to

~

whether it is possible given this whole set of evidence
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1

for anyone to say specifically to a reasonable medical

2

certainty what did cause this injury?
A

3

I do have an opinion, and I don•t think it•s

4

possible to say that there was a specific event that

5

caused the injury, not a single specific event.

e

Q

The assertion, using the language that Mr.

7

Kattenburg used, the assertion that in this case these

a

suspension sutures, or at least one of them, entrapped

9

the nerve or directly caused this injury to Mrs. Gibbs•

10

nerve, in your opinion, is that speculation?
A

11

I think it is.
Thank you, that • s all I have •

12

MR.. GODARD:

13

THE· COURT:

14

MR.. KATTENBURG:

15

THE

16

COURT:

.I

I

May the doctor be excused?
Yes, .he may.

You •re free. to go, doctor, thank

you.

17

(Thereupon, the witness was excused.)

18.

THE

COURT:

.With that, as I indicated, I have

19

to be somewhere, actually I'm substitute teaching law

20

school, and I have to go to take care of that class, and

21

it •s in Arlington and you know how 66 is and you can •t go

~

past 5 o'clock.

23

your notebooks back into the jury room with you.

If you will please not read -- not take
Again,

* * *
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* * *
Thereupon,

2

RAYMOND DE:N'lnS GIBBS I

3

a witness, was called for examination as an adverse

4

witness by counsel for the defendant, and 1 having been

s

pr~viously

e

follows:

duly sworn, was examined and testified as

7

DIRECT EXAMZNATION
BY MR.. GODARD:

8
9

Q

Good morning, Mr. Gibbs.

10

A

Good morning.

11

Q

Did you accompany your wife to the office visit

12

with Dr. Tashman on August the 30th?

13 .

A

Yes, I did.

14

Q

It's your recollection that that entire visit

15

lasted about 45 minutes; is that correct?

16

·A

17

Q

· .18

Correct.
Were both you and your wife there for that

entire time?

19

A

Correct.

20

Q

Do you recall her leaving before you did or was

~

22
~

she there the entire time?
A

She left before I did, but I left like 30

seconds behind her.
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1

Q

So, you were both there for about 45 minutes?

2

A

Oh-huh.

3

Q

Now, during the discussions that ensued with

4

Dr. Tashman, and incidently, it was you and he and your

5

wife, just the three of you --

6

A

7

Q

Correct.
that met together there at that time?
Do you recail his bringing up the fact that

8
9
10

pessaries existed for this kind of problem, namely, the
·vaginal prolapse?

11

A

12

Q

13

He mentioned them, but we didn't discuss them.
. He mentioned them.

Do you recall how he

mentioned them?

14

A

He said they were never used anymore.

15

Q

Well, did you then ask ._any questions about

16

.

pessaries?

17

A

No, he just said they weren't used anymore.

18

Q

Did your wife ask any questions, further

19

questions about pessaries?

20

A

No.

21

Q

Were you familiar with pessaries before?

22

A

No, and I still don't know what they are.

23

Q

Then in discussing the actual procedures that
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1

could be done, first of all, you -- I believe you told us

2

that Dr. Tashman discussed the hysterectomy; correct,

3

that was the first part of the discussion?

4

A

Correct.

5

Q

He discussed risk of the hysterectomy, you

6

7
8
9

10

remember that?
He discussed risks of both the procedures

A

together.
Both of them being the hysterectomy and

Q

sacrospinous?

11

A

Uh-huh.

12

Q

Before we get

13

recall

14

in his opinion we•ll see how the hysterectomy works and

15

then if you need further

16

a sacrospinous ligament suspension at a later time?

17

A

18

Q

~r.

t~

the risk, however, do you

Tashman saying to you and your wife that well,

we•ll come back and do

support~

"Yes.
Then it was your wife then raised her concern
.

.

.

.

.

19

that because of her situation at work, it would be very

20

difficult for her professionally to miss two separate

21

periods of work and that she preferred to have them both

~

at the same time, thereby eliminating the need for two

~

separate periods of work absences; is that correct?
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1

A

Yes.

.2

Q

Now, when

yo~

got into the discussion about

3

risks, do you remember -- or maybe it was the discussion

4

about the procedures, you tell me, Dr. Tashman got out a

5

textbook with pictures in it --

6

A

Uh-huh.

7'

Q

-- and he began to show that to you and your

A

He was looking at most of it himself, he was

8
9

wife?

10

thumbing through the pictures and looking at it.

11

show us a page, but he was looking at it more for

12

himself, I think.

13
14

15
16

Q

Are you sure he wasn•t looking for the pages

that he could show you to demonstrate what it was?
A

I saw him read

you know, skimming

Do you remember what was on the page that he

Q

18

showed ·you?

19

A

21

.

passage~,

through them really quickly.

17.

20

He did

I don•t recall specifically.

I believe it was

some sort of illustration.
Q

Now, when he began to discuss -- well, after he

~

had discussed these procedures, you then asked him what

23

the risks of the procedures were; correct?
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1

A

Correct.

2

Q

He then began to talk about that and he said

3

there's really not much risk involved in the

4

hysterectomy; is that correct?

5

A

Correct.

6

Q

But then he proceeded to tell you that the

1

sacrospinous ligament suspension is a bit more

8

complicated --

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Correct, because you can't

11

visualiz~

and you

can't see where you're operating; correct?

12

A

Correct.

13

Q

He also told you that you're working in an area

14

where there are a lot of nerves?

15

A

Uh-huh.

16

Q

Now, did you·have an.understanding as to what

17

he meant by that?

18

A

I asked him

19

Q

In response to that he told you that he would

20
21

spe~ifically

what the risks were.

be working in an area where there were a lot of nerves?
A

No, he said that there were some risk of

~

possible

~aginal

23

blood loss.

dryness she may experience and possible
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Q

Is it your testimony, Mr. Gibbs, that Dr.

2

Tashman did not say anything. at all about risk of injury

3

to nerves in this procequre; is that your testimony?

4

A

Yes, it is.

5

Q

Then

wha~

was your understanding as to what he

8

was doing when he brought out the fact that he would be

7

working in an area where there are a lot of nerves, what

8

was the point of that from your viewpoint?

9

A

He was just explaining the procedure.

10

Q

I see.

11

Now, do you recall your wife asking any

questions during this period of time?

12

A

I don't recall.

13

Q

Do you recall discussions about another surgeon

14

assisting?

15

A

He mentioned a

18

Q

Whom did he mention?

17

A

I believe the name he had mentioned was Raphael

18
19

20

assistant.

Canadas.
Q

And you don•t recall discussions about Dr.

Tashman's previous experience?

21

A

22

before.

23

surgica~

Q

He never said that he didn't do that procedure

Now, you told us earlier that you spent about
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45

minut~s?

2

A

Oh-huh.

3

Q

This was all discussions?

4

A

It was as much a social visit as it was

5

discussions.

8

Q

Oh, I see.

Well, there wasn't a -- he didn't

7

perform a medical examination or pelvic examination at

8

th~t_time,

9

correct?

it was all talk during the 45 minutes;

10

A

correct.

11

Q

For 45 minutes he explained about the

12

procedures and the discussions about the hysterectomy and

13

the sacrospinous ligament suspension, but there was no

14

discussion, you're telling us, about risks other than

15

vaginal dryness, is that the only.. one?

18

A

And risk of blood loss.

17

Q

Blood loss, well, let's talk about that, what

18 ·
19

did he say about risk of blood loss?
A

He said that you may as well bank a couple

20

units of blood, he said we won't need them, but it's good

21

to have them.

~
~

Q

Did you ask or did your wife ask why it would

be good to have them?
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1

A

No, we were following his instructions.

2

Q

His instructions, did he insist upon the blood

3

being --

4

A

He just said that's what he should do.

5

Q

Well, did he explain why you should do it?

6

A

No.

7

Q

But you understood it had to do with protection

8

againsit. •blood loss in case she needed a transfusion, she

9

would have her own blood; correct?

11

A

Yes, that would seem to make sense.

Q

Now, after your wife's surgery on October the
~d

12

7th and the problems that you

she have described that .

13

she experienced in the hours and the days thereafter,

14

were you present for a discussion with Dr. Tashman about

15

his going back in to remove the

~utures?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

And during that discussion, where did that take

18 ·

place, your wife's hospital room? .

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

Do you recall the name of Dr. Krebbs coming up

~

in that discussion?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

Isn't it true that Dr. Tashman offered that Dr.
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Krebbs could assist him in the procedure?

2

A

No, he said that Dr. Krebbs would do it.

3

Q

That Dr. Krebbs would be the surgeon?

4

A

He said that Dr. Krebbs would -- there was

s

discussion of adding additional sutures and that Dr.

e

Krebbs would do that.

7

Q

Incidently, Mr. Gibbs, your deposition was

8

taken in this case on, well, just this past August,

9

August l, 2000; correct?

10

A

Uh-huh.

11

Q

Your wife's deposition was taken sometime

12

before, I believe in 1999?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

You were physically present at the time your

15

wife gave her deposition

18

A

17

Q

testimo~y;

were you not?

..Yes, as you recall, you consented to that.
I did indeed, and not only did you sit in on

18

her deposition, between the time of her deposition and

19

your own deposition approximately a year later, I

20

believe, at least sometime in 1999, end of August.of

21

2000, you had the opportunity tp actually read and re-

~

read your wife's deposition several times?

23

A

Uh-huh, yes.
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Q

Now, do you recall when you gave that

2

deposition, Mr. Gibbs, indicating and this is page 44,

3

counsel, beginning on line lS, being asked the question:
"Were you present when your wife and Dr.

4

s

Tashman had conversations regarding proceeding

8

forward with the second surgery that we just

7

described, the removal of the sutures?"
Answer:

8

11

Yes, Dr..· Tashman ·said that he

would talk to a physician, and he specifically

9
10

mentioned Dr. Hans Krebs, and that was the

11

first time

12

he apparently knew Dr. Hans Krebs and

13

apparently.. respected him as an advisor of some

14

sort, and that he would have Dr. Hans Krebs

15

present and assisting

18

Do you recall giving that testimony?

I

had.heard that name mentioned, but

~ith

that surgery."

17

A

Yes, I do.

18

Q

Did
you accompany your wife to the
.
.

19

postoperative visit after her discharge from the

~o

hospital, that is when she went back in to see Dr.

21

Tashman some -- a week or so after she was discharged

~

from the hospital?

23

A

I don't recall.
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1

Q

Well, you have no memory about it if you did?

2

A

I recall there was a visit that I went to

3

after, I don't know if it was a week after.

4

exactly when it was.

5

6

Q

I don't know

Well, why or what was the occasion of your

going to a subsequent office visit to Dr. Tashman?

1

A

It was a postoperative follow-up.

8

Q

Did you drive your-wife to and from the office?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

How long did that session last?

11

A

I

~on't

recall the exact length.
That ' s all I have, Mr. Gibbs .

12

MR. GODARD:

13

MR. KATTENBURG:

14

Honor.
COURT:

May this

15

THE

16

MR. KATTENBURG:

17

MR. GODARD:

18

THE

19

COURT:

w~tness

be excused?

He may be.

Yes.
You can havea a seat in the

courtroom or leave, whichever you choose, Mr. Gibbs.

20

(Ther~upon,

21

THE

22

MS. KARPPI:

~

We have no questions, Your

COURT:

the witness was excused.)
Next witness, Mr. Godard?
Your Honor, the next witness will

be Dr. Cintron by deposition, and I'll ask our paralegal

* * *
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* * *

return, we'll proceed into the Instructions of law and

2

then proceed with the arguments of

3

and then the case will be submitted to you for

4

deliberation.

5

security officer will be back shortly.

~ounsel

You can go back now with the court's

8

(Thereupon, the jury recessed.)

7

THE COURT:

a
9

for the case,

'

I

j

Okay, ready for the Instructions --

anything further?
MS. KARPPI:

Yes, Your Honor.

Briefly for the

10

record, we'd like to renew our Motion to Strike that was

11

made at the close of .the plaintiff's case for all the.

12

same grounds.

13

has not made a prima fascia case of negligence either on

14

the informed consent theory or the negligent performance

15

of the surgery theory with respect to the informed

18

consent issue . . It's qur testimony that -- it's our

17

assertion that Dr. Cholhan did not establish that Dr.

18

Tashman was required by the standard of care

19

the risks of the procedure, and secondly, that he was not

20

required, "he" being Dr. Tashman, not required to

21

disclose his experience level to Mrs. Gibbs during those

~

discussions.

23

In summary, we believe that the plaintiff

to

disclose

Also, we particularly move for summary judgment
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1

on the issue with respect to causation in the negligent

2

performance in that there is

3

as testified to by Dr. Cholhan, that could be the cause

4

of Mrs. Gibbs' injury.

5

our motion as previously argued.
THE COURT:

6

7

10

equally probable cause,

And for those reasons, we renew

And for previous reasons stated,

the motion will be denied.
MS. KARPPI:

8

9

an

to Instructions.

Your Honor, I guess we 1 11 move on

I have three additional Instructions

I'd like to --

11

.THE COURT:

12

MS. KARPPI:

13.

THE COURT:

Three more in addition to the

MS. KARPPI:

Yes, sir, many of them will

14
15

Three more.in addition?
I'm sorry?

ones --

16

probably end up being withdrawn, and I've given a copy to

1!

Mr. Kattenburg as well.

18
19

20
21

THE COURT:

Let's start with Instruction 1, ..

same as Instruction A.
MS . KARPPI:

That ' s correct, Your Honor,

there's no objection to 1.

22

THE COURT:

23

MS . KARPPI :

A will be withdrawn.
That ' s right .
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THE COURT:

1

2

defendant as an adverse witness?
MS. KARPPI:

3

4

B, adverse -- plaintiff called

is withdrawn, Your Honor.

B

think that was the initial set prior to trial.

5

THE COURT:

a

MS •

7

THE COURT:

2, same Instruction as J?

8

MS. KARPl?I:

J is withdrawn, and no

9

KARP PI :

B is withdrawn?
Yes, Your Honor.

~bjection

to 2.
THE

10
11

I

COURT:

7 is the same asK, we re-did-7.

K?

12

MS. KARPl?I:

13

THE COURT:

K is withdrawn, Your Honor.
What I did on 7 was where it has

14

"If colon 1," I just changed that to say "You shall find

15

your verdict for the defendant if-. the plaintiff failed to

16

prove either or both of the two elements above."

17

think there's any reason to have a colon 1.

18

given, .K ·is withdrawn.

19

MS. KAR.Pl?I:

20

THE COURT:

21

MS.

~

23

KARPPI:

10 is the
same as
..
D

I don't

7 will be

D .•

is withdrawn.

11 is the same as T.
No objection to 11, T is

withdrawn.
THE COURT:

c is similar in substance to 13,
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1

but they're not -- obviously they're not the same

2

instruction.

3

testimony of an expert witness.

4

MS. KARP PI:

5

It has to do with the weight given to the

Your Honor, I'd prefer that C be ·

given, it's the model jury Instruction.
MR..

6

KATTENBURG:

13 ,

Your Honor, is from

7

. Herbert and Virginia Jury Instructions, and I think it's

8

a -- in terms of expert witness Instructions, the only

9

one, I think, that really is one of the few Instructions

10

that I find in Herbert to be more helpful to a jury than

11

the model.

12

the court's discretion, that the court isn't necessarily

13

wedded to the model, but I don' t think that

14

way misleading and just because it's not the model, it's

15

not -- I don't think is a reason

16

17

I know that the statute allows the court.at

THE COURT:

~t

~3

is in any

should not be given.

We11, let me say t;hat when I give

Instruction A --

18.

MR. KATTENBURG:

19

THE COURT:

A?

-- I give very similar

20

Instructions.

The only possibility of confusion was with

21

regard to the application in A, an expert witness, is

~

that the expert witness Instruction specifically limits

23

or seems to specifically limit what you consider, where A
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is for all witnesses.
MR.. KATTENBORG:

2
3

Or number 1 since A has

been withdrawn.

4

TEE

COURT:

Or 1, right.

Why shouldn 1 t I just

s

modify l, to say "With regard to all witnesses, expert or

8

lay witnesses, you may consider the appearance and manner

7

of the witness on the stand and their intelligence."

8

9

. MS.

KAR.PPI:

Well, I don• t think -- I don •t

think l limits it· to lay or expert.

10

THE

COURT:

I know it doesn't, but if I give a

11

general Instruction saying that nyou may consider the

12

appearance and manner of witnesses on the stand,a and

13

then give a specific one saying,

14

be given the testimony of an expert witness," couldn't

15

that imply that I was somehow directing them to limit

18

what· they consider with regard to expert witness

17

testimony?
. MS. KARPPI:

18

11

consider the weight to

Oh, actually,· I

sa~

it as _sort

it actually expands, I mean, they're supposed to

19

of

20

consider the basis of the opinion as well as the manner

21

in which they arrived in addition to the general·

~

Instructions regarding witnesses

23

TEE COURT:

It doesn•t say that.
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MS. KARPPI:
didn 1 t see it your
THE

I just saw it the other way.

I

way~

COURT:

That ' s what I 1 m saying, maybe I

4

should modify 1, maybe I should modify C to say, "in

5

addition to general witness considerations, you

e

consider the weight to be given."

7

better to say, "with regard to all witnesses, expert or

8

lay witnesses, you may consider the appearance and manner·

9

of the witness on the stand and intelligence --

10

11

MS. KARPPI:

s~ould

I think probably reads

That 1 s fine, Your Honor, with

respect to number l .

12

THE

13

MR.. KATTENBURG:

COURT:

Right.
So, you 1 d modify l to read

14

"including experts or with respect to all of -- the

15

manner of all witnesses including . experts,

-18

Your Honor is thinking?

17

TEE

COURT:

n

is that how

How does the language read?

What I'm going to say is, "You are

18

the judges of facts, the credibility of the witnesses and

19

weight of the evidence.

20

whether lay witnesses or expert witnesses, you may

21

consider the appearance and manner of the witnesses on

22

the stand and their intelligence --

23

MR.. KATTENBURG:

With regard to all
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1

THE COURT:

I think that covers it.

2

MR. KATTENBORG:

3

THE COURT:

4

MR.

5

THE COURT:

e

MR.

7

THE COURT:

That covers. it . '

I'll give C as it stands.

KATTENBURG:

So, C is given?

Right.

KATTENBURG:

Okay, and l.3 we '11 withdraw.

E is a general Instruction

a

regarding prior inconsistent statement of a witness.

9

objection to E?

10

MS. JOHNSTON:

11

MR.. KATTENBURG:

Any

No objection.
Have we had any -- I 'm trying

12

to think if it was in this trial, I know we had some

13

inconsistent statements with regard to Dr. Tashman as a

14

party, but I 'm not sure.

15

MS. KARPPI:

16

MR •.KATTENBURG:

17
18
19
20

21
~

23

We just had it with Mr. Gibbs.
With Mr. Gibbs, yes.

I have

no objection -- I have no objection to E.
MS. KARPPI:

There were. others,. but most

notably it was Mr. Gibbs.
THE COURT:

F, "you must not consider any

matter that was rejected or stricken by the Court -MR. KATTENBORG:

trying to think.
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THE

1

2

MR.. KATTENBURG:

4

no objection.

5

THE

9

10
11
12

13

COURT:

I have no problem with that,

Is anyone going to ask -- are you

going to ask for a specific _amount Mr. Kattenburg?
MR.. KATTENBORG:

7
8

We rejected some, and I guess we

did strike some in the way we redacted some.

3

6

COURT:

No, I 1 m not going to mention

any.
MS. KARPPI:

THE

COURT:

Withdrawn.
H, "you must not base your verdict

in any way upon sympathy, bias or speculation."
MR.. KATTENBORG:

go to J, I don't have
KARPPI :

Wait a minute, where•s H?

H.

I gave you

14

MS •

15

MR.. KATTENBURG:

16

MS. KARPPI:

17

MR.. KA.TTENBORG:

H

this morning.

You gave me H this morning?

It's just a -I'm sorry, okay, I have it in

18

another stack, Judge. ·No objection, provided that is

19

direct -- directly from the --

20

THE COURT:

21

MR.. KA.TTENBURG:

22

THE

23

MS. KARPPI:

COURT:

I

That is.
Model, okay.

3 and L are the same?
L is withdrawn.
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THE COURT:

MS. KARPPI:

4

.THE COURT:

e

I assume there's no

objection to 3?

3

5

We'll give 3?

Correct, no

o~jection

to 3.

M is a proximate cause Instruction.

Any objection?

'

I

MR. KATTENBORG:

No objection.
cau~e

7

to -- is there a proximate

a

is . . There's. plenty of t:hem, okay,· no objection .

9

THE COURT:

issue?

Well, I want
I guess there

...

N, plaintiff has the burden of

1.0

proof ·by the greater weight of the evidence -- n, · don't we

11

have that in the other Instruction?

12
13

MS. KARPPI:

I believe we do.

I didn't see it,

Your Honor, but --

14

THE COURT:

Well, when we say in the issues

15

Instruction and in the finding

16

MR.. KATTENBURG:

17

THE COURT:

18

MR.. KATTENBURG:

19

THE COURT:

20

MR.. KATTENBURG:

21

THE COURT:

In~truction

Right .

We said that?
Instruction 2 and

7.
7.

It says, on this issue that the

~

plaintiff has the burden of proof with regard to both the

~

issues of negligence and proximate cause to damages, is
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1

all three issues.

2

verdict for the plaintiff if she has proved by the

3

greater weight of the evidence that -- I think that's

4

duplicative, I don•t think there's any reason for giving

5

it.

And then 7 says you can find the

i

•

MS. KARPPI:

6
7

record.

8

THE"COORT:

9

MS .. KARPPI:

10

TEE COURT:

11

MS. KARPPI:

12

THE COURT:

14

MS. KARPPI:

15

THE COURT:

Thank you.
4 is similar to P.
We have no objection to 4, and P

9 and

Q

are the same.

No objection to 9,Q is withdrawn.
R, hold on,. let me do, I think S,

well, that's irrevelant.

..

So, let's do R.

°A physician does not warrant or insure that he

17
18

I will.

is withdrawn.

13

16

J'

Just note our exception for the

·will· cure the patient-MR. KATTENBURG:

19

There is some

w~

object to

20

R.

In R Judge, there's been no evidence before the jury

~

offered_by the plaintiff to suggest prove and insinuate

~

the defendant was negligent because he failed to exercise

23

the highest degree of possible care known, and isn't that
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1

what this Instruction is for?

2

there's been a deviation from the standard of care.

3

don't have the cite on my Instructions, on my copy for R,

4

what's the cite?

5

MS. KARPPI:

e

MR. KATTENBURG:

The suggestion that

It is
It's Emerick, section

7

either 41.04 or 41.05 .. Let me see if I can get

a

on any corresponding case law.

9

mean, I think R, and maybe
MR. KATTENBURG:

10
11

I

~l,

~f

it's·

hands

The reason that -- I

This is from the .Brown vs.

Koulizakas case, Judge.
MS. KARPPI:

12

Right.

Well, I think R just sets

13

for the law that the physician is only, you know, is not

14

held to the highest degree of skill and care but what is

15

only reasonable and prudent,

16

explanation of the standard jury Instruction on that

17

point.

18

MR. KATTENBURG:

it'~

just further

Well, I' don' t .think that•.s an

We haven't suggested that the

19

issue in this case.

20

highest degree· of care and skill, diligence,

21

doesn't appiy in this situation, I don't, well.

22

~

MS. KARPPI:

dilig~ce

The other reason I think it might

be applicable here is the Court may remember from voir
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1

dire one of the jurors, prospective jurors was talking

2

about how the doctor should be held to a higher degree of

3

care, not just

4

heard that statement.

~he

standard of care.

MR. KATTENBURG:

5

The jurors had

Also, this has ·been modified

e

from the Herbert version in that it doesn 1 t say

7

the jury to be applicable in this case," it says-- yes,

8

it does·, "fo\md by the jury to be applicable in this

9

case," and then it reads, "In accordance with Instruction
.

11

found by'

.

10

number,

11

you shall find your verdict in favor of the defendant. 11

11

and that 1 s left out in this proposed R.

THE COURT:

12

11

Then

13

Karppi, other than saying that he has to be held to the

14

standard of care, and then you can argue the rest?
MS. KARPPI:

15

Well, I just think it 1 S important

16

that the jury understand it's not the highest standard of

17

care

18

THE COURT:

You can argue that.

I certainly ·--

19

that wouldn't be an improper statement of law, but I

20

think tha·t it 1 s emphasizing a particular theory of the

~

case, and I 1 m going to decline it give it.

~

your exception.

23

MS . KAR.PPI :

i

Why should I say anything else, Ms.

Thank you.
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THE

1

2

COURT:

With regard to X, why shouldn •t I

just give the model on this?

3

MS.

KARPPI :

Frankly, I think the model is

4

completely inadequate to address the complex issues that

s

we have before us, why I think X is ·better is because it

6

directly addresses the issue regarding causation,

7

regarding probable -- equally probable causes of injury,

8

and the model just doesn't address that area of the law

9

at all.

10

TEE COURT:

No, but the burden of proof does.

11

And we tell them that the plaintiff has the burden of

12

proof does,· and you can argue the rest.

13.

think we can give the model which is 35.040.

14

15

MS.

KARPPI:

I think

X

I

Just note our objection for the

record.

·.

16

THE COURT:. .

17

MS.

DRPPI:

18

THE

COURT:

I certainly will ..
Thank

you.

35.040 which says the fact of the

19

doctors efforts on behalf of his patient were

20

unsuccessful will not by itself establish negligence and

21

the rest you can -- on the other Instructions that are

22

given.

23

MIL KATTENBURG:
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TEE COURT:

1

2

here?
MS.

3
4

35.040, I don't know, was it in

KARPPI:

It' s not, Your Honor, but I can

get it.

5

'l'HE COURT:

6

MS. KARPPI:

7

TEE COURT:

8

MS • KARPPI i

9

THE

We can do it .
Okay.
We can do it.
Thank you.

COURT: 35.040 is a model jury which we're

10

going to give on the medical perfection -- medical

11

perfection not required is the title of the Instruction.

12

MR. GODARD:

13

'l'HE COURT:

Does Your Honor read the titles?
No, I don't know.

They won't get

14

it with the title on there, but what it says -- you can

15

say anything you want in your cl<?sing, Mr. Godard.
MR. GODARD:

18

That's our point.

It doesn't say

17

what it really should say, namely, what it says in the

·18

title.
TEE COURT:

19
20

21
~

23

I think it says it.

Okay.

Now,

W-l?
MS •

KARP PI :

W-l replaces W, so W is withdrawn

and W-l instead.
THE COURT:

Okay.
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MR. KATTENBURG:

1

2

W-1.

3

MS. KARPPI:

4

MR. KATTENBURG:

5

Wait a minute, I •m missing

I gave it to you this morning.

well, let me see, hold on.

Oh, you did give it to me,

.l

I mean, I have it, I have it,

i

!

a

I apologize, I've got it.

7

can argue this.

8

9

We object to.this.

I don't see a citation to it either.

MS. KARPPI:

Your Honor, I think is consistent

with your ruling on. our Motion to Strike, and I think

10

it's very important that because the plaintiff elicited

11

testimony regarding, or tried to elicit

12

Dr. Cholhan, on this point, the jury needs to be

13

instructed that this it not an issue they need to

14

consider because Dr. Cholhan didn't make her prima fascia

15

case on this point.

16

Instructipns to the jury··as to not· confuse them as to

17

what they are to consider and not consider.

18

i

I think he

testi~ony

from

I think it • ~ a very important

MR. KATTENBURG:

I. think it draws

19

unnecessary -- I think this is absolutely proper

20

argument, in fact, in my thinking of our closing

21

argument, I'm going to talk about failure -- our position

~

of failure to disclose lack of experience, but I was not

~

going to address anything with regard to having another
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1

doctor guiding his ·hands or anything like that, and as I

a

do recall, Dr. Cholhan said that it's not a deviation

3

from the standard of care in Virginia, but I don•t plan

4

to argue it.

5

the court gives an Instruction on this.

6

I think it draws unwarranted emphasis if

MS. KARPPI:

Unfortunately, Your Honor, he

7

argued it in opening as well he tried to bring it out in

8

Cholhan•s testimony.

9

10

MR.. KATTENBURG:

THE COURT:

Well, opening isn •t evidence.

Well, it•s argument and it does lay

11

the issue before the jury.

12

an issue with regards to informed consent, and if it is,

13

do we sufficiently distinguish it?

14

MS. KARP PI:

My concern is that isn•t it

Well, I think the issue with
that~we

15

respect to informed consent

16

the case, but the

17

disclose to her that this is the first time he has done

18

it solo, rather than -- there•s been absolutely no

19

testimony from Dr. Cholhan that he•s required in informed

~

consent to advise her of --

21

cour~·~

THE COURT:

believe should not be

overruled our objection, is to

My concern is when we say, nand

~

that is not an issue for you to consider in this case."

23

I think we•re better off saying, "you•re hereby
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r~quired

1

instructed that Dr. Tashman is not

2

another surgeon with him during the surgery to performed

3

to the plaintiff. 11

4

performance of the surgery is whether he performed it in

5

accordance with appropriate standards of care.

The only issue as to Dr. Tashman' s

MR. KATTENBURG:

6

to have

I 1 Ve actually amended it very

7

similar to that, Judge.

I think I would like "you are

8

hereby instructed that" taken out so it reads, "Dr.

9

Tashman was not required to have another surgeon with him

10

during the surgery he performed on the plaintiff.

11

This --"
THE COURT:

12

That's fine, I 1 ll do it that way,

13

and I think that that covers it, and I think it is

14

something that's needed, and I think it doesn't leave any

15

issue open regarding -- to

16

standard of care on informed consent.
MR. KATTENBURG:

17
18

wheth~r

that applies

Does it kick out the issue or

not, I guess is what I'd like to know.
THE COURT:

19

I think it does because we're

20

talking about -- all we're talking about here is the

21

performance of the surgery, that's all we•re.talking

22

about.

23

required to have another surgeon with him during the

And then second, her first sentence says he was
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1

surgery.

2

surgery is whether he performed it in accordance with

3

appropriate standards of care.
MR. KATTENBURG:

4
5

I mean, obviously, this

doesn't remQve the disclosure to the patient?

e
7

And the only issue as to his performance of the

THE COURT:
that at all.

No, it doesn't.

.I

We'll modify that in that way.

MR. KATTENBPRG:

8

It doesn't remove

All right.

9

exception to that Instruction.

10

THE COURT:

We '11 note an

That the 35.040, I'm going to mark

11

that as Instruction 40.

12

wasn't argued in opening, and I don't think it's going to

13

be argued now, and I think Mr. Kattenburg conceded that

14

there's no issue as to negligence with regard to the

15

bleeding.

16

MS . KARPPI :

And Z -- Why do we need Z?

Well, I think two things .

That

It was

17

brought out in Cholhan' s testimony, 'he tried to get it

18

out there was.some negligence with respect to the

19

bleeding in terms of how on one responds to a bleeder.

20

think it's just -- to make sure the j_ury understands,

21

that there's no allegation in the case regarding that,

22

and I honestly, with respect to opening, I don't

~

recollect one way or the other regarding whether he
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mentioned bleeding.

2

MR.. KATTENBURG:
..

3

MS. JOHNSTON:

We don't need an Instruction.
Your Honor, we did concede to

4

the jury a number of times that this was not the issue.

5

I think they're well aware of that fact. ·Mr. Kattenburg

6

conceded
THE COURT:

7
8

of the jury.

9

on that.

10 .
11

I don't think we ·need another Instruction

MS. KARPPI:

Thank you, nonetheless, note our

exception.
THE COURT:

12

13

I think that was conceded in front

I will.

X

was, was·the superceded

by the other one?
Yes, Your Honor.

14

MS. JOHNSTON:

15

M. KARPPI:

Yes, Your

16

THE COURT:

And is there any objection to 14?

17

MS. KARPPI:

~onor.
•,

unnecessa~

18

14.

19

standard -- when you give the model jury Instruction on

~

informed consent which we'll have to tailor a little bit

21

to --

22

23

I think it's

we'll, yes, there' s an objection

THE COURT:

and redundant when ·you give

All right.

Well, let 1 s do those.

Let me note, I think 5 and 6 are duplicative.
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MR. KATTENBURG:

1

Let me explain, Judge.

We

2

withdraw -- there's extra wordS, we withdraw number 6.

3

The reason I prepared two was we intended to re-argue on

4

that, make arguments to Your Honor on Monday morning,

5

which we did, insofar as the risks part of the case and

e

certain terms and

1

mean in 6.

8

9
10

it'~

THE COURT:

risks were taken out in 5 -- I

All right, 6 is withdrawn, 5 has

the risks in it?
MS. KARPPI:

Your Honor, with respect to

11

Instruction 5, the inclusion of nand it's risks,n as

12

we've argued in our Motion to Strike, we don't believe

13

that they've established that Dr. Tashman was required by

14

the standard of care

15

THE COURT:

16

Subject to

do you have any

objection to 5?

17

MS. KARPPI:

18

don't need our Instruction S-1.

19

.~hat,

THE COURT:

No, and given that objection,. we

s will be withdrawn subject to

20

objection, subject to the objection on my.ruling

21

regarding risks in the case, .and 5 will be given.

22

23

MS. KARPPI:

I think also our Instruction

number S -1 falls into that same category.
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MR. KAT'l'ENBORG:

2

has been withdrawn by

3

MS. KARPPI :

4
5

e
7

Where is S?

Subject to our objection

previously noted.
MR. KATTENBORG:

Well, S-1, I thought I was

looking at S-1 thinking it was s.
MS. KARPPI:

Where is S?

S-1 is -- all S-1 is, is the model

a

Instruction that says, that reads: nTo give all

9

information about the alternatives.n

Now that the risk

10

is back in the case, we withdraw S-1 subject to our

11

objection regarding having it in the case.

12

s

Do I have S?

THE COURT:· What's your objection to 14?

13, I

13

assume, is withdrawn because that mirrors 14 except it

14

takes risk out?

So, I assume 13 is also withdrawn?

15

MS. KARPPI:

16

MR. KATTENBORG:

17

THE COURT:

18
19

problem with 14?

I don't haye a 13.
13?

Yeah, we withdrew 13.

13 is withdrawn.

14?

What's the

Do you have an objection to it?

MS. KARPPI:

Well, first of all, it's redundant

20

and unnecessary.

It talks about we already have an

21

Instruction that advises the jury that standard of care

22

is established by expert testimony.

~

Instruction 5 that talks about the duty to obtain
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1

informed consent, and then the last part is even more

2

confusing., it reads: "Based upon the standard of care

3

found by the jury to be applicable in this case," in the

4

court's Instruction number 4, I think that's intended to

5

be used when there is a local standard of ·care asserted,

i

!

e

or a community standard of care and that •s not an issue

7

in the case.

8

THE COURT:

What's the object of 14?

9

MR. KATTENBORG:

Actually, it may be covered

10

previously, proof by expert testimony is necessary in

11

~hese

12

of the risks.

13

suspect with

cases, duty of the physician to inform the

15

5.

5

covers everything we need to in

14.

·.
MR ~ KATTENBORG:

16
17

It might be-- the same.could be argued, I

THE COURT:

14

me a

patien~

Your Honor, please just give

second.

18

THE COURT:

Sure.

19

MR. KATTENBORG:

14 basically is entitled, I

20

know we're not talking about reading titles, "The duty of

21

tlie· physician to inform patient of risks;" that might

~

call

23

does cover it, so withdraw 14.

i~

proof by expert testimony necessary.
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THE COURT:

1

2

8, any objection to 8?

3

MS.

KARPPI:

4

THE

COURT:

5

14 withdrawn.

Now, I have up here

No, Your Honor.
8

will be given.

Now, I also have

T and V.

I

MS.

6

KARPPI:

V

obviously needs to be withdrawn

7

given the court's ruling on risks, and we would like to

a

obviously have. this -- we don't think -THE COURT:

9
10

V will be refused in light of your

objection.
KARPPI:

That'S fine.

11

MS.

12

THE COURT: V will be refused.

13

MS. KARPPI: I believe T has already been

14

withdrawn, Your Honor.

15

MR. KATTENBURG:

16

MS.

17

MS. JOHNSTON:

18

THE

19

And T?

KARPPI:

COURT:

T

T

has been withdrawn.

I think, has been withdrawn.
It's the same as plaintiff's 11.

I have no other Instructions before

me, does anyone have any other Instructions?
MS.

20

KARPPI:

Your Honor, would you mind just

21

reading the numbers and letters that you're going to give

22

so --

23

THE COURT:

I will.
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1

MS. XARPPI:

2

THE COURT:

3

Instruction 2.

4

Instruction 7 with a modification.

5

MR. KATTENBORG:

e

Thank you.
Instruction 1 with a modification.

Are you giving ·us the order

you're going to give them?

7

THE COURT:

No, I'll give you that in a minute.

8

MR. KATTENBORG:

9

THE COURT: Instruction 10.

Okay.

10

Instruction 11.

11

Instruction

12

Instruction E.

13

Instruction F.

14

Instruction H.

15

Instruction 3.

.16

Instruction M.

17

Instruction 4.

18

Instruction 9.

19

Instruction 40.

20

Instruction 5.

21

Instruction 8.

22

Instruction W-1, as modified.

23

Let me make one other change, on E where it

c.

·.
•.
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1

says· 0 What you believe from the evidence that a witness

2

had previously made statement.n

3

witness" to distinguish it because I don't think that the

4

jurors necessarily make that distinction.

5

change that to say also a non-party witness.

I say aa

~onparty

So, I.will
.i
I

KARPPI:

j

No objection, Your Honor ..

6

MS.

7

MR. KATTENBORG:

Your Honor, we .haven't asked

a

for an Instruction with regard to prior inconsistent

9

statement of a party, I believe.

10

be --

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. KATTENBURG:

13

9,

c,

40,

l, 2, 7, 3, M, 10, F, H, 11, E, 4,

s,

a.

w-1, and

THE COURT:

19

MR. KATTENBORG:

21
~

·•

Your Honor, could we have a

brief recess?

18

20

Is that what this one is; it's

THE COURT:

MR. KATTENBORG:

16

17

It was, that's what --.

Okay.

ll?

14

15

I think that should

Sure.
We've been sitting here since

nine.
THE COURT:

Yeah, we'll take a recess.

take a ten-minute recess and come back.

23
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(Thereupon, at 11:22 a.m. the proceedings

1

2

recessed to reconvene at 11:36

3

THE COURT:

Are we ready to proceed.?

MR.. KATTENBORG:

THE COURT:

5
6

9
10

We are, Your Honor.

What do you all need, about ten

minutes each to argument?
MR.. KATTENBURG: I bope not· to be over 30

7
8

~.m.)

minutes.
THE COURT: Okay, because I'd like to get it
dqne by lunch.

11

MR.. KATTENBORG:

12

THE COURT: All right, bring the jury back.

13

(Thereupon, the jury returned to the

14
15

It should work.

courtroom. )
THE COURT:

Welcome baclt.

We're now ready to

16

proceed with the Instruction of law portion of the trial,

17

and at this time I'm going to give you the specific law

18

that applies in this case.

19

Instructions, you must pay close attention to the

20

Instructions as they're read.

21

reading them.

~

will have a hard copy of the Instructions, so if there is

~

a discrepancy between your recollection of what I said

While I read these

However, remember, I am

When you get back in the jury room, you
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1

and what is on the paper, if I made an error in reading

2

the Instructions to you, .and I can make errors just like

3

anyone else, so the hard-copy is what will control.

4

Additionally, you'll see some numbers or letters at the·

5

top of the page, ignore those, they're for our record

6

keeping purposes, and at the bottom of the page you'll

7

see some chicken scratching that you won't be able to

8

make out, and that's just me writing doWn that I have

9

given and on this date and my initials.

10

our record keeping purposes.

11

to do with the importance

12

Instruction.

o~

That is also for

None of that has anything
preparing of the

You are the judges of the facts, the

13
14

credibility of the witnesses and the weight of the

15

evidence.

16

witnesses or expert witness, you may consider the

17

appearance and manner of the witnesses on the stand,

With regard to all

wi~nesses,

whether lay

·18

their intelligence, their opportunity for knowing the

19

truth and.having observed the things about which they

20

testified, their interest in the outcome of the case.

21

Thei~

~

shown, their pri9r inconsistent statemtent or whether

~

they have notably testified untruthfully as to any

bias -- hold on -- their bias, and if any have been
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material facts in the case.
You may not arbitrarily disregard believable
testimony of a witness, however, after you have
considered all the evidence in the case, then you may

5

accept or discard all or part of testimony of a witness

6

as you think proper.

7

sense in judging any testimony.

8

all the other·circumstances of the case, you may

9

determine which witnesses are more believable and weigh

10
11

You are entitled to use your common
From these things and

their testimony accordingly.
Your verdict must be based on facts as you find

12

them and on the law contained in all of these

13

Instructions.

14

defendant negligent; two, if he was negligent, was his

15

negligence a proximate cause of

16

issues the plaintiff has the burden of proof.

17

the plaintiff is entitled to recover, what is the amount

18

of her damages.

19

burden of proof.

20

governed by the Instructions that follow.

21

your verdict for the plaintiff, if she has proved by the

~

greater weight of the evidence that one, the defendant

~

was negligent and that two, the defendant's negligence

The issues in this case, one, was the

~he

on these

injury.

Three, if

On this issue, the plaintiff has the
Your decision on these issues must be
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1

was a proximal cause of the plaintiff's

2

shall find your verdict for the defendant if the

3

plaintiff failed to prove either or both of the two

4

elements above.

5

injuries~

You

The greater weight of the evidence is sometimes

6

called the preponderance of the evidence.

It is that

7

evidence which you find more persuasive.

The testimony

8

of one witness whom you believe can be the greater weight

9

of the evidence.

10

A proximate cause of an inj w:y or damage is a

1.1

cause which is natural and continuous sequence produces

12

the injury or damage.

13

injury or damage would not have incurred.

14

may be proved by direct evidence may be proved by

15

circumstantial evidence.

16

reasonable and legitimate inferences and deductions from

17

the evidence.

~8

It is a cause without.which the

That is., you may draw all

You must not consider any matter that was

19

rejected or stricken by the court.

20

and should be disregarded ..

21

Any fact that

It is not evidence

You must not base your verdict in any way·on

~

sympathy, bias, guesswork or

~

must be based solely upon the evidence and the
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Instructions of the court.
If you believe from the evidence that a party

2
3

previously made a statement inconsistent with his

4

testimony at this trial, that previous statement may be

5

considered by you as evidence that what the party

e

previously said was true.
If you believe from the evidence that a non-

7

a

party witness had

9

inconsistent with his or her testimony at· this trial, the

prev~ously

made a statement t·hat was

10

only purpose for which that statement may be considered

11

by you is it's bearing c;>n the witness' credibility.·

12

is not evidence that what the witness previously said is

13

true.

14

It

A doctor has the duty to use a degree of skill

15

and diligence in the care and treatment of his patient

16

that a reasonably prudent doctor in the same field of

17

practice, field of practice or specialty in this state

18

would have used under. the circumstances
of this case.
.

19

I'll read that again since I stopped.

20

A doctor has the duty to use a degree of skill

21

and diligence in the care and treatment of his patient

~

that a reasonably prudent doctor in the same field of

~

practice or specialty in this state would have used under
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1

the circumstances of this case.

If the doctor fails to

2

perform this duty, then he's negligent.

3

You must determine the degree of care that was

4

required of the defendant by considering only the expert

5

testimony on that subject.

I
I

In considering the weight to be given to the

6

7

testimony of an expert, you should consider the basis for

a

his opinion and the matter by which he arrived at it and

9

the underlying facts and data upon which he relied.
The fact that a doctor's efforts on behalf of

10

11

his patient were unsuccessful does not by itself

12

establish negligence.

13

A doctor· has a duty to obtain his patient's

14

informed consent before he operates on her.

15

consent means the consent of a patient after a doctor has

16

given her all information about the surgery and its risks

17

that_ would be given to a patient by a reasonably prudent

.18

practitioner in a doctors field· of practice or specialty.

19

Informed

A doctor is not required, however, to tell a

20

patient what the patient already knows or what a

21

reasonable

~

fails to perform this duty, then he is negligent and is

~

liable for any injury proximately resulting from the

in~elligent

person would know.
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1

doctor's treatment, if a reasonably prudent person in a

2

patient's

3

the doctor had disclosed facts.

4

Dr. Tashman

p~sition

would have refused the treatment if

wa~

not required to have another

5

surgeon with him during the surgery he performed for the

6

plaintiff.

7

performance of the surgery is whether her performed it in

a

accordance with appropriate standards of care.

9

The only issue as to Dr. Tashman's

If you find your verdict for the plaintiff,

10

then in determining the damages to which she is entitled,

11

you shall consider any

12

by the greater weight of the evidence was caused by the

13

negligence of the defense.

14

sustained and their effect on her health according to

15

their 4egree

16

pain and mental

17

that she may be reasonably

18

future; three, any disfigurement o:z:_.deformity and any

19

associated humiliation or embarrassment; four, any

20

inconvenience caused in the past and any that will

21

probably will be caused in the future; five, any medical

22

expenses incurred in the past and any that may be

23

reasonably expected to occur in the future; six, any

an~

o~

the following which you believe

One, any bodily injuries she

probable duration; two, any physical
angu~sh

she suffered
exp~cted
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1

earnings she lost because she was unable to work at her

2

calling; seven, any loss of earnings and less of earning

3

capacity or either that you may reasonably be expected to

4

sustain in the future.
Your verdict should be for·such·sum as will

5
6

fully and fairly compensate the

7

sustained as a result of the defendant's negl.igence .. ·
.

Thank you

8
9

1Q
11

.. :·=·-,,·.~· ·~.::::~~:..:.:_,:;_.. :

.. . .
v~ry

j

for the damages

pla~ntiff

.much, and again'- you' 11 have ··a··\(.~-,

- -~
~-

hard copy of these to take back with you to the jury
room.

Mr. Kattenburg?
MR. KA'I'TENBURG:

Thank you, Your Honor.

May it

12

please the court, Mr. Godard, Ms. Karppi and ladies and

13

gentlemen of the injury.

14

much for your attention throughout this trial.

15

been a whole week that we've been . together.

~?

last Tuesday and we r re . going to end today.

17

just about over with, yours is just about to begin.

18

all have been very attentive.

19

stating that, I'm not saying it to encourage favor, I'm

20

making it as part of the record because I've been

21

impressed with your note taking and your diligence' in

~

handling and listening to the evidence.

23

about what the evidence has been.

I want to thank you very, very
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In 1987 Marge Gibbs, at age 29, as you heard,

1
2

came from Texas to Washington, D.C. to accept her job at

3

PEPCO.

4

happy, ambitious, full of expectations, a young woman

5

full of life, as you've heard described to you by the

6

witnesses that have testified.

She was vibrant, energetic, self-confident,

She met Dennis, two years later they got

7

a

married, several years after that in '94 she had her

9

first child, Robert.

Her life was full of promise and

10

hope.

She didn't just have a job, ladies and gentlemen,

11

she had a true career, she was totally self-sufficient.

12

After Kelly's birth she developed a couple of

13

medical problems that are faced by many women that have

14

childbirth, as you know.

15

in '96 she had that corrected by Dr. Tashman, she

16

developed a vaginal prolapse, and she then at that point

17

sought his help again.

She had stress incontinence, so

.

18

Dr. Tashman had been her doctor up to that

19

point for five years.

So, she goes to Dr. Tashman

20

looking for help.

21

hysterectomy and possibly the sacrospinous ligament

22

suspension.

~

entail, what it would involve, what it would mean to her

Or. Tashman told her she needed a

She inquired about what this surgery would
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1

about her lifestyle, her job and her relationship to her

2

husband·.

3

Now, I suggest to you, ladies and gentlemen,

4

since you've heard all this evidence, that Dr. Tashman

5

failed to her the necessary pertinent information to make

e

an informed decision about her body, and that's what the

7

test is. On his own, as he used yesterday in his

8

testimony, his term was exercising my

9

he unilaterally, meaning one sidedly, decided not to

medic~l

discretion,

10

discuss alternative surgical procedures.

11

the abdominal approach, I 1 m looking at my notes here and

12

I remember he said he could have -- it crossed his mind

13

and he could have discussed it, but he was -- it was

14

clear that he hadn't.

15

just Mrs. Gibbs on this point but . her husband who did

16

attend at least one of the three or four preoperative

11

consultations.

You've heard testimony from not

With regard to

18·

Particularly

pessarie~,

he glossed over that

19

by everyone 1 s account.

He did mention it, but he just

~

said they're not used anymore, and that's as far as he

21

went .

~

the only testimony from Mrs. Gibbs in this trial, I know

23

this conflicts with Dr. Tashman, you decide the facts,

When Mrs . Gibbs asked about the risks of surgery,
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1

but her husband also agreed that all he heard about was

2

well, there's going to be some vaginal dryness and you

3

need to bank some blood, .that was discussed.
Now, on the one visit that Mr. Gibbs attended ·

4
5

you've heard testimony that in fact Dr. Tashman opened a

6

textbook, showed some diagrams, and what he did at this

I

~
I.

1

point was extol his experience to the two people that

a

were in the room with him.

9

reported, and this is her quote from her te·stimony,

You heard her say that he

10

you're the trier-of-fact, you remember it, look at your

11

notes,

12

successfully. 11

13

Marge Gibbs that he had never performed this surgery by

14

himself, and it's not in his records that he did.

15

let's use our common sense about this very point because

16

it's a crux of the case, one of the crux, we'll get to

17

sUrgical technique in a minute.

18

nr

have seen this problem before and dealt with it
Nowhere, at no time did Dr. Tashman tell

Any patient who is told .by her doctor

so,

••r 've

19

never done this procedure, I feel fairly competent in

20

handling it, I would like to have, therefore, another

21

doctor in the room with me in the O.R., an experienced

22

doctor, along my side to help me," would anybody with

~

their right brain on reject that offer?
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1

sense to you?

It's inconceivable, I'm going to use some

2

strong words, it's ludicrous and in this case it's not

3

the truth.
His Honor has given you a jury Instruction on

4

5

this point, it's number 5, it defines what informed

6

consent means, so let me read it to you.

7

this when you go back to your deliberation --

8

deliberating room.

9

patient's informed consent before he operates on her.

nA

You'll have

doctor has a duty to obtain his

10

Informed consent means the consent of a patient after a

11

doctor has given her all information about the surgery

12

and its risks that would be given to a patient by

13

reasonably prudent practitioner in the doctor's field of

14

practice or specialty.

15

however, to tell the patient that .. what the patient

16

already knows or what any reasonably intelligent person

17

would know.

18

then he is

19

proximate resulting from the doctor's treatment if the

20

reasonably prudent person in the patient's position would

21

have refused the treatment if the doctor had disclosed

22

the facts .

~

A doctor is not required,

And if a doctor fails to perform his duty,
~egligent

and is .liable for·any injury

Okay, a lot of words, you can read them, but
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1

Mrs. Gibbs has said, "If I had known he hadn't done this,

2

I would not have submitted to the surgery, and surely, if

3

I had known he hadn't done this and he said to me, 'I

4

want to have another seasoned doctor in there to be of

5

assistance•, I wou.ld have agreed to it. 11 ·The thought

6

that she said,

7

testimony, ladies and gentlemen,. doesn't ring true.

a

doesn' t make sense.

9

11

No, only you,•• that's Dr. Tashman's
It

And what did Dr. Cholhan say about issues of

10

informed consent?

11

Dr. Cholhan testified that informed consent, it's not

12

just a piece of paper, to use the quotes, it's -- and I'm

13

quoting here,

14

understand her own condition so she can make an informed

15

consent based upon the ability to·. determine what the

16

advantages and disadvantages are for each treatment.

17

patient then decides when she feels it is -- what she

18

feels is appropriate as treatment. 11

19

told us that he never saw any evidence that Dr. Tashman

20

had fulfilled these obligations.

21

seen more in the office notes.

~

look at them when you go back.

~

11

Let's look briefly at his testimony.

It 1 s a process helping the patient

The

Dr. Cholhan ·then

He would expect to have
You have those, you can

Dr. Cholhan also told us that Dr. Tashman had a
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1

duty to tell Mrs. Gibbs whether the procedure was within

2

his experience.

3

armentarium.

4

think I called it rumatarium, and by the way, if I made

5

mistakes in this trial, if I've done something wrong,

6

please don't take that out on Mrs. Gibbs.

7

be her lawyer the best way I could.

8

on me.

9

performed surgery by himself or anything about his

~sed

He

a

wo~d

I 1 ve never heard,

r' had it wrong when I referred to it, I

I've tried to

You can take it out

Dr. Tashman never told Mrs. Gibbs that he had not

10

limited experience, it just isn't true what he is telling

11

you.
Now, ·let's move from informed consent before

12
13

and let's talk about surgical. technique for just a

14

minute.

15

of standard of care .

16

determines the proper location for the placement of

17

sutures, namely, by locating the ischial, you have this

· 18.

big

Let me address surgical technique and the breach

draw~ng

Dr. Cholhan ·.told us how a surgeon

back there, it's in the back of the courtroom

19

right now, but you'll have that big diagram we used, that

20

Dr. Cholhan used.

21

place sutures a minimum of two to three centimeters

~

toward the middle of the body, away from the outside of

~

the body where that ischial spine stitch.

You locate the ischial spine, you
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1

be medial, not lateral, that's where you get these words

2

lateral, to the outside; medial, to the inside.

3

from the ischial spine, and he read numerous medical

4

treatises to support at least two to five, maybe two to

5

three centimeters, you can recall the testimony. · Dr.

6

Cholhan said, quote, "In my opinion, you try to stay as

7

far away as you can from that structure, " and he •s

8

referring to the ischial spine.

9

told us Dr. Tashman•s placement of sutures one centimeter

And away

And then Dr. Cholhan

10

medial to the spine was an egregious breach of the

11

standard of care, a fancy word, egregious, outrageous.
' .

12

And isn't this really the heart of the

13

plaintiff's case?

14

operation dictated on the same day of surgery, not months

15

afterward, not after reflection, not after litigation has

16

started or ensued, but r.ight on the day of surgery, and

17

that report was accurate, it was read by Dr. Tashman, it

t8

was corrected by Dr. Tashman, it was signed by Dr .. ·

19

Tashman, and it noted that the placement of the suture

20

was just too close to the ischial spine.

21

to decide, that one centimeter.

~
~

I

We keep going back to the report of

That's for you

Even Dr. Mecklenberg, their expert, said he was
disturbed by the description of the placement of the
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1

suture according to the operative report, according to

2

the operative report.

3

of Dr. Tashman taken in May of '99 and he said -- he

4

qualified that, but he said he was disturbed by it.

5

little pieces of the puzzle that all come down together

6

and we can figure out what really happened.

7

Of course, he. read the deposition

j

The

I

I

l

What's the significance of the placement of the

a

sutures here?

9

The young neurologist but a very good one, went to Duke.

Dr. Katz told us that, remember Dr. Katz?

10

He told us, and I quote, quote, nThe fact that the second

11

surgery three days later removed the suspension sutures

12

and that she improved, meant those were the sutures that

13

were causing her injury .••

14

in this case suggesting that we don't know what the cause

15

of the injury is, that's a red herring, they're throwing

16

that up to you and hope that you bite on the hook.

17

know that removal of the sutures, she benefitted and

18

improved .and every single ·doctor, includizlg

19

who was called in by Dr. Tashman, agreed to that.

20

what Dr. Richard told us, too.

21

were hooking or entrapping the nerves.

~

told us that both the sciatic and pudendal nerves were

23

entrapped by these suspension sutures.

Don •t be misled by the defense
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Let me leave injuries for a minute and talk to

1

2

you about injuries.

3

isn't transient, it's another word I !.earned -in the

4

course of preparing for this trial, they are -- they've

5

been here four years, been with her since October of

6

and they are permanent, they will last her lifetimes, so

7

let's look at them for a moment.

8

an Instruction number 8, it's numbered.. 8, and it's an

9

excellent road map to determine a sum which will fully

10

and fairly compensate Mrs. Gibbs for the injuries that

11

she received at the hands of Dr.

12

So, you can look at this Instruction number 8 .

13

seven different elements of damages and His Honor has

14

instructed you that you shall consider each one of these

15

elements separately.

16

each of these.

17

Her . injury, ladies and gentlemen,

You may

1

96

His Honor has given you

Tas~an's

awa~d

negligence.
There are

a separate sum for

Let's talk about them briefly.

The first is any bodily injury she sustained

18

and their effect on her health
to their degree
'. according
.

19

and probable duration.

20

injuries that she has had on her health and what she's

21

going to be looking at into the future, .that's number

22

two.

23

suffered in the past and any that she may be reasonably

.

Any

,.'

The second, and think about those

physical pain and mental
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expected to suffer in the future.
Three is any disfigurement and deformity and

2
3

any associated humiliation or embarrassment.

4

to be wearing a brace, in the past she's had two

5

surgeries, she's going to have to have a t.hird surgery.

a

The first surgery was to handle her clawed toes, the

7

second surgery that she had this past June was to help

8

her walk, but every doctor, Dr. Lahr, Dr. Zuckerman, Dr.

9

Katz, they all have told you that her injuries are

10

permanent.

11

percent permanent loss

12

She's going

Dr. Katz even mentioned that she has a 23
t~

her body as a whole.

You can consider as a fourth element'any

13

inconvenience caused in the past and any that probably

14

will be caused in the future.

15

5, any medical expenses incurred in the past, these again

16

should be handied separately by you, I have a breakdown

17

here of her medical expenses almost to date, not quite,

18

_they're just under
$85,000,. this includes
her
surgeries.
.
.
. .

You can consider, number

19

and her prescriptions.

These numbers here, this is not

20

an exhibit, so you won't have this when you go back in

21

the deliberating room, but these numbers here correspond

22

to actually our exhibits.

23

was not put into.evidence, otherwise, I mean, every one

There's only one missing that
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1

of them, this list is here, but we have a gap in the

2

numbers.
Interestingly, if you look at her prescriptions

3

4'

here for the past four years, pain medication and

5

medication, right

e

can use that _figure when you calculate into the future

7

what she might have to incur in the ensuing years that

8

follow this date.

no~

they're at over $15,-000, and you

$84,848 in medical expenses that she's had.

9

If

10

she undergoes the spinal implant she's considering,

11

that's another_ $25,000 and then from that point every two

12

to five years she's going to need another battery

13

replacement, something in that neighborhood, so I think

14

Dr. Zuckerman, if you look at your notes, said seven to

15

ten thousand per battery changes_ for tha't type of -- it's

16

apparently buried a little under the skin, so it's not

17

too invasive, but nonetheless, it's an additional future

- 18
19

cost.
The sixth and seventh elements relate, ladies

20

and gentlemen, to Mrs. Gibbs' earnings loss.

21

leave injuries, I want to say this, I thought as I

22

listened to Mrs. Gibbs' testimony on Wednesday, I thought

23

it was riveting, and I had even discussed all of her
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testimony, as a lawyer would with his client beforehand,
I

~as

moved by her description, it moved me, and so, I'm

3

not going to talk about the devastating impact that each

4

of these things have, but take a look at your notes.

5

There's been a, and I'm using heavy words here in.closing

6

argument that I would normally never use because I don't

7

want to overreach for this client, I just want you to be

.8

fair and just and return a verdict to that end, but this

9

injury has been devastating on her, and she has struggled

10

to deal with it.

11

what she has said.

You've heard her testimony, you recall

12

Let's jump then for a moment to 6 and 7 which

13

have to do with loss of earnings, and I'll come back to

14

the injury in a minute.

15

addressed this, he basically said ·.that assuming she works

1a

2.4 hours a week, now, her testimony is she's not going

17

back to work, but if she works

18 .

expect in the future

19

her working life, to incur $694,553 in future loss of

20

earnings.

21

household services, things that she can't do, they bring

~

in a maid or a cleaning person every two weeks, these are

23

Dr. Edelman's numbers, you have this exhibit, this is an

1

Loss of earnings, Dr. Edelman

24

hours a week, she will

this is between now and the end Of

And then he gave us another figure for loss of
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1

exhibit, a smaller size of the same one.

2

numbers that I'm referring-to.

3

services,

.4

given her limitations, I don't want to sound like she's a

5

whiner and a complainer, this woman is not, she's.a

8

fighter, but to go out -- to prepare a meal that a wife,

7

homemaker, I should say, would do or in the family, in

8

this case there have been meals outside of the home that

9

the doctor based this figure on and the cost of household

thing~

These are the

Her loss of household

that are going to happen to her because

10

cleaning services came to 205,423, these are huge

11

numbers.
Now, if she, ladies and gentlemen, does not go

12
13

back to work, his number was very high, it was

14

$1,382,864, that's on this one.

15.

what would fully and fairly compensate her for her loss

16

of income.

17

back to work,.then she's going to have that

1a

that, of course, to household services stayed the same

19

regardless if she goes back to work or not.

~

again, predicated, if you recall his testimony, on her

21

working part-time.

~

back, eased back in, working a half day a couple of times

23

each week, and then worked her way up, got up to full-

You're the judges of

But Dr; Edelman said that if she doesn't go
~1,382,864,

That's

Remember how she testified she went
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1

time, struggled with that, went back down taking one day

2

a week off, worked 32 hours a week.

3

it was reduced

4

surgery.

5

the Methadone that she's been taking, which is a really

e

strong pain narcotic.

7

testimony regarding what she's been through.

8

~o

Then as time went by

24 hours a week up until.her June

That June surgery coincides pretty much with

You can remember her eloquent

Look.at Dr. --or not Dr., Peter Melberg, the

9

vocational rehabilitation specialist said, Dr. Melberg

10

says that she may be able, let me see if I can find my

11

notes· on that, you have to combine the two, the

12

vocational testimony together with the economic

13

testimony.

14

something to do at home, but after an exhaustive search,

15

he presently is unable to determine, I •m looking at my

16

notes here, what occupation she could pursue.

17

not think of any job she could perform except work at

18

home on a, and he used this term,

19

And he doesn't know any employer who would actually hire

20

her right now given her limitations.

21

talking about putting her back to a decent job, and you

~·

combine that with Dr. Katz's testimony of the whole body

23

impairment of 23 percent, and then you combine Melberg • s

Peter Melberg said she may be able to find
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1

and Dr. Katz's testimony and my client's testimony when

2

you look at Dr. Edelman's figures, and I think the

3

picture makes sense.

I would suggest to you it does.

Let me leave for a minute these quantifiable,

4
5

it's like the tip of the iceberg above the water,_we

6

don't know what's underneath, let me mention a few things

7

about that.

a

years now, Christopher Reeve became a quadrapelegic when

9

he was in a horse riding accident, and it didn't happen

10

very·far from here, and our first thoughts were, oh, my

11

gosh, we thought how is this going to affect his quality

12

of life.

13

expenses, they weren't about his loss of acting income,

14

but early on we wondered whether he would even live

15

through this thing, he couldn't bl;'eathe on his own.

16

thought maybe he's brain injured, fortunately, he wasn't.

'17

Do you remember a few years ago, about five

They weren't about the enormity of his medical

We

And then we thought how ironic this is Superman, now,

18

okay, I'm not

19

Christopher Reeves, but there are some things that I

20

would like to talk about in terms of tragedy that befell

21

him that what I would label as quality of loss of -- life

~

losses of quality of life.

~

life losses, those are losses that don't have to do with

.

~omparing

Mrs. Gibbs' injury in any way to

.
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1

income, that don't _have to do with medical bills, so

2

let's talk about a few of them and then you can remember

3

the testimony you heard in the trial.
The first is self-image.

4

Mrs. Gibbs will have

5

to walk with a brace on her foot for the remainder of her

a

lifetime.

7

Gibbs was very active, she loved to do a lot o·f things •

8

She liked skiing, she liked roller blading, she liked

9

biking.

Janet Pawa, one of her witnesses, told us Mrs.

She even enjoyed mowing her grass.

And Dr. Lahr

10

told-us that she can't do these things, that she will

11

never be able to ski or ice skate, I remember him saying

12

that, she will not be able to roller blade.

13

activities gave her energy, ladies and gentlemen, and now

14

if we look at her, she walks with a limp, she gets tired

15

after a short distance, and I

1~

person that she sees in the mirror now.

17

.mean by self-image.

don.~

These

t think she likes the
This is what I

I think you've heard her testify and

18

she-- that she is different

~t

19

herself in a different way.

These are, again,

~

trying to make insofar as when you consider a fair and

21

just verdict for her injuries.

~
~

this point . . she looks. at
po~nts

What about her independence and selfconfidence?

She was vibrant, a can-do person.
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·1

we're not saying she's -- she can't do anything, that

2

would be overreaching, but she has to depend on others

3

now, and you 1 ve heard about that .
Thirdly, self-worth.

4

I remember prior to her

5

injury her employers, the people who worked with her

e

counted on her.

7

Nelson testified, they told us you could always look to

8

Marge Gibbs to get things done.

9

answer for many things.

Remember Clarence Cook testified, Stan

She'd have the right

She was reliable, and now

10

because of her medications and pain, she's unable to

11

carry out those duties associated with that job, at that

12

particular job. ·And she doesn't feel she's carrying her

13

weight around the house anymore.

14

over all these chores that she heretofore handled, and

15

they've had to hire outside help, .. and we 've been over

18

that.

..17

person.

Her husband has taken

So, there's a loss here of self-worth in this
And not to belabor it, but I think there's a

18

·loss of --- the loss of physical mobility has done

19

something.

20

walk across parking lots, maybe that was Janet Pawa, they

21

keep saying, "Burry up, Marge".

22

daughter runs out into the street she knows she can't run

23

after her to catch her, and, that's something about this.

She testified that it takes time for her to
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1

Trish Ashton said yeah, physical therapy has improved her

2

mobility, but she also said that Mrs. Gibbs will require

3

physical

4

don't think that this is in any way projecting this case

5

beyond what you all need to consider.

th~rapy

e

for the remainder of her life.

Fi~ally,

And I

we come to the loss of identify and

7

sexuality.

Mrs. Gibbs, ladies and gentlemen, has not

a

been able to have a .climax, a sexual climax or an orgasm,

9

and she never will.

And in fact, sex is now painful,

10

maybe uncomfortable for her.

11

attractive to her husband.

12

the same woman that he married.

13

about this?

14

her best·friend, Janet, that she fears that Dennis might

15

leave her.

16

he's been terrific, and I don't think that's a fear that

17

she has to worry about, but loss of sexuality and loss of

18

sexual identity is important in this case as well as loss

19

of.physical mobility, self-worth, independence,

20

confidence.

21

She no longer feels
She doesn't feel like she's
Remember her testimony

It was very riveting.

I don't think

She even confided to

if he hasn't done it now,

Now, let me tell you that I think I've covered

22

pretty much in a capsule summary much of her sto:ry, but

~

let me suggest this:· There's no mystery in this case.
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1

Mrs. Gibbs went into surgery as a healthy woman with a

2

common medical malady, and she awoke after surgery with a

3

severe injury with pain such that she couldn't even

4

extend her leg, and when Dr. Tashman reversed this

5

procedure, when he took out those permanent suspension

6

sutures, she could move her leg again, but she was left

7

permanently injured.

8

left injured.

9

She could move her leg, but she was

So what does that tell you when you use your

10

common sense?

11

cause the injury with the sutures was reversed when he

12

removed the sutures.

13

about this, Dr. Richard cleaned it up in his consultation

14

when he confirmed that the sutures entrapped the nerve.

15

Common sense tells you that what he did to

And if there was any real mystery

And of course, when he goes in and un-traps the

.

.

16

nerve; we get some

17

aren•t like machines, ladies and gentlemen, where you fix

18

a machine and it comes out fine.

19

machine, the reverse surgery was only partially

20

successful, and she's still permanently changed.

21

r~verse

of her injury,. but people

The body is

not:~

Now, let•s talk about the centimeter.

This is

22

not just an approximation, it•s an exact scientific

23

measurement.

Operations, as you know, involve risk of
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1

harm, of great harm and must be performed with great

2

skill

~d

accuracy, and that's where we -- I talked to
."f/"

3

Dr. Tashman about that.

The doctor needs to perform the

4

surgery in the exact spot required because why?

5

the patient is laying on the operating table helpless,

6

unconscious, and so the patient relies upon the

7

scientific skill of the doctor.

Because

Hospital rules require that the doctors

8

accurately report in writing what they do during an

9

operation, and you can see why that Is important.

10

As I

brought out on cross examinati9n with
both
.
. Dr.

. 11

Mecklenberg and Dr. Tashman, the future health of the

12

13
'

·

patient may depend upon how accurate the records are and

14

an inaccurate report puts a patient's health at

15

unnecessary risk.

.16

·.

.·. ·Measurements are not by nature approximations

17

but exact.

~

18

person, and

pa~icularly

19

reputation, is not telling the truth here, ladies and

20

gentlemen, you must address Dr. Tashman's present

21

contention that the entire entry on the chart which he

~

prepared is incorrect.

23

unpleasant as it is to consider whether a
a professional of experience and

Let me remind you that entry of a question
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1

involved a measurement, we have one centimeter and that's

2

an important scientific record.

3

then he read it, then he signed it.

4

for accuracy.

5

that he used. .Remember he changed the Wiley hook. to the

6

Deschamps -- to the Meia, excuse me.

1

change the one centimeter.

8

measurement, measurements by nature are not

9

approximations but exact.

First, he dictated it,
Later, he re-read it

When he revised the name of the instrument

But he didn't

One centimeter
is a
,..

This is an important part of

10

this case, and here we were told that the doctor was

11

incorrect, that he made a mi-stake in the record, which he

12

dictated, which he read, which he signed in the first

13

place, and then reread and corrected it.

14

to the actual measurement of where he placed the sutures,

15

it's up to you to determine the t4Uth.

16

Inaccuracy as

Ultimately, it's not for me or Mr. Godard, but

17

Or. Tashman -- was Dr. Tashman in this case telling the

18

truth then when he

19

in the original version which he dictated and signed?

20

·so, he's not telling the truth today.

21

telling the truth now?

22

truth back when he dictated the chart.

23

di~

the document

righ~.

after surgery
If

Is Dr. Tashman

Then if so, he wasn't telling the

Look at this, what has happened to Mrs. Gibbs,
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1

with what he wrote and signed right after the surgery is

2

not consistent with t_he change in the record that he now

3

insists upon.

4

place, that's not consistent with the terrible injury

5

that this woman has undergone.

6

measurement subject to scientific exactness and not the

7

sort of entry you would make sloppily or causally, very

a

important.

9

the health of the patient down the road.

If he placed the sutures in the right

An

item changed is a

You sit down and you dictate these things for
The change,

10

ladies and gentlemen, the suggested difference in this

11

case is in -- serves Dr. Tasbman' s interests.

12

avoid responsibility, and that's what the defense has

13

been trying to do from day one in this case.

14

avoid responsibility.

He can

He can
F

15

You know, if you take your car to an excellent,

16

highly· reputable mechanic who being human makes a mistake

17

and seriously damages your car, you wouldn't immediately

18.

want to say, okay, you're terrible now, you're

19

when you worked on my car, you're always going to be a

20

terrible mechanic, let's put you in jail, let's put you

21

out of business.

22

say to him, please pay for the damages you did.

23

a mistake.

You wouldn't say that.

terr~ble

You would just
You made

You made a mistake, doctor, pay for the
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1

damages.
We are asking that you return a fair and just

2
3

verdict that will fully and fairly compensate Mrs. Gibbs.

4

We're not asking for anything less.

5

THE COORT:

Mr. Godard?

6

MR. GODARD:

Thank you.

Thank you.

May it please the

7

·court and jury, Mrs. Gibbs, Ms . Johnston and Mr.

8

Kattenburg.

9

Karppi and Ms. Burt and I along with Dr. Tashman join Mr.

10

Kattenburg in thanking you for your service,· not just for

11

your attentiveness, but for your being here for a full

12

week.

13

everybody acknowledges and recognizes jury duty as an

14

important part of your civic responsibilities, but

15

obviously you do, but nonetheless,. we also recognize that

16 .

we all have very important lives, very important things

17

that you could have been doing this whole past week and

18

yet, you're here performing this duty as jurors, and we

19

all thank you· for that.

Let me just say at the outset that Ms.

We all, especially we lawyers like to think that

And indeed, in a few moments your real job will

20

21

begin, and it's a tough job.

These are tough cases for

22

juries.

Because we have a person

23

that incontestably has sustained an injury that has had

Why are

~hey

tough?
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1

substantial consequences.

The natural human tendency and

2

the natural desirable thing is that we all feel sympathy

3

and understanding for them.

4

tendency, if you will, to want to see a person that

5

sustains an unintended, undesired, unexpected injury to

8

be compensated for it, but in this society that we're in

7

and in this courtroom that we're in, we're in a different

8

setting than permits us to do that.·

It's also a natural
.I

i

(

This is not, may I remind you, and I'm going to

9
10

talk about Instructions that the court -- this is not a

11

worker's comp. hearing.

This is not a disability

12

hearing.

~ercise

13

to decide if Mrs. Gibbs has sustained this injury and

14

that there's some fund of government money by which she

15

should be compensated.

18

her compensated for these problems.

17

our society we don't.have, we haven't chose to have yet,

18

and perhaps we never will because that's something that's·

19

debatable, and we're certainly not going to debate it

20

here today

21

a person sustains injuries, regardless of fault, that

22

they are given compens.ation for it.

23

we don' t have that.

This is not an

whet~er

Because

for the past five days

.w~

all would like to see
Unfortunately, in

there ought to be a system whereby if
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What we have and what brings us here is

1
2

deciding whether or not under the evidence and the. law,
I

3

as His Honor has instructed you, this man, Dr. Hunter

4

Tashman, should be held the person responsible for

s

compensating Mrs. Gibbs, not the government, not some

a

fund, not whether she should get disability but whether

7

this man should be held responsible, and I'm here to tell

a

you that under the law and the evidence in this case Dr.

9

Tashman is not responsible for this injury, and that•s

10

what this evidence has proven.

11

Now, let•s talk for just a minute about what

12

this evidence is, what the allegations are against Dr •

13

Tashman.

14

allegation.

15

thought maybe there were going to-. be. additional items of

16

evidence and proof, but it came down to a very simple

17

thing; the plaintiff, through this evidence, alleges that

18

Dr. Tashman put the suspension sutures-in the wrong

19

place.

20

suspension sutures one centimeter from the ischial spine,

21

and plaintiff alleges that placing them in that position

~

was below standards of care and that placing them in that

~

position caused these injuries.

•

It really comes down to a very, very simple
Initially, from the opening statement we

The plaintiff alleges that Dr. Tashman put the
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'l'here' s also this so-called informed consent

1

2

issue, but I'm going to talk about that in just a minute.

3

But let's focus then on what the evidence is of what

4

really took place at this surgery.

5

we have a surgeon that performed the surgery, the. only

6

expert surgeon that's testified in this entire trial that

7

was actually there.

a

ironically enough by Mr. Kattenburg through his witness,

9

that says what the standard of care is and how this

We have an Op. Note,

We have materials proffered,

10

procedure should be done.

11

Cholhan, they put in the evidence through his testimony

12

and through the diagrams and the pictures that they

13

produced from this textbook showing how this procedure

14

should be done, namely, as you see it here on page 29, as

15

numbered in your jury book.

16

of care.

17

that's the way this surgery should be done, and Dr.

18

Tashma.Ii has told yo\7, that's the way it was done.

19

dictated an Op. Note, and the semantical flowing of

20

everything that he dictated may not be perfect, and

21

indeed in dictating that Op. Note he used a couple of

~

words, namely Meia that the transcriptionist wasn't

23

familiar with, I suppose hearing the "i'' and knowing that

You.know what?

And through their expert, Dr.

Now, .. they set the standard

We lOO.percent agree with them,
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·1

there are Wiley sutures, but not ligature fasteners, she

2

didn't know that, she typed Wiley instead of Meia.

3

Tashman later goes back and reviews that, and he sees

4

those two mistakes, Wiley when it should have been Meia,

5

ligature pass which should have been passer, and he

6

corrected them.

7

Dr.

He didn't correct anything else in that note as

8

you've seen.

Why didn't he?

Because there were no

9

mistakes, because it said what it should have said as

10

both he and Dr. Mecklenberg told you, told Mr.

11

Kattenburg, told us all, that when he read that, I said

12

Dr. Mecklenberg, tell us what does that sentence say?

13

One centimeter medially to the protuberance of the

14

ischial spine, and he told you it means moved away from

15

the ischial spine one centimeter from where he was.

16

It doesn't say, and to those of us that are

17

non-medical people, that are not used to using the term

18

"medial" and·"medially".

19

very important nuances between the two, but as has been.

20

alluded to in the evidence, medial is like east and

21

medially is easterly, that's where the

22

So, granted he could have made it clearer the way he

23

dictated it, and undoubtedly would have had he known it

We may not fully recognize the
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1

was going to be scrutinized in the way it came to be

2

scrutinized, but it is correct the way the whole Op.

3

Notes as dictated.

4

.Not only that, ladies and gentlemen, this is

5

the way it should have been done as the plaintiff.set the

6

standard for and we totally agree with and Dr. Tashman

7

has told you he did

8

finger is against·the ischial spine and if indeed he's

9

doing it, it literally would be impossible for him to

it~

If his finger is where this

10

place that ligature with this Deschamps ligature passer

11

one centimeter from the ischial spine as plaintiff want

12

you desperately to believe that that's what it meant and

13

that's what he did.

14

because he would have driven that hook, if it was only

15

one centimeter, we know from having measured in front of

18

you. folks. that Dr. Tashman' s middle finger, long finger

17

as most of ours are, two centimeters wide, which

18

incidently, puts.him the two centimeters that Mr.

19

Kattenburg just a few minutes ago .told you the standard

20

calls for, two centimeters up to three-and-a-half and

21

some people even say five.

22

If he had done it the way they are trying desperately to

23

get you to believe he had done it, he did it, he would

He couldn't have done it that way
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.1

have driven that right through his finger·.
Nobody disputes that his fingers were there,

2
3

indeed, that's the standard way to do it.

Now, granted

4

it doesn't mention in the operative note specifically

5

that he is doing it in the standard way using his.

e

fingers, but nobody has said that under dictation that

7

any surgeon dictates about his fingers being there

8

anymore than you'd dictate about a hand being here

9

holding the retractor or all the other things that are

10

incidental to placing your ligature.

This is the way

11

plaintiffs agree it should have been done, this is the

12

way the evidence shows it was done.
And finally, you know what else?

13

As

Dr.

14

Mecklenberg pointed out to you, and indeed Or. Tashman

15

had as well, if he had done what plaintiffs desperately

16

want you to believe he had done, namely, put the

17

ligatures way over here, only one centimeter, then when

18

Dr. Tashman finished the procedure, imagine Mrs. Gibbs'

19

vagina over here, and instead of only being slightly

20

tilted to the right, of course, it looks like it's to the

21

left, but it•s her right, as is described, it would have

22

been an extreme sharp turn, as Dr. Mecklenberg explained

23

to you.

That's the evidence in this case.
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1

right in the Operative Note.

2

to inspect it very

·3

see how that • s

c~refully

descr~bed

You have it, you'll be able
when you go back and you'll

in the Op. Note.

Now,,' is there anything else, any other evidence

4
5

whatsoever in any part of this case that Dr. Tashman did

a

anything at all wrong in this surgery?

7

Cholhan absolutely confirmed that there was other than

8

what he was interpreting from the Op. Note about one

9

centimeter medially, there's absolutely no other evidence

No, as Dr.

10

that he did anything below standards of care in this

11

procedure.

"Yes,

I

agree with that," Dr. Cholhan said.

That's what it comes down to.

12

Where is the

13

believable evidence about how he did this procedure?

And

14

then how did the injury occur?

15

Dr~

16

things about how the injury occurred and/or could have

17

occurred.

18

told us that it could have occurred by placing sutures,

19

these suspension sutures, or it could have occurred while

20

placing sutures and

21

the bleeding.

~

examine Dr. Cholhan, I really kind of pushed him on that

23

point and said, now, are you telling us -·- you can't say

Well, we have heard from

Cholhan, from Dr. Richard, from Dr. Katz a number of

First of all, we heard from Dr. Cholhan who

~oing

what he needed to do to control

Do you remember when
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to a reasonable medical certainty that it was caused by

2

the suspension sutures, you can

3

caused by that or by some of the sutures passed during

4

control of the bleeding, and he said,

5

think it makes a lot of difference, but it was

8

other.n

7

of difference because a} if it was sutures placed during

8

the control of the bleeding, there is absolutely no

9.

evidence under any theory of the plaintiff that Dr.

Yes, indeed.

o~ly

say it was either

0

Well, I don't
on~

or the

Well, frankly, it does make a lot

10

Tashman did anything wrong in controlling the bleeding or

11

that he's responsible.

12

that's when it may have happened, how can you possibly

13

tie together the fact that any alleged negligence by Dr.

14

Tashman caused this injury?

So, if Dr. Cholhan conc.edes that

And secondly, just as importantly, let's just

15

18

assume, as I asked several of the witnesses that the

17

suture is placed where it should be, namely, where Dr.

18

Tashman said he placed it, where the textbooks say you

19

should place it, two to five centimeters along that

20

ligament.

21

Every single witness said yes, it's possible, although

~

unlikely.

23

landmarks, which are the only thing that the surgeon has

Is it possible that this injury did occur?

Why is it unlikely?
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1

to go by because he doesn't have a fluoroscope or some

2

magic instrument that

3

patient's nerves are, all the surgeon can do is use the

~ill

show him where this

p~ticular

standard technique, follow the guidelines and trust in
5

the statistical likelihood that no nerves will be.

6

involved because that's the way most people are.

7

every witness that came in here, every physician witness

a

went through the same thing, is there any way to know

9

about anomalous position of nerves?

No.

~ut

Do they exist?

10

Yes.

If the nerve is in an anomalous position and the

11

suture is placed there and the nerve. is in that vicinity,

12

can it entrap the nerve?

13

injury?

14

could know during the surgery that that had occurred?

15

No.

16

Dr. Tashman could have or should have realized when some

17

injury was taking place with these nerves.

18

slightest allegation or hint of that ..

Yes, it could.

Yes.

Would it cause this

Is there any way the surgeon

No one has alleged in any way., shape or form that

Not the

What other ways could it have occurred?

19

And

20

incidently, Mr. Kattenburg said there's no mystery in

21

this case.

22

Clearly, there is a mystery because nobody can say for

23

sure what caused this injury.

Well, I wish I could say there's no mystery.
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1

kinds of things that can cause it, and they can tell you

2

all that can be done to try to avoid it.

3

is a mystery, unfortunately, and there will always be a

4

mystery as to exactly what it was.

5

placed suture that did entrap the nerve?

6

entrap the nerve, catch a blood vessel?

7

Dr. Katz

8

of blood supply to these nerves can cause this injury.

9

In fact, the mere fact that it proved to be a long

~d

So, yes, there

Was it a correctly
Or if it didn't
Do you remember

Dr. Richard both confirmed that'deprivation

10

lasting injury, my memory is that Dr., was it Richard or

11

Katz, agreed that the likelihood is pretty good with the

12

prolongation of Mrs. Gibbs' injury, that an impairment of

13

blood was involved.

14

Tashman did anything wrong about causing bleeding,

15

correcting bleeding, or anything whatsoever associated

16

with it.

17

actually doing the surgery.

18

Well, again, no one alleges Dr.

That's all there is about any aspect of

The

allegatio~

blindly created from a

19

misinterpreted reading by Dr. Cholhan of this note.

20

suggest to you the only reason it's misinterpreted is

21

that they couldn't find anything else to focus on, and

22

they've tried to convince you that that meant he put the

23

suture in the wrong place.
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1

we'll never know, but if it was the suture, the suture

2

~s

3

feet of Dr. Tashman for this having occurred.

in the right place, and it's not to be laid at the

4

Let me speak for just a minute about the

5

informed consent issue and this business about Dr ..

6

Tashman's experience, addressing the latte first.

7

Tashman, by the time he performed this surgery, had been

8

a practicing gynecologic surgeon for about 12 years from

9

his completion of training.

Dr.

You heard about all of the

10

procedures he had performed, vaginal times,

11

hysterectomies, all of the pudendal nerve blocks, all of

12

the deliveries of babies, his clear knowledge of the

13

anatomy and all that we're talking about here.

14

him describe and indeed you heard Mrs. Gibbs testify to

15

the fact that even though he had delivered two babies for

16

Mrs. Gibbs previous to October, 1996, that he brought her

17

in and did a pelvic exam on her explicitly to determine

18

and make sure

19

and feel that sacrospinous ligament and that he would not

20

have any problem.

21

that occurred, he told you that indeed it confirmed there

~

was no problem in identifying the area.

~

t~t

he

co~d

palpate these

You heard

ischi~l

spines,

She told you -- she confirmed that

Dr. Tashman has told you what occurred
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1

regarding his discussion with Mrs. Gibbs.

Mrs. Gibbs and

2

her husband take issue with Dr. Tashman, according to

3

them, not having told her that he had not yet done one of

4

these solo.

5

question just a few minutes ago about why in the world

e

would Mrs. Gibbs go along with Dr. Tashman performing

7

this procedure if in fact he had told her all this •. I'll

8

tell you why, it •'s very, very

9

a very skilled and competent surgeon.

.I

Incidently, Mr. Kattenburg raised the

s~mple.

She knew him to be
She knew not only

10

his reputation, she had been going to him for some five

11

years, he delivered two babies, and you heard

12

testimony, she knew his skills even when it came to

13

drawing blood for her.

14

because he was the only one that could find the vein on

15

the first stick.

16

Tashman as a surgeon

17

hands and his mind as a surgeon.

18

was completely.justified in making. the

19

did because this evidence shows Dr. Tashman was

20

qualified.

21

certainly knew the anatomy, he had gone through the

~

proper training and his Honor has already told you under

~

the law he was entitled to do this without any other

h~r

She would go to Dr. Tashman

Yes, she had
~d

gr~at

confidence in Dr.

that which he could do with his
And quite candidly, she
decisio~

that she

No, he hadn't done a hundred of these, but he
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1

surgeon being involved.

2

knowing this was his first solo, I submit, number one, is

3

incorrect, but you have to decide who's telling the truth

4

in that regard.

5

qualifications to do the procedure, it has nothing

6

whatsoever to do with whether he performed it correctly

7

and whether he did something wrong, something wrong that

8

caused this injury.

9

The whole allegation about not

But there is no issue about his

Now, the real informed consent issue involves

10

two different aspects.

11

to you, is an absolutely complete red herring, namely,

12

this failure to discuss the abdominal approach.

13

the evidence is that the abdominal approach was not an

14

appropriate approach for Mrs. Gibbs.

15

even though he very rigorously sa;d, aoh, he would have

16

told her about it anyway.n

17

of care didn't call for that procedure being done, he

18

admitted that it would,· in fact, be giving her two

19

operative proced~es, opening up her abdomen plus doing a

20

vaginal repair.

21

potential complications, they each had their own separate

~

set of those.

23

was any advantage, any less risk or anything in doing the

.

The first of which, I will submit

All of

Even Dr. Cholhan,

He admitted that the standard

He admitted that the risks and the

There's not even the suggestion that there
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1

case abdominally.

2

~ecklenberg,

And indeed as you heard from Dr.

3

I believe also from Dr. Tasbman, had she had
.'
this procedure abdominally, she would have been laid up

4

even longer than it was to be expected, because those of

5

you that have had abdominal surgery know what additional

e

morbidity, to use that word, comes with that.

7

we've heard from Mrs. Gibbs time and time again how

8

anxious she was to get this surgery done, so much so she

9

didn•t·want to stretch it out into several surgeries.

10

She had to get it done because she had to get back to

11

work.

And yet,

Now, informed consent, part of that Instruction

12
13

as you hear it, will talk about what a reasonably

14

competent surgeon would tell the patient.

15

you telling her about a procedure . that didn • t fit her is

18

just not in that category, but secondly, even if you

17

feel, well, he should have told her about it anyway,

18

would she,· does this evidence support that

19

objectively would have gone with an abdominal procedure

20

to leave her laid up longer with more pain, with greater

21

risk, as you've heard from two or three of the experts.

22

That why I say that I submit it•.s just a complete red

~

herring.

I submit to

~he

It's like accusing a car dealer because the
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1

engine isn't running right in your car, that part of the

2

problem was he didn't give you a choice between red and

3

blue when he sold you the car.
Get down to the issue and focus on what's at

4

5

issue here.

Risk of the surgery, which brings me to the

6

informed consent issue.

7

indeed Mr. Kattenburg just alluded to it a few moments

8

ago, amazingly enough, that Dr.. Cholhan found no evidence

9

of informed consent in the materials he reviewed.

You heard Dr. Cholhan say, and

How

10

can he say that?

11

office chart.

12

August 31 office note, you've already seen it in the jury

13

notebook.

14

he discussed all of these things including nerve damage

15

which was increased with a sacrospinous procedure, right

16

there in his record.

17

also in evidence, as you' 11 see, have Mrs. Gibbs own

18

acknowledgment· of informed consent which she

19

Isn't that evidence?

20

deposition testimony which he says he read, and he has

21

the very audacity to say that there's no evidence that

~

there was informed consent.

23

He told us he reviewed Dr. Tashman's

When you get back there, look at that

Dr. Tashman has it recorded right there that

We also contained in the record and

signed~

We also have Dr. Tashman's

Well, was there or wasn't there?
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1

you to decide.

You heard Dr. Tasbman's testimony, you

2

see what's in the record.

3

morning say that yes, Dr. Tashman talked about operating'

4

in the vicinity of all these nerves, yet, he didn't tell

5

anything about a risk of nerve injury.

e

there any lack of an informed consent there?

You heard Mr. Gibbs this

You decide.

What does that leave us with? .

7

Well~

Was

it leaves

8

us with the issue of did Dr. Tashman put the sutures in

9

the wrong place and did putting those in the wrong place,

10

has it been established by the greater weight of the

11

evidence, that that was a proximate cause of Mrs. Gibbs'

12

injury.

13

that's the law, whatever you find to be negligent, you

14

have to find it to be a proximate cause, it has to be

15

casually connected with the injury she sustained.

16

submit we don't know from this evidence whether it was

17

the suspension sutures, wherever they were placed or

18

whether it was bleeding, whether it was a hematoma,

19

whether it was positioning on the table or anything

20

else.·

21

The reason I phrase it that way, a) is that

I

Now, having said all that, let me just say

~

this, she's taken back and the sutures are removed, and

23

she gets better.

Nobody contests that.
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..1

suggest?

2

sutures likely had something to do something to do with

3

it.

4

what and if they did, what does that, it directs us back

5

again to the fact, if he placed them in the right spot as

6

this evidence overwhelmingly says that he did, then it

7

had to be an anomalous positioning, it had.to be

8

something that he could not have known, could not have

9

avoided, and maybe in combination with the other factors

10
11

I will tell you it suggests that the suspension

I think anybody would be foolish to ignore that, but

as well, bleeding, positioning, whatever.
It's your job to determine

fr~m

all of this

12

evidence what the answer is to all of these questions.

13

When I sit down here in about 30 seconds, I won't get to

14

speak to you again.

15

you because he has the burden of proof.

16

means that if. all this

17

balanced you can't decide which way it swings the law

18

tells you, the judge has read you the Instructions that

19

you must find in favor of the defendant.

20

another bite of the apple.

21

he wants to say, I won't have a chance to get back up and

22

rebut anything he says .

23

to decide on the basis of this evidence and the law,

Mr. Kattenburg will get to speak to

evid~nce

Burden of proof

in your mind is equally

So, he gets

He can stand up and say what

You have to go out and you have

-717-
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1

whether this man should be held responsible for the very

2

unfortunate injury suffered by Mrs. Gibbs.

·3

and what you decide is very obviously important to Mrs.

4

Gibbs.

5

extremely important to Dr. Tashman.

Don't you think for one minute that it's not

THE COURT:

8

7

Thank you, Mr. Godard.

j

Mr.

Kattenburg?
· ·· MR. KATTENBURG:

8
9

What you do

Very briefly.

The defense,

ladies and gentlemen, suggests to you nobody can say what

10

caused the injury.

All you have to do is recall what Dr.

11

Richard and Dr. Katz said and that is that the sutures

12

caused Mrs. Gibbs' injuries, and this other thought

13

that's been suggested, an anomalous nerve, you can do the

14

same thing.

15

this room?

You know what you do when you go back to·
Use your common sense,

THE COURT:

16

Thank you, Mr. Kattenburg.

Ladies

17

and gentlemen of the jury, this is an important case to

18

both the plaintiff and the defendant.

19

a verdict in this case, each of you must agree upon that

20

verdict.

21

be conducted in a businesslike manner.

22

to the

23

select a leader.

In

ju~

purs~ing

In order

to return

this goal, the deliberation should
When you first go

room to begin deliberations, you should
He or she should see that the

*
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2
3

SESS~ON

(Thereupon, at 6:39 p.m. the jury returned to
the courtroom, and the following proceedings were held:)
MR.. KATTENBORG:

4

5

AFTERNOON

Are we expecting Mr. Godard

or --

I

!

e

MS. KARPPI:.

7

THE COURT:

It 1 s my understanding we have a

THE CLERK:

Members of the jury, have you

8

verdict?

9

10

No, I'll take the verdict.

reached your verdict?

11

THE JURY:

12

THE CLERK:

13

THE JURY:

14

THE CLERK:

(Unanimously) Yes.
And

.

l.S

your verdict unanimous?

Yes, it is.
We, the jury, on the issue joined

15

in the case of Margaret L. Gibbsr. Plaintiff, versus

16

Hunter S. Tashman, Defendant, . find our verdict in favor

17

of the plaintiff and assess her damages in the amount of

18

four million dollars~
THE COURT:

19
20

regard to the jury?
MS. KARPPI:

21

22
23

Is there anything further with

We ask the jury be polled, Your

Honor.
THE COURT:

Could you please poll the jury?

-719-
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1

THE CLERK:

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury,

2

if this is your verdict, please answer in the affirmative

3

when I call your name:

4

John Mukai?

5

MR.. MUKAI :

a

THE CLERK: David Mcvicar?

7

MR.. MCVICAR:

. THE

8

cLERK:

Yes .

Yes.
Steven Metzger?
Yes.

MR.. METZGER:

9

I

10

THE CLERK:

11

MR. VILLANI:

12

THE CLERK:

13

MS . MISENER:

14

THE CLERK:

15

MR.. MARCOM:

16

THE CLERK:

17

MR. ALLMAN:

18

THE COURT:

Daniel Villani?
Yes.
Pamela Misener?
Yes .
Steven Marcom?
Yes .
Keith Allman?
Yes.
~ything

further .for the jury at

..
19

this point?

20

MS. KARPPI:

21

THE COURT:

No, Your Honor.
Okay, I'll ask the jury then to be

~

taken back with Bailiff into the jury room, and I'll be

~

with you in one minute.

I cannot discuss the case with

-72Q-
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1

you, but I will be in to talk to you about jury service

2

in general.

3

.(Thereupon, the jury recessed.)

4

MS. KAR.PPI:

Your Honor, at this time, I don't

5

know your preference in terms of an order; but we would

8

move to have the jury verdict reduced to the statutory

7

cap of one million dollars.

8

THE COURT:

9

MS. KARP PI:

Your Honor, it would be one

million under the circumstances based upon the date --

12

THE COURT:

13

MS.

14

THE COURT:

15

No, Your Honor.

MR. KATTENBURG:

10
11

Statutory capital is 1.5; isn't it?

KARPPI:

Oh, the date this occurred was '96.
That's right, Your Honor.
Is there any objection to that at

this point?

·.

MR.. KATTENBURG:

16

There's no objection.

I don' t

17

know what -- actually how this works, but that sounds

18

fine to us, judge.
THE COURT:

19

Okay, reduce it to one million

20

dollars.

So, we'll just do an order and I will send

21

counsel a copy of it, and if you have objection to the

22

form or the order, then let me know and we'll put it on

23

the docket for argument, and if not, then I'll waive
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1

signature of counsel and enter the order in the form that

2

it's in.
MS. KARP PI :

3

Your Honor, just one other

4

preliminary matter.

5

trial·motions, I don't know how
TEE

8
7

October

COURT:

MS •

KARPPI :

9

THE

COURT:

Okay.
At that time if the order is not

entered before, we'll enter it at that time.

11

MS.

KARPPI:

12

THE

COURT:

13

MS. KARPPI:

14

We'll set a post-trial motion for

6t:h.

8

10

I don't know certainly about post-

You mean

th~

final order?

Final order.
Okay, I just don't want there to

be any waiver.

15

THE

COURT:

There won' t·. be, there won't be.

18

Normally, if I send it out without endorsement, I'll at

17

least put a 14-day suspension which gives 35 days,

18

October

6t:h

MS.

19

20
21

is within that time
KARPPI:

fram~.

Thanks, I just want to make sure

that's -THE COURT:

We'll be fine with that.

Let me

~

just say counsel did a fine job in presenting this case.

~

It was a very well tried case, and I do indeed appreciate
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1

it.

2

easier, so I do indeed appreciate it and congratulate you.

3

on your efforts.

4

5

When lawyers do a good job, it makes my job a lot

Court will stand in recess.

(Thereupon, at 6:45 p.m. the proceedings were

;j

concluded. )

j

8
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14

·.

15

18
17
.. 18
19

20
21.
22

23
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INSTRUCTION NO. S

A doctor has a duty to obtain his patient's informed consent before he operates on him.
Informed consent means the consent of a patient after a doctor has given him all information
about the surgery and its risks that would be given to a patient by a reasonably prudent
practitioner in the doctor's field of practice or specialty. A doctor is not required, however, to
tell a patient what the patient already knows or what any reasonably intelligent person would
know.
If a doctor fails to perform this duty, then he is negligent and is liable for any injury

proximately resulting from the doctor's treatment if a reasonably prudent person in the patient's
position would have refused the treatment if the doctor had disclosed the facts.
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INSTRUCTION NO. S-1

A doctor has a duty to obtain his patient's informed consent before he operates on him.
Informed consent means the consent of a patient after a doctor has given him all information
about the alternatives to the surgery that would be given to a patient by a reasonably prudent
practitioner in the doctors field of practice or specialty. A doctor is not required, however, to
tell a patient what the patient already knows or what any reasonably intelligent person would
know.
If a doctor fails to perform this duty, then he is negligent and is liable for any injury
proximately resulting from the doctor's treatment if a reasonably prudent person in the patient's
position would have refused the treatment if the doctor had disclosed the facts.
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INSTRUCTION \V

You are hereby instructed that there is no evidence that Dr. Tashman was required to
have a more experienced surgeon with him during the surgery and this is not an issue for you to
consider in this case.
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INSTRUCTIONNO. W-1
Dr. Tashman was not required to have another surgeon with him during the
surgery he performed for the plaintiff. The only issue as to Dr. Tashman's performance
of the surgery is whether he performed it in accordance with appropriate standards of
care.
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FAIRFAX COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT

JURY VERDICT
ATLAW#184413

We, the Jury, on the issue joined in the case of MARGARET L. GIBBS, Plaintiff,
versus HUNTERS. TASHMAN, M.D., Defendan~ find our verdict in favor of the
Plaintiff and assess her damages in the amo1Dlt of

f;u(?.

Mtk,C:...I of,\

/.
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@:4-,cq,,
?Xb. 6~\.
I
J
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FOREMAN
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF FAIRFAX COUNTY 00 SE? ,. .
MARGARET L. GmBS,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintifl:

v.
HUNTERS. TASIDv!AN, M.D.,
Defendant.

AT LAW NO. 184413

DEFENDANT HUNTERS. TASHMAN. M.D.'S
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL ON ALL ISSUES

COMES NOW the defendant, HUNTERS. TASHMAN, MD., by counse~
GODARD, WEST & ADELMAN, P.C .• and moves this Court, pursuant to VIrginia Code
§8.01-383 to grant him a new trial on all issues. In support of this motion, defendant states as
follows:
1.

This case was tried before the Honorable Dennis Smith on September 5, 2000. On

September 12, 2000, thejwy returned a verdict in the amount of$4,000,000.00

.
2. In this medical malpractice action plaintiff_alleged that Dr. Tasbman was negligent
in obtaining her informed consent to perform a sacrospinous ligament suspension (1) in failing

to disclose the risks of this procedure; (2) in failing to disclose the alternatives to the
procedure; and (3) in failing to disclose that this "Yould be the first time be performed this
surgery "solo."
LAwO,.ICU

GODARD, WEST

3. On September 7, 2000, at the conclusion of the plaintiff's case, defendant moved to

ADELMAN, P.C.
75 UNIYIIUIT'I' DR.JYI
SUITI 220

strike the plaintiff's case of informed consent. Defendants contended that the plaintifffailed to

P.O. Box 1287
U'AX. VJIU:INIA 22030

<7031 27::1•4800

'

establish, through expert testimony, that Dr. Tashman bad the obligation to disclose to the
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plaintiff the risks of a sacrospinous ligament suspension and the fact that this procedure would
be the first time he had done it solo. The only expert testimony pertained to Dr. Tashman's
duty to disclose alternatives to the procedure. This evidence was insufficient to establish a
prima facie case because there was no evidence that this alleged breach was a proximate cause
of the plaintiff's injury. Initially, this Court granted the defendant's motion to strike with
respect to the failure to disclose the risks of the procedure. However, on September 11, 2000,
the Court reconsidered it's position with respect to the inclusion of the theory of failure to
disclose risks, and the Court allowed the issue of whether Dr. Tashman failed to disclose the
risks of the procedure to the patient to remain as part of the case. The Court denied the
Motion to strike on the other grounds.
4. The VIrginia Supreme Court is clear that in the case where the plaintiff alleges that
the doctor failed. to obtain the informed consent of the patient, expert witness testimony is
required to establish in what instances the duty to disclose arises and what disclosures a
reasonable medical practitioner would make under the same or similar circumstances. The
evidence must also establish that the breach was a proximate cause of the plaintiff's injury.
S. Plaintiff's evidence failed to establish that the only breach of the standard of care,

testified to by Dr. Cholhan, the failure to disclose the alternatives to the procedure, was a
proximate cause of the plaintiff's injury. There was no testimony that the alternative
procedure, the abdominal approach, posed a smaller risk of injury to the nerves. Accordingly,
the Court erred in failing to strike the plaintiff's informed consent count.
LA. . OPPIC:U

GODARD, WEST
ADELMAN, P.C.

8

3975 UNIYBIUITY 0R.IYa
SUITa 220
P.O. Box 1287
FAIIU'AX. VIR.CINIA 22030

6. Plaintiffs sole standard of care expert, Dr. Cholhan, failed to testify that the
standard of care required Dr. Tashman to disclose the risks of the procedure and that this was

17031 273·4800

the first time that he had performed this procedure solo. These allegations were unsupported
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by expert witness testimony and thus, this Court erred in refusing to strike these "theories."
Further, as part and parce~ this Court erred at the conclusion of the entire case in giving
Plaintiff's Jury Instruction S which included language that the duty to disclose included "all
information about the surgery and its risks" where there was no evidence to support such a
duty. The Court further erred in refusing to give Defendanf s Proposed Jury instruction V
advising the jury that there were not to consider the issue of failure to disclose risks. For these
reasons, this Court should grant Dr. Tashman a new trial on all issues.
WHEREFORE, defendant, HUNTERS. TASHMAN, MD., respectfully requests that
this Court grant him a new trial on all issues.
HUNTERS. TASHMAN, M.D.
By Counsel

I.AWOPPIC:U

GODAilD, WEST
8 ADELMAN, P.C.
3975 UNIVIIUITY DIUVI
SUIT~ 220
P.O. BOX 1287

1703) 27'3•4800
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Motion for New Trial on All Issues
was mailed, first class and postage prepaid, this ;te day of September, 2000, to:
P. Clark Kattenburg, Esquire
Laura Johnston, Esquire
4118 Leonard Drive
.Fairfax, Virginia 22030-2051.
Charles Curran, Esquire
9695 C Main Street
Fairfax, Virginia 22031

LAw

o"tc:u

GODARD, WEST

8 ADELMAN,

P.C.

o ....v.

3975 UNIVI!IUITT
SUI1"1 2.20
P. 0. BOX 1287
FAIIU'AX, VIII.CINIA 22030
(703) 273 ..1800
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VIRGINIA:

MARGARET L. GmBS,

)
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

Plainrlfl:

v.
HUNTERS. TASHMAN, MD.,
Defendant.

7 !l1

• ,::·( .-:, • •.

:

I

.... • - _ ,

ATLAWNO. 184413

:MEl\'IORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR NEW TRJAL ON ALL ISSUES

COMES NOW the defendant, HUNTER S. TASHMAN, MD., by counse~
GODARD, WEST & ADElMAN, P.C., and in support of his Motion for a New Trial states as
follows:

L SUl\'IMARY OF EVIDENCE AND INCIDENTS OF TRIAL
In this medical malpractice action, plaintiff alleged that Dr. Tashman was negligent in
obtaining her informed consent to perform a sacrospinous ligament suspension (1) in failing to
disclose the risks of this procedure; (2) in failing to disclose the alternatives to the procedure;
and (3) ~failing to disclose that this would be the first time he performed this surgery "solo."
Plaintiff had also alleged that Dr. Tashman was required to have a mentor present during the
surgery because he was not qualified to perform the sacrospinous ligament suspension "solo."
On the first day of trial, defendant moved to exclude plaintiff's theory of "mentor" on the
LA.., OPPIC:U

CODAR.D, WEST

grounds that as a matter oflaw, Dr. Tashman was qualified to do this surgery because be was

0 ADELMAN, P. C.
1975 UNIVBIUITY D,__IVB
SUift 220

licensed in the Commonwealth ofVrrginia to practice medicine and surgery and that he met all

P.O. Box 1287
\IIU'AlC. Vl,__c;INIA 22030
<703) 273·4800

regulations to practice medicine set by the Board ofMedicine and Fair Oaks Hospital (the
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location where the surgery was performed)! Tr. 1 at 3-4. This Court denied the motion on
the grounds that plaintiff proffered that there would be expert witness testimony that Dr.
Tashman had breached the standard of care in failing to have a mentor present. Tr. 1 at 4-7.
Plaintiff called a single "standard of care" expert, Hillary Cholhan, MD. There was no
evidence in the plaintiff's case in chief that the standard of care required Dr. Tashman to
disclose the risks of the sacrospinous ligament suspension and which risks, in particular,
needed to be disclosed under the facts and circumstances of this case. There was also no
testimony that Dr. Tashman failed to disclose these particular identifiable risks.
At no time did Dr. Cholhan state that the standard of care in 1996 required Dr.
Tashman to disclose the risks of the sacrospinous ligament suspension:
"Q

A

Q
I.AW OPPIC:I!S

GODARD, WEST

Doctor, let's talk about informed consent. Dr. Cholhan, before
Mrs. Gibbs' surgery, I'd like you to talk about informed consent,
can you describe to us what that term means?
For many of us, informed consent is a piece of paper that is presented a few
days before surgery or perhaps a few days before surgery that we read over and
then sign as a part of our agreement to undergo the treatment that's specified
on that form. However, most of us recognize that informed consent is not just
a piece of paper, it's a process, and it's·a process of educating the patient so
that the patient understands what conditions she has been diagnosed with and
what treatment options are available to her, be they non-surgical or surgical. .
So it's not a piece of paper, it's essentially helping the patient understand his or
her own condition so that she can make an informed consent based on the
ability to determine what the advantages and disadvantages are of each
treatment, and then the patient decides what he or she feels is appropriate as
treatment.
Do you have an opinion, Doctor, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty as
to what the standard of care required in V1rginia in 1996 regarding informed
consent for the treatment of a prolapsed uterus and vagina?

S ADELMAN, P.C.
3975 UNIVUI.SITY DIUVI!
SUITI! 220
P.O. Box 1287
FI\II'I.PAX, VI ....INIA 23030
1703) 273•4800

1

Defendant has obtained copies of pertinent portions of the trial transcript for the
Court's consideration and the transcript, volume number and page number will be cited for
example ''T 1 at 3. ••
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I

·I

.I

A

Yes, I do.

Q

And what is that opinion, Doctor?

A

My opinion is that - would you please repeat your question-

Q

Sure.

A

-because I'm not sure if you're asking me-

Q

Well, do you have an opinion to a reasonable degree of medical certainty as to
what standard of care Vtrginia required in 1996 regarding informed consent?

A

That, I answered.

Q

And in particular for Mrs. Gibbs, do you have an opinion to a reasonable degree
of medical certainty whether or not Mrs. Gibbs was able to give informed
consent with regard to her prolapsed uterus treatment vis a vis a sacrospinous
ligament suspension?

A

From the infonnation and medical records that I have reviewed, I don't see any
evidence where there was a discussion between the treating physician, Dr.
!ashman, and Mrs. Gibbs with respect to different treatment options, nonsurgical, and even different surgical approaches. The surgical approach that
was recommended and Mrs. Gibbs ultimately underwent was a transvaginal
one, but there are other approaches and, as I mentioned earlier, a
transabdominal approach, and nowhere in the medical records that I was
provided from Dr. Tashman or from you indicate that such a process ever took
place." (See T. 2 at 19, beginning at line 11 through page 21, line 15.)

Thereafter, Dr. Cholhan discussed and explained the various alternatives to the
sacrospinous ligament suspension, but again did not discuss the risks of the sacrospinous
ligament suspension. (See T 2 at 21, beginning at line 16 through 26, line 22.) Plaintiff then
asked Dr. Cholhan whether Dr. Tashman deviated from the standard of care with regard "to
LA... OPPIC:U

GoDARD, WEST
1 ADELMAN, P.C.
175 UNIVIJUI'I'Y DkiVI
.SUI'I'I 220
P.O. Box 1287
kfAX. VIII.CINIA 32030
1703) 373•4800

obtaining the consent about these matters from the patient." T 2 at 27lines 4-6. Dr. Cholhan
responded, "What I can say is that I saw no evidence that alternatives were ever discussed with
the patient, be then non-surgical, surgical. And within the surgical area, I did not see any
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discussion of other alternatives, be they approaching it abdominally or vaginally." (See T 2 at
27 lines 7-11.) At that point in the direct testimony, plaintiff turned the evidence to the
performance of the surgery and the mechanism of injury during the surgery. The plaintiff did
return to the issue of informed consent beginning on page 71.
Q.

Doctor, do you have an opinion to a reasonable degree of medical certainty
whether Dr. Tashman breached the standard of care if he didn't describe
alternatives and risks of surgery as you've testified to earlier?

A

Yes, I believe- I believe so.

Q.

You believe what, Doctor?

A

I believe that it is a breach of standards of care not to inform the patient of all
the options. . . . .

Q.

Based upon what you reviewed in the record reading Dr. Tashman's
deposition, Mrs. Gtbbs' deposition and everything else that you've laid your
predicate on, do you have an opinion to a reasonable degree of medical
certainty with respect to his lack of descriptions to - or for alternatives and
risks of surgery?

A

I was going to preface the answer by saying that with all the information that I
have reviewed and that's been provided me, including Dr. Tashman's notes, I
saw no evidence that any patient counseling occurred with respect to
alternatives of treatment, advantages of one treatment over another,
disadvantages, risk factors, or the like, {T 2 at page 71 beginning line 2 through
page 72 through line 10.)

On cross-examination, Dr. Cholhan made it clear that the only deviation was failure to
disclose alternatives to the sacrospinous ligament suspension:
Q

"Well, as I understood your testimony a moment ago, your criticism in response
to Mr. Kattenburg's questions ofDr. !ashman's informed consent session was
simply that he didn't explain all of the alternatives.

A

That's correct.

Q

Just so we're clear, that's the only thing we're talking about in terms of any

LA,. OPPIC:I!S

GODARD, WEST
& ADELMAN, P.C.
3975 UNIVIIUITY DI'I.IVI
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shortcomings on his part by lack of infonned consent?
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A

As far as the informed consent. As far as the surgical procedure -

Q

We'll come to that in a minute.

A

Sure.

Q

I'm talking about the informed consent. All right. So, it: in fact, Dr. Tashman
did discuss with Ms. Gibbs, whether or not Mr. Gtbbs was present at all
because it's the patient that counts, ifhe discussed with her these alternatives
that you've talked about, then he did meet standards of care involving informed
consent; correct?

A

He did not discuss all the surgical options." (See T 2 at 80 lines 3- 22)

Dr. Cholhan also testified that "I do believe that the standard of care requires that all
alternatives be discussed, and the abdominal approach was not discussed. Now ifDr. Tashman
-if it's not within his surgical armamentarium to do that, then you need to explain that to the
patient, that is not within my armamentarium, other people favor doing it this way, however, I
do not do it this way for these reasons. · That was not discussed." T. 2 at 81 beginning at line
17 through 82 at line 82. Dr. Cholhan was asked whether this alternative procedure, the
abdominal approach, had less risks that the sacrospinous ligament suspension and he responded
by saying "Every procedure has inherent risks." T 2 at· 82 beginning at line 22 through page 83
line 4.
Finally on redirect the plaintiff again returned to the issue of informed consent:
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Q.

Doctor, going back to the breach of the standard of care that you found n so far
as informing the patient of alternatives you used the term if the procedure is not
within the doctor's "rumentarium" I've never heard the work, maybe the jury
hasn't either, but since I haven't heart it, what does that mean?

A

Armamentarium is nothing more than repertoire within the operator's skill and
experience and knowledge.

Q.

All right. So if a procedure exists, is it part of the standard of care to inform the
patient that this procedure, even thought I might not be able to handle it or do
it, this is available to remedy a medical condition, is that part of the doctor's
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obligation?
A

Yes, sir. (T 2 at 101 beginning lines 8 22).

Dr. Cholhan never testified that the standard of care required disclosure of risks. He was asked
but his answers were always limited that the standard of care required disclosure of alternatives
or options. Further, at no time did Dr. Cholhan ever describe in detail or elucide what specific

rub Dr. Tashman was required to disclose to the patient.
There was also no testimony by Dr. Cholhan that Dr. Tashman was required by the
standard of care to disclose to the patient that this was the first time he was performing this
surgery solo. The Court erroneously relied on the colloquy from both cross-examination and
re-direct examination regarding "annamentarium" to establish that there was sufficient
evidence to allow this issue to go to the jury. T 3 at 39 beginning at line 3 through 40 line 21.
In reading the testimony of Dr. Cholhan, he testified that if an alternative was not within the

operator's skill and experience, or armamentarium, then he had an obligation to tell the patient
that fact. Dr. Cholhan never testified that under the facts and circumstances of this case that
Dr. Tasbman was required to tell the plaintiff that thi$ would be the first time he performed the
sacrospinous ligament suspension solo Finally, there was no evidence that the sacrospinous·
ligament suspension was not within Dr. !ashman's "armamentarium." Dr. Cholhan stated that
Dr. Tash.man was not required to have a mentor present during this procedure. (See Tr. p. 28,
lines 5- 23.) The only inference that can be drawn from the totality of the plaintiff's evidence
l.AWO,ICU
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defined "armamentarium" and therefore, there was no duty to disclose the fact that this would
be the first procedure done solo. This is why the Court instructed the jury that Dr. Tashman
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was not required to have a mentor present and that the only issue with respect to the surgery
was whether it was performed within standards of care. There was not issue before this jury
regarding whether this particular procedure was within Dr. !ashman's experience, knowledge,
or repertoire.
At the conclusion of all the evidence, over defendant's objections, the Court granted
Plaintiff's Jury Instruction S which provided in pertinent part:
A doctor has a duty to obtain his patient's informed consent before he operates on.her.
Informed consent means the consent of a patient after a doctor has given her all
infonnation about the surgery and its risk that would be given to a patient by a
reasonably prudent practitioner in the 'doctor's field of practice or speciality.
The Court refused Defendant's Proffered Instruction V which provided:
"You are hereby instructed that there is no evidence that Dr. !ashman was required to
advise Ms. Gibbs of the risks of the procedure, and therefore, this is not an issue for
.you to consider in this case."
U. ARGUMENT
The plaintifffailed to establish a prima facie case that Dr. Tashman was negligent
in obtaining the plaintiffs informed consent for the sacrospinous ligament
suspension and the Court erred in failinr to strike this claim.
A

Standard for setting aside a jucy yerdjct and orderini a new trial.

V1rginia Code§ 8.01-383 provides that "[i]n any civil case, or proceeding, the court for
which a trial by jury is had, may grant a new trial." The decision to grant a new trial is within
the sound discretion of the trial court. Sampson v. Sampson, 221 Va. 896, 275 S.E. 2d 597,
{1981). Under sound public policy, the law accords to every litigant one fair and regular trial.
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strike the plaintiff's claim oflack of informed consent, Dr. Tashman is entitled to a new trial on
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all issues.
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B. Doctrine ofinformed Consent

In Bly v Rhoads, 216 Va. 645, 649, 22 S.E.2d 783, 786 (1976), the Supreme Court of
VJiginia made clear that a plaintiff is required "to produce expert testimony to establish the
requirements for liability under the informed consent doctrine." The Court summarized that in
Hunter v. Burroughs, 123 Va. 113, 133-34, 96 S.E. 360, 366-67 (1918), the law recognized
the duty of a physician to warn a patient "of the danger of possible bad consequences ofusing
a remedy but that the failure to warn is not 'per se' an act of negligence." Id. at 647, 22
S.E.2d at 785. The Court explained that while the law imposes a general duty to warn, a
claimant in a medical malpractice action based upon negligence in failing to warn, must prove
the existence and extent of the dun' jn bjs particular case by a preponderance of evidence.
Id.(emphasis added). Relying on Dietze v. King, 184 F. Supp 944 (E.D. Va. 1960), the Court
held that expert testimony is required to establish in what instances a duty to disclose arises
and what disclosures a reasonable medical practitioner would make under the same or similar
circumstances. ld. at 648, 222 S.E.2d at 786. In discussing Canterbury y. Spence, 150
U.S.App. D.C. 263, 464 F.2d 772, cert. denied, 409 U:S. 1064 (1972), the so-called modem
trend of informed consent law, the Court stated that they believed the better rule, which they,
were adopting was to require a patient to show by qualified medical experts whether and to
what extent information should be disclosed by the physician to his patient. 216 Va.

~t

649,

222 S.E.2d at 786. The Court specifically disagree with Canterbury to the extent that in all
cases, it pennits establishment of the existence and scope of a physician's disclosure duty
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physician is not required to disclose all risks possibly inherent in a particular treatment. ld.
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Finally, the court stated that "the matters involved in the disclosure syndrome, more often than
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not, are complicated and highly technical." Id. at 650, 222 S.E.2d at 787. The Court made
clear that in the informed consent phase of the action, the patient must produce expert
testimony to identify and elucidate the risks of treatment and to establish the cause of any
injury or disability suffered by the patient. ld. The Court explained that the patient must
produce expert testimony to show the adverse consequences following treatment. ld. Because
the plaintiff failed to offer an expert witness who was qualified to testify, the Court ruled that
the plaintiff failed to establish a primae facie case and affirmed the trial court's striking of the
plaintiff's claim of informed consent.

In Moats v. Hyslop, 253 Va. 45, 47, 480 S.E.2d 109, Ill (1997), the Court again
made it clear that the patient was required to show through a qualified medical expert whether
and to what extent information should be disclosed. Because the plaintiff failed to have an
expert witness to testify regarding whether information should be disclosed and to what extent
disclosure was required, the Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's granting of summary
judgment for the physician. In contrast, in Rizzoy. Schiller, M.D., 248 Va. 155, 445 S.E.2d
153 (1994), the Court stated that the plaintiffhad established a prima facie case of medical
negligence for failure to obtain the patient's informed consent for the use of the obstetrical .
forceps during a delivery because the plaintift's expert testified that the appropriate standard of
care required the doctor to inform the plaintiff about the use of forceps and that the patient be
given an opportunity to participate in the decision whether to use forceps. The plaintiff
testified that the doctor did not disclose any information about the use of forceps and that he
LAw OFFICES
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forceps.
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Here, Plaintiff failed to produce sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie case that
Dr. !ashman failed to obtain her informed consent to perform a sacrospinous ligament
suspension. The plaintiff's evidence does not meet the legal standard outlined in Bly, Moates
andB.izm.
1.

Plaintiffs evidence failed to establish that the only breach of the standard of
care testified to by Dr. Cholhan, the failure to disclose alternatives to the
procedure, was a proximate cause ofthe plaintiffs injury.

This Court erred in failing to strike the informed consent claim because there was no
testimony that the alleged failure to disclose the alternatives to the procedure was a proximate
cause of the plaintiff's injury. Dr. Cholhan did testify that the standard of care required the
disclosure of certain alternatives and that those surgical alternatives included the "abdominal
approach." However, there was no testimony that any adverse consequences flowed from the
failure to disclose these alternatives. See Bly. In other words, there was no testimony that the
abdominal approach would have reduced the risk of nerve injury to Ms. Gibbs. In fact, when
asked whether this approached had less risk, Dr. Cholhan merely replied that each procedure
has its inherent risks. Tr. 2 at 82-83. As argued by th~ pla.intift': the fact that Ms. Gibbs
testified that she would not have had the sacrospinous ligament suspension surgery if she were
advised of the risks is irrelevant. The primae facie case ofinformed consent requires an
objective person standard not the subjective standard of the plaintiff. This Court should have
struck the informed consent case because there was no evidence of causation. Accordingly,
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2.

This Court e"ed in refusing to strike the plaintiffs allegation that Dr.
Tashman was required to disclose the risks ofthe procedure where there was
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no expert witness testimony to support such an allegatiotL
Plaintiffs sole expert witness never testified that the standard of care required a
disclosure of risks of the procedure. Even assuming that Dr. !ashman did (as the Court did),
Dr. Cholhan never testified or elucidated what risks Dr. !ashman was required to disclose to
the plaintiff. See Bly, 216 Va. at 648, 222 S.E.2d at 786. He never elucidated whether, for
example, infection should be included in the disclosure, or whether nerve injury should be _
included as part of the disclosure. In fact, there was absolutely no testimony regarding what ·
the risks of a sacrospinous ligament suspension were. As a consequence, the jury was left to
speculate as to what the standard of care required regarding whether risks needed to be
disclosed and what specific risks needed to be disclosed. Accordingly, the Court erred in
refusing to strike the plaintiffs allegations that Dr. Tashrnan was negligent in obtaining the
patient's informed consent in failing to disclose risks of the procedure. There was no evidence
whatsoever that a duty to disclose the risks was required and what types of disclosures
regarding risks a reasonable medical practitioner would have made under the same or similar
circumstances. See Bly, 216 Va. at 648, 222 S.E.2d at 786; Dietz, 184 F. Supp. at 944;
I

Moates, 253 Va. at 47, 480 at 111.

In addition at the conclusion of all the evidence this Court erred in granting Plaintiff's
proposed jury instruction 5 because there was no evidence to support the statement that Dr..
Tashman had a duty to disclose "all information about the surgery and its risks." See Bowers
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v, May, 233 Va. 411, 357 S.E.2d 29 (1987); Price v Taylor, 251 Va. 82, 466 S.E.2d 87
(1996)(a litigant is only entitled to a jury instruction that is a correct statement of the law and
supported by the evidence). There was no expert witness testimony to support this "duty to
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disclose" and thus, the Court should not have given plaintiff's instruction. The Court should
have given Defendant's proposed instruction V as a proper reflection of the state of the
evidence. The failure to given instruction V prejudiced Dr. Tashman and this Court, therefore,
should grant him a new trial on all issues.
3.

This Court enoed in refusing to strike the plaintiff's allegation that Dr.
Tashman was required to disclose that this was the first time he would
perform the procedure 11solo" as there was no expert witness testimony to
support such an allegation.

Similarly, there was no testimony that Dr. Tasbman was required under the standard of
care to disclose to the plaintiff that this was the first time he performed this· surgery solo. The
Court cannot infer based on the evidence in this case that a duty to disclose existed or the
nature and type of disclosure. There must be expert witness testimony which states a duty to
disclose existed and what the nature and type of disclosure which was required by the standard
of care. See Bly. There is no such testimony in this case. This Court relied on the re-direct
examination of Dr. Cholhan to infer that the standard of care required Dr. Tashman to disclose
this information to the plaintiff because it was not within his "armamentarium." According to
Dr. Cholhan, if the abdominal approach, an alternative to the sacrospinous ligament
suspension, was not a procedure within Dr. Tashman' s armamentarium, then Dr. Tashman
needed to disclose this information. Tr. 2 at 81-82. This vague and ambiguous testimony
regarding whether an alternative is within a physician's armamentarium is insufficient evidence
to establish that under the facts and circumstances of this case, Dr. Tashman was required to
I.A...
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disclose ~t this was the first time he had performed a sacrospinous ligament suspension solo
under Bly, Moates and Rizzo. There is no link or basis in this testimony to establish that in the
. circumstances which Dr. Tashman was in, a duty to disclose arose~ what the nature and
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extent of disclosures a reasonable and prudent medical practitioner would made under the
same or similar circumstances. Dietze y King, 184 F. Supp 944 (E.D. Va. 1960);

~'

216

Va at 648, 222 S.E.2d at 786. Plaintiff has failed to cany her burden regarding this theory of
informed consent.

In addition, even assuming that somehow this testimony is sufficient, it is based on the
predicate that disclosure is required if the alternative procedure is not within the physician's
"armamentarium." Dr. Cholhan never testified or even alluded to the fact that the
sacrospinous ligament suspension was not within Dr. Tashman's "armamentarium." There was
no evidence in this record to satisfY the predicate: ie that the sacrospinous ligament suspension
was not within Dr. Tashman's annamentarium. Dr. Cholhan never stated that; he never
implied that. The plaintiff introduced no evidence in their case-in-chief that the procedure was
not within Dr. Tashman's "repertoire, operator's skill, experience and knowledge." In fact,
the only evidence was that it was within his armamentarium. Dr. Cholhan testified that Dr.
Tashman was not required by standards of care to have another surgeon present during the
plaintiff's procedure, and this Court instructed the jury that they were not to consider this issue
in this case. 2 The only inference that can be drawn from the totality of the plaintiff's evidenc~

is that, in fact, Dr. Tashman was qualified to perform this procedure even as Dr. Cholhan
defined "armamentarium". There was testimony upon which this jury could conclude that the

2

Defendant's Instruction W-1 was read to the jury:
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procedure in question was not within Dr. Tashman's experience, knowledge, or repertoire.
This Court allowed plaintiff to submit a theory of negligence to this jury which was based on
inferences of what the standard of care might be and with any factual evidence upon which
this jury could conclude that this procedure was not within Dr. Tashman' s ••armanmentarium."
This Court must grant a new trial on all issues for the failure to strike this theory of negligence

against Dr. Tashman.

m CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, defendant Hunter S. Tashman, M.D. respectfully requests
that this Court grant him a new trial on all issues.

HUNIER S. TASHMAN, M.D.
By Counsel
GOD~ST & ADELMAN, P.C.

A
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2
THE COURT: Just to be sure, are there any
3 other issues chat will affect the voir dire or me
4 opening statement?
S
MR. GODARD: Well, there is a matter, one
6 matter at me moment that I may 7
THE COURT: I should have kept my mouth shut•
8
MR. GODARD: Thank you for inviting me. As I
9 understand plaintiffs contentions, in this second round
10 of this lawsuit, he intends to raise me issue of Dr.
11 Tashman 's performing me surgery that he performed which
12 happened to be me first time he had done such surgery,
13 this specific procedure, solo. And plaintiff as I
14 understand, intends to raise an issue about his being
15 below standards of care by virtue of not having a
16 supervisor for him since it was me first time he had
17 done it, solo. I don't know if this is a matter Your
18 Honor can rule on preliminarily or not, but it is my
19 position, I think the law supports it, that when a doctor
20 is qualified, meets all of the requirements under the
21 board of medicine and under the law and under the
22 hospital credentialing to perform a procedure, mere
23 cannot as a matter of law be any violation in his
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2 becomes whether or not he did it in accordance with
3 standards of care. I don't know whether counsel intends
4 to raise that in opeoing statement, but it strikes me
S that maybe he will, and I object to anything being raised
6 in this case that infers, insinuates that Dr. Tashman
7 show how is below standards of care in performing this
8 procedure.
9
MR. KATTENBURG: Your Honor, we have a standard
10 of care expert, he's coming in, he's a professor of
11 medicine at the University of Rochester. up in New York.
12 He will clearly state that when a physician such as Dr.
13 Tashman is engaging in his first operative procedure. for
14 the first time that he should have a mentor, ~at he
15 should have someone there to be of assistance in the
16 event he runs into uouble, it is definitely part of our
17 standard of care breach in the case and we intend to
18 produce evidence to that effect.
19
We have the standard of care expert that's
20 clearly going to say that this was violation of Virginia
21 standard of care not to have, and that's an issue in the
22 case. it's for the jury to determine.
23
MR. GODARD: Well, that's my point. I submit
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1 that cannot be a standard of care issue. By law he's
2 officially entitled to perfonn this procedure. He's
3 certainly obligated to comply with the standard of care
4 techniques in every aspect of how he does the surgery,
S but to have an outside expert come in and say in his
6 opinion, standards of care require him to have somebody
7 else with him. I think should not be allowed, as a matter
8 oflaw.
9
THE COURT: Mr. Kattenburg, how is it a
10 violation of the standard of care?
11
MR. KATTENBURG: This procedure is certainly a
12 complex procedure. Even though we're not maintaining
13 that Dr. Tashman is a bad doctor, we're simply
14 maintaining that having not had acted as solo surgeon on
15 this procedure that he needed to have at the time he
16 operated on Mrs. Gibbs, a physician by his side who was a
17 veteran in the procedure, at least someone who knew the
18 procedure and who could aid and guide in the doctor's
19 handling of the case. We actually have two standard of
20 care witnesses to that effect. We've elected at this
21 point to only call one of those two. Both have opined
22 that this is a breach of the Virginia 23
THE COURT: I don't need to hear anymore.
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Mr. Godard, if you can re-raise this later on
and I'll look at it in the course of the trial. I'll
allow him to talk about it in opening statement. If he
says he's going to have an expert in here to say it's a
violation of the standard of care then my inclination
would be to say that he's allowed to proceed on it. I'm
not aware of anything which says that he wouldn't be.
Let me give you an example. If someone who has
been a specialist in cardiac surgery their entire life is
called upon to do oncology, it's outside their specialty,
maybe it is, but maybe the standard of care would require
that they consult with someone in order to get some
expertise in that area. Now often in situations doctors
are called upon to get experts in other areas to assist
them, and the failure to get that expert in another area
to assist them might be a violation of the standard of
care, might it not?
MR. GODARD: That may well be an apt situation
where it could be, none of that applies in this case,
there is no contention that he didn't go through the
proper steps of craining of preparation of knowledge, and
he had several operations as an assistant. At some point
in time you have to do your first procedure.
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THE COURT: And it might be an appropriate
subject for an instruction to the jury indicating that if
the procedure was done properly regardless of whether he
had someone with him, it cannot amount to a violation of
the standard of care, that just not having someone with
him alone wouldn't be sufficient.
MR. GODARD: You can rest assured that I will
request such an instruction if indeed the CoUrt does
indeed allow it to even come into evidence. I just want
to note for the record my objection to it.
THE COURT: I'll consider it. I don't think
it's anything I can deal with at this late date, at this
time, but at this point I'm going to allow him to go into
it in opening statement at least.
MR. KATTENBURG: Thank you, Your Honor.
{END OF EXCERPT)
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EXCmPI' OF PIU:E8JJN3S .
(Thereupon, the witness was swom.)
Thereupon,
HILARY 1. CHOLHAN, M.D.,
a witness, was called for examination by counsel for the
plaintiff, mid, having been duly swom by the notazy
public, was examined and testified as follows:
DIRECf EXAMINATION
BY MR• .KATI'ENBURG:
Q Good aftemoon, Dr. Cholhan, would you please
tell us your full name and your professional address.
· A Good afternoon. My name is Hilary J. Cholhan.
I reside at 141 San Gabriel Drive in Rochester, New York,
and professionally I work in the Rochester General
Hospital Medical Building. which is at 114 - 1415 correction, Portland Avenue,·and this is in Rochester,
New York as well.
Q Would you please tell us your profession or
occupation, Doctor?
A I'm a medical doctor.
Q Are you licensed as a medical doctor?
A Yes, I'm licensed in the states of New York and
California.
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1
Q Can you please tell us a lialc bit about your
2 educational background, such as where you interned and
3 that sort of thing?
4
A Okay. Well, I can take you back a lillie bit
S further. I went to Columbia University, where I obtained
6 a degree in architecture at Columbia, and then I went to
7 New York Medical College in Valhalla, New York, which is
8 just outside New York City. I did my residency training
9 at the State University of New York in Buffalo iD the
10 University OB/GYN Residency Training Program. And after
11 that I did a fellowship at the University of California
12 at Ervine with Drs. Donald Ostergard and Albert Bent.
13 when he was there.
14
Q What was your fellowship in?
IS
A My fellowahip was in urogynccology and pelvic
16. reconstrUctive surgery•. A1 thai time, it was called
17 gyncs;ologic urology and pelvic reconstrUctive surgery.
18
Q AU right, Doaor. And how long have you had a
19 clinical practice in m~, how long have you been
20 practicing?
21
A Well, since the completion of my fellowship in
22 July of 1990, I was recruited by the University of
23 Rochester in Rochester, New York to spearhead the

::!HOLHAN'S TEST.Il\10NY
SEPTEMBER 5, 2000
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1
A Yes, I am. I was board cenitied in December
2 of 1992.
3
Q In what area?
4
A In general obstetrics and gynecology.

5
6
7
8
9

10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Q And what does it mean to be board cenified?
Board certification is conferred on those
people who have demoostrated ~ dedication and knowledge
basis that satisfies the requirements or board
cenification and recognition.
..
Q And do you hold any patents?
A 1 do hold one patent.
Q And what is that?
A It's the patent for cervical manipulator
forceps that were designed for implementation in
pe~orm.ing vagiDal hysterectomies and was confemd in
August of 1994.
Q And Doctor, can you explain to the Court and
the jury what the practice of gynecology coosists ofl
A You're asking me about gynecology per se, not
obstetrics and gynecology?
Q You can do both, do obstetrics and gynecology.
A The specialty of obstetrics and gynecology is ·
related to evaluation and management of female disorders,
A

~~-.------------------------------P-ag-e-6~--------------------------------P-a-ge~S
1
2
3
4

.)
.

development of a division of urogynecology and pelvic
recoostructive surgery, and I've been in practice as a
full-time faculty member at the University of Rochester
since that time.
s Q Do you hold a position as a full-time faculty ·
6 member?
7
A Yes, 1 do.
8
Q What is that?
·9
A 1 was promoted to associate professor in the
10 Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology in 1998.
11
Q All right. Doctor, do you serve on the staff
12 then at the Rochester General Hospital or any other
13 medical institutions?
14
A I've privileges at Strom Memorial Hospital.
15
Q Where is that located?
16
A That is located in- that's the university
17 hospital where I was for eight-and-a-half years. And
18 then in the begiJming of 1999, I moved over to Rochester
19 General Hospital for two reasons; one reason was to serve
20 as medical director of the Rochester Regional Continence
21 Center, and also to become associate director of the
22 OB/GYN residency program there.
23
Q Are you board certified, Doctor?

L. A. ROACH & ASSOCIATES
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1 .namely of an obstetrical natUre dealing with childbearing
2 and gynecologically related to non-obstetrically related
3 issues.
4
Q Can you explain to us what we of patients or
s problems that you take care ofl
6
A The practice that I'm involved in. is primarily
7 relegated and confined to general gynecology and 75
8 percent of this is specifically with urogynecology and
9 pelvic floor prolapse disorders.
10
Q And Doctor, have you been qualified to testify
11 as. an expert medical witness in Virginia prior to coming
12 here today?
13
A Yes,1 have.
14
Q And when was that?
IS
A This was in the late summer or fall of last
16 year.
17
Q And where was that that you were so qualified?
18
A I was qualified actually hear in Fairfax.
19
Q In the Circuit Court of Fairfax?
20
A Correct.
21
Q Dr. Cbolhan, do you have an active clinical
22 practice in the field of gynecology and obstetrics and
23 did you back in '96?
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A Yes, although in 19961 absolutely bad no
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1 gynecological surgery, specifically a sacrospinous

.)

1 involvement in obstetrics.

1 ligament suspension surgery that you understand Mrs.

····

3
Q But you· did have - in gynecology. you did have
4 an active cliDical practice that yearl
5
A Yes, sir.
6
Q And that's the time this medical malpractice 7 alleged malpractice took place; is that right. Doctor?
8
A Yes, sir.

3 Gibbs underwent?
4
A Yes, I am•.
S
Q And how are you so familiar?

6

A I have many colleagues who practice in Virginia

7 and with whom I'm in direct contact from time to time
8 during the course of the year, and also in our

Dr. Cholhan, do you meet the educational
9 generalized conferences and meetings, for instance, in
10 examination requirements for a Virginia medical license?
10 the Society of Gynecologic Surgeons and the American
11
A Yes, I do.
11 Urogynecologic Society, we have a chan~ to correspond
11
Q I'm going to hand you- well, I'm going to
11 and directly interact, so I'm very well aware of the
13 hand you your curriculum vitae, and at the baclc of it is
13 standards of practice in VirgiDia.
14 a two-page letter, can you identify what that is?.
14
MR. KATTENBURG: At this time, I'd like to
1S
A Actually. it's just a portion of my curriculum .
1S introduce Exhibit 53, which consists of his curriculum
16 vitae, and it has some personal iofoJIDation. it has a
16 vitae, together with the letter or certificate from the
17 true copy test- is that correct?
17 Board of Medicine•.
· 18
(The document heretofore referred
18
THE COURT: Any objection?
19
to was marked Plaintiff's
· 19
MR. GODARD: Well, I do object to the C.V.,
10
Exhibit No. 53 for identification.)
10 just as being a hearsay document. I have no problem with
11
BY MR. KATTENBURG:
11 his being knowledgeable for liceo.rure, so I don't even
.21. Q All right. The last cwo pages of Exhibit 53i
21 see the need for that exluoiL
.
13 this is Plaintiff's ~bit 53 for identification,
13
MR. KA.TTENBURG: I would also respectfully
. ) t--.---------------P-a_g_e_l_O-f----------------P-a_g_e_l-12
9

Q

1 consists of what, Doctor, in general, a certification
1 from the Board of Medicine of VIrginia?
3
A Yes, it is.
4
Q Would you tell us what it says?
s ·A· It says •a true copy test, • and it has Owa
6 Powers, Deputy Executr.:e Director of VIrginia Board of
7 Medicine.
_
8
Q Do you have the whole exhibit in front of you?
9 I'm saw you pull it out.
10
A Yes, I do.
11
Q There arc two more pages to it. This is to the
11 last part of the exhloit.
13
A This is a letter that was issued from William
14 L. Harp, H-a-r-p, M.D., he's Executive Director of the
1S Board of Medicine of the Commonwealth of Virginia, that
16 verifies chat, in fact, and I'll quote here, •Based on
17 the review of these provisions in the above-listed
18 documentation. it appears that Dr. Cholban's credentials
19 meet the educational and examination requirements for
20 licensure in Virginia.
Q All right, Doctor, notwithstanding or despite
) . 11
22 rhat, let me ask you, arc you fami1iar with the standard
23 of care that existed in Virginia in 1996 regarding

L. A. ROACH & ASSOCIATES
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1 submit to the court that Dr. Cholhan is qualified to
1 testify as an expert medical witness as a standard of
3 care witness in this case.
4
THE COURT: Is there any objection, Mr. Godard?
s
~·GODARD: I just have a very quick voir
6 dire.
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

21
23

THE COURT: Go ahead.
VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION
BY MR. GODARD:
Q Doctor, just to clarify. as I understa.Dd it I'm sony -even though you're eligible for licensure iD
Virginia, you've never obtained a liceuse in Virginia?
A No, I had no cause to pursue a license iD
Virginia.
Q You never practiced at allA No. I have not, sir.
Q -in Virginia?
In fact, the roughly ten years since you
finished your last episode of training bas all been in
Rochester, New York?
A Correct.
MR. GODARD: Nonetheless, I have no objection
to his testifying.
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THE COURT: You're received as an expert. The
1

2 exluoits are cumulative to the extent that they've

3 already been testified to. The licensure exhibit is not
4 needed. It's stipulated that he is qualified, and that
S is a stipulation to fact that the parties agreed that he
6 is qualified to practice medicine in the Commonwealth of
7 Virginia, although not licensed, and the C.V. can bring
8 out whatever else you choose to bring out by the way of
9 testimony, Mr. Kattenburg.
10
MR. KATI'ENBURG: All right. So the C.V. will
11 not be admitted at this time, Judge?
12
THE COURT: No.
13
MR. KATI'ENBURG: All right.
14
DIRECI' EXAMINATION (RESUMED)
15
BY MR. KA'ITENBURG:
16
Q Dr. Cholhan, do you know Marge Gibbs, the·.
17 plainliff in this case?
18
A I just had the opportunity of being introduced
19 to her outside of this coUrtroom this afternoon.
20
q Do you know the defendant, Hunter Tashman, the
21 gentleman right here at this ·table?
~
A No, I do not know Dr. Tashman.

Page 15

A Yes, I did, sir.
2
Q ADd Dr. Zuckerman?
3
A Yes, but that's been a while.
4
Q ADd did you look at the deposition of Dr.
s Mecklenburg, one of the defense witnesses in this case?
6
A Yes, I have.
7
Q ADd did you also read Dr. Alagia's deposition?
8
A Yes, I have.
9
Q In your practice, have you bad education
10 training or experience in the care and treatment of
-11 patients, Doctor, who suffer from a condition known as a
12 prolapsed vagina or a prolapsed uterus?
13
A Yes, I do, virtually on a dally basis.
14 ·Q What treatment did Mrs. Gibbs receive to remedy·
15 her prolapsed vagina?
16
A From the medical records that I've reviewed, .
17 Mrs. Gibbs underwent a total vaginal hysterectomy, which
18 means removal of the cervix and the uterus itself, so
19 hysterectomy refers to complete removal of both of these.
20
She also had a plication of the uterosacral
21 ligaments fixation of the top portion or the, apical
22 portion of the vagina. and then she subsequently

··=) t-23--Q-_H_ow_di_"d_y_o_u_g_et_in_v_o_Iv_ed_in_this_._cas_e?_.-----+-23-un_d_e_rw_ent_a_sacro
__
sp_in_o_us_va_gm_·_at_v_aui_t_susp_eDSl_·o_n._as_ _
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1
A I was contaCted by your office a little less
2. than a year ago, asking that I review this particular
3 case and render an opinion as to whether or not there was
4 any evidence of a breach of standard of care in this
5 particular case.
6
Q And did you review any medical records in
7 reaching your opinions?
8 · A I reviewed a lot of medical records and a lot
. 9 of depositions, copies of depositions, a lot of materlal.
10
Q ·Would you tell us briefly what you reviewed?
11
A I reviewed the medical records, which included.
12 the operative records of Dr. Tashman during -when the
13 surgery was performed, the operative dictation, the
14 postoperative care, the second surgecy that was
1S performed. I reviewed the consulting neurologist. I
16 believe at that time was Dr. Robert Richard. I reviewed
17 a subsequent evaluation by Dr. Macy DuPont; a podiatrist,
18 Dr. Lauf, I believe his name was, and a host of other
19 people. I'm sure that if you clipped off their names 2.0
Q Did you in fact review the deposition of Dr •
21 Tashman?
A Yes, I did, sir.
22
Q Did you review the deposition of Dr. Katz?
23

L. A. ROACH & ASSOCIATES
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1 well as what we call posterior colporrhaphy, which is a
2. repair of the back vaginal wall.
3
Q All right, now; you've mentioned and rattled
4 off a lot of medical terms, maybe we should slow down.
5 What is the. plication of the uterosacral ligaments, what
6 does that mean?
7
A · The uterosacral ligaments can be viewed as
8 tubber bands, so to speak, and they are an attachment
9 from the sacrum, or the bone upon which we sit, to the
10 cervix, and as such, these ligaments provide support not
11 ouly to the top of the vagilia, but to the uterUS and
12. cervix. So these two ~gaments are crucial in supporting
13 the apical or top portion of the vagina and the uterus
14 and cervix.
15
Q And you mentioned the sacrospinous vault
16 suspension, is that what we are talldng about here today,
17 this proc:edure, is that the same?
18
A I believe that is the procedure that was used
19 to re-establish support of the top of the vagina.
20
Q And can you descn"be for us very briefly what's
21 involved in a sacrospinous ligament suspension?
2.2
A A sacrospinous ligament suspension is a
23 procedure that is done through the vagina where the top

-753-
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2 particular ligament which then serves as its anchoring
3 point. If you would like for me to descn"be, you know.
4 pictorially how it's done or how it looks S
Q Well, we'll get into that in a few minutes.
6
Would you please explain in layman terms for
7 now what the term then means •sacrospinous ligament·
8 suspension• if you haven't done so?
9
A Sacrospinous ligament suspension - the
10 sacrospinous ligament is a ligament that runs from the
11 sacrum, that bone which teiminates, for those of you who
12 are not familiar with the coccyx, which is the lower
13 portion that you sit on 14
Q Doc~o~. let me stop you, I do have a drawing,
1S maybe it will help 16
A So the sacrum 17
Q Do you want to step down?
18
A I'll be there in a second. From the sacrum to
19 the spine or the ischial spine, so it's sacrospinous, and
20 ru demonstrate it for you.
21
(Thereupon. the ~imess left the stand and
22 stood before the jury.)
.-) 23.
THE COURT: Can everyone see the drawing?

Page 18

5 so.
THE WITNESS: This is just a general depiction
7 of t4e pefvis, and what you have here is the lower
8· portion of the - what we call the vertebral column or
9 the back bone, and this is what's called the sacral
10 promontory. which is· one of the areas that we attach the
11 vagina when we•re working abdominally. But this is the
12 pelvis itself, and you ca;n see here. this is the pubic
13 bone that you feel here, what we call the synthesis or
14 the connection, which is a portion of cartilage, and then
1S as you work your way down, if we have this sitting this
16 way. you would see that there is sort of a downward slope
17 here, and it ends in an area here that's prominent, and
18 this is called the ischial spine. So that this ligament,
19 okay, which is typically not visible in a 38-year-old
20 patient, because it's embedded in the coccygeus muscle,
21 so what you see is the muscle, and the ligament runs
22 within the body and towards the back surface or posterior
23 portion. Now, if we were talking with somebody 78 or 85
6

)
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1 years old, because of the skeletal muscle atrophy. you
2 would see that this ligament - more patients would be 3 in most patients' it would be prominent, as opposed to
4 somebody who's a premenopausal 38-year-old patient. So
S this is the sacrum spinous ligament.
6
MR. KAITENBURG: All right. Thaaks, Doctor.
7 Just for now, I'm going to take this down so it's not a
8 disttaction, and we'll come back to it.
9
(Thereupon, the witness retumed to the stand.)
10
BY MR. KA'ITENBURG:
11
Q Doctor, let's talk about info~ consent. Dr.
12 Cholban, before Mrs. Gibbs" surgery, I'd like you to talk
13 about informed consent, can you describe to us what that ·
14 term means?
· 1S
A For many of us, informed consent is a piece of
16 paper that is presented to us just before surgery or
17 perhaps a few days before surgery that we read over and
18 then sign as part of our agreement to undergo the
19 ueatmenr that's specified on that form. However, most
20 of us recognize that informed consent is not just a piece
21 ofpaper, it"s a process, and it's a proceSs of educating
22 the patient so that the patient understands what
·
23 conditions she has been diagnosed with and what treatment

1
THE· WITNESS: Would you like me to move it back:
2 there so that you can see it as well?
3
THE COURT: No, that's fine. lfyou want to
4 change seats and get a view, cettainly feel free to do

I·
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1 options are available to her, be they non-surgical or
2 surgical. So it's not a piece of paper. it's essentially
3 helping the. patient Ullderstand his or her own condition
4 so that she ean make an informed consent based on the
S ability to Q,etermine what the advantages and
6 disadvantages. are of each treatment, and then the patient
7 decides. what he· or she feels is appropriate as ueatment. •
8
Q Do you· have an opinion, Doctor, to a reasonable
9 degree of medical ccrtaiilty as to what the standard of
10 care required in· VttgiDia in 1996 regarding informed
11 ·consent for the trear:ment of a prolapsed uterus and
12 vagina?'
13
A Yes, I do.
14
Q And what is lbat opinion. Doctor?
15
A My opinion is that ~would you please repeat
16 your question 17
Q Sure.
18
A -because rm not sure if you're asking me 19
Q Well, do you have an opinion to a reasonable
20 degree of medical certainty as to what standard of care
21 VIrginia required in 1996 regarding informed consent?
22
A That, I answered. '
Q And in particular for Mrs. Gibbs, do you have
23
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an opinion to a reasonable degree of medical certainty
1 patients. There are limitations to using pessaries, and
whether or not Mrs. Gibbs was able to give informed
2 one of these limitations is the size of the vaginal
consent with regard to her prolapsed uterus treaanent vis
3 outlet. Normal vaginal outlet, vaginal opening, is about
a vis a sacrospinous ligament suspension?
4 two centimeters in diameter, which is the size of a
A From the information and medical records that I
S quarter. In patients who have longstanding prolapse,
have reviewed, I don't see any evidence where lhere was a
6 sometimes that vaginal opening gets wedged wider and
discussion between the treating physician, Dr. Tashman,
1 wider, and it's sort of a self-peq~etualing situation in
and Mrs. Gibbs with respect to different treaanent
8 the sense that as the prolapse comes down, it widens the
options, non-surgical, and even different surgical
9 opening, as the opening gets wider, there's more room for
approaches. The surgical approach that was recommended 10 the prolapse to emanate, and it's sort of a selfand Mrs. Gibbs ultimately underwent was a transvaginal
11 perpetuating, vicious cycle. If the prolapse widens or
one, but there are other approaches and, as I mentioned
12 the vaginal opening becomes excessively large, one cannot
earlier, a transabdominal approach, and nowhere in the
13 find a pessary that will stay in because as soon as the
medical records that I was provided from Dr. Tasbman or
t4· patient bears down, the pressure, the increasing intrafrom you indicate that such a process ever took place.
15· abdominal pressure will force this pessaey out and as
Q WliaFirc the altematives a saerospinous - - 16 soon as the pessuy falls out, the prolapse re-emerges.
ligament suspension for a woman with a prolapsed vagina? 17 That is the primaxy mode of dealing in a non-surgical
A. Well, first of all, I think when I counsel
18 fashion with prolapse.
patients, I break treatment down into essentially three
19
Now, some people will say that performing Kegel
areas. There is essentially the- choice number one is
. 20 exercises or pelvic-floor muscle exercises can improve
do nothing, which we internally call expectant
21 prolapse. If prolapse is of such a degree that it
manag~ment, in other words; just observing the condition
22 actually protrudes through the vaginal opening, it would.

to

-~) t-23-to_sc_e_w_h_eth_e_r_o_r_n_ot_i_tde_te_n_·o_rat_es_._And
__
th_ere_'s_a_ _ _-+23--be_v_ery_diffi_"_cul_t....;.to_co_mp_ens_~_e_fo_r_this_"_de_~_ee_of_ _ _- i

.

~n

1 small percentage of patients who, after they understand
2 their condition, opt to - or perhaps they have other·
3 priorities, not to do anything at the time, and that's
4 certainly a viable alternative.
s
The second choice is interVention. Now, you
6 can have non-surgical or surgical. From a non-surgical
1 standpoint, there are devices called pesSaries, and
8 pessaries are essentially prostheses that are placed in
9 the vagina to prevent things from falling out, so to
10 speak. If you - those of you who are familiar with
11 contraceptive diaphragms, think of it as a very stiff
12 diaphragm. Now, in the past, many of them were made of
13 latex and were quite unpopular because of the fact that
14 latex as a natural rubber has a tendency to absorb odors.
IS And also in the past a lot of physicians - excuse me 16 used to favor using what's called a •doughnut pessary, •
17 which is literally like a doughnut or a bagel, and· if you
18 place that in the vagina, it entraps a lot of bacteria
19 and the byproduct of that bacteria can be malodorous
20 discharge, and so a lot of patients found usage of this
21 type of a pessary unpalatable.
22
There are olher pessaries that are currently
23 quite popular and we use very successfully in a host of
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1 prolapse by building up the pelvic floor muscles.
2
Q Was there any indication that such pessaries or
3 the use of pessaries was discussed with Mrs. Gibbs by Dr.
4 Tashman, any written documentation to that effect?
S
A I _did not see any.
6
Q Did you read Dr. Tashman's deposition with
· 1 respect to pessaries and whether or not he discussed them
8 with Mrs. Gibbs?
9
A I don't recall having read that.
10
Q Doctor, what about surgical altematives?
11 Assuming we can't do a non-surgical approach to handle a
12 prolapsed vagina, what are the options with regard to
13 surgexy?
14
A Well, lhere are several options. In a
15 situation such as this, when you have a young, very
16 active individual such as I understand Mrs. Gibbs was,
17 with her plans to have taught her children how to snow
18 ski within a short whil~ after the surgel')' was done, and
19 the fact that she used to jump on a trampoline in her
20 neighbor's yard, seems to indicate that she's a very
21 active 38-year-old woman. And a sacrospinous vaginal
22 vault suspension is a procedure that many of us now 23 and I cite •The Gynecologic Surgeon, • American
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1 Urogynecological Society - have recognized does not have
2 the type of long-term efficacy that would be necessaey
3 for somebody with this degree of activity level. So the
4 procedure that most of us are opting for now is the

S transabdominal approach. And what I'd showed you
6 earlier-

7
MR. GODARD: I object, ifYourHonor, please,
8 as to what is currently being offered.
·9
THE COURT: Objection sustained.
10
MR. KATIENBURG: I think that's an appropriate
11 objecdon, Your Honor.

12
13
· 14

1S

THE COURT: I'm going to tell you, Doctor, you
need to· confine your answers to the standard of care as
it existed on - that alleged negligence occurred in
1996, not today.
THE WITNESS: The same standards applied in

16
17 1996.

18

. ..
THE COURT: It·may be, I don•t know. But

19 you're saying, •currently we're thinking, • and that's not
20 the standard. The standard is what was 21
THE WITNESS: Okay. So the standards were the
22 same in 1996 as they are today.

Page 27
1 approaches, is there any indication from having reviewed
2 the records in this case that Dr. Cholban-

3
4

A Dr. Tashman.
Q - I'm sony, that Dr. Tashman deviated from
s the standard of care With regard to obtaining consent
6 about these matters from the patient?
1
A What I can say is that I saw no evidence that
8 alternatives were ever discussed with the patient, be
9 then non-surgical, surgical. And within the surgical
10 area, I did not see any discussion of other altematives,
11 be they approaching it abdominally or vaginally.
12
Q All right. "''haDk you, Doctor.
13
Let's talk about the surgery itself. How many
14 sacrospinous ligament suspensions, by the way, have you
1:5 performed as the lead surgeon?
16
A I don't keep a very tight count, but in the
17 neighborhood of 140 would be fairly accurate.
18
Q Now, on your first surgery, sacrospinous
19 ligament suspension surgery as a ~ead surgeon, did you
20 complete the surgery alone or did you - in other words,
21 fly solo?
22
A No. My first sacrospinous fixation·as a lead

··)·· ~----------------------------------------------------------------~~n_____sur
_____s_eo_n_w_as
____w_Wm
___I_w_as
___d_o_m_g_m_y_fl_ell_o_w_~_·p___
u_u_c_I_,_an_d--;
~~
1

2
3

•

4

S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19

. ) 20
21

22
D

BY MR. KATI'ENBUR.G:
Q So there were other surgical9ptions?
A There are surgical options. There is the
transabdominal approach, which uses what I have
demonstrated earlier, the sacral promontoey or where the
vertebw column ends as an anchoring point. That is one
approach. And the other approach is to do a sacrospinous
fixation vaginally, as was done in this case. ·You can do
it to one side, as it was done in this case on the
padent's right side. It can be done on both sides.· If
the top of the vagina is wide enough, then you can mtach
one portion, for instance, from your posidon on the·
patient's right ligament, you can attach the left upper
region to the padent•s left ligament, but you have to
have certainly enough width or breadth m the top of the
vagina, otherwise, if you stretch it too tight, you would
be impinging on the rectum behinii. So there are
transabdominal, transvaginal approaches. If the vagina
is too short vaginally so that you cannot reach the
ligament with the top of the vagina, you can attach it to
the iliococcygeal muscle, which also supports it to the .
fascia of the iliococcygeal muscle.
Q Well, Doctor, given these different surgical
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1 this was unde~ the tutelage of Donald Ostergard, so he
2 was standing right next to me.
3
Q And so he was your mentor u the time?

Con:,ect.
5
Q All right, Doctor. Do you have an opinion to a.
6 reasonable· degree of medical certainty what the standard
1 of care in Virginia in 1996 required with regard to
8 having an experienced doctor alongside of you when you
9 perform this procedure for the first time?
10
MR. GODARD: Let me just note my objection as
11 previously stated to this line of questioning, including
12 the present one.
13
THE COURT: Your objection will be noted.
14
BY MR. KATIENBURG:
15 . Q Do you have an opinion, Doctor?
16
A I truly do not have an opinion with this
17 respect because I believe thU every hospital or medical
18 institution. sets their own guidelines before they certify
19 a sutgeon as capable of performing a procedure, and since
20 I'm not privy to what was used u Fairfax Hospital and we
21 have no - from my understanding, no way of finding out
22 what the particular requirements are, I can offer no
'23 opinions with respect to that.
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Q Do you recommend even a skilled surgeon for the
1 exhibits and explain to the jwy the standard of care
first time should not have a proctor with them, what is
2 required in performing this surgery as it - in other
your opinion on that?
3 words, if you'd like to step down and show the jury these
MR. GODARD: Objection.
4 pictures and explain what's required, please do so.
THE COURT: Objection sustained. ·You need to
5
MR. GODARD: Counsel, may I just have a chance
rephrase the question, Mr. Kattenburg.
6 to make sure which ones you're showing him?
BY MR. KATI'ENBURG:
7
MR. K.ATI'ENBURG: 47 through 49, I believe. I
Q What is the standard of care for having
8 believe you have almost the identical exhibits.
performed, or for performing a sacrospinous ligament
9
(Thereupon. the witness left the stand and
10 suspeosion with regard to doing it for the first time and
10 stood before the jury.)
11 having a seasoned, a skilled doctor in that procedure
11
THE WITNESS: Am I confined to just using these
12 alongside of you?
12 or can I use ~can I also 13
MR. GODARD: Objection; asked and answered, the 13
MR. K.ATI'ENBURG: You can draw on it as wen:
14 previous question. He has no opinion.
·
14
THE WITNESS: Okay. Because if I just show you
15'
THE COURT: It's very similar, it sounds like
15 these, these are just snippets and show details of how
16 the same question, but I'll allow it. You can answer the
16 it's performed. What I can do is draw for you what's
17 question.
· 17 called the sagittal section, which is a side cut. So, in
18
THE WITNESS: I thiDk the previous question, I
18 other words, if you have a patient lying on a table with
19 agree with counsel who objected. Every hospital and
19 her legs up, it's a cut right up the middle so that you
20 every medical institution has its own guidelines.
20 step up to the patient's left side, and this way, you can
21
THE COURT: All right, if it's going tO be the
21 look at how things are ~tacked from top to bottom. This
22 same answer, Doctor, then we don'~ need you to 22 would represent the pubic bone, abdominal wall, the ·
. ) 23 objection sustained. Go ahead, Mr. Kattenburg.
23 patient's right leg in the background, and the buttocks.

1

) 2
·.J
.....- 3
4
. . S
6
7
8
9
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1. .
BY MR. KATTENBURG:
2
Q Dr. Cholhan, let's go to the next point here,
3 do you have an opinion to a reasonable degree of medical
4 certainty what the standard of care in VU'ginia was with
S regard to perfomling a sacrospinous ligament.suspension?
6
A How it is performed?
7
Q Yes.
8
A There are general guidelines how any surgical
9 procedure is performed ·because there are modifications,
10 there's certain recommendations.
11
(The documents heretofore referred
12
to were marked Plaintiff's Exhibit Nos.
13
47, 48 and 49 for identification.)
14
Q All right. Let me do this, Doctor, let me show
15 you previous exhibits that we've marked, and I'm showing
16 you now what's been previously marked for the record 47, ·
17 48, and 49. Based upon your ttaining, your education,
18 and your experience in gynecology, do these illustrations
19 accurately depict techniques involved in the perfon:nance
20 of a sacrospinous ligament suspension?
21
A Yes, this is a generally acceptable way of
)
22 performing it.
23
Q All right, Doctor. And can you use these
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1 Just for orientation, you would have the bladder and
2 urethra here. You would have the vaginal opening here,
3 the anal opening here, part of the rectum here. And we
4 just have the_ uterus removed, so just to show you, this
s is where the uterus would be, these ~ those two
6 ligaments that I was talking about, they go to the back,
7 and this is the bone upon which we sit and the sacrum,
8 the venebral column. And what happens is that it was 9 do you have something I can - the uterus was removed at
10 this point, and what happens is that this area was left
11 open according to the operative dictation•. These
12 ligaments were shortened, and sutures were placed through
13 one ligament, that portion of this vagina. and through
14 the other ligament, and this is done as one of the
15 options of resroring support to the top of the vagina.
16
Once this was done, then what you need to do is
17 you need to open the back wall, so it's almost like
18 performing what's called an episiotomy, which is an
19 incision made in the back vaginal wall to open it up.
20 It's almost like opening up acellar, an outside. cellar
21 door, so that you gain access back here "so that you can
22 reach the top of the vagina that's prolapsing. And what
23 you do is once you open the back wall of the vagina. you
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lhen need to look for the ligament. And if we draw it in.
this direction, the ischial spine is here, and then
there's the ligament running behind all of this if you
can envision this, because I'm doing this in two
dimension. And then what you need to do is you need to
locate that ligament. And as I mentioned to you earlier,.
in a 38-year-old patient, it"s impossible to actUally
visualize the ligament because it"s encased in that
muscle called the coccygeus muscle. so you need to
palpate this prominence that I showed you over here. this
ischial spine right here. and then locate the muscle that
runs from this spine to this - what we call the lateral
aspect or the side of the lower portion of the sacrum.
and within that. you can feel a fum strucn=. and
that"s where the ligament is. And then you need to place
your ~ what we call suspensocy sutures -your sutures
through ~ ligament, and usually two are placed, and
then these sutures are affixed to the underside of the .
top portion of the vagina. so that ultimately what
happens is here•s the ligament. once those sutures are
pulled tight and cinched davin. the top of the vagina is
brought down directly in contact With that ligament. And
that"s how it works. And if they do not come into

·j
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1. contact and there is what we call a suture bridge - if
2 you have a suture bridge. this procedure will not work
3 because eventually the suture will rip out of the vagina.
4 And that"s probably one of the reasons why the longevity
5 for ~ women is not as good with this procedure.
6
Now. there are several problems with this
7 procedure. If you want me to. expound on it now 8
MR. KATTENBURG: Yes. please.
9
THE WITNESS: People will make the argumeo.t
10 'that this is an operation that"s done by feel or
11 palpation. The ollly componimt of this procedure that's
12 done by palpation is looking for this particular boll)'
13 prominence. the ischial spine. because you need to
14 identify - I don"t want this to go down - because you
15 want to identify what the lateral limit is.
16 ·
The other thing that the - the importance of
17 identifying this ischial spine is that, as you can see
18 here. there are a host of huge nerve tnmks md blood
19 vessels that accompany these nerve truDks that run in
20 very close proximity, just lateral to this little hitch.
). 21 And so - we can talk about this later - it behooves you
22 to stay away from this particular area. in other words,
23 move closer in that direction md away from this area of
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1 potential dallger.
Now, using these exhibits. this one here
2
3 indicates here at 47 how the operating surgeon has
4 located the spine that I showed you, the ligament - and
5 you can see the ligament here is depicted within the body
6 of this muscle - and is moving away from this particular
7 structure and closer towards that sacrum that's over
8 here.
9
THE COURT: Well, let me ask you, Doctor, if
10 you•re going to mark on there. do we have clean copies of
11 those as well?
12
THE WITNESS: Sure.
13
MR. KATI'ENBURG: Yes, we do. YourHorior. ·
14
THE WITNESS: And this shows 15
THE COURT: Doctor, when you mark on them,
16 we•re going to change those to 47A, 48A alld 49A, so - .
17
THE WITNESS: I'm not going to~ these other
18 two, so I'll just put 47A?
19
THE COURT: 47A alld the clean copy is 47.
20
(The documeut heretofore referred
21
to was marked PlaiDtiff"s Exhibit No.
22
47A for identification.)
23
THE WITNESS: And you can see here - this is a.

Page 36
1 type of suture that's used to- a type of carrier, we•ll ·
2 call it a ligature carrier or suture canier, that's used
3 to anchor that dispensary surure through this ligament.
4
B'X MR. KATTENBURG:
5
Q What is a ligature carrier, are we talking like
6 a needle Cmying a7
A It is. As you can see here, it"s fairly shaip
·
8 ended so that it can penetrate, but it 'Y/On•t cut.· And
9 this one, the _ollly thing this does is describe·for you if
10 you do it on both sides, then you can 11
Q Which one are you referring to, No. 49?
12
A Coaect. And this one only shows how - first
13 of all. you•re staying away from that notch, that ischial
14 spine, you're very close actUally to the sacrum and how
15 it's attached on both sides so that the access of the
16 vagina is now ceutralized as opposed to with this type of
17 procedure where the access is off to the patient's right,
18 you're bringing it down on an angle.
19
MR. KATIENBURG: All right, Doctor. Let me
20 take those back for now.
21
(Thereupon, the witness returned to the stand.)
22
BY MR. KATI'ENBURG:
23
Q Doctor, based upon your education. training md
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1 experience, arc there any medical treatises or articles
1 here. I don't know if you wanted to pass this around to
2 that you consider reliable regarding me technique
2 the jury for them to look at because for me to describe
3 required, and as you've discussed, to d9 a sacrosp~us
3 all of these4 ligament suspension?
4
Q No, what I'd like you to do - we're not
S
A The literature is replete with articles that
5 pemlitted to do that. What you are permitted to do is to
6 arc considered reliable and have been written about the
.6 read the section that you feel is dispositive with regard
1 sacrospinous fixation. This is not a new procedure. It
1 to the placement of the sutures that were placed in fact
8 was described towards the tail end of the last century in
8 during this sacrospinous ligament suspension surgery.
9 Germany, but subsequently, people- it lost its
9
A So, the first thing that's highlighted here in .
10 popularity. And in this country, it was- first of all,
10 this -is with respect to placement of those suspensory
11 there were surgeons of interest in vaginal reconstructive
11 sutures, and as I - I think I've already highlighted for
12 surgery. In the mid-seventies, David Nichols and Clyde ..
12 you how important it is to stay away from that ischial
13 Randall - both of them were actUally where I trained, in
13 prominence because of the blood vessels and the
in·
14 Buffalo - brought about a
of interest in
14 that proximity.
15 approaching rccons~tivc surgery through the vagina,
15
It says here, •For proper suture placcmc.nt. the
16 vaginal. And one of the procedures that they began to ·
.16 surgeon must fonn a window through the desc=ding rectal
. 17 tout and sort of resurrected was the sacrospinous vaginal
. 17 septum over the ~pine.~ Jf you look at it, if you -look
18 vault suspenSion. So it's not a new procedure, but David . 18 at the vagina head on, what you w~uld find is. that the .
19 Nichols and Clyde Randall wrote a book- I believe the
19 vagina is conceptually a cylindrical structure and it's
20 first edition was in 1976. It was called •vaginal
20 attached at, let's say, between the 10 o'clock position
21 Surgery. • And I think since that time, there have been
21 and the 2 o'clock position, and likewise at ~c 4 o'clock
22 two other editions that have come forth. Clyde Randall
22 position and 8 o'clock positions by suspensory
23 passed away, but David Nichols, who passed away two years 23 components. They're not ligaments, they're actually

nerves

resurgence

Page 40

Page 38
1· ago, took -

)

· · r attached to the fascia.

the last edition, 1think, was a third, a

2 third edition. So •vaginal Surgery• is one of them.
3 There is Telinde 4
Q. Let me hand you what we sent to the other side
5 a month or so ago, and what is that article about?
6
A This is actually a chapter taken out of one of
1 the textS that I was about to describe called •Telinde's
8 Operative Gynecology. • It's currently being edited by
9 John Rock, who is cuxrently - well, he was at Emory at
10 this time, but he - these are the latest two editors.
11 Even though the original editor was Telinde, John Rock
12 and John Thompson 13
Q Telinde's book is deemed to be reliable, is it
14 not?
1S
A It's deemed to be very reliable.
16
Q Could you tell us if there's a section in
17 there, or could you read to the ladies and gentlemen of
18 the jury with regard to Telinde's book, anything that it
19 says with regard to the placement of where these
20 suspension sutures should be put?
21
A This is taken out of a chapter on Surgical
22 correction specifically addressing what we talked about,
23 the sacrospinal fixation and it has several illustrations
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And what happens is, in order for you to gain
3 access to this particular ligament, as you're looking at
4 it from YO'!' vantage point, you would need to make a
s window at the 8 o'clock position because that's where6 what we Can a rectal pillow is located. And that has to
1 be moved medially, or towards the patient's middle, in·
8 order for you to make it all the way down to this
9 ligament and palpate it and visualize it.
10
And in many instances, that penetration can
11 disrupt some of the nerves or iiritatc some of the
12 nerves, and that's why we counsel our patients that they
13 should expect that they have ten to fourtccn days worth
14 of burning sensation in their buttock, but that is
15 transient.
16
Q That's transient, and what do you mean by
17 "transient"?
18
A Transient, that it doesn't last, it doesn't
19 have any long-tcnn or lingering side effects. So that's
20 what it refexs to here.
21
And then it talks about - •The sacrospinous
22 ligament or wccygeus muscle complex is palpated and
23 usually can be visualized as it courses from the ischial
2
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1 spine to the sacral, • and that again goes back to the

)

.;
·..... :··

1 report; is that correct?
2
A Correct. So - the other two pages of the
3 report describe the preoperative diagnosis, postoperative
4 diagnosis, intraoperative findings. This is a

2 fact that it's contained within - the ligament is
3 contained within the body of the muscle.

4
S

6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

And then I think what you want me to highlight
here is, •At a point two to three cendmeters• centimeters, which is about an inch and a half, three
centimeters - •medial to the ischial spine, the ligament
is grasped by the tip of a long Allis or Babcock• these are particular~ of clamps that we ue to grasp
tissue and hold it - •and th~ penetrate it by the blunt
tip of a long-handled DcChamps ligature carrier. • This
was the type of ligature carrier that you saw.
Q Now, is that the type of ligature carrier that
Dr. Tasbman used in his surgery?
A Well, there are several instl'Uments that can be
used to penetrate this type of ligament. The traditional
one is the DeCbamps ligature carrier that you saw. There
are variatio~ of that. It's essentially a long - it's
an instru.ment that's long like this, and it has sort of a
half-moon type of- what you just saw, what·l showed
you. That has beeil'modified by some people by rotating
it or deviating it 45 degrees because when you put it
into this very- it's a tight area that you're putting

s description of the actual procedure.
Q And who prepared that description, Doctor?
This was dictated by the operating surgeon.
8
Q By Dr. Tasbman?
9
A Correct.
10
Q And this was dictated at or near or right after
11 he did his surgexy, presumably, or do you know?
12
A I don't know because I don't have the rest of
13 it and I didn't commit to memory exactly because
14 eypically at the end, it will say •dictated; • a date.
. 15 Perhaps yo~ can provide that information.
16
Q We'll provide you with that.
17
So go_ ahead, in terms of the placement of the
18 sutures, you've read to us that it should be placed. two
19 to three centimeters medial or toward the inside of the
20 . body from the ischial spine; is that correct, Doctor?
21
A Comet, in order to avoid that area. Now,
22 some people have said, well, .it should J?e one to two 23 finger breadths medial or towards the middle from that
6

7
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i it thlough - you might not be able .to tum it at the
2 proper angle, and so a 45-degree angulation of the tip
3 will allow you to penetrate that ligament. So there are
4 modifications of the DeCbamps ligature carrier..
S
There is what's called a Meyazaki or Meya hook.
6 Fred Meyazaki was a gynecologist, he -: so, the thing is,
7 to answer your question directly, the first· attempt was

8 with .:... from the operative repOrt -was a Meya hook, and
9 it's descnoed as being one centimeter- .
10
Q Let me stop you right there. Can you come down
11 to ·the jmy?

12

A Okay.

13
(Thereupon. the witness left the stand and
14 stood before the ju.ty.)

15
16
17
18
19
20
_) 21
22

BY MR. KATIENBURG:
Q What report are you referring to right now?
A I'm referring to the operative report that's
generated. With each operative procedure, the operating
surgeon or assistant dictates a report as to how the
procedure - what was encountered, how the procedure
transpired, any complications, any -just a general
description not in detail of the procedure.
23
Q Now, you're looking at page three of the
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Page 44
spine. Well, as you can probably look at your fingers,
all of our fingers are different sized. so what is one to
two finger breadths? And that's why a lot of peOple have
started to ~be it as two to three centimeters, other
people have said, even ·in 1996. move it as medial as .
possible, 'in other words, closer towards the sacrum and
away from that area.
.
The way it's described here is that •a sharp
and blim.t dissection with a knife and scissors were used
to deflect the paravagjnal fascias," which are those
rectal pillars, "underside of the mucosa vaginal cup,"
and then it goes on here to say, •tong instruments• long - where is this, right here- •an attempt was made
to grasp the sacrospinous ligament using a W'Jley"- I
think this was a typo. it meant •Meya• - •suture
ligature•; is this correct?
Q It's correct.
A Okay- "Meya suture ligature carrier using ogortex suture" - here it is Q Now, the word "suture" -let me help the jury
out or let me help myself out, the word "suture" and
•ligature• is the same, "suture" refers to the material
used-
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1
2

A Correct.

- in the support 3
A Correct.
4
Q -of the- okay.
s A Coacct.
6
And it says here, •This, however, proved not to
7 be implanted adequately and was immediately removed. •
8
Q So, he first went in - what do you deduce from
9 this swement in his operative report from that point
10 right there?
11
A Well, the thing is- this is- the problem
12 with this is that when you're- I don't know whether the
13 operating surgeon was sitting or standing, but if you
14 think of it- you're looking straight down in this
IS direction. and you're-trying to find that ligament, and
16 sometimes, especially if you're sitting, you can't
17 visualize it. And when you place Chat·Meya hook- a
18 Meya hook is very different from what I showed you there.
19 A
M~ya book is a long -I'll draw it for_ you. A Meya
20 hook is a long instrument that essentially is a
21 modification of a biopsy forceps that we use for cervical
22 biopsies except the end was modified so that it bas a
23 hook. And what happens is that in its resting position,
Q

Page 46
1 the hook is up. And what you do is you place this right
2 on top of tbat complex where you're trying to put the
3 sumre through, and then you close the finger portion,
4 and it brings the hook through the ligament. And when it
S emerges, then frequently you have to take this entire
6 thing and move it up so that you can actually visualize
7 the tip, and then you have to retrieve the suture that's
8 been pi~. that pierces the ligament. And that's .
9 where the nerve hook comes in so that you can pull on
10 that suture. ·
11
The problem is sometimes that the flatness of
12 this, especially if you;re not standing and briDging it
13 in. if you •re sitting, it can slip off that muscle, and
14 so it can be a frustrating experience in that respect.
15
So that initial attempt was not successful, and
16 so was immediately removed. The section was moved
17 slightly more anteriorly, which is towards the front, and
18 laterally, and with the Breisk:y retractors remaining in
19 place, it describes passage through the sacrococcygeal 20 to the coccygeal muscle could be isolated with a long
21 Allis clamp. So, finally, be was able to isolate it with
22 this long clamp where that spine is. At this point, a
23 DcChamps ligature carrier. the one that 1 showed you
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1 initially 2
Q So he changed, the doctor changed?
3
A He changed from the Meya hook to the
4 traditional DeCwnps ligarure passer.
5
Q And again, the ligature passer is the needle

6 that holds the suture?
7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
. 15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

Correct.
Q What we showed you.
A With an 0-goxtex sutUre - gortex is a suture
material - approximately one centimeter medially to the
protuberance of the spine. So it was placed not one
finger breadth, not two finger breadths, not two
centimeters or three centimeters, it was placed one
centimeter. Now,~ is a right-handed ligature
cao:icr, and it's placed at one centimeter, then the tip
of the thing must bave touched, I mean, the spine. We
don't know whether· it was the entry point, me exit
point. We have no idea. It's just that the sumre was
place4 one cendmetcr. And then the secondQ And the literature that you are teading to us
from Telinde's or Telinde's book says what distance?
A It recommends at least two to three centimeters ·
away or medial from that spot.
A

Page 48
1
2

3
4
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23

Rather than the one?
Correct.
(The document heretofore referred
• to was marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No.
-26 for identification.)
Q Now, Doctor, I'm going to hand you what's been
marked previously as Plaintiff's Exhibit 26. This is the
full four-page operarlve ~ort, the same document that
Mr. Godard held up during his opening statement and said
it was a lengthy operative report, when is that dicwed,
Doctor?
A It was dicwed on the same day as the surgcxy.
October 7, 1996.
Q So, when a doctor prepares an operative report
such as this, does be take care to be accurate in his
statements in his operative report?
MR. GODARD: Wen, I object. It calls for
speculation.
BY MR. KATTENBt:JRG:
Q Well, this is a document, is it not, Doctor,
that is part of the record; coaect?
A I don't know if I'll be answering your question
directly. I think that the closer you are dictating to
Q

A
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1 the time of surgecy, perhaps the more accurate your
2 recollection of the specifics of the procedure. I've
3 always been amaud how physi~ can go back later and
4 recreate things that happened months ago. But I think
S this was dictated - in all faimess, I think this was
6 accurately dictated because it was dictated the same day
7 as the surgery.
8 · Q And he is saying he's one centimeter away from
9 the ischial spine-rather than two to three or further
10 medial; is that correct?
11
A The way it is dictated, it says that it was
12 placed one centimeter medial to the spine. In all
13 fairness, again, I don't know whether that was the entry
14 point, the exit point. Whether it was the entry point or
1S the exit point, it's still too close to that
16 particular 17
Q That's what I'm getting to, it's too close to
18 the ischial spine.
19
A Yes, sir.
20
Q And would you condnue reading from what the
21 literatUre that's recognized as reliable states about the ·
22 positioning of this suture?
_-.) 23
A Okay. It says here, ~The very tip of the.

Page 51
1 New York, he's also a fellow, and Donald Osterburg.
2
And what you've highlighted here before is

3 their recommendation again.
4
Q Please, just read it to us.

s
6
7
8
9
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23
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1 carrier" - Ibis is the DeChamps ligature carrier - "is

2 gently slid down on the surface of the left index

3 figure• .... this is probably very laborious to 4
Q Well, is there anything else with regard to the
S placement location beyond what 6
A Yeah, it mentions again two to three
7 centimeters medial to the ischial spine.
8
Q · Let me band you some more literature, ·
··
9 treatises, which I have again tumished to the
10 defendant's counsel prior to this trial, what is that
11 document that you're looking at?
12
A This is an article rhat was· published in the
13 Journal ofReproductive Medicine in 19 -let me sec, I
14 was a fellow. I think. when this was published 15
Q Well, is it a reliable treatise, and would you
16 tell us who the author is?
17
A The article is entitled ·surgic:d Management of
18 Uterine Prolapse in Young Women, • which is very much akin
19 to vaginal prolapse. The procedure itself from a
20 technical standpoint is essentially the same, and the
21 authors of this article are David Richardson, who is in
22 Deu-oit. who is also a former co-author with Donald
23 Ostergard, and Richard Scottie, who's at Albert Einstein,
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•It is important to stay at least two
centimeters medial to lhe ischial spine to avoid vascular
or neurologic complications. •
Q Let me hand you another article, Doctor, can
you identify this document?
A This is an article in the Almrican Journal of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, and it's authored by Steve
Krucbank, who was then in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and
it'sQ Is it deemed reliable, a reliable treatise?
A Yes, this was published in a peer-reviewed
j~umal, so it has undergone a peer scrutiny, ~d it's
entitled •sacrospinous Fixation: Should.This be
Performed at the Time of Vaginal Hysterectomy. •
Q Could you read to the ladies and gentlemen of
the jury. with regard to lhe placement of sutures for a
sacrospinous ligament suspension wbat it says?
A "The ischial spine, coccygeus musclesacrospinous ligament complex are palpated and yisually
A

1 idehtified by a blunt or sharp dissection. Number 2
viCl')'l sutures• -it's just a type of absorbable
suture - "are then placed by direct visualization
through the ligament approximately two to three
centimeters medial or towards the middle to the ischial
spine. •
Q I'm going to hand you about two more or these,
would you identify that particular treatise or document?
-9
A This is a chapter from Clifford Wal~'s 10 Clifford Walace is an associate professor of OB/GYN at
11 Hopkins and a very well renowned and respected pelvic
12 surgeon. He has - this is his third edition of •Atlas
13 of Public Surgery, • and in the particular chapter on
14 sacrospinous ligament suspension of the vagina, it reads,
15 "The sacrospinous ligament must be visualized and
16 identified. Care must be taken to avoid the pudendal
17 artery and nerve since these are immediately posterior,"
18 in other words, behind, "and inferior, • below, "the
19 ischial spine. • So, again, that ischial spine is the
20 key. "The sutures must be placed at least two
21 centimeters medial to the ischial spine to avoid injury
22 to the pudendal nerve, which could result in chronic
23 pain••
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
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1

Q

Let me band you a final treatise, can you

1 for the pl~ of the fiXation suspension sutures,

2 identify this?
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

23

Yes, this is a chapter out of the book that I
cited illitially by David Nichols and Clyde Randall,
Fourth Edition, "Vaginal Surgexy, • and it says here,
•Direct, adequate illumination of Ellis deep area is
essential and can be provided by a spotlight just over
the operators shoulder or a suitable bright fiberoptic
forehead l~p. And then it talks about, "if one is to
use a right sacrospinous ligament," as was used in this
case to the patient's right side, •the middle finger of
the left hand should be placed on the middle surface of
the ischial spine, and under direct vision, the tip of
the DcCbamp's ligature caxrierpenetrates the coccygeus
muscle sacrospinous ligament at a point one and one and a
half to two finger breadths medial to the spine. • In
other words, now you're using your fingers and not
imagiDing two to tbrec centimeters, you're using your
fingers, putting your finger on the spine and then going
two centimeters - two finger breadth medial to that Q What is the distance of two finger breadths
roughly, how many centimeters would that be?
A Well, as I mentioned, I mean, there are some

1 people who

2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
.)
.

20
. 21
22

23

2 what's your opinion?

A

.
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3
4

My opinion is that you Uy and stay away as far

5
Q So would you say even more than two to three
6 centimeters?
7 · A My personal opinion is that I delineate where
8 that ischial 9
MR. GODARD: I'm go~g to object if be's
10 describing his own personal preference or whether it's
11 standard of care he's talking about.
12
THE COURT: Objection sustained.
13
MR. KAITENBURG: I'll withdraw it.
14
BY MR. KAITENBURG:
15
Q Now, Doctor, do you have any other knowledge as
16 to where Dr. Tashman could have placed these sutures
17 other than one CQltimeter medial to the ischial spine, !to
18 you have any other information?
19
A Well, based on the fact that the patient went
20 into the operation being totally neurologically intact,
21 walked in under her own power, we assume, and then

immediately after surgery began to complain of complaints
23 consistent with injuxy that later was identified by the

22
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have smaller fingers in terms of width than 1 neurologist as a combination of sciatic and pudendal

others. We're talking probably in the neighborhood of 2
one and a half to two inches.
3
Q Okay. But in terms of centimeters·, would that
4
be three to five centimeters, two finger breadths?
5
A No, two finger breadths would probably be on
6
the order of two to four centimeters.
7
Q Two to four centimeters. Thank you, that's
8
what I'm interested in.
9
What else does that article read or state?
10
A It says here, "Early in his or her experience,
11
the surgeon will expose the area of fixation for suture 12
placement, which requires appropriate anatomic
13
1
dissection. '
14
Q Okay. Doctor 15
A There's more that you have highlighted here,
16
but I think it :...
17
Q It's redundant?
18
A It's redundant. It underscores 19
Q All right, I appreciate that.
20
Do you have an opinion based upon your
21
education, your training and experience what in your - 22
as opposed to these articles, what is the proper location 23
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nerve injury, it is fair to assume that something
transpired during this particular surgical procedure, and
possibly ~ven the misplacement, misidentification,
mispl~mcnt of these sutures that resulted in the
neurological injury.
Q So do you have an opinion to a reasonable .
degree of medical certainty as to whether Dr. Tasbman
breached the standard of care with regard to his surgical
technique that be performed in doing this surgexy?
A I do believe so.
Q You believe he did deviate from the standard of
care?

I do believe so.
And can you tell us how you reach that opinion
once again?
A It's difficult for me to say whether directly
the placement of the suspensory sutures resulted in
the- at this juncture, it appears longstanding
neurologic after-effects of the surgecy or whether it was
sutures that were used in tljing to effect or cause
hemostasis, in other words, to stem any bleeding ~ was
occurring in the area.
A
Q
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recall?
A If you read the operative dictation, which is a
continuation of this, it appears that there was bleeding
in the area of the procedure. Now, this area is a
potential space, so theoretically, there should be DO
bleeding whatSoever because there"s DO blood vessels.
The only blood vessels that are found are the ones along
the side wall and towards the middle where the rectum
are, so that one of those blood vessels, the way it's
described by Dr. Tubman, was visualized, identified,
clamped, and a ligature placed through it. I'm not
exactly sure whether this was the only suture, ligature,
that was used to stem the bleeding, but it's also
mentioned that the estimated blood loss was in excess of
900 milliliters.
Q Is that a lot for this type of surgery. Doctor?
A It is, it is a substantial amount of bleeding
for this type of surgery.
Q Nine-hundred millimeters, can you tell us how
many liters, or is that a liter or just how much that is?

Page 58
Well, first of all, it was in excess. We don't
2 know how much in excess of 900 milliliters, whether it
3 was 1000, whether it was 1100. It just says- directly
4 quoted, it says "in excess of900 milliliters.• Now,
S 1000 milliliters is one liter, which roughly transl~
6 into our standards is about one quart.
7
Q Would one single, sole bleeder, do you think,
8 be the producing cause of that much blood loss?
9
A It can be. It depends on the size of the
10 vessel. When you have large venous structures, veins,
11 and. if one of them gets severed and you're working in a
12 very tight and confined area, if you cannot locate that
13 expeditiously, it can result in substantial bleeding.
14
Q Is there any indication, having reviewed the
15 operative report, that this patient might have had more
16 than one bleeder, though, or one vessel that might have
17 been ruptured? ·
18
A Not through my reading of the report.
19
Q Did Dr. Tashman exCICise the standard of care
·. 20 when he made efforts to arrest this bleeding in your
). 21 opinion?
22
A I don•t know if there is any standard of care
23 for arresting bleeding. I think what happens is that we
1

A
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1
Q Let"s talk about that, do you recall in reading
2 the operative report that Dr. Tashman ran into a bleeder
3 or bleeders, if you will, and will you tell us what you

CHOLHAI~'S

1 all as people react differently. There are some people
2 who react very swiftly and perhaps sometimes even
3 overreact, and rve seen this on many occasions with my
4

s
6
7

8.
9
10
11

12
13

14

1S
16

17

18
19
20

21
2:2
23

colleagues, even when I was still traiDing, where they
would start grasping at things with a clamp trying to
stem the bleeding.
There are other people who react differently in
the operating room by slowing everything down and just
packing the area as tight as they can with several packs
and waiting tluee to five minutes for the patient•s own
coagulation to start taking effect and then
systematically and methodically removing one pack at a
time under direct visualization, and that helps them to
identify the bleeders a little b~t better than sort of
taking the bit or miss approach.
So there iS no ~ of care. I dWlk it's
a matter of how one reacts. ADd I think that sometimes,
especially if you haven't been in an area often, there
are some people who have a tendency to overreact, and I
can tell you from personal cxpctiencc.
MR. GODARD: Well. rm going to object to the
doctor's personal experience..
THE COURT: Sustained.

Page 60
BY MR. KAITENBURG:
Q Don't tell us about your personal experience,
3 but rather, Doctor, let me ask you this, you mentioned
4 packing to arrest bleeding or to achieve the stoppage of
s bleeding: was there any indication in the medical records
6 that yo11 reviewed that Dr. Tashman, when be encountered
7 this one vessel that was bleeding, that be in fact did _
8 any packing, is there anything in the records to indicate
1
2

9 that?
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

No, tbere is not.
Q In other words, what he did was he tried to
isolate or find this vessel, and then be sutured it and
stopped the bleeding?
A From the operative note, and I think that this
is a question that would be better directed towards the
operating surgeon himself- from the operative note, it
talks about isolation of one bleeder, but it"s hard for
me to say - and one will find rarely the description
that multiple packs were used to sustain - to stem the
bleeding and then the -we just describe it as •efforts
were taken to effect hemostasis. •
Q Doctor, did Dr. Tashman deviate from the
standard of care -you say he has in tenDs of where be
A
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1 placed these sutures, did that cause injuries to Mrs.
2 Gibbs's pudendal and sciatic nerves in your opinion?
3
A In my opinion, yes, I believe that -

4
Q And why do you 5
A Whether it was the suspensoxy sutures or any
6 other sUtures that may have been placed to effect the
7 hemostasis, to stem the bleeding, one of those sutures or
8 a combination of those sutures - because as far as one
9 can say, well, it could have been one of the retractors

10 that were used, but those arc usually transient injuries,
11 and nerves recover from that.
12
Q In other words -let's talk about that, a
13 surgeon can go in and encounter bleeding from moving the
14 tissue around, is that what you're saying, or he can, by
15 ~ving the tissue around :- tell me - there can be a
·

16 lessening of the blood to that, to various organs within
17 the body, is that what you're saying?
18
A Well, the thing is, as I mentioned~ you're
19 working in a very tight and confined area, and frequently
20 you need to usc retractors. These arc long, metal
21 instruments that arc plaCed inside and then held by an

if you place these instruments on top of
23 a nerve, that may compromise the nerve, but that kind of

22 assistant. Now,

)
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1 compromise is usually transient, it's not long-lasting.
2
Q So it doesn't last more than a few weeks?
3
A No. But you can awlse, and that's how people
4 get into bleeding sometimes. You can avulse or rip
S vessels. Imagine if there is, like, a loose vessel and

6 you pull the tissue apart in trying to gain visual ·
7 access, you can awlse.
8
You can lacerate. Those instruments 9 somebody once said that any surgical instrument can
10 become a weapon~ the wrong hands, and it's ttue. You
11 can take these retractors, and if you just scrape the
12 side wall of the pelvic area, there are huge venous
13 pl~ there, and if one of them happeos to be in the
14 way, you can lacerate it and run into bleeding, so 15
Q But those aren't deviations from the standard
16 of care, these are things that happen during surgery?·
17
A They can happen.
18
Q Unlike the location or placement of the suture
19 that we've discussed?
20
A Correct.
21
Q Let me ask you, though, about --let's assume
22 that there was some bleeding caused by the retraction of
23 tissues, let's further assume that there was then an
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Page 63
1 attempt to isolate the bleeding, whether it's from
l multiple vessels or veins, or whether just a single one

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

as Dr. Tashman has written about in his report, and let's
assume that they- that as a result of that, there's
some lessening - is there some injury to the nerves
because of less blood supply in that part of the body,
could that happen, the injury that we have, Mrs. Gibbs'
has?
A It's highly unlikely.
Q. Why is that?
A Because there's such an expanse of what we call

11
12 colla~on.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23

Q Well, is there another word for that, is there
a lot .of vascular vessels?
A Yeah, there arc a lot of vessels in the area so
that even if you compromise the blood supply in one area,
because of the collateralization or the blood vessels in
the vicinity, they usually take over. And so that for
you to create an extensive injury with the kind of longterm results that we have seen Mrs. Gibbs sustained, it's
highly willkely.
Q ·It happened in that fashion?
A Correct.

Page 64
1
Q What about just a surgeon goes in, he cuts the
2 patient, dissects the area, and there's trauma to the
3 tissue that causes swelling or edema, could that in and

4 of itself ~e the cype of injury Mrs. Gibbs has?
5
A Edema is usually a self-limiting process.
6
Q What does that mean?
7
A Ede_ma is swelling and swelling can occur in any
8 area that's been operated upon or dissected upon. Now.
9 swelling can interfere with things like nerves that go to
10 •the bladder, so patients who•ve had bladder surgery, for
11 two or three days, they have no control or they cannot
12 void because of the swelling or the edema. But that is
13 self-limiting. Once the body begins to repair itself,
14 the edema begins to recede, and when it recedes, that's
15 when patients start complaining that they feel pain.
16 Those patients don't complain terribly on the first day.
17 It's on the second day after surgery. Why? Because the
18 edema or the swelling recedes aild the pain then begins
19 to - the nerve kicks in and is able to pick up the
20 impulses of pain.
21
Q All righL So we've talked about possible
22 vascular compromise by simple retraction and we've talked
23 about edema. and these things might c:mse some nerve
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1 problems but nothing to the extent Mrs. Gibbs has; is
2 that correct?
3
A Not to the extent and not as longstanding.
4
Q And not as longstanding.
s
The defense in this case bas also made the

6
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suggestion that possibly positioning on the table, the
operating table, which is a bard table, right; could have
caused some sciatica or sciatic problems in Mts. Gibbs,
whatis your opinion as to that?
A I'm not a neurologist and so I can't really
aDSWer that directly, but 1would tend to agree with MR. GODARD: I'm going to object if he doesn't
feel he's qualified.
THB COURT: Sustained.
MR. KATI'ENBURG: I'll ask Dr. Richards that
question.
THE WITNESS: I was ·going to refer you to him
because that's who's deposition I wasTHE COURT: And that's why we stopped you
because you can't do that.
MR. KATI'ENBURG: That's right. Thank you.
Doctor, let me go back- with the Court's
indulgence, I'll only be a few minutes.
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A I don't believe it deviated from the standard
of care in Virginia. no.
Q In other words, should be have had someone with
him at that time?
MR. GODARD: Well, I object. He just indicated
there was no devialion.
THE COURT: Sustained.
MR. KATI'ENBURG: I apologize. I'm trying to
get my thoughts here. I'll be done in just a minute.
BY MR. KATIENBURG:
Q I might ask one other question, and then this
will be it.
(The document heretofore referred
to was marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No.
28 for identification.)
Can you identify what this document is? This
is from part of the Plaintiff's Exhibit 28 Progress
Notes. Doctor, what are Progress Notes that a physician
prepares?
A Well, Progress Notes are just what the tide
suggests, they are notes on the patient's progress,
whether they be in the hospital, be in the. office. And
what we have here are essentially two things. This is -:-

· Page 68

Page 66
1
BY MR. KATIENBURG:
2
Q Do we know anything in this case, Doctor, or do
3 you know anything in this case about the mechanism of how
4 this pudendal nerve or sciatic nerve or both was actually
5 injured. that is, whether it was bound by a suture,
6 whether it was impaled by a suture, do we- have we
7 deduced that?

)

8
A We have no direct evidence. What we do know is
9 the patient, when she 10
MR. GODARD: Well, I object to counsel leading
11 and testifying himself.
12
THE COURT: SUstained.
13
MR. KATI'ENBURG: I agree and I apologize to the
14 Court.
.
15
BY MR. KATIENBURG:
16
Q Doctor, you are mindful, are you not, that Dr.
17 Tashman went back in two days -three days after the
18 surgecy and removed the two suspension sutures, you've
19 read that in his operative - you've read his second
20 operative report, have you not?
21
A Correct.
22
Q Was there anything about that procedure that
23 deviated from the standard of care in Virginia?
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1
Q Do you want to put this down in front of the
2 juxy so they can see it?
3
A One is what we call a brief oper.W.ve note:
4
Q Well, let me ask you, who's the author of this

s Progress Note?
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23

Dr. Tashman.
It has bis signature down here below?
A Right.
Q Okay. Go ahead, Doctor.
A What you see up above is the brief operative
note. In addition to that operative dictation that we
saw a copy of before or a portion of, this is just a
brief SUIDJnaiy, handwritten SUJllDlaiY·
Beneath it is the Progress Note from the first
postoperative day.
Q And can you tell us what Dr. Tashman wrote in
that Progress Note, please?
A Basically, it says here, •Patient care of pain
in right hip area• and something on right leg, I can't
make that out. This is •s• for •subjective. • This is
what the patient reports. And then ·objective: Normal
sensory and motor to resistance testing, • although I
don't know what type of resistance testing was performed,
A

Q
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1 "hematocrit after transfusion 25, • normal hematocrit is
2 in the range of 35 to 43 or thereabouts. This, I
3 presume, was after the transfusion. "The patient had two
4 autologous units, she received one intraoperatively and
5 then there were ptan.s•IS
Q Autologous is her own blood; is that correct?
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

14
lS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

A

Correct.

Q And it says, "blood pressure 85 over 50,
patient claims· blood pressure on narcotics generally less
than 90 over 50," and since she was receiving
postoperative narcotic medication, this appears to be
consistent with that. "Vagina: scant bleeding, packed
out due to allergy. • The patient was initially packed, I
believe, in the operating room with a sulfa drug or
antibiotic pack, but when it was recognized that the
patient had an allergy to sulfa medications, it was
removed, and I believe intraoperatively.
Q "Intraoperatively" means?
A Towards the end of surgel}', after the pack was
placed.
And then it says "A&P," wbich is assessment and
plan, •concemed expressed regarding inflammation and
trauma in vicinity of sciatic or pudeudal nerve, • and

Page 71
1 don't know what that really means.
2
Q Doctor, do you have an opinion to a reasonable
3 degree of medical certainty whether Dr. Tashman breached
4

the standard of care if he didn't describe altematives

5 and risks of surgery as you've testified to earlier?
6
A Yes, I believe- I believe so.
7
Q You believe what, Doctor?
8
A I believe rhat it is a breach of standard of
9 care not to inform the patient of all of lhe options.
10
Q And did Dr. Tasbman in your opinion inform the
11 patient of all the options and the risks of surgery?
12
MR. GODARD: Well, objection. How can he
13 possibly speculate on that, he wasn't. there?

14
~- KATI'ENBURG: Based upon what he reviewed
15 Based upon 16
MR. GODARD: Exactly.
17
Tim COURT: Hold on, hold on. Objection
18 sustained. You can rephrase the question, counsel.
19
BY MR. KATIENBURG:
20
Q Based upon what you reviewed in the record·
21 reading Dr. Tasbman's deposition,

Mrs. Gibbs' deposition

22 and everything else that you~ve laid your predicate on,
23 do you have an opinion to a reasonable degree of medical

Page 72

Page 70
t what's highlighted here says; "however, ligature
2 relatively lateral and superficial in

)

1 certainty of whether Dr, .Tashman breached the standard of

3 coccygeus/sacrospinous complex.·
4
Q And what does that mean to you, "relatively
s lateral, • and explain that to the juxy?
6
A Well, I don't. know how much more lateral you
7 can go than one centimeter from where the suture was
8 placed, so .
9
Q So that confums where he placed the suture?
· 10
A Yes.
11
Q In his Progress Note rhat he writes after the
12 surgery?
13
A I don't know how to intezpret this because we
14 can only place the suture medial of the ischial spine.
15
Q Again, let's help the juxy. Medial means
16 toward the inside of the body, lateral means 17
A Correct.
18
Q - the outside of the body?
19
A So, if you use this; referring back to this
20 exhibit, if we place it one centimeter close to these
21 nerves -- this nerve here, he wasn't concerned because it
22 was lateral to the ischial spine - well, how can it be
23 lateral? It can't be, it can only be medial. So, I
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2 care with respect to his lack of descriptions to - or
3 for alternatives and risks of surgery? ·
4
A I was going to preface the answer by saying

s that with'all the ·information that I have reviewed and
· 6 that's been provided me, including Dr. Tashman's notes, I
7 saw no evidence rhat any patient counseling occurred. with
8 respect to altematives of treatment, advantages of one
9 treatment over another, disadvantages, risk factors, or
10 the like.
11
MR. KATIENBURG: At this time, Your Honor, I'd
12 like to move for the admission of exhibits- Plaintiff's
13 Exhibits 46, 47, 47A, 48 and 48, and since we're at this
14 point too, I'd move for the admission of Exhibit 26,
IS which is the operative report.
16
MR. GODARD: No objection to 26.
11
. THE COURT: 28? 26 is the operative repon?
18
MR. KATIENBURG: Yes, sir.
19
MR. GODARD: Com:ct.
MR. KATI'ENBURG: 26 is the operative repon.
20
MR. GODARD: And no objection to 47, 48, and·
21
22 48.
THE COURT: And 46 or 47A? Is it 47?
23
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1 about informed consent. I understood you to say that in
2 reviewing everything that you've reviewed, you find or
THE COURT: Well, you moved it and he hasn't
3 have found no evidence of a discussion about a different
4 treatment option, did I hear that right?
responded to it. It's not admitted yet.
MR.. KATIENBURG: That's 47. I'm sony.
5
A Correct.
6
Q And then just most recently you opined in
Mil GODARD: I have no objection to 47 or 26 or
49 or 48. Now, are you moving 47A?
1 response to Mr. Kattenburg's question that if that didn't
MR. KA'ITENBURG: Yes, we are.
8 occur, then there was violation of the standard of care
9
in that tcspcet; right?
MR.· GODARD: I have no objection to that.
THE COURT: 47 A will be admitted as well.
10
A That's correct.
We've moved in 46, 47, 47A, 48, 49, and 26; is that
11
Q Well, did I misunderstand or did you or did you
right?
12 not read Dr. Tasbman's deposition for one, did you read
MR.. KATTENBURG: Yes. Yes, that's correct,
13 it?
Your Honor.
14
A Yes, I did.
(The documentS heretofore referred ·
l.S
Q Did you read Mrs. Gibbs' deposition?
tO as Plaintiffs Exhibits Nos. 26,
16
A Yes, I did.
· ·
46,47,47A,48,and49wercreceived
17
Q Did you read Mr. Gibbs' deposition?
into evidence.)
18
A No, I did not read his deposition.
MR. KATTENBURG: With the Court's indulgence. 19 9 Well, was that not provided to you?
MR. GODARD: Are you done?
20
A I did not - that was not provided to me.
MR. KATTENBURG: Yes. Thank you very much, 21
Q So you're not aware of the ~timony that Mr.
Your Honor.
22 Gibbs has given regarding those items that were discussed
THE COURT: Hold on and we'll take a five23 by Dr. Tasbman when he was present with his wife at the

1
MR. KATTENBURG: Just 47 because 47A he wrote
2 on. Well, it's admitted as well, I'm sony.

3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

14
lS
16
17
18

19
20
21

22

··')

23
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·~

1 minute recess.

3 We'll be back in five minutes.
(Thereupon, at 4:1S p.m., the proceedings
5 recessed to resume at 4:2S p.m.)
6
THE COURT: Are we ready to resume?
1
MR. KA'i'"I'ENBURG: Yes, we arc.
8
mE COURT: Mr. Kaacnburg, I'm going to uy
9 and keep you on traCk b~ by Thursday, I expect your
10 case to be finished. If. you finish Thursday, I expect

1 preoperative l
A Seems to me you're holding me responsible for
3 some information that I was not privy to.
4
Q All right. You weren't privy to it because you
s weren't liven it, is that what you mean?
6
A I did not have an opportunity to read that.
7
Q Okay. How about Ms. Gibbs • deposition?
.
8
A But I would be happy to take a look ar it now.
9
Q Oh, all right. I'll be happy to show it to
10 you. Well, in fact, let me just read you tJle sentence

11 your case -

11 where he's being question about his memozy concerning

. Don't discuss the case amongst yourselves.

2

4

MR. KATTENBURG: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: - so that we can get to defense

12
13

14 case next week~ We're already going a day over, but I
15 don't want to go two days over.

MR. KATTENBURG: Yes, sir.

16
17

(Thereupon, the witness resumed the stand.)
(Thereupon, the jwy returned to the

18

19

co~om.)

THE COURT: Mr. Godard, cross examination?

20
)

Page 76

CROSS EXAMINATION

21

2l
23

BY MR. GODARD:
Q

Let me discuss with you first this business
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12 what Dr. Tashman said at these presurgical meetings13 and I'm on page 13, counsel, line 7- •yes, he had
14
indiCated or we discussed - the initial part
15
of the meeting was to discuss the surgCl}' in
16
general. He seemed to be pretty convinced that
17
she needed to have a hysterectomy. We
18
discussed the hysterectomy, we also discussed
19
some possible alternatives. Those altcmatives
20
included the fitting of a pessary, I'm not even
21
sure what that is, but he immediately discarded
22
that as a viable option because he said
23
they're - those are practic:llly never used
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anymore. •
·were there any other altem.atives
discussed by Dr. Tashman?•
Answer: •There was also the altemative
of suspending the uterus, as I understand it,
suspending it surgically so that it will not
collapse into the vaginal canal, and his
indication was that that procedure is done for
women who intend to become pregnant again, and
we had not intended to have any more children,
~ fact, she had a tubal ligation. And his
. statement was, since you've already made a
statement about not having more children or
having more kids by having the tubal ligation
that the uterus is pretty much a useless organ,
it woUld be better to simply remove it. •
•oo you recall your ~e asking questions
regarding the hysterectomy, • ct cetera, ct
cetera, and he goes on actually there for
another page or two.
You weren't provided with tbat information?
A No, but may I respond to it?
Q Well, what question are you reSponding to?

So both of us don't know.
2
Q I will ask you - well, I'm not testifying .
3
I will simply ask you, are you aware of any of
4 the aspects of discussion that Ms. Gibbs recounted in her
s deposition testimony?
6
A I have not read her deposition recently, but I
7 would be happy to take a look at it.
8
Q Oh, so the answer is no, you don't- as you
9 were giving your testimony a momeat ago about there being;
10 no evidence of informed consent, you don't remember what
11 she had to say?
12
A I thlDk that if it was, to me, sub~tive, I
13 would have remembered it, sir.
14
Q I sec. ADd how about Dr. Tasbman's testimony
lS on the subject, was that substantive?
16 · A I do recall the one aspect about the fact that
17 the pessaey is not used much anymore. That c:;omponent I
18 do remember.
19
Q That's a pretty true statement, isn't it?
20
A 'Ibat is not true because, as I mentioned
21 earlier, pessaries are used extensively. I would say
22 that probably a third of the patients that we have that
23 have prolapse opt for pessaries at least as an attempt,

Page 78

Page 80

.

Page 79
1

A

1
A To your reading it.
··
1 and then if it's expelled and they cannot retain it, then
2
Q Well, first of all, you had no information
2 they don't usc it. So I would disagree with that.
3
Q Well, as I understood your testimony a moment
3 about4
ago,
youz:_criticism in response to Mr. Kanenburg's
4
A A lot of people s questions of Dr. Tashman's informed conseat session was
s Q -what Mr. Gibbs had to contribute concerning
6 s~ly that he didn't explain all of the alternatives.
6 what he remembered about the discussions that Dr.
7
A That's comet.
7 Tashman8
Q Iust·so we're clear, that's the only thing
8
A. Not to ~y recollection, but now that you're
9 we're talking about in tenns of any shortCOmings on his
9 reading it, it does - it does ring a bell.
10 part by lack of iDformecl consent?
10
Q How about Ms. Gibbs?
11
A As far as the informed consent. As far as the
11
A · Ms. Gibbs, yes.
12 surgical procedure 12
Q And with Ms. Gibbs, do you re~m~er her saying
13
Q We'll come to that in a minute.
13 that yes, we 14
A But a lot of the tr~eat options were
· 14
A Sure.
lS
Q I'm talking about the informed consent.
lS discounted by the person explaining them, so that brings
16
All right. So, if, in fact, Dr.. Tashman did
16 into question, to what degree did the patient and the
17 discuss with Ms. Gibbs, whether or not Mr. Gibbs was
17 husband understand the limitations?
18 present at all because it's the patient that counts, if
18
Q How much time was spent by Dr. Tashman
19 he discussed with her these alternatives that you've
19 discussing these issues with Ms. Gibbs and Mr. Gibbs, do
20 talked about, then he did meet standards of care
20 youknow?
21 involving informed consent; correct?
21
A No, I do not, sir. Is there a provision of a
22
A He did not discuss all the surgical options.
22 time estimate?
23
Q Will you agree with me that if he discussed the
23
Q I don't know, to be frank with you.
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1 options of pessary, the surgical option, that - what
2 ll2D1C did you put on it, the other surgical option 3
A That wasn't mentioned. The transabdominal
4 surgery colporrhaphy as an abdominal approach was not
s mentioned 6
Q Bywhom?
7
A - so he did not mention all the surgical
8 options, and I stay by my statement.
9
Q Okay. Let me be clear, you agree, first of
10 all, that standards of care certainly don't require that
11 the abdominal procedure be performed as opposed to this
12 vaginal procedure?
13
A Oh, no, not that it require that it be
14 performed, but I do that -may I please answer the
15 question?
16
Q I haven't said anything. Go ahead.
17
A But I do believe that the standard of care
18 requires that all altematives be discussed, and the
19 abdominal approach was not discussed. Now. if Dr.
20 Tasbman- if it·~ not within his surgical armamentarinm
21 to do that, then you need to ~lain that to the natient,
22 that is not Wtt4Yl my amwnentanum, other people favor
23 doing it this way, however. I do not do it this way for

Correct.
Q They're no less than the other procedure, are
2
3 they?
4
A Every procedure has inherent risks.
s Q Now, let's talk about the procedure itself, as
6 I understand it, an injury to the sacral - or, excuse
7 me, the sclarlc nerve and the pudendal nerve somehow
8 oCCUlTed as a result of the surgery, and you have told us
9 that it could have occuxred. during the course of Dr.
10 Tashman attempting to stop the bleeding or it could have
11 occurred as a result of the placement of the suspension
12 ligatures that were intended to hold up the vagina;
13 correct?
14
A Or it could have occw:rcd as a combination of
15 the two.
16
Q 0~ as a cou:Wination of the two.
17
And that"s about as closely as we can delineare
18 it, it could have been one, it could have been the other,
19 or it could have been 11- combination of the two?
20
A I believe it was a misplacement of the sutures
21 as the primaxy - as the pri.mazy. The sccondacy was the
22 bleeding, trying to stem the bleeding.
23
Q Okay. I'll just make sure I'm clear on what
1

A

Page 82

r these reasons. That was not discussed. ·
2

Q

Okay. Well, let'sjustmakesurewbatwe're

3 talking about, abdomipal versus this SSLS procedure 4
A Sacrospinous ligament suspension.
S
Q Correct. The abdominal procedure by I believe
6 some of the things you said earlier in your opinion ana

7 maybe other people's opinion has a \onger lasting and
8 firmer support, it's going to last longer, that's the
9 advantage of or one advantage of the abdominal procedure?
10
A One of the advantages.
11
Q Incidentally, bow often do you use the

12 abdominal approach when you have a rectocele?
13
A Very often because I do it as a combined
14 procedure.
15
Q Combined but you still repair the rectocele

s certainty? 6
A I don't believe that it really matters which of
7 the two. The injury was sustained during placement o.f
8 ·one or both.
9

10
11
13
14

15

17
18
19
20
21
22

A No, I first repair the vault prolapse, and then
we inspect the vagina to look for residual defects that
need to be corrected vaginally, like the size of the
vaginal opening, which would enter into a r~cele
repair.
Q The abdominal procedure has its whole set of
23 risks and potential complications, does it not?
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1 you mean by that, are you saying now that to a reasonable
2 degree of medical certainty, you think the placement of
3 the sutures for the suspension were the primary cause of
4 the injury to the nerve to a reasonable medical

12

16 vagin~ly?

)
·
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Q Okay.
And that's my opinion.
That's what I started out with. ·I thought that
was your opinion.
A That is my opinion.
Q So you're not saying to a reasonable medical
certainty which one it was, it was one or the other or a
combination?
A Correct.
Q Now, the criticism that you have- well, first
of all, before we get to criticisms, the proper technique
for performing this surgical procedure, sacrospinous
ligament suspension, is indeed the technique that is
described in all of this literature that you read
portions from by Dr. David Nichols- I believe the
A
Q
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)

1 authors in Telinde are Drs. Thompson, et al, and a Dr.
2 Clyde Randall; right?
3
A Correct.
4
Q And, indeed, as you were reading, that's the
S way - that's the standard of care for the performance of
6 this procedure, indeed, as it existed in 1996 and
7 probably even today; right?
8
A Correct.
9
Q If a surgeon performed this procedure using the
10 textbook description of how to do it and that's the way
11 he did it, then by definition, he:s complying with
12 standards of care if he does that; right?
13
A And if medicine were cook book, we would have
14 no complicatious.
15
Q Well, I didn't mean it to be a trick question
16 or anything, I'm just saying 17
A I'm not answering as a trick question. My
18 point is that you can follow and descdbe a surgical
19 procedure to aT so that if transposed with a textbook,
20 it will read the same, and yet the patient has an injury
21 and after effects that suggest malpositioning of the
22. sutures or some sort of impingement on the nerves during
23 the course of the surgccy. .

Page 86
Q Well~ that doesn't mean that the surgeon-has
.......
2 been negligen~. it just means that somehow during the
3 surgery, there has been an impaction with a nerve.
4
A He could have mistook the sacrospinous S
Q DOCtor, I understand, you theorize that that's
6 one thing he could have done. My question to you, iSo't
7 it correct - let me just finish this question - isn•t
8 it correct, Dr. Cholhan, that even when the surgery iS
9 done in the textbook fashion and technique as you went
10 through a few moments ago with all of those articles,
11 that impingement of that - of these two nerves can in
12 fact occur?
13
A They can. I'm not aware of anything in the
14 literature that has the longstanding - in the
1S literatUre. It may have occurred. There are lots of
16 complicatious that unforrunare.ly are never reported in
17 the literatUre.
18
Q Well, do you remember when we took your
19 deposition. 1 took your deposition here a couple of
20 months ago, I guess, sometime in July 21
A Yes, sir.
22
Q - up in Rochester?
23
A Yes, sir.

1·

)
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1
2
3
4

S
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19
20

21
22

And do you remember being asked MR. GODARD: This is on page 20, counsel.
• As I'm understanding you then, even
perfonning the procedure as is descn'bed in the
literature, it would be possible to actually
impale or entrap the sciatic and pudendal
nerve?"
And your answer was, •sure. •
A Pudendal nerve. I apologize to you. I was
misquoted or - I know I've reviewed that, but you cannot
catch the sciatic nerve. And I stand - I correct
myself. Because the sciatic nerve is much higher.
Q Th.:n let me ask you, do you also remember
testifying at the time of your deposition that if, in
fact, Dr. Tashman or any surgeon performing the surgecy
described in fact is two and a half to three centimeters
medial to the ischjal spine when the ligatures are
placed, then that's complying with standards of care, and
you said, "I would agree with that?•
MR. KATTENBURG: What page are yov. referring
to?
MR. GODARD: That's on page 25.
Q

Page 88
-·1 . .. BY MR. GODARD: ...... ___ ·-·
2
Q Do you stand by that?
3
A Yes, sir. But that's assuming that he was two
4 to three centimeterS.
S
Q Now, let me ask you a question- ····· · ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
6
A His operative report didn't state that.
:
7
Q Let me ask you a question about the techniques.
8 descn'bed in these articles and the pictures, ipdeed,
9 that show the use of the fingers of the surgeon- do you
10 employ this technique, incidentally, when you do the
11 sacrospinous ligament suspension. in other words, you use
12 your finger?
13
A I usc my fingers to identify the ischial spine
14 and 15
Q Do you use your fingers to estimate how far
16 over you should go?
17
A No; 1 don't. No, I don't because 1 directly
18 visualize the area, and I move as medially, and that's
19 mentioned in there, in the deposition- I move as
20 medially as possible - I mentioned this earlier -21
Q I understand.
22
A - to the sacrum to stay away from that ischial
23 spine.
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Q . But doing it just like as shown in Dr. Nichols'
.·;:~ 2 article and as shown in the --relinde Operative Gynecology
···I
·....
3 Book, • using your fingers, that's perfectly in accord
4 wilh standards of care, isn't it?
5
A I don't tbink I ever - I don't think I ever
6 questioned that.
7
Q Okay, that's fine. Now, let me ask you to
8 assume that Dr. Tashman, as he has testified in his
9 deposition, did indeed and does indeed use those two
10 things, that is, the fingers of his left hand begiDning
1

.

11 with the longest finger, which the longest finger on
12 anybody's hand is the middle finger; right? Do you agree
13 with that?

14

. A . I don't know why you're asking me a question

15 like tbat.

16

Q Well, because Dr. Tashman referred in his

17 deposition to using his longest finger against rather
18 than his second one.
19
A Well, why is there a discrepancy with the
20

operative dictation?

21
Q Well, I want to ask you, have you ever had
1.1. discrepancies come out in your operative dictation?
23
A Not if I dictated it the same day.

)

Q wen, let me ask you this question then, if, in
2 fact, Dr. T.ashman is using this Meya ligature carrier,
3 and if, in fact, he's using his fingers4
A He didn't use a Meya, he used a DcChamps
s ligature carrier.
6
Q All right, DeChSmps, either one.
7
A There's a big difference. One centimeter,
8 you're going straight towards the spine. With: a Meya
9 hook, you can't hook the sciatic nerve because you're
10 coming down. There's a big difference, sir.
11
Q How big is your middle finger approximately,
12 just to inquire?
13
A 1 wasn't doing the surgccy, sir.
14
Q Do you know liow. big Dr. Tasbman's is?
lS
A All I saw was one ceatimeter, sir.
1~
Q Let me ask you to assume, and this will be
17 demonstrated later, that Dr. Tasb.man's middle finger is
18 itself~ millimeter. Jess than two centi'!'eters, that is,
19 it's 19 miJUmeters wide. Now, let me ask you to further
1.0 assume that Dr. TMbman, per ~e standard technique as
21 described in the textbooks, has ~middle finger
22 against the ischial spine, and then he goes a centimeter.
1.3 medial to his finger. If that occurs, doesn't that put

1

Page 90
Q Oh, well, you 1UJ be perfeCt, but is the
2 transcriptionist always perfect?
3
A Why would she say •one centimeter• when she
4 meant •middle finger. • Why such a discrepancy instead of
5 one centimeter or two centimeters. You're talking about
6 finger breadths and the description is one centimeter. ·1 .
7 mean, there's absolutely no ·8
Q Letmeaskyou9 · A There's no even resemblance of units being

. 1·

10 used.
11
Q How about one centimeter medial from the finger
12 rather than medial from the spine, would that put it in
13 lhe right place?
14
A Who signed the operative note after it was
15 dictated?

16
17
18
19
20

.
)

:rr ·-··cHOLHAN'S TESTJM:ONY

21
22
2.3

Q Would that put it in the right place?
A You're asking me to make a supposition.
Q No, I'm asking you A And I can't answer that.
Q You've already testifiedA I can't answer it.
Q - about the widths of fingers A I think I've answered the question.
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1 the ligature in the right place?
Why arc you asking me to make assumptioas?
3
Q Because I'm entitled to do that, Doctor, simple
4 as that, because 5
A 1 can't make that assumption, sir•.
6
. Q You can if 1 ask you to. The law allows us to
7 do that. You're not agreeing with those being the facts!
8. it's just 9
A I'm not agreeing with that assumption, sir.
10
Q Okay. Then let me ask you this, can you agree
11 with this assumption, that if, in fact, what is literally
12 typed in the operative report is taken literally, and if,
13 in fact, Dr. Tashman has his middle finger against the
14 ischial spine when he applies this, and if, in fact, Dr.
IS Tashman's middle finger is two centimeters wide,·then the
16 operative report describing his 17
A Which it's not. You said it's 1.9 centimeters.
18
Q One millimeter less than two centimeters. But
19 if he then literally is doing what the transcriptionist
20 has in the operative report of putting the suture just
21 one millimeter from the spine, he literally would be
22 puttiag the suture directly through lhe middle of his
23 middle finger if those are accurate, if that one
2 . A

"""~age
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1 centimeter medial to the spine is accurate and if he has
2 his finger there.
3
MR. KATI'ENBURG: Is that a question?
4
MR. GODARD: Yes.
S
MR.. KATTENBURG: Your Honor, I object. I don'
6 think it's a proper question.
7
THE COURT: You need to phrase it as a
8 question. You just made a statement.
9
BY MR. GODARD:
10
Q Is it correct that if he has his middle finger
11 against the ischial spine as is des~"bed in all the
12 textbooks that you've been flashing around here, and then
13 he uses that tecbnique as described in the textbooks, and
14 yet he places the suture only one centimeter from the
15 ischial spine, by definition, he'd be putting the suture 16 right through. his finger, wouldn't he; isn't that common
17· sense? You can't answer that?
18
A· I can't answer it because you're asking me to
19 assume that he did it as the textbook descn'bes, and .
20 that's not the way it's descn'bed in his operative
21 dictation which he signed off on.
22
Q All right, Doctor.
23
A · We all review operative dictations and we sign

CHOLHAN'S TESTIMONY
SEPTEMBERS, 2000
Page 95

1 described as one centimeter medial, how do you know he's
2 not describing medial from the finger?
3
A It was medial to the isd1ia1 spine.

4
S

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22
23

MR. KATI'ENBURG: I'm going to object to that
because how would he know THE COURT: Hold on, stop, stop.
MR. KATI'ENBURG: Your Honor, I feel that that
question goes too far. I'm going to object to it. It's
asking what's in Dr. Tashmao.'s mind and I don't think
that's an ap_propriate question.
~ COURT: Objection sustained.
MR. KATI'ENBURG: Thank you.
BY MR. GODARD:
Q If you're on the ischial spine and you want to
come toward the center of the pelvis, ~·s called
moving medial,,isn't it?
A Correct.
Q ADd if you're mmng reference to a po~t along
the ischial spine and toward the center A Correct.
Q - that would be medial to the ischial spine?
A Correct.
•
Q Whether it's one centimeter, two centimeters or

Page94

Page 96

f them.

1 whatever, it would be medial to the ischial spine?

2
Q By the way, in your operation, how many of the
3 ·operative notes do you even bother to dictate or do the
4 residents do them?

2

S
A I have fellows and so my fellow dictates it,
6 but I read it' word for word because I need to sign off ~n
7 it.
8
Q ADd you've never ~ed a single m.is9 description in an operative note?
10
A Not if I had a complication like this. I would
11 read that note very carefully to see if there was a m.is-

S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

12 dictation or a mis-transcription.
13
Q Doctor, he dictated this note within mjnntes
14 after the surgery.
15
A So why do we have this mistake? According to
16 you, there is a mistake there.
17
Q My point is, he didn't know there was any
18 problem at the time he's dictadng this, did he?
19
A But he signed it later, and if there was such a
20 discrepancy of a middle finger, a centimeter from the
21 middle finger, you don't think he would have sent it back
22 or corrected it, that this was mis-transcribed?
23
Q Well, let me ask you something else, if it's

L. A. ROACH & ASSOCIATES
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3
4

13

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23

I don't think we're arguing about which
direction is medial, sir. We've got a discrepancy
between your finger breadths -and my centimeter.
Q Lctme ask you this then, this will really
bring it dOwn, if this operative note either didn't
exist, this statement of approximately one centimeter
medially to the protuberance of the spine, if that wasn't
here, would you have any evidence at all that you could
point toward, anything that Dr. Tashman improperly did?
MR. KA'ITENBURG: I'm going to object.
BY MR. GODARD:
Q Is there anything else that you point to that
he improperly did the surgery?
THE COURT: Hold on, there's an objection.
MR. KATI'ENBURG: That clearly calls for
speculation.
THE COURT: Overruled.
BY MR. GODARD:
Q Is there?
A You're asking me to make a total judgment based
on the most component of where to place the suture?
THE COURT: Doctor, Doctor, you have to listen
A
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Q Oh, 1 see, possibly.
MR. GODARD: Other than2
A Because it's a training center.
THE WITNESS: He's leading me with his
3
Q I see. So you don't know whether Dr. Nichols
question.
4 himself is involved?
THE COURT: Well, he has a right to do chat 01 s
A Correct.
cross examination. I'm telling you you have to answer 6
Q Let me see if I can move this along so we can
his question. I'll let you argue with him a little bit,
7 finish you up before the end of the day.
but you,re not going to argue with me.
8
Is it difficult to identify the ischial spine
THE WITNESS: No, I don't intend to, sir.
9 in the female pelvis by palpation?
MR. GODARD: Let me try one more time. I 10 A It varies from individual to individual. So in
apologize if I'm not making it clear.
11 some individuals, the ischial spine is very prominent and
BY MR. GODARD:
12 easy to identify and in other individuals it's more
Q Other than the statement in the op. note chat
13 difficult because it's a rounded structure.
says, and I grant you, it says what it says,
14
Q You don't deliver babies, at least very often,
•approximately one centimete{medially to the
15 do you?
protuberance of the spine, • other than that statement, · 16
A No, sir.
can you point to anything else in this record other than 17
Q But obstetricians that are regularly delivering
the fact that an injUry occurred, but anything else about 18 babies identify the ischial spine day in and day out
his technique, his procedure, anything that in your
19 every time they do a pelvic'on a woman in labor
opinion fell below the standards of care and was
20 basically, do they not?
improper?
21
A That's not necessarily true. Most people
A Aside from that one major sentence, no.
22 estimate the level of the ischial spine because you don tt
Q Thank you.
23 accually feel it. It would be exceedingly uncomfortable

1 to his question and answer his queStion.

··)

.;.;i·
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2

3
4

S
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14

15
16
17

18

19

20
21
22
23

-

1
2

3
4

5
6

1
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Incidentally, Dr. David Nichols, as you
indicated, is sort of the guru of the reincarnation of
this procedure, isn't he? He's probably the best known
surgeon attached with the publication and lecturing and
writing about sacrospinous fixation of the vagina;
correct?

7
A CorrecL
8
Q Even Dr. Nichols has descnoed in his .
9 literature that even he has more than.a one percent, in
10 fact, almost. a two percent, injury to the sciatic nerve
11 in the sacrospinous ligament suspensions that he's done,
12 were you aware of that?
13
A Not the sciatic. I was aware of the pudendal.
14
Q Well, if he's had- and I'll be happy to show
15 you the article, but if he's had two injuries to the
16 sciatic nerve in the course of 163 procedures, that would
17 be what, I guess that would be 1.63 percent?
18
A Less than two petcent.
19
Q Do you know how that 1.63 percent of sCiatic
20 nerve injuries occurred in Dr. Nichols' case?
21 · A Dr. Nichols also trained a lot of fellows as
22 well, and it is possible that some of the sutures that
23 were placed were placed by his fellows.

L. A. ROACH & ASSOCIATES
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1 for the patient to have her ischial spines palpated every
2 time, so it's estimated.
3 . Q Well, then let me ask you this, do you agree
4

S
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23

that an obstetrician practicing for over ten years, let's
say, should be very familiar with the location of the
ischial Spine?
A Should be,·yes, sir.
•
Q Have you ever yourse~ given pudendal blocks as
a means of anesthesia or anesthetic to a woman in labor,
particularly at the end of her labor?
A Perhaps two or three times as a resident.
Q And that's been a few years ago now; right?
A Yes, sir.
Q You've been out ofn:sidency 11 years?
A
Q

Coacct.

I guess, finally, you would agree as a- I
believe you indicated at the time of your deposition that
injuries and complications in this procedure arc known to
happen even with the most experienced and expert of all
those who have performed it, including those from the .
Mayo Clinic, including David Nichols, Teny Grody, they
all have complications, and practically everyone that has .
done this procedure has been humbled at one point or
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1 another?

2

A

Yes, sir.

MR. GODARD: That's all I have.
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Godard.
Mr. Kattenburg, any re-direct?
MR. KATfENBURG: Yes, one or two questions.

3
4
S

6
7

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. KATI'ENBURG:

8

9
Q Doctor, going back to the breach of the
10 standard of care that you found in so far as informing
11 the patient of alternatives, you used the teiDl if the
12 procedure is DOt within the doctor's •rumentarium, • I've
13 never heard the word, maybe the juxy hasn't either, but
14 since I haven't heard it, what does that mean?
1S
A Amwnentarium* is nothing more than repertoire,
16 within the operator's skill and experience and knowledge.
17
Q All right. So,· if a procedure exists, is it
18 part of the standard of care to inform the patient that
19 this procedure, even though I might DOt be able to handle
20 it or do it, this is available to remedy a medical
21 condition, is that part of the doctor's obligation?
22
A Yes, sir.
23
·Q And did Dr. Tashman, according to your review

Page 103
1 Kattenburg, may the doctor excused?
2
MR.. KATTENBURG: Yes, he may be. I'm very
3 sorry.
4
THE COURT: Thank you, Doctor, you're free to
S go.
6
(Thereupon, the witness was excused.)
7
(END OF EXCERPT.)
8

---------------
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1· of the records. fulfill that ob~gation by telling her .
2 about options such as the abdominal surgecy that - or
3 what other surgeries existed, did you make that fmding?

Not from Dr. Tashman's records.
S
Q From what, from what the patient told you?
6
A According to how my m.emocy was refreshed. other
7 options were discussed, this is true, and I stand
8 corrected, but I don't know to what extent they were
9 discussed, so I can only go on my recollection and what
10 the records show as far.'as discussion. In reviewing Dr.
11 Tashman's record, there was no evidence of such a
12 discussion ever taking place.
13
Q Is this something that a doctor would nol'I!l31ly
14 do, put down in his medical chart or the patient's chart
15 that he bad discussed various options?
16
A Evecy chart that I've ever reviewed, almost
17 without fail, has some record of a discussion with the
18 patient.
19
Q And Dr. Tashman's chart did not; is that
20 CO.ITCCt?
21
A I did not see any evidence of that, sir.
22
MR. KATTENBURG: Nothing else.
23
THE COURT: May the doctor excused? Mr:
4

)
·

A
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2
MR. GODARD: If Your Honor please, at this time.
3 at the conclusion of plaintiff's case, I would
4 respectfully move to strike the plaintiffs evidence for
S entry of Summary Judgment on behalf of the defendant Dr.
6 Tashman on the simple and fundamental grounds that
7 plaintiff's expert testimony and evidence in the case has
8 failed to establish a prima facie case of alleged
9 negligence or breach of standards of care by his sole
10 family care expert, Dr. Cholhan, that relates to any
11 reasonable medical certainty to the injuries complained
12 of in this case.
13
Dr.. Cholhan. as the court requires, I know the
14 court's been taking copious notes throughout all of the
IS testimony, and incidentally, I have ordered and I do have
16 in front of ~e a copy of the ttanscript which madam
17 repo~r kindly prepared for me, of Dr. Cholhan's
18 complete testimony which at any time I'll be happy to
19 hand to the court this original copy that I have here.
20 But in short. as the court will recall, Dr. Cholhan"s
21 testimony boiled down to this, in terms of the informed
22 consent issue, Dr. Cholhan had one statement. one opinion
23 and only one, regarding what standards of care required

Page4
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1
2
3
4

Dr. Tashman to do regarding informed consent. Namely, in
his opinion that Dr. Tashman should have informed Mrs.
Gibbs that an alternative approach for achieving this
suspension. vaginal suspension was the abdominal
S approach. ·Dr•.Cholhan was never asked and.never
6 expressed. any opinions conceming anything else required
7 under standards of care to-be told to the patient. and .
8 indeed. on cross examination I had Dr. Cholhan confirm
9 that as respects the whole informed consent issue, that
10 was the only issue as far as he was concemed. i.e.,
whether she had been informed of this alternative
12 approach to the procedure.
13
. I move that the informed consent issue lacks
14 itself any prima facie basis upon which this jmy could
15 retum a verdict because in so stating that he believes
16 the standards of care required discussion of that
17 abdominal approach, hesimultaneously- well, a little
18 later in cross examination. agreed that the abdominal
19 approach has all· of its own risks, benefits and so forth
20 ;md could not and did not delineate any difference
21 between the .risk in the abdominal approach and the
22 approach utilized in this case. namely the· vaginal
23- approach for this sacrospinous ligament suspension.

it
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1
So, in short, even if hypothetically, and
2 granted the plaintiff has testified that she was not told
3 about that abdominal approach, Dr. Tashman has not yet
4 had the chance to testify, but I represent that he will

1 suspension itself. I submit what's essentially2
THE COURT; Well, there's a difference in the
3 procedure itself, isn't there? There's a difference in
4 the procedure itself, one is entty through the vaginal
s testify just the opposite, that she was told, but
S opening and the other is enuy through the abdomiDal
6 nonetheless, even if, as we must at this stage of the
6 cavity.
7 case assume that she was not told of it, there is nowhere
1
MR.. GODARD: Correct.
8 to go with that testimony. If, in fact, there is no
8
THE COURT: So, isn't that a difference, I
9 difference between the risk attached to the procedure and
9 mean, you're giving consent to entry through the vaginal
10 if, in fact, as Dr. Cholhan further testified to on cross
10 opening when if it's accepted that there was no
11 examinatio~. the only issue about the difference between
11 discussion of whether there's an option to go in through
12 the two appro~es was which one is supposedly the more
12 another area, isn't that a lack of informed consent?
13 durable in terms of holding up under physical activity
13 You're consenting to the battexy with an understanding
14 and so fonh, .that is, the attachment itself. There•s no
14 that that's the oDly way it can be done when it 15 issue in this case about the procedure Dr. Tashman having
15
MR. GODARD: No.
16 performed being. inadequately strong enough to hold up the 16
THE COURT: --might be able to be done in
17 vagina or - and Dr. Cholhan obviously admitted straight
17 anotherway?
18 out both in direct-and again on cross that the standard
18
MR. GODARD: No, because - that's a very good
.19 of care certainly didn't require that approach for the
19 question, a very good point except for this, she had a
20 procedure.
..
. 20 rectocele and Dr. Cholhan confirmed, because I asked him,
21.
So, he did utter, I concede and the coun will
21 was the abdominal approach, would that be used with a
22 well remember that he felt that nonetheless the plaintiff
22 rectocele and he responded, and given the time I can find
23 needed to be informed of that approach. Well, in short,
· 23- the. page, that well, that was no problem because you

Page6
1 so what? Even had she chosen that approach for whatever
2 reason, there is absolutely no basis upon which this jury
3 can conclude that aD.Ythl:ns-would have changed, that the
4 risks were any less, that the opportunity for injmy to

·.-.-.
. ·...
~
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1 simply go in vaginally and repair the rectocele first.
2 So, you•re not avoiding vaginal surgery. It's just the
3 only difference at all is which method you're using to

4 place these sutures, and most importantly, he indicated,
.and I can. certainly find the precise pages, that they
6 each have their own_risk. He didn't set fonh that there

5 nep~es _would have changed or anything else about it.
s
6 So.7 would have been less risk, that there would have been no
1
THE COURT: So what you"re saying is that an
8 risk or anything any different because you're attaching
8 informed consent, when a doctor talks to the patient
9 it essemially. at least as I understand it, I'm not an
9 about alternatives, that's only required whcnn one of the
10 altemati.vcs is less risky?
10 expen on the abdominal approach, to the same muscle,
11
:MR. GODARD: It depends, sec, informed consent 11 it's just how you do it, how you approach it.
12
THE COURT: No, I think· he said in the
12 has to be related. The key heie is that if in fact it
13 abdominal you had an option of attaching it to a
13 was a choice of whether to have a surgical procedure
14 versus something else, then I think the law of informed ·
14 different muscle, butIS
MR. GODARD: An option maybe, but not
15 consent says if that patient is deprived of that
16 necessarily that it is going to be a different DlllScle.
16 opportunity to choose non-surgery. then in fact it can be
17 The whole point is you go in and you attach it, but you
17 assumed that that which flowed from the surgery will in
18 go in from the front. Now, we Oidn't even get into the
18 fact be recoverable by the plaintiff as a result of that
19 lack of informed consent, but that's significantly
19 fact that we - frankly, that's - from the defense
· 20 standpoint that's what's ·so ludicrous because as you'll
20 different than the situation as we have here where
21 hear the defense case, there"s a whole host of further
21 they"re both surgical approaches, the risks are the same
22 risks attendant with the abdominal approach, but that's
22 as far as this evidence is concerned, and the only
23 not for this argument here. All that I think we need and · .
23 difference between them is the durability of the
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Page9
should be considering here is whether or not under the
circumstances of this case the injwy that occurred and
the risk of that injury, there's any difference between
the two procedures. It's like denying the car buyer a
S choice between a red car and a blue car, but when they're
6 sold the car, they had the accident. If there's no
7 evidence whether it was red or blue made any difference
8 at all in the accident than what flows from the failure
9 to give the buyer a choice of colors, and that's my point
10 here. Nothing flows from the choice not giving her 11
THE COURT: WhaE you're saying is that there's
12 no evidence of any causal relationship between any breach
13 of the standard of care by failure to provide her with
14 information so that she could make an infoaned consent
15 and no connection to any Jnjwy that ~
· 16.
MR. GODARD: Well, exactly, Well said;· exactly. ·
17 Now18
THE COURT: Yeah, let's deal with them one at a
19 time.
20
MS. JOHNSTON: Your Honor, Dr. Cholhan clearly
21 said that there was a breach because Dr. Tashman did not
22 discuss the alternatives and the risks involved. including
23 the abdomiDal surgezy as well as pessaries. There was
1
2
3
4

1
l
3
4

S
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13

14
1S
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

MR. GODARD: He certainly disagreed THE COURT: - he did say that the discussion
of it was perfunctoey and not sufficient, that it was
kind of discounted as an option, and it wasn•t
sufficiently discussed.
MR. GODARD: Well, with all due respect, we can
review that part more precisely. but I don't recall his
saying it wasn't sufficiently discussed. He disagreed THE COURT: I think he said it on redirect.
MR.. GODARD: -with Dr. Tashman's statement
that I guess came in through Mrs. Gibbs, that pessaries
weren•t used much anymore. He disagreed with that and he
waxed on for a number of sentences about the switcli in
materials and this and that and so forth and how they are
in fact usable, etcetera. He never said that what Dr.
Tashman expressed was below standards of care and that it
was negligent for him to have said that to her. So, my
position regarding the pessaey is simply that she was
informed about it but Dr. Tashman, as he truly believes
and most doctors today believe, I submit, that it•s just
not an appropriate procedure to be followed here. Now,
if Dr. Cholhan wanted to say well, that breached the
standard of care because it is an appropriate method to

Page 12

Page 10
1 prior discussion and no evidence that he had fully
2 informed her of the use of pessaries. Mr. Godard himself

.......

surgical procedure isn't discussed. The plaintiff said
s that Dr. Cholhan told her pessaries are not used, they
6 are not an option. Dr. Cholhan testified further that
7 these are used routinely all the time. So, I think the
8 plaintiff was denied ~ information ~garding non9 surgical procedures and she wasn't given that choice.
10 Additionally, she said that if she had been fully
11 informed of all these risks of the altematives, that she
12 never would have consented to this surgery. So, there is
13 a cause and these damages are flowing out of that lack of
14 informed consent.
1S
MR. GODARD: As to the pessary or the non16 surgical altemarlve, she was told about that, she admits
17 it. So, it's not an issue of whether she's told about
18 it.
19
THE COURT: If the discussion was sufficient,
20 and I think that•s what- and I understand that you
21 asked some questions on cross e~amjnarion to attack that,
22 but Dr. Cholhan did on~, I think, and maybe on
23 direct-
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2 people are still using it. .
3
THE COURT:
going to overrule the Motion to
4 Strike at this point. I think it does present an issile
s for the jurj, and although reasonably stated, I think
6 there was· a discussion regarding from Dr. Cholhan
7 indicating that the discussion of pessaries was
8 insufficient and I think he also may have made that
9 statement with regard to the discussion - the lack of
10 discussion of options pointing out the abdominal entey as

rm

3 just conceded that informed consent applies if a non4

1 be used, all he talked about, Cholhan, was how some

11 a possible altemative, and I think it's sufficient to

12 present a jury question, and therefore, the Motion to
13 Strike is denied.
14
MR. GODARD: That's only the first part of my
IS Motion.

16
THE COURT: I understand that.
17
MR. GODARD: And even as to informed consent, I
18 certainly urge the court to, I- guess it's appropriate

19 because it hasn•t really becii techn.i.cally delineated by a
20 pleading or anything, but that's the only issue as to
21 informed consent. In other words, there's no issue about
22 failure to advise her of risk of nerve injwy or failure
23 to advise her of any other risk as has been alluded to in
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1 plaintiffs case. There's been no testimony in this case
2 as to what's required, in fact, when the question was
3 asked, what's required, by Mr. Kanenburg, Dr. Cholhan
4 responded to tell her of the altcmative methods and
s that's all he addressed.
6
MS. JOHNSTON: I believe it was swed in the
7 questions asked of Dr. Cholhan, is a failure to advise of
8 alternatives and risks a breach of the standard of care
9 with informed consent, and he said yes, and certainly the
10 plaintiff has testified to the fact that she was never
11 informed about complications including nerve damage.
12 It's certainly been put before the juty and should be the
13 question in fact presented to them.
14
MR. GODARD: I don't know if counsel has had
IS the opportunity to _review the transcript or not, but I'll
16 be happy to direct counsel and the court to the specific .
17 questions that were involved. It .first comes up on page
18 20. Would you like me to hand up the court's copy?
19
· THE COURT: It would be helpful, thauk you.
20
MR. KATI'ENBURG: Do you have an extra copy?
21
MR. GODARD: I don't, but you're welcome to
22 stand here and look over my shoulder if you'd like.
23
MR. GODARD: Here's a copy that -

Page 14
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MR. KATTENBURG: Ar.e we still arguing the first
pan of this motion .or something else now?
THE COURT: We're arguing the issue of a risk.
MR. KATTENBURG: Okay, risk. Your Honor, it's
somewhat unfair to us since we haven't reviewed the
transcript and had this opportunity, but having said
that, I'll leave it at the·court's discretion in terms of.

8 our opportunity to review direct transcript testimony
9 that's been done.
10
THE COURT: Well, I'm not going to defer the
11 argument b~ of that.

12
13

....
....

Mr. Kattenburg,-

MR. KATTENBURG: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: -you can certainly look at it
14 over the weekend, and if I make a ruling adverse to you,
1S you can point out to me in the transcript where it's 16
MR. KATTENBURG: That's very fair, judge, I
17 appreciate that.
18
MR. GODARD: And I first direct the court and
19 counsel to page 20 where the question is asked at line 8:
20
·oo you have an opinion, doctor, to a
21
reasonable degree of medical certainty as
22
to what the standard of care required in
23
VU"ginia in 1996 regarding informed
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'consent for the treatment of a prolapsed
2
uterus and vagina?"
11
3
Yes, I do."
4
Line 19:
s
·no you an opinion within a reasonable
6
degree of medical certainty what the
7
standard of care in Virginia in 1996
8
required regarding informed consent?"
9
"Answer: That, I answered." . .
10
Namely, what he's saying is he had already said
11 yes, he had an opinion, and then he says:
12
• And in particular for Mrs. Gibbs, do you
13
have an opinion to a reasonable degree· of
14
medical certainty whether Mrs. Gibbs· was
IS
able to give informed consent with regard
16
· to her prolapsed uterus tr~ent~ vis-a17
vis, sacrospinous ligament suspension?"
18
"Answer: From the information in the
19
medical records l_have reviewed I don't
20
-see· any evidence that there was a
21
discussion between the treating physician,
22
Dr. Tashman, and Mrs. Gibbs with respect
23
to different treatment options, non1

Page 16
surgical and even different surgical
approaches. The surgical approach was-"
And then he goes on and on. All of the
discussion, I will represent, although the court can
s certainly take the time to read it, in the ensuing pages
6 pertain solely to alternative methods.
1
I will direct the coun, however, and counsel·
8 to page 27. where at line 4 the question is asked: · ·
9 ·.
"I'm sorry, that Dr. Tashman deviated from
10
the standard of care with regard to
11
obtaining consent about these matters from
12
the patient? 11
13
"Answer: What I can say is that I saw no
14
evidence that alternatives were ever
IS
discussed with the patient be them non16
surgical, surgical, and with the surgical
11
area, I did not see any discussion of any
18
· other alternatives be they approaching it
19
abdominally or vaginally."
20
"All right, thank you, doctor. n
21
And then he goes on-to discussing the surgery
22 itself,.
23
On cross examination, if I may just briefly
1
2
3
4
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direct the court's attention to that,
1
THE COURT: How about page 72?
2
MR. GODARD: All right, thank you.
3
THE COURT: Bottom of the page - starting at . 4
the bottom of page 71, line 20:
S
"Based upon what you reviewed in the·
6
record reading Dr. Tubman's deposition,
7
Mrs. Gibbs' deposition and everything else
8
that you lay your predicate on, do you
9
have an opinion to a reasonable degree of
10
medical certainty of whether Dr. Tashman
11
breached the standard of care with respect
12
. to his lack of descriptions to or for
13
alternatives and risks of surgery?"
14
"Answer: I was going to preface the
15
answer by saying that with all the
16
. information that I have reviewed and
17
that's been provided me, including Dr.
18
Tashman's notes, I saw no evidence that
19
any patient counseling occurred with
20
respect to alternatives of treatment,
21
22
advantages of one treatment over another,
diSadvantages, risk factors or the like."
23
Page 18

'....

Doesn't that do it?
MR. GODARD: That's not an answer to the ·
3 question. First of all, he hasn't even said what's
4 required by risk, it's never been broached.
S
THE COURT: He said he didn't see any
6 discussion about it.
7
MR. GODARD: Well, so wJat, a discussion of ·
8 what? There has to be under the case law in Virginia a 9 delineation by an expert witness as to what the law
10 requires the physician to discuss. F'liSt of all, as this
11 jwy will fiDd out in the defense case, I don't know why
12 he didn't see any evidence, but the jury's now going to
13 find out because it's right in Dr. Tashman's note, office
14 notes that he discussed the risk an so forth. But,
15 nonetheless, be never talked about what risks should be ·
16 discussed, and the law is clear that you don't discuss
17 all risks. In fact, I'll submit to the couri that in Dr.
18 Cholhan's deposition he readily- that's why I wasn't
19 too surprised by all of this because !just assumed Mr.
20 Kanenburg had abandoned that whole issue because Dr.
21 Cholhan previously by deposition admitted that even he
22 doesn't discuss risk of sciatic nerve injury to the
23 plaintiff, and there was no discussion in all of his
1
2
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Page 19
deposition testimony about Dr. Tashman breaching informed
consent by not telling her what he needed to tell her.
What I was about to point out, well, that's on
direct, but in the cross then, if I can find it.
. THE COURT: WellMR.. GODARD: Here we go.
THE COURT: Let me ask Mr. Kattenburg. Mr.
Kattenburg, if that's the only thing that's there, does
that meet a statement - meet the requirements that
testimony be given that there was a violation of the
standard of care?
MR. KATI'ENBURG: The fact is, is that Dr.
Cholhan talked at great length about the forms, the s1xpage form that he has, that he uses with his patients and
discussion of risk isn"t necessarily just discussion, but
it's also showing the risks. So, there's- as I
understand itTHE COURT: Where did he testify to that?
MR. KATTENBURn: A3 I recall, there was
testimony ofMR. GODARD: That was the deposition.
THE COURT: I don•t recall that testimony.
MR. KATTENBURG: I haven't had a chance to

Page20
review this; but is there not testimony from Dr. Cholhan
with regard to various risks of surgery that he found no
indication of in the review of the medical records from
Dr. Tashman and specifically ta1ldng about bleeding,
infection, that kind of thing? I believe there was some
testimony regarding that, Your Honor.
THE COURT: I don't·
MR. GODARD~ I will represent to you that I've
read this a couple of times and I haven't found any.
THE COURT: I don't recall it, and I don't see
it in the index of words at the back of the deposition
transcript, back of the testimony transcript, and
frallldy, I just don't - I don't have any independent
recollection of it either, and my notes don't reflect it,

15 so16

17
18

19
20

21
22
23

MR. GODARD: May I just point out to the court
while we're focused on this, page 80, line 3, this is
during my cross. I asked MS. JOHNSTON: I"msony, Gary, what page?
MR.. GODARD: Page 80, line 3. I asked the
qUestion:
"Well, as I understood-"
THE COURT: I've read that;
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MR. GODARD: Okay.
TilE COURT: And he said - and you asked him if
it's the only thing that he's talking about in terms
ofMR. GODARD: Right.
TilE COURT: - of lack of informed consent.
MR. GODARD: And he says, •Yes, as far as
informed consent. • That's why I didn't cross examine him
abow anything else or get into any other issues.
THE COURT: Well, I'm going to do this, Mr.
Kattenburg, I want to grant the motion on informed
consent with regard to risk MR. KATI'ENBURG: With regard to risk.
TilE COURT: And if you come up with anything
from the transcript, I'll h~ you on Monday mom.ing.
MR. KATI'ENBURG: Yes, sir.
MR. GODARD: Next .is as to a little topic that
we had .some debate abow preliminarily before we picked
thejucy, and that is not· using the proctor in this
surgical procedure ..
TilE COURT: I've given that a bunch of thought,
and let me just say that the bottom line with that is it
can be a breach of the standard of care, but it doesn't

Page 22
amount to any .compensable breach of the standard of care
unless there's some damage, and there .can't be any damage
unless the procedure is done improperly. So, ultimately,
we come down to that.
MR•. GODARD: Exactly, well,.and then.now that
he's testified; he didn't even say it·was a breach of the
standard of care. He said several times, and Mr.
Kmtcnburg tried mightily to get him to sq that standard
of care required that and each time he sai~ starting on
page 28:
•noctor, do you have an opinion within a
reasonable degree of medical certainty
what the standard of care in Vuginia in
1996 required with regard to having
experience with a doctor alongside of you
when he performed this procedure?•
And I renewed my objection. ·
•no you have an opinion, doctor?•
• Answer: I truly do not have an opinion
with this respect because I believe that
every hospital or medical institution sets
their own guidelines."
And on the next couple of pages Mr. Kattenburg
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uied a couple more times and he said the same thing, in
fact, he even - I objected at one point· and he said he
agreed with my objection because there was no standard of
care. Thai's on page 29.
•Question: •What is the standard of care
for having performed or performing the
sacrospinous ligamcut suspension with
regard to doing it for the first time and
having a seasoned, sldlled doctor in that
procedure alongside of you?•
•objection, he's already said he has no
opinion. •
•ne court: It's very similar-·
THE COURT: Let me ask, Mr. Kattenburg, are you
pursuing that at this point?
MR. KAITENBURG: The only thing I can say is
looking at the witness's testimony is that he referrect
to, it's not a breach of a hospital's standard of care MS. JOHNSTON: He said he didn't know if it was
a breach of this specific hospital's standard of care.
THE COURT: But if he doesn't know, then that's
notMR. KATI'ENBURG: I don't think that- Your

Page24
1 Honor, I think we can concede that point. I think that's
2 to be absolutely fair in the case. I think I did tty
3 and- I don't think that's part of the case at this
4 point.
s
THE COURT: All right, we"ll take that out
6 then, the motion will be granted.
7
MR. GODARD: All right, 'and tiDally, perhaps I
8 argued this backwaids, I ttuly want to express the Motion
9 to Strike as respect to the doctor's criticism of the
10 performance of the procedure itself. I think we all will
11 agree that the only negligence in the performance of the
12 p~ as testified to by Dr. Cholhan, is as respects
13 where he· placed the suspending ligatUreS, whether he
14 placed them too far laterally, that is, only one
IS centimeter medial as Dr. Cholhan as literally extracting
16 from the op. note or whether he didn't. Dr. Cholhan
17 throughout all of the testimony agreed that there was
18 nothing about Dr. Tashman's efforts to control the
19 bleeding, i.e., passing sutures or any of that, that he
20 was critical of.
21
All that he said in those reSpects - well,
22 frankly, he didn't even say that. He had talked about at •
23 great length in his deposition of throwing sutures and
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Page 25
1 Mr. Kattenburg mentioned in his opening statement about
2 his throwing sutures, and he didn't even- that never
3 came up in Dr. Cholhan's trial testimony. He talked
4 about on several different occasions how interference
S with blood slipply can have an impact upon the performance
6 of the function of the nerves, but at DO place did he
7 ever express the opinion that Dr. Tashman had breached
8 standards of care regarding anything he did about the
9 bleeding or regarding his placing any sutures. Let me
10 see if I can find the main part where Mr. Kattenburg
11 addressed that with him.
12
THE COURT: Okay, let me ask this,. Mr.
13 Kattenburg, are you proceeding on other theories beside
14 the misplacement of sumres?
15
MR. KATTENBURG: That's basicaJJ.y it, Judge,
16 ·that· is. the crux of the case. Cearly, the sutures were
17 misplaced. There is some question, I could tell the
18 court that if in fact some bleeders were arrested, that's .
19 really not our theory of the case. The theocy of the
20 case is that Dr. Taslmian's two fixation sutures, rather
21 than something used to arrest the bleeding, was the
22 competent producing cause of this injucy.
23
MR. GODARD: Well-
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•oid Dr. Tashman exercise the standard of
care when he made efforts to arrest this
bleeding in your opinion?•
• Answer: I don't know if there is any
standard of care for arresting bleeding.
I think that what happens is then we
And he talks about how people react
differently. And then line 16 on page 59:
•so there is no standard of care?•
•I think it's a matter of how one reacts. •
MR. KATTENBURG: Your Honor~ it is important to
point out that apparently based upon Dr. Cholhan's
testimony that there is DO standard of care as to how a
bleeder or how the bleeders here were arrested, that is,
whether by packing or by suturing. The placement,
however, is- certainly if the sutures are misplaced,
then that certainly is a breach in the standard of care,
and I don't think that's given up in this case based upon
Dr•. Cholton's testimony o~ conceded in any fashion.
MR. GODARD: Well, it's absent, Mr. Kattenburg,
it's totally absent. He never said, there's nowhere in
this transcript that there was a breach of standard of
care because or even if he placed the suture in his .
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MR. KATTENBURG: And that's what our- that's
what our expert MR. GODARD: I appreciate that.
MR. KATTENBURQ:. -has said.
MR. GODARD: It's part of my job to make sure
it's completely out of the case, period.
MR. KATTENBURG: What is out of the case?
MR.. GODARD: Any issue as to whether or not Dr.
Tashman breached standards of eire or was negligent in
any way, vis-a-vis addressing the bleeding problem,·
whether by tying sutures or anything else.
MR. KATTENBURG: Am I limited, judge, upon
cross examination of his standard of care experts, I'm
able to elicit such a theocy of the case? If that's the
case, then I don't want to give it up.
MR. GODARD: WellMR.. KATTENBURG: I'd like to know what their
experts are going to say.
MR.. GODARD: With all d~ respect, this is the
end of the plaintiff's case, and ifhe's not made a prima
facie case on these issues, I think I'm entitled to have
them stricken. May I <!ifect the court to page 58, line
19:
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1 attempts to coi:J.trol the bleeding.

MR. KATTENBURG: It seems to me·I thought on
3 your direct - excuse me, on your cross examination there
4 was a possibility of- during the arresting of bleeding

2

s sutures coUld have been misplaced, during the ictual
6 fixation suture placement they could have been misplaced,
7 or it could have been a combination of the two.
.
8
MR. GODARD: Absolutely, and that leads to my
9 next point in. the motion as to causation, yes·, of tying_
10 off a bleeder could have conttibuted to the problem, but ·
11 nowhere in my cross examination or anywhere else did he
12 say that in addressing this bleeding and suturing around
13 a nerve in the co~e of that, that would have been a
14 breach of the standard of care. I submit there on page,
1S the one I just quoted, he essentially concedes that it's
16 not because there's not any standard of care, on page 58
17
18
19
20
21

and 59.
THE COURT: I think we basic:ally, it goes on to
say, Mr. Godard, is that he can't tell from the notes,
the op. notes exactly what occmred in tying off the
bleeder and he doesn't know what occurred with regard to
22 that but there is no fixed standard for reacting to a
23 bleeder, it really depends upon the circumstances and
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1 what you do, and he said I can't tell, I can't tell what
1
2 happened here is what he says, because the op. note just
2
3 says that we reacted to it. So, rm going to grant the
3
4 Motion, but let me say this, that I might reconsider that
4
5 based upon what I hear in testimony. I don't think it's
S
6 properly part of the case, but I'm still struggling with
6
7 it a little bit, and 7
8
MR. GODARD: Well, I understand, .and may I just 8
9 quote you some of the differenrlation between something
9
10 oCCUiring in the course of tzying to arrest the bleeding,
10
11 i.e., tying a ligature that inadvCiteDtly encompasses a
11
12 nerve or whatever, and that being a potential cause of
12
13 the injmy from that, if it occurred, being a breach of
13
· 14 standards of care.· 'I1lere will be testimony in the
14
15 defense case concerning the various15
16
THE COURT: Let me stop you, Mr. Godard. Maybe 16
17 I misspoke. I didn't mean io say I was going to
17
18 reconsider based upon what substantively came in. What
18
19 I'm saying is that what substantively came in may change
19
20 my thinking on what came in during plaintiff's case,
20
21 that's what I meant to say by that because maybe I just
21
22 don't have a good enough handle on it is what I'm saying,
22
23 and maybe after hearing experts testify further, I might
23
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1 get a little different picture of it and reassess what
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l\1R.. GODARD:· In conclusion, may I just say
tying together all of these ~ of the last couple of
minutes, indeed, I move to strike the plaintiff's case as
to any negligence in the performance of the surgexy
because of the focus solely upon the alleged misplacement
of suspension sutures, and yet not being able to say to
any reaSonable medical cenaiiey that that misplacement
of suspension sutures caused this injury. Instead, Dr.
Cholhan and others indeed have agreed that it could have
been suspension sutures THE COURT: I think Dr. Katz testified it was
his opinion that it was a damage to the ligature of the
nerve which caused the injury and MR. GODARD: Granted, he had some testimony
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1

2 occurred during plaintiff's case, but obviously, the
3 Motion is made at the conclusion of the plaintiff's case
4 and all I can consider is what was put on in plaintiff's
S case, so what comes on in defense case can't change my
6 opinion, what- it can do maybe is eulighten me on how to
7 view some of this evidence.
8
MR. GODARD: I understand.
9 ·
THE COURT: Because I'm not a doctor.

10

about that, I want to get into that.
THE COURT: And he also testified that the
removal of the sutures alleviated the pain and that's
what led him to that conclusion frog1 which the jury can
find inferentially that there was negligence, and
therefore, the Motion to Strike the entire case is
denied.
MR. KATIENBURG: Thank you, Your Honor.
MR. GODARD: Thank you.
THE COURT: Anything further?
MS. KARPPI: One moment, please.
MR. GODARD: Yeah, I don't thiDk this is in the
case, but then again to make sure, I'm going to raise-it,
and that is by adding to the Mption tO Strike the
allegations that Dr. Tashmanhad any obligation io tell
her that it was his first solo. She says she wasn't
told. Never mind what the defense evidence is going to
be, but there's no testimony in this case from Dr.
Cholhan that that was required ~er s~dards of care THE CO~T: Did Cholhan say if i~ wasn't within
the doctor's repertoire, that if it wasn't within the
doctor's repenoire, and he used some other word which I
didn't know either?

MR. GODARD: Armamentarium;
THE COURT: Aimamentarium? ·
3
MS. KARPPI: But he did say 4
MR. GODARD: That was was reference to his
s abdominal"6
MR. KATI'ENBURG: Rumentarium, Your Honor.
7
MS. KARPPI: Ar.mamentarium. .
·
8
MR. GODARD: No, armamentarium.
9·
MR. KATI'ENBURG: Armamentarium?
10
MR. GODARD: Yeah, armamentarium.
11
MS. JOHNSTON: But he did say if it's not
12 within your realm that you need to 13
THE COURT: But regardless, if he said it's
14 not within IS
MR. GODARD: We"re talking about a different
16 issue, not the abdominal approach issue, we're talking
17 about this innuendo, this statement that he didn't tell
18 her, it's been mostly from Mr. Kattenburg at this point,
19 that he didn't tell her this was his first solo surgezy.
20 It ties in with the failure to get somebody else in more
21 experienced to supervise you, which you already agreed is
22 no longer the case.
23
THE COURT: But that's different, that has to
..•
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1 do with whether there was a breach of the standard of
2 care with regard to the performance of the procedure.
3
MR. GODARD: Right.
4
THE COURT: There's a difference with regard to
s informed consent, it's a different analogy.
6
MR. GODARD: I concede that they're related
7 because also there have been these statements made, I'm
8 not sure they rise to the level of allegations, that he
9 didn't tell her that this was the first or solo procedure
10 be had done. My position on that is two-fold. Number
11 one, as a matter of law there's no requirement that any
12 doctor tell a patient how many procedures he has done.
13
THE COURT: That Motion is overruled, that's a
14 question to standard of care which would go to the
1S testimony of a witness, an expert witness who's properly
16 qualified and says that it's a breach of the standard of
17 care, that's what creates the law on that, not a judge.
18
MR. GODARD: Well, with all due respect, other
19 judges have disagreed with that and have thrown that out
20 and not even allowed it.
21
THE COURT: They might have, but I don't
22 presume to tell the doctors what a standard of care is.
23 They tell me what a standard of care is just as they tell

it clear. •Doctor, going back to the breach of
standard of care that you found insofar as informmg the
patient of alternatives. •
THE COURT: Actually, that's when he talked
about his available. If you look at page 101, line 17,
starting, there's the answer on line 17, there should be
a question on line 17:
•All right, so, if a procedure exists, is
it part of the standard of care to infoim
the patient that this procedure, even
though I might not be able to handle it or
do it, this is available to remedy a
medicai condition, is.that part of a
docto~s obligation?•
• Answer: Yes, sir. •
So, that has to do with informmg of other
options.
MR. GODARD: Correct, and all that I'm focusing
on here is his scxalled not telling her that this was
the first solo one he had done.

4 makes

s
6
7

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
1S
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
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I'm sure there's other testimony on

2 that.

MR. GODARD: Well, perhaps I need not even
argue this point because of the second point, namely,
there is no standard of care testimony in this case that
it was a breach of standards of care not to tell her that
it was. his first solo, or at least I haven't found it,
and I don't remember it. I have plowed through tediously
looking for that, but MS. JOHNSTON: I believe that he did, but.THE COURT: I think it was on redirect.
MS. JOHNSTON: -I believe it was, too,·Your
Honor. I'll have to read the wholeTHE COURT: Armamentarium is the word that he

MS. JOHNSTON: I believe there is, Your Honor,
3
4 I'd have to review the entire transcript.
S
MR: GODARD: Yes, here it is, Judge, page 27.
6 This is the only time it came up, line 18:
1
·8

9
10
11

12

13
14
1S used.
16
MS. JOHNSTON: That's the word.
17
MR. GODARD: Yeah, well, that's on the other
18 issue, that's not on this issue. That's about telling
19 her about the abdominal procedure.

13
14

20
MS. JOHNSTON: Well, not entirely, YourHonor.
21 If he is saying that if it's not - if this is a surgery
22 not within your concept and your ability to do, then that
23 is something you have to tell, and that's not just

20
21
22
23
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1 specific to an abdominal procedure but any procedure, if
2 you can't do it.
3
MR. GODARD: No, no, no, no, the very question

1 the jury. If they say it's a breach of the standard of
2 care, then that's all that's needed to go to the jury.

4
S
6
7
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•on your first surgery, of a sacrospinous
.
ligaQlCD.t suspension, as the lead surgeon,
did you complete the surgery alone or did
you in other words fly solo?•
•Answer: No, oiy first fixation as a lead
surgeon was during a fellowship - •
Then that's when he tried to get him to say
that it was a breach of the standard of care not to have
a mentor with him and he wouldn't even say that was a
breach of the standard of care. That's the only place
that we've been able to find anywhere in the testimony
that came up about this solo.
MS. JOHNSTON: Your Honor, if you'll look, it
goes back again to the abdominal approach, but on page
81, I think you just looked at, •If it's not within his
surgical armamentarium, then you do need to explain that
to the patient, • that's line 20 and 21. At the top he

~
~
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1 talked about the kinds of abdominal, he said, •If it's

2 not within your ~abilities, you need to tell the ·

3 patient that."

4
S

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
IS
16
· 17

18

MR. GODARD: That's a different issue, that's
about the abdominal approach.
MS. JOHNSTON: Well, he didn't tell her this
was not within his capabilities or ar.mamentarium to do.
MR.. GODARD: ADd there's no evidence that it's
not. It certainly was within his armamentarium.
THE COURT: Well, except for this, he says,
armamentarium and then he defines ao:Damentarium as, on
page 101, is nothing more than repertoire within the
operator's skill and experience and knowledge.
MS. JOHNSTON: Correct.
MR. GODARD: Okay, well, what does that have to
do with standard of care about flying solo? He never henever-MS. JOHNSTON: This is not within his

19 experience -

20
. THE COURT: The question is, is it a factual
21 determination as to whether this- if this is the first
22 time that he ever did the procedure alone if it was - if
23 the jwy could then determine if it was then not within
Page 38
1 his experience.
2
MS. JOHNSTON: Yes.
3
THE COURT: Doesn't that become. a factual
4 question?
s
MS. JOHNSTON: Correct. .
6
MR. GODARD: Well, I submit not, because I
7 think either it has to be below standards of care for a
8 doctor doing his very first one solo to tell the patient
9 that he's doing the very first one solo. In other words,
10 it's an informed consent requirement, it comes right
· 11 back, because that's what we're talking about here,
12 informed consent, doesn't he have to say and the
13 standards of care require that he express to the patient
14 that he's only done one of these?
15
THE COURT: I don't think he has to
16 specifically say that. He says:
17
"But I do believe that the standard of
18
care requires that all terms be discussed,
19
the abdominal approach was not discussed.
20
Now, if Dr. Tashman- if it's not within
21
his surgical armamentarium to do that,
22
then you need to explain that to the
23
patient."
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1
MR. GODARD: Talking about the abdonrlnal
2 approach.
3
THE COURT: I understand that, but still, he's
4 talking about if it's not within the armamentarium, you
S need to explain it to the patient. Now, we're at a
6 position of the trial where I have to grant them all fair
7 inferences from the evidence as well, and I don't know
8 how based on totality of the circumstances I can say that
9 a juror who made a determination that it was a breach of
10 the standard of care not to tell Mrs. Gibbs that this

11 procedure was not within his armamentarium as defined by
12 Dr. Cholhan, that I would have to say that that was
13 unreasonable and not based on the evidenc;e and set it
14 aside.
IS
MR.. GODARD: Well, I understand what the court
16 is saying, but let me say it and I'll sit down and shut
17 up completely, that there. is no testimony or evidence
18 whatsoever that Dr. Tashman was not capable of performing
19 this procedure, i.e., that it was not within his
20 armamentarium. The only allegation 21
THE COURT: As you define it, not as Dr.
22 Cholhan defines it.
23
MR. GODARD: As he defined it.
Page 40
1
THE COURT: No, he defined it as s1d1l 3nd
2 experience and kDowledge, that's what he s~d.
3
MR. GODARD: Well, fine, he has experience.
4 He's done six or seven of them. We're talking about he's
s seen six or seven and assisted in two and been proctored
6 and all of that.
7
THE COURT: Then you can certainly argue that
8 to the jury because if a juror determined that it was
9 within his armamentarium and he didn't need to, that also
10 wouldn't be unreasonable, but that's not for me to
11 determine.
12
MR. GODARD: Any procedure, no matter how well13 trained he is, the first time he does it under this
14 thesis is in breach of standards of care.
15
THE COURT: No, he just - oDly if he doesn't
16 tell the patient, and that's Dr. Cholhan's opinion.
17
MR. GODARD: He never said that.
18
THE COURT: I think if you take his testimony
19 as an entirety and read it, I think a fair inference from
20 it is that and therefore, it presents a factual question~
21 Okay, anything else?
22
:MR. GODARD: That's all I have.
23
THE COURT: Have you all discussed jury
..•
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1 instructions?
l
MR. KATIENBURG: We've done ours, and I will
3 give them tbat.

4

THE COURT: Please exchange them so you can
S look at them over the weekend so I can have them Monday

6 morning.

7
8

MR. KATIENBURG: Yes, we will, yes, sir.
(Thereupo~ at 4:52 P.M. the trial recessed to
9 reconvene at 9:00a.m., Monday, September 11, 2000.)
10
(END OF EXCERPT)
11

l

3
4

s
6
7
8
9
10
11
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EXCERPT OF PlUEBJIN3S
THE COURT: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.
MR. GODARD: Good morning.
MR. KATTENBURG: Good morning, Your Honor.
S
MS. JOHNSTON: Yes, Your Honor, we have a
6 couple of motions to begin with. The first one, Your
7 Honor, is simply to exclude any questioning or
8 referencing to insurance. That came up with Mrs. Gibb's
9 testimony and I would simply ask that the Court direct
10 Mr. Godard not to delve into insurance matters with Mr.
11 Gibbs when he's on the stand later today.
12
THE COURT: Mr. Godard, do you intend to do
13 that?
14
MR. GODARD: Ordinarily it would be a very
15 quick .and simple answer, no, and surely I don•t intend to
16 although I pause only because it depends upon the
· 17 response -let•s pu~ it this way, I will say no, but if
18 something comes up that makes me believe that I need to
19 and should be entitled to, I will approach the bench.
20
THE CO{ffl.T: That's fine.
21
MS. JOHNSTON: The second one, Your Honor, is
22 simply a motion to exclude questioning about Mrs. Gibbs
23 receiving full compensation from PEPCO; it was disability
1
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and collateral. You've already made a ruling on this
matter. We would ask that the same instruction to go to
as to testimony of Mr. Gibbs and also to defense expert,
Kathleen Sampeck because she does mention that issue in
her report.
MR. GODARD: I agree that the Court has ruled
on that. I think it foolish to make a further attempt..
THE COURT: All right.
MS. JOHNSTON: The next is to limit the reading
of the deposition of Ruben Cintron. and to exclude any
references as to causation. There's a copy of Dr.
Cintron's deposition, Your Honor, and if you'll look at
page 9 and 10 and also page 17, Dr. Cintron admits that
he is unclear as to the etiology of Mrs. Gibb's injuries.
He was unclear in '96 and remains unclear today. That's
on page 9, line 12 and again on page 10, beginning at
line 3:
•so as I was then, nothing has occurred
. that has changed my conclusion, was that
it looked like she had a couple of
different nerves involved, in that there
were different possibilities, but as per
the etiology I wasn•t clear and rm not

Page 1 - Page 4
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1

clear yet. •
1 certainty caused these kinds of injuries and we can't say
2
And again, Your Honor, on page 17, be point
2 which one.
3 blank admits that. his opinion regarding any causation is
·3
THE COURT: Well, my problem with the question,
4 Mr. Godard, is that it says, "capable of causing this
4 pure speculation, beginning on line 6:
S
•And you're not clear now, to use your
S· kind of injury to a patient. • Not that it caused this
6
language, 'You're not clear yet, • you
6 injury to this patient.
7
MR. GODARD: Well, but read the preceding
7
weren't clear then and you're not clear
8
now as to what the causes were for her
8 paragraph. I just got through - my preamble was that
9
complaints and symptoms?"
9 you could certainly not be clear or certain as to cause
10
"That's correct. •
10 from the injury that Mrs. Gibbs suffered.
11
Question: •And, in fact, the paragraph
11
THE COURT: Right.
12
that was read to you by Mr. Godard where
12
MR. GODARD: Well, I don't understand what the
13
you speculated whether her problem might
13 Court is saying. ~This kind" refers to Mrs. Gibbs. The
14
be due to prolonged compression or the way
14 injury that Mrs. Gibbs suffered is the preamble, and then
IS
· she was situated in her hospital bed
lS I said, "is capable of causing this kind of injury. •
16
during surgery or afterwards is
16
THE COURT: That's my problem, •to a patient. •
17
speculation on your part?"
17 Let me give you an example, Mr. Godard, from this
18
·· Answer: "Yes, it is. •
18 circumstance. This injury could be caused by compression
19
· Your Honor, according to Fairfax V. Curtis, any
19 to a patient; This is what be's saying._ But is he
20 medical opinion that's based on possibilities is
20 saying that this injury to this patient could have been
21 completely irrelevant and should not be admissible.
21 caused by compression? I don't sec how he's saying that
22
THE COURT: Mr. Godard, do you plan to read the · 22 in there. And you have to take a lot of things into
23 whole deposition?
23 account in reaching that -

PageS

Page 6
1
MR. GODARD: I'm sorry?
2
THE COURT: Is it your intention to try to read
3 the whole deposition?
MR. GODARD: Yes. First let me just say, this
4
5 is a problem that comes up in virtually every medical
6 malpractice case with the plaintiff, in terms of things
7 that occurred during the course of the surgery.
8 Plaintiff's experts say, "In my opinion it happened this
9 way, • and the defense experts say, "It happened in one of
10 these ways, all of these could have caused it and we
11 can't say for sure which one. •
12
May I first direct the Colin's attention to
13 page 23, line 5 where I ask him:
14
•Are you able to state to a reasonable
IS
degree of medical certainty that
16
positioning, as was and would have
17
occurred with the prolonged lithotomy
18
procedure, medically is capable of causing
19
this kind· of injury to a patient?"
20
And he said, "The answer is yes. •
21
Now it's certainly true, as will be said by
22 other experts that bleeding, positioning, being caught up
23 in a suture, all of these things to a reasonable medical

L. A. ROACH & ASSO.CIATES
(703) 690-0999

1
MR. GODARD: Well 2
THE COURT: Let me finish, to that conclusion.
3 Including the duration of the injury, which has been
4 previous!>:: testified to. Now you may have other people
s who may testify to that, but be's not saying that. What
6 be's saying is "this kind of injury could occur in a
7 patient. • He's not saying "it occurred in this patient.··
8 And that's my problem with it. He's saying that •yes,
9 you could have this kind of injury in a patient. •
10
MR. GODARD: First of all, we have an entire
11 deposition where be is questioned. We not only have his
12 deposition, we have his two-page report where he talks
13 about all this. So, that question is not in a vacuum,
14 that question comes as the very last question to a 2315 page interrogation and colloquy about Mrs. Gibbs and his
16 evaluation of her. The reason the question is formed as
17 it was at the last is solely because of the current
18 objection being made that some how he should not be
19 entitled because he wasn't able to say to a reasonable
20 medical certainty that this was the cause. There's no
21 ambiguity as you go through his entire testimony about.
22
THE COURT: Point me to somewhere else in his
23 deposition where he says that compression during surgery .:::
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1 could have caused this injwy to the plaintiff.
2
THE GODARD: All right. First of all, let's
3 see, in his attached report it's very clear, which was
4 marked as Exhibit 1 to the deposition which I intend to
S move for admission. Give me just a moment.
6
MS. JOHNSTON: Your Honor, I would just say ·
7 again, on page 17 8
THE COURT: Hold on, one at a time, Ms.
9 Johnston. Let him finish his presentation.
10
MR. GODARD: Let's go to page 10. I'm
11 questioning, indeed, about what statements were made in
12 his report, there at line 14, quote:
13
·compression of her sciatic nerve in the
14
proximity of the piriformis muscle during
15
the p~longed lithotomy procedure used for
16
vaginal hysterectomy. •
17
·could you explain why that thought or
18
what basis oceurred to you as a potential
19
cause?•
20
And then he goes on and explains that.
· 21
MS. JOHNSTON: Again, Your Honor, his answer in
22 that is talking about patients he's seen in his practice. ·
·
23
THE COURT: Let me read.

1

2 different than Dr. Cholhan saying, as he testified to,
3 that he can't say to a reasonable medical certainty that
4 it was a suture, it may have been bleeding, or it may

S have been a combination. We went through that several
6 times with him. He doesn't know which, but each in his
7 mind represent an explanation that could have caused it.
8 In his opinion one or the other or a combination thereof
9 did. So what he states in his report, Dr. Cintron, is
10 the launch point, if you will, for the questions11
THE COURT: IF I recall, Mr. Godard, I think it
12 was Dr. Katz' testimony that caused me to not grant. your
13 motion to strike on that, not Dr. Cholhan.
14
MS. JOHNSTON: Correct, Your Honor, it was in
15 redirect, Dr. Katz said he did have 16
THE COURT: Dr. Katz said it was in his opinion
1~ the cause of it was a suture. And he went through the
18 whole thing about how removing the suture would not have
19 alleviated the symptoms if it20
MR. GODARD: I'm not disputing that. ·
21
THE COURT: So, when you made a motion to
22 strike on that saying that the ·evidence was insufficient
23 for them to go forward, my response was, not Cholhan, but

Page 12

Page 10
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

(Pause.)
THE COURT: Okay. Ms. Johnston?
. MS. JOHNSTON: Your Honor, even in his report
on the next to last paragraph, three lines up, he's
saying, •1 wonder, if in fact, • it's pure speculation on
his part as to the cause of her sciatic nerve injtiry.
And again on page 17lgo back to it. Mr. Kattenburg
asked:
•you weren't clear then and your not clear
now as to the cause for her complaints and
symptoms?·
•That's correct. •
And it goes on:
•m fact, that was pure speculation?"
"Yes, it is. •
THE COURT: Wait a minute, where are we?
MS. JOHNSTON: Page 17, line 6 through 16, Your
Honor, clearly asking him his opinionTHE COURT: Let me read, please.
(Pause.)
THE COURT: Well, I'm actually more concerned ·
with line 17, Ms. Johnston, the question beginning on
line 17.

L. A. ROACH & ASSOCIATES
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-

MR. GODARD: Well, may I say that it's no

1 Katz is the one that gets you past the motion to strike.
2 So, if Cholhan is what you're referring to then why does
3 it work back on your side the same way, the same kind of

4 testimony?_
5
MR. GODARD: Well, for several reasons. First
6 of all, a wkitness, particularly on the defense side, and

. 7 what I mean by that is the pl&!ntiff holds the burden of
8 making a prima facie case. That's a burden defendants
9 don~t have. But I submit plaintiffs have that butden and
10 that's what brings up motions to strike. When you get to
11 the defense portion of the case though if it were the
12 rule that the defense experts cannot say among several
13 potential causes which one specifically caused it and
14 they were thereby 15
THE COURT: I don't disagree with that •.
16
MR. GODARD: Okay, well all he's saying, and
17 the whole focus is on page 23, that's what this jury is
18 entitled to hear that the positioning in this case, with .
19 the prolonged lithotomy procedure is capable, in other
20 words, he's rebutting what Dr. Richard testified to, I
21 guess. Dr. Richard expressed his opinion, namely that he
.
22 didn't think the lithotomy position could cause this
23 because of its shortness of the duration of the injwy.
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Dr. Cintron, on the other hand, disagreed with him. Dr.
Richard referred to it, it came out in the testimony the
disagreement that he had with Dr. Cintron, so this is
informing the jury what the disagreement is. That Dr.
s Cintron believes that it is medically capable of causing
6 Mrs. Gibb's injury.
7
MS. JOHNSTON: Your Honor, Dr. Richard
8 testified also that this was his belief to a reasonable
9 degree of medical certainty. And there's no difference
10 between plaintiff's case or defendant's case with regard
11 to the burden of establishing an expert's opinion is
12 based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty and not
13 ·simply speculation.
14
THE COURT: The difference is this: One, is
15 the specific statement that this was the cause. And the
16 other is the statement that to a reasonable degree of
17 medical certainty this could also cause it. That's the
18 difference. He's not saying- defense witness doesn't
19 have to come in and say, •this did not cause it• or •this
20 other thing did cause, • or he does have to say, •to a
21 reasonable degree of medical certainty this could cause
. 22 it ••
23
MS. JOHNSTON: Correct.
1
2
3
4

...

~~·~fi8

2

3
4

S
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
IS
16

17
18
19

20
21
22

23
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MR. GODARD: May I suggest we not even address
that at this point because I'm not even certain I'm going
to call Dr. Alagia.
THE COURT: Okay, if you want to call Dr.
AlagiaMR. GODARD: Dr. Mecklenburg is our fll'St
expert.
MS. JOHNSTON: Your Honor, basically I have a
very similar argument with Dr. Mecklenburg as I didhe's being offered to testify as to the standard of care
and causation. Beginning on page 22, line 19, Mr.
Kattenburg inquired about the mechanism cause of injury
and again Dr. Mecklenburg- Mr. Kattenburg asked if he
had an opinion to a reasonable degree of medical
certainly as to the most likely cause of Mrs. Gibb's
injury, and this is on page 26, I'm sorry, Your Honor,
26, line 4:
•To a reasonable degree of medical
certainty have you determined in your mind
what's the most likelihood of possibility
of causes?•
•t have not. •
Again, going back on page 20 -

Page 16

Page 14
THE COURT: My only problem with the answer is
2 the •a patient• again, and that"s my problem again.
3 Perhaps reading the whole thing and looking back over
4 portions of it he does talk about with these clinical
5 findings, earlier on.
6
MS. JOHNSTON: He does say, •this is
7 speculation, • pure speculation on his part.
8
MR. GODARD: That it was the cause of the
9 ·injuries.
10
THE COURT: Right. and that"s different. What
11 ·he's saying by saying that is, •1 cannot tell you which
12 one of these causes it was. but I can tell you any of
13 these causes could have been the reason for this injury. •
14 Now I think he's permitted to do that, I mean, I grant
15 you it's a tine line, but I think he's permitted to do
16 it.
17
MS. JOHNSTON: Certainly. ·Thank you, Your
18 Honor. I've got a couple more.
19
Please note our exception to that Your Honor.
20
THE COURT: Certainly.
21
MS. JOHNSTON: Next Your Honor, a motion to
22 exclude the testimony of Dr. Alagia with regards to. the
23 standard of care.
1

""•

1

1
THE. COURT: On that basis, for the same
2 reasoning. the motion is denied. I think he's allowed to
3 say that.
4

MS.JOHNSTON: Your Honor, I"djustnoteour

s exception that according to Fairfax V. Curtis the opinion
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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of possibility is inadmissible.
.
THE COURT: Possibility that it happened, not
to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that it could
happen. then he doesn't have·to define which one
happened. If that were the case, then every
circumstance, when there were four or five different
causes, potential causes, the defense would not be
allowed to put on what all the other potential causes
were unless one was more likely than the other. If they
were all equally likely then the defense would not be
able to defend the case. They"d have to say, well, then ·
we lose. And, that's not the test. In fact, the burden
of proof is on the plaintiff to prove beyond a
preponderance of the evidence. If all were equally
likely then the preponderance is equal and the defense
wins, so you can't say that they're prohibited from
testifying that they•re all equally likely. So. on the
same theory that motion is denied.
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1
MS. JOHNSTON: Thank you, Your Honor, we'd just
2 like to note our exception.
THE COURT: Okay. Are we ready to proceed?
3
4
(Discussion concerning distributing exhibit
S notebooks to dle jury not transcribed.)
6
MS. JOHNSTON: Your Honor, I just wanted to
7 briefly re·visit the issue of lack of infonned consent
8 regarding disclosure of risks, based on Cholhan's
9 testimony. If you have that transcript in front of you
10 if you look at pages 19 and 20 of his ttanscript.
11
THE COURT: Nineteen and twenty?
12
MS. JOHNSTON: Correct. At the end of 19
13 starting line 15 and going through 20, spec:ificaUy, he's
14 discussing there what the scandard of care requires
15 regarding informed consent. Page 20, line 4 he says
liS that:
17
·So she can make an informed consent based
18
on the ability to determine what the ·
19
advancages and disadvantages are of each
20
treaunent. •
21
So, he clearly tells us the scandard of care
22 requires that disadvantages are 23
THE COURT: . With him having said that, Mr.

{ON OF MOTION TO STRIKE
SEPTEMBER 11, 2000
Page 19

1 that's all be's talking about, as explains on line 21
2 with- excuse me, page 21,.line 8, Dr. Tashman and Mrs.
3 Gibbs with respect to different treatment options, non4 surgical and even different treatment approaches, et
5 cetera, etcetera. There•s nothing about risks. He
6 never once defmed or opined as to what risks needed to
7 be disclosed to this patient, and that was the basis,
8 certainly as I moved and as I understood, that the CoUrt
9 excluded that aspect of informed consent.
10
MS. JOHNSTON: Your Honor, clearly11
THE COURT: I don't need anything further, Ms.
12 Johnston, I'm going to reconsider my decision and allow
13 that to stay in the case because be talked about
14 disadvantages and be talked later on about no discussion
15 of risks on 20 and 71, then it stays in the case, it gets
16 past it.
17
I bad real concerns about doing that in the
· 18 first place, but I think they've given enough of a basis
19 to get past the motion to strike and therefore I
20 reconsider it and put it back in the case.
21
MS. JOHNSTON: Thank you, Your Honor.
22
THE COURT: I said and I gave you all warning
23 that if someone pointed out to me in that transcript that

Page20

Page 18
1 Godard, why doesn't that get them past the motion to

2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14

IS
16

17

18
19
20
21
22
23

strike, if there was testimony that risks were not
discussed, that there was no evidence that risks were
discussed?
MS. JOHNSTON: Yes, and Your Honor, that's on
page 71, line 20 where be says it's his opinion that be
saw no evidence the patient was, counseled as to the
disadvantages, risk factors and the like.
So the totality of his testimony clearly sets
forth that the standard of care requires disclosure of
risks and disadvantages and be didn•t see evidence that
Dr. Tashman had done that, so it should be a jury issue
and allow them to decide whether or not whatever was said
to her meets this burden.
MR. GODARD: Very simple. What he's talking
about on page 20, lineS is obviously the altemative
treatments. He doesn•t say anything about risks. He
talks about what the advantages and disadvantages are of
each treatment, alternative treatments and how they
compare to each other. That part is in the ~e. the
Court allowed that to stay in. As it goes on then in the
subsequent questions that flow immediately from that it
becomes clear, as we went through on Thursday, that

L. A. ROACH & ASSOCIATES
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•

1 I'd be willing to reconsider it.
2
All right, are we ready to proceed?

3
MR. GODARD: My exception's noted. Yes, we are
4 ready. ~
5
THE COURT: Certainly.
6

7
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9 parties hereto, nor financially or otherwise interested
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF FAIRFAX

MARGARET L. GIBBS

... ;

coui~~p 2 g :~n 3: :J I

)

Plaintiff

)

v.

) AT LAW NO. 184413

HUNTERS. TASHMAN, M.D.

)

Defendant

)

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL

COMES NOW the plaintiff, Margaret L. Gibbs, by counsel, and in support of
her Opposition to Defendant's Motion for a New Trial states as follows:
I. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE PRESENTED AT TRIAL
In this medical negligence action plaintiff presented evidence that defendant

Tashman negligently performed an operation lmown as a sacrospinous ligament
suspension. The plaintiff advanced four theories of negligence. Three pertained to
informed

consent,

namely

that

Dr.

Tashman

(1)

failed

to

disclose

the

risks/ disadvantages of this surgical procedure; (2) failed to disclose alternatives
(surgical and non-surgical) to this procedure; and (3) failed to disClose his lack of
experience and that he would be attempting this surgery for the frrst time as a lead
surgeon, solo. Finally, the plaintiff presented evidence that Dr. Tashman breached the
standard of care by employing inept surgical techniques, thereby negligently suturing
and permanently injuring the plaintif'rs right sciatic and pudendal nerves.

-814-

On September 7, 2000, at the conclusion of the plaintiff's evidence, defendant
moved to strike the plaintiff's case of informed consent. The Court initially granted
defendant's Motion as to the plaintiff's first theory, i.e., failure to disclose risks, but
cautioned both parties tliat after scrutiny of the daily transcript, the Court would
reconsider its ruling. Accordingly, on September 11, 2000, on plaintiff's Motion, the
Court reconsidered its position and the issue of failure to disclose risks was allowed to
remain as one of the plaintifi's theories of the case. The Court denied defendant's
Motion to Strike on all other grounds. All four theories (three theories of infonned
consent and one the01y of inept surgical technique) were submitted to the juzy. On
September 12, 2000 the juzy returned its verdict in favor of the plaintiff.

II. ARGUMENT
The plaintiff established a prima facie case that Dr. Tashm.an negligently failed to
obtain the plaintiff's informed consent for her sacrospinous Ugament suspension,
and the Court correctly submitted this issue to the jury.
A.

Standards for setting aside a jury verdict and ordering a new trial.

In evaluating defendant's motion to set aside a juzy verdict, the Court must

evaluate the evidence in the light most .favorable to the prevailing party. Ajuzy's verdict
may be set aside only "when there is no evidence at all to support the verdict, or else

the verdict is plainly contrary to the evidence." Beden et al. v. Optimum Choice, Inc. at
al. 19 Cir. L135926 (1995) quoting Graves v. National Cellulose Corp., 226 Va. 164
(1983) and Ellison v. Railway Co., 154 Va 39, 45 (1930).

Virginia Code§ 8.01-383 and 8.01-430 set forth the standards for setting aside a
jury verdict. The power conferred on the trial judge to set aside a juzy verdict can only
be exercised where the verdict is plainly wrong or without credible evidence to support
it. If there is a conflict in the testimony on a material point, or if reasonable men maJC

2
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differ in their conclusions of fact to be drawn from the evidence, or if the conclusion is
dependent on the weight to be given to the testimony, the trial judge cannot substitute
his conclusion for that of the juzy merely because he would have voted for a different
verdict if he had been on the jury.

The weight of the jury's verdict, when there is

credible evidence upon which it can be based, is not overborne by the trial judge's
disapproval.

When conflicting inferences have been resolved by a jury and

thos~

necessarily underlying the· conclusion reflected in the verdict are reasonably deducible
from the evidence, a trial judge should not set the verdict aside. Lane v. Scott, 220 Va.
587, 260 S.E.2d 238 (1979). A verdict founded on conflicting evidence may not be set
aside, as to do this would in effect deprive a litigant of a jury trial. He is entitled to
have controverted issues passed upon by a jury. Gable v. Bingler, 177 Va. 641, 15
S.E.2d 33 (1941).
The Court has consistently held that a defendant must meet a high standard in
order to set aside a jury verdict, and that a jury verdict fairly rendered on competent
evidence should not be disturbed by the trial court. ·To justify a new trial, the burden
incumbent upon the defendant is to establish that there was no evidence in support of
the verdict.

Braxton v. Flippo, 183 Va. 839, 33 S.E.2d 757 (1945).

The Court in

Murray v. Smithson, 187 Va. 759, 48 S.E.2d 239 (1948) held that regarding motions for
new trial, "the yardstick by which such questions are determined is if reasonable and
fair-minded men may differ on the conclusion to be reached, then the verdict must he
sustained." In affirming Judge James Keith's holding in Raisovich v. Giddings 214 Va.

485, 201 S.E.2d 606 (1974), the Court held that when a jury verdict is supported by a
logical interpretation of contested factual issues, it should not be set aside. In Sampson
v. Sampson, 221 Va. 896, 275 S.E.2d 597 (1981), the Court reversed a decision b_y
3
.-
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Judge Keith setting aside a jury verdict. The Court held that a verdict may be set aside
oDly when it is contrary to the evidence or without evidence to support it.

In the present case, there was ample evidence from the testimony of Dr. Hilary J.
Cholhan and the testimony of the plaintiff upon which the jury based its verdict. The
plaintifi's evidence showed that the defendant not only was negligent in failing to obtain
informed consent (failure· to disclose risks, alternatives, and lack of experience), but .
that he also was negligent in employing inept surgical techniques. The defendant has
failed to meet its burden as set forth in Braxton , that is, to show there is no evidence
supporting the jury verdict. Therefore, to set aside this verdict would be reversible
error.
B.

Doctrine of Informed Consent

In Bly v. Rhoads, 216 Va 645, 22 S.E.2d 783 (1976), the Court hel4 that a

physician has a general duty to disclose to patients alternatives to and risks of a
particular treatment. In Bly, the plaintiff sought to prove her case of medical negligence
against the defendant doctor relying solely on lay witness testimony, without the benefit
of any medical expert witnesses.

The Virginia Supreme Court granted a writ to

plaintiffs question, "Is the expert testimony of a physician necessary to prove the
requirements for liability under the informed consent doctrine?" The issue addressed
by the Court in Bly was whether liability under informed consent could be proved by
lay witnesses or whether expert testimony was required. The Court held that medical
experts are required only to prove the issues of standard of care, i.e., the existence and
extent of a duty to disclose information. The Court held, "Further, we would agree that
a patient-plaintiff can establish by lay testimony that his physician did not disclose
particular risk information, and that he, the patient, had no knowledge of the risk [i.e!!>
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breach). We also agree that in some cases lay testimony might be competent to show
adverse consequences following treatment [i.e. causation)."
Likewise, in Moates v. Hyslop, 253 Va. 45, 480 S.E.2d 109 (1997), the Court held
that the plaintiff must prove the existence and extent of a physician's duty to disclose
information through the testimony of a qualified medical expert witness. In Moates, like
Bly, the plaintiff failed to prove a prima facie case because the plaintiff failed to offer
testimony of a medical expert witness.
In Rizzo v. Schiller, 248 Va. 155, 445 S.E.2d 153 (1994), the Court held that it is

the duty of a physician in the exercise of ordinary care to warn a patient of the danger
of possible bad consequences of using a remedy. The physician owes a duty to make a
reasonable disclosure to the patient of significant facts under the circumstances.
In. Rizzo, the Court held that plaintiff established a prima facie case of negligence

based upon the failure to obtain informed consent. The plaintiff offered expert testimony
stating the standard of care required the doctor to inform the plaintiff-patient about the
use of forceps and that the· patient be given an opportunity to participate in the decision
·.
whether to use forceps. After the plaintiff established the existence and extent of a duty
to provide information (in order to obtain informed consent), the plaintiff testified that.
the doctor did not disclose any information about the use of forceps.
· The Court in. Rizzo further held that the plaintiff presented sufficient evidence of
proximate causation as an element of her case because she presented evidence from
which a ju:ry might have inferred that had the plaintiff been informed of the possible
consequences of the use of forceps, she might

h~ve

acted differently and the plaintiff

also presented evidence from which the jury could have found that, but for the use of
forceps, the child would not have suffered brain injury.

5
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In cases of medical malpractice and informed consent, the Court has consistently

held that the issues of negligence and proximate cause are questions of fact, which
should be submitted to the jury. The plaintiff has the burden to prove the existence
and extent of a physician's duty to disclose information to the plaintiff through expert
testimony. However, after the standard of care is established by an expert, the plaintiff
herself may establish through lay testimony the issues of breach and proximate cause.
The plaintiff may testify under Bly that the physician did not disclose certain
information to her, and under Rizzo, she may testify that had she been informed of
possible consequences, she might have acted differently.
Issues of negligence and proximate causation ordinarily are questions of fact for
the jury's determination, and a court decides these issues only when reasonable
persons could not differ. The Court held in Brown v. Koulizakis, 229 Va. 524, 331
S.E.2d 440 (1985), that this principle of tort litigation applies with no less force to
medical malpractice cases. When the sufficiency of plaintiffs evidence is challenged
upon a motion to strike the evidence at the conclusion of the plaintiffs case-in-chief,
the trial court should in every case overrule the motion where there is any doubt orr the
question.
In the present case, the plaintiff did establish through the testimony of an expert
witness, Dr. Hilary J. Cholhan, that defendant Tashman had a duty to disclose
alternatives to her sacrospinous ligament suspension, the possible advantages,
disadvantages and risks associated with her surgery, and his lack of experience,
including that this surgery was not within his armamentarium.

The plaintiff

established through the testimony of Dr. Cholhan, herself, and her husband that
defendant Tashman breached these duties to her and failed to disclose these significant.

€
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facts to her. The plaintiff further established proximate causation when she testified
that she would have acted differently had she lmown these pertinent facts. Thus the
plaintiff established a prima facie case negligence through lack of informed consent (as
well as inept surgical technique, not discussed here) and these issues were properly
submitted to the jury.
1.

Plaintiff's evidence established that the breach of the standard of care
in failing to disclose alte1'Jlatives to the procedure was a proximate
cause of her injury and this issue was properly submitted to the jury.

Dr. Hilary J. Cholhan testified that the standard of care required the disclosure of
alternatives to the sacrospinous ligament suspension. ChDlho.n transcript at page 81,
line 17. Dr. Cholhan then enumerated the alternatives, including doing nothing, use of

pessaries, and a surgical abdominal approach.

Cholho.n transcript pages 21 - 27. Dr.

Cholhan stated that there was no evidence ·that defendant Tashman discussed the
alternatives, surgical and non-surgical with the plaintiff. ChDlhan transcript page 27,
line 7-11. Thus expert witness testimony established the standard of care. According

to Dr. Cholhan, the standard of care required defendant Tashman to disclose the
alternatives, surgical and non-surgical, to the plaintiff. Additionally, this expert witness
testimony also established that defendant Tashman breached this duty by failing to
inform the plaintiff.
The plaintiffs own testimony also established that defendant Tashman breached
his duty to disclose alternatives when she testified that he never informed her of
surgical options, such as an abdominal approach, and never informed her that
pessaries were a non-surgical option.

Her testimony established that defendant

Tashman entirely dismissed pessaries as an option and he did not even explain what
they were. These facts were also testified to by plaintiffs husband, Dennis Gibbs.
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In Rizzo. the plaintiff presented sufficient evidence of proximate causation in her
case when she presented evidence from which a jury might have inferred that had the
plaintiff been fully informed, she might have acted differently, and the plaintiff also
presented evidence that but for defendant's surgical actions without her informed
consent, the injury would I,lOt have occurred.
In this case, the defendant admits that Ms. Gibbs testified that had she been fully

informed, she would not have undergone this procedure by this defendant physician.
Under the standards set forth by Rizzo, Ms. Gibbs presented evidence from which the
jury might have inferred that had she been fully informed, she would have acted
differently. The plaintifrs evidence showed that but for the defendant's surgery without
her informed consent, she would not have suffered permanent pudendal and sciatic
nerve injuries.. The plaintiff established a prima facie case of negligence based upon
defendant Tashman's failure. to obtain her informed consent through his failure to
disclose the alternatives to surgery. Accordingly, the issue was correctly submitted to
the jury, and the jury's verdict must be sustained.
2.

Expert testimony established that defendant Tashm.an was required to
disclose the risks of the procedures, and his failure to do so was
properly submitted to the jury.

Plaintiffs expert, Dr. Hilary J. Cholhan testified that the standard of care requires
the disclosure of risks and disadvantages of procedures in order to obtain a patient's
informed consent. Dr. Cholhan testified that "informed consent is not just a piece of
paper, it's a process, and it's a process of educating the patient so that the patient
understands what conditions she has been diagnosed with and what treatment options
are available to her, be they non-surgical or surgical. So it's not a piece of paper, it's
essentially helping the patient understand his or her own condition so that she

8
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make an informed consent based on the ability to determine what the advantages and
disadvantages are of each treatment... " Cholhan transcript pages 19-20. Dr. Cholhan
further testified as to some of the disadvantages or risks of various alternatives,
including problems with pessaries falling out and trapping bacteria. Cholhan transcript
page 22. He also testified that one of the risks or disadvantages of vaginal approaches

to sacrospinous ligament s:uspensions is that it does not have long term efficacy for very
active women. Clwlha.n transcript pages 24-25. Dr. Cholhan testified that informed
consent requires a

physic~an

to disclose these advantages and disadvantages of each

option so that a patient can decide which treatment is appropriate.
Dr. Cholhan further testified that defendant Tashman breached this duty. He
testified, "I saw

!!Q

evidence that any patient counseling occurred with respect to

alternatives of treatment advantages of one treatment over another, disadvantages, risk
factors, or the like." Cholhan transcript page 72, lines 6-10. Indeed, the plaintiff also
testified that defendant Tashman never disclosed to her the risks or disadvantages of a
sacrospinous ligament suspension or the risks or disadvantages of any other alternative
remedy for her malady. She testified that he never informed her of (1) the disadvantage
or risk that nerve damage could result from a vaginal approach, (2) the risk or·
disadvantage that a vagin8.l appr~ach would not give her long term efficacy, (3) that the
risks or disadvantages that pessaries might fall out or trap bacteria. The plaintiff's
testimony established that defendant Tashman failed to advise her of the risks or
disadvantages so that she could make an informed consent to which treatment she felt
most appropriate.
Plaintiff testified that defendant Tashman's failure to disclose the risks or
disadvantages of her treatment options was a proximate cause of her injuries.

9
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Under:~r

Rizzo, her testimony that she would not have had the sacrospinous ligament

suspension surgery performed by this defendant physician provides evidence . of
proximate cause of her injuries. Therefore, plaintiff presented a prima facie case of
negligence based upon defendant Tashman's failure to disclose the risks of the
procedure. Accordingly, this issue was properly submitted to the juxy.
Because the issue of failure to disclose risks was properly submitted to the jury,
the Court correctly refused to give defendant's juxy instruction V.

Furthermore,

plaintiffs proposed instruction 5 is Virginia's Model Juxy Instruction 35.080 and is
based upon the Court's hqldings in Rizzo and Bly. It states in part that a doctor has
the duty to give a patient "all information about the surgery and its risks that would be
given to a patient by a

re~sonably

prudent practitioner. What is reasonable is to be

determined by expert testimony. It is abundantly clear from reading the testimony of
Dr. Cholhan that defendant Tashman failed to disclose what a reasonably prudent
practitioner would under these circumstances. Therefore, this jury instruction was a
correct statement of the law and of the evidence presented in this case. Accordingly, it
was properly submitted to the jury.
3.

Expert testimony established that defendant Tashm.an was r~quired to
disclose his lack of experience, including that this was his f"Jrst time to
perform this procedure solo, and his fallure to do so was properly
submitted to ~e jury.

Likewise, .there was expert testimony that defendant Tashman· was required
under the standard of

c~e

to disclose to the plaintiff that this was the first time he

performed this surgery solo. Under Rizzo, Bly. Moates and Dietze, the defendant's duty
to disclose is measured by expert testimony as to what a reasonably prudent
practitioner would disclose under the circumstances.

10
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Dr. Cholhan testified that "if it's not within his surgical armamentarium to do
that, then you need to explain to the patient, that is not within my armamentarium." .

I

I

Cholhan transcript page 81, line 20.

Dr. Cholhan went on to define this term.

"Armamentarium is nothing more than repertoire, within the operator's skill and
experience and knowledge.

11

Cholhan transcript page 101, line 15. Thus, if this surgical

procedure was not within defendant Tashman's skill and experience, he had a duty to
disclose that fact to the plain tiff.
Defendant's claim that there was no predicate evidence that this procedure was
not within defendant Tashman's armamentarium and defendant's reliance only on
evidence presented in plaintifi's case-in-chief are misplaced. When a defendant in a
civil or criminal case proceeds to introduce evidence in his own behalf, after the trial
court has overruled his mC?tion to strike, made at the conclusion of the introduction of
plaintiffs evidence in chief, he waives the right to stand upon such motion. Plaintiff's
case may be strengthened by defendant's evidence. If thereafter a motion is made to
strike the evidence or to set aside the verdict, the Court must consider the entire record
in reaching its conclusion. Spangler v. Commonwealth, 188 Va 436, 50 S.E.2d ·265
(1948). On direct examination, Ms. Gibbs testified that she frrst learned of Dr.
Tashman's lack of experience when he testified in his deposition that he had never
performed this surgery solo. Thus, evidence that Dr. Tashman had never performed
this surgery solo was presented in plaintiff's case-in-chief.

Additionally, on cross

examination, defendant Tashman admitted that he had never performed this procedure
as a lead surgeon solo and· that he never has performed this procedure since. Given the
evidence that defendant Tashman never performed this procedure solo, whether it was
outside his armamentarium, his repertoire, skill and experience was an issue of fact
f:
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f~

the jury to determine based upon the evidence before it. Accordingly, this issue was
properly submitted to the jury.
III. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, plaintiff, Margaret L. Gibbs, respectfully requests this
Court to deny defendant's Motion for a New Trial.

MARGARET L. GIBBS
By Counsel
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF FAIRFAX COUNTY
MARGARET L. GIBBS,

)

Plaintiff,

)

v.

)

HUNTER S. TASHMAN, M.D.,

)

· Defendant.

AT LAW NO. 184413

)

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

THIS CAUSE came to be heard the 5th day of September, 2000, upon the
Plaintiffs Motion for Judgment filed herein, the Defendant's Answer and
cv

r

~

Grounds of :Oefense and other pleadings;

\,

J~

WHEREUPON, after being examined on their voir dire, seven jurors were
chosen to compose the jucy for the trial. Having been duly sworn, the jurors

-

heard the opening statements of counsel and the evidence presented by the
Plaintiff and the Defendant, with objections and motions preserved by the
Court on the record. After receiving the instructions of the Court, the jury
heard closing argument by counsel and retired to consider its verdict.
WHEREUPON, on the 12th day of September, 2000, the jucy returned
and announced its verdict in favor of the Plaintiff and against the Defendant in
the amount of $4,000,000 (FOUR MILLION DOLLARS).

1

-833-

THEREUPON, the Court on the Defendant's motion reduced the verdict
to $1,000,000 (ONE MILLION DOLLARS), applying the medical malpractice cap

?rk

~

.set forth in §8.01-581.15 of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended. _ . ~1 ]

J

3 I gf!K

.

THEREAFTER, the Defendant filed post-trial Motions to Set Aside the
Verdict and for a New Trial. After hearing oral argument on October 6, 2000, .
the Court denied the Defendants' post-trial motions and the Defendant duly
noted his objections and exceptions. The post-trial motions of the Defendant
having been denied, it is;
ORDERED and ADJUDGED pursuant to the aforesaid modified verdict of
the jucy, that judgment be and hereby is, granted in favor of the Plaintiff,
Margaret L. Gibbs against the Defendant, Hunter S. Tashman, M.D. in the
amount of $1,000,000 (ONE MILLION DOLLARS), together with interest from
September 12, 2000, at the post-judgment rate, until paid and court costs as
allowed by law.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a copy teste of this
Order of ..Judgment to counsel of record.
THIS ORDER IS FINAL.
ENTERED THIS ..b..fu_ DAY OF Q

~ bc?x

, 2000.

~?m;J.S~
Circuit Court Judge

2
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'

I

.
·

PLAINTIFF ASKS FOR ENTRY OF THIS ORDER

-~~~~==----~IF
~

P. CLARK KATIENBURG, P.C.
4118 Leonard Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030
(703) 591-1833

KIDWELL, KENT & CURRAN
9695C Main Street
Fairfax, VA 22031
(703) 764-0600

By:

By:

J.Ch~L

2436
866

VSB No. 21455
Counsel for Plaintiff

SEEN AND OBJECTED TO AS TO ANY ADVERSE RULINGS FOR THE
REASONS STATED INTHE RECORD (WHICH IS INCORPORATED BY
REFERENCE) BOTH BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER THE TRIAL OF THIS
CASE;

GODARD, WEST & ADELMAN, P.C.
3975 University Drive, #220
P.O. Box 1287
Fairfax, VA 22030-1287
(703) 218-5063
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OFFAID
MARGARET L. GffiBS,

F.IJ;I(Xrci.J;~-=?f.~..,. '
~-t. ,· f..'o~

)

)
Plaintifl:

~

)

'llJ·

)

v.

)

AT LAW NO. 184413

)

HUNTERS. TASHMAN,MD.,

I

)
)

Defendant.

)
NOTICE OF APPEAL ON
BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANT

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT, pursuant to Rule 5:9 of the Rules ofthe Supreme

Court of Virginia. the DEFENDANT, HUNTERS. TASHMAN, M.D., by counsel,
. GODARD, WEST & ADELMAN, P.C. appeals to the Supreme Court ofVtrginia from the
Final Judgment Order of this Court entered on the 6th day of October, 2000 by the Honorable

pennis J. Smith, Judge granting judgment upon the verdict of the jwy in the amount of
$1,000,000 plus interest from September 12, 2000 until paid in favor of the plaintiff. The

defendant also expressly appeals the Court's denial on October 6, 2000, of the defendant's
post-verdict Motion for a New Trial on All Issues.
Defendant further states that pertinent portions of the transcript of the trial, testimony
and other incidents of the case as well as the transcript of the October 6, 2000 hearing will be
filed and have been ordered from Lou Ann Roach, 9100 Meadowcreek Lane, Crosspointe,
LAW OPPIC:U

GODARD, WEST
ADELMAN, P.C.

Virginia 22079-3238, (703) 690-0999, the court reporter.

·75 UNIV&IUITY DR.IV&

HUNTERS. TASHMAN, MD.
By Counsel

SUIT& 220
P.O. BOX 1287
U'AX. VIRCINIA 22030
(7031 273•4800

-836-

-.
GODARD, WEST & ADELMAN, P.C.

~dard,Es
Patricia C.
Karpp~

e#
s ·

~7
) #:JJ.7fi
#36038

GODARD, WEST &
ELMAN, .C.
P. 0. Box 1287
3975 University Drive, Suite 225
Fairfax, V~rginia 22030
(703) 218-5066

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Notice of Appeal was malle~ first
class and postage prepaid, this~ RD day of October, 2000, to:

r

P. Clark Kattenburg, Esquire
Laura Johnston, Esquire
4118 Leonard Drive
Fairfax, V~rginia 22030-2051.
Charles Curran, Esquire
9695 C Main Street
Fairfax, VIrginia 22031
·.

Patricia C. Karppi, E

~
'..AW 0PPIC:U

DA!lD, WEST
)ELMAN, P.C.
UNIVIJUITY DIUVI
.SUITI 220
Box 1287
'<. VIR.c:INIA 22030

o.

)3) 273•4800

-837-

John T. Frey
Clerk of Circuit Coun

Official Receipt

.
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~

1/..

VIRGINIA:

Plaintiff:

v.

LAWNO. 184413

HUNTERS. !ASHMAN, M.D.
Defendant.

NOTICE OF FILING TRANSCRIPTS

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, pursuant to Rule 5: 11 (a) of the Rules of the Supreme
Court ofVU"ginia, the defendant, HUNTERS. !ASHMAN, MD., by counse~ GODARD,
WEST & ADELMAN, P.C., hereby gives notice of the filing of the six volume transcript of
the trial and post-trial motions bearing of the above-styled matter:
Volume I, Trial Day 1, September 5, 2000
Volume 2, Trial Day 2, September 6, 2000
Volume 3, Trial Day 3, September 7, 2000
Volume 4, Trial Day 4, September 11, 2000
Volume 5, Trial Day 5, September 12, 2000
Volume 6, Hearing before the Honorable Dennis Smith on October 6, 2000 on
LAw OPPIC:IS

Defendant's Post-Trial Motions.

GODARD, WEST

; ADELMAN, P.C.
0>75 UNIV&.-.aiTY DIUVI
SUITII 220
P.O. BOX 1287
IR.PAlC. VIII.C:INIA 22030

The above-described transcripts were filed with the Clerk of the Circuit Court for
Fairfax County on November 20, 2000.

1703) 273•4800

1
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HUNTERS. TASHMAN, M.D.
BY COUNSEL

A
dard, squire 4712
Patricia C. Karppi, Esqu: e #36038
GODARD, WEST & ADELMAN, P.C.
3975 University Drive, Suite 225
Fairfax, Vll'ginia 22030
(703) 218-5066

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Nodce of Filing Transcripts was mailed,
postage prepaid this 20th day ofNovember, 2000:
P. Clark Kattenburg, Esquire
Laura Johnston, Esquire
4118 Leonard Drive
Fairfax, Vll'ginia 22030-2051
Charles Curran, Esquire
9695 C Main Street
Fairfax, Vuginia 22031
Counsel for the Plaintiff

LAw 0PP1ei!S

GODARD, WEST
& ADELMAN, P.C.
3g75 UNIYIIUITY DII.IYI
SUITI 220
P.O. Box 128?
FAIIU'AIC, VIII.QNIA 22030
(?03) 2?3·4800

2
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.

'

I

Assignment of Error
I.

The trial court erred in allowing the plaintiffs informed consent cause of
action to be considered by the jury as there was insufficient evidence, as a
matter of law, to establish a prima facie case, including the duty to disclose,
what disclosure were required under the applicable standard of care, and
that any alleged breach of such duty was a proximate cause of plaintiff's
injuries.
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